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LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY 
ABSTRACT 
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES 
DEPARTMENT OF DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY 
ENHANCING THE FORM CREATION CAPABILITIES OF DIGITAL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN TOOLS 
Bahar ~ener 
The foundation of the research is that conventional computer-aided design (CAD) has yet to 
provide form creation tools that are entirely satisfactory to industrial designers, and that 
improved tools will redress the present shortfalls. 
Three interconnected strands of research are reported in the thesis. Emphasis is placed 
throughout on learning from current practices, in order to identify how digital design tools 
can be improved to provide better support to industrial designers' form creation processes. 
The first research strand comprises a series of design and modelling experiments, leading 
to a definitive set of customer needs for form creation. Documentary evidence is collected 
and analysed on the modelling activities associated with blue foam, conventional CAD, and 
the FreeForm® virtual clay haptic modelling system. Strengths and weaknesses of each 
modelling medium are identified and discussed. Taxonomies of modelling tools and charts 
of generalised sequences of form creation are constructed. The second research strand 
comprises a case study with Procter & Gamble, which establishes recommendations for 
how FreeForm®, as a virtual material modelling system, can be most effectively integrated 
into commercial new product development. The third research strand comprises a concept 
design project, which delivers eleven proposals for enhancing the form creation capabilities 
of digital industrial design tools. 
The main conclusions reveal that conventional CAD fails to provide satisfactory sketch form 
creation with both two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations. Furthermore, 
sketch form creation, which is characteristically speedy, loose and explorative, must be 
allied to constrained and dimension-driven form creation if digital design tools are to satisfy 
industrial designers' needs. The alliance of these two contrasting form creation approaches 
Is suggested to be especially challenging. Two distinct directions for digital design tools are 
identified by the research: (i) improved emulation, or implementation, of the manual 
activities involved with non-digital media; and (ii) new paradigms away from 'real world' 
emulation, which supplement designers' cognitive modelling and draw upon existent 
design and communication skills. 
Keywords: new product development, industrial design, product form, models, modelling 
media, sketching, digital tools, CAD, haptics, customer needs 
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Introduction 
I. Background 
The creation of product form, defined as the physical three-dimensional (3D) identity 
of a product, is one of the essential outcomes of industrial design. In the last two decades, 
considerable change has come about in the modelling media (the physical material or digital 
technology with which form is created) and the modelling tools (the means to create form 
with, or within, a medium) used by industrial designers. A digital revolution is well underway, 
with drawing boards now a rare sight in design studios, and wholly digital design processes 
now a reality. Computer based (or 'digital') modelling media are widespread and well 
established alongside the use of traditional (or 'non-digital') modelling media such as 
sketch pads, card and foam, The use of 3D computer-aided design (CAD) is now an essential 
element of new product development (NPD), as will become apparent through this thesis. 
The focus of the thesis, entitled 'Enhancing the Form Creation Capabilities of Digital 
Industrial Design Tools', is an investigation into industrial designers' use of different 
modelling media and tools for form creation. Emphasis is placed on ways of improving the 
desirability and functionality of digital industrial design tools of the future. The use of the 
term 'digital industrial design tools of the future' is intended to convey the message that an 
open mind on the research outcomes was sought, and that the 'future' could hold at least 
two contrasting types of digital design tools: those that were conceptually different to CAD 
(and perhaps radically so), encompassing visionary, technologically challenging, and yet-to-
be-created tools; and those that more closely resembled incremental improvements to 
existing systems, whether as input devices, output devices or software. 
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11. The Need for the Research 
Since its commercial introduction in the 1960s, CAD has predominantly served the 
needs of architects and engineers. Industrial designers have, historically, had little choice 
but to work with CAD systems aimed at these sister disciplines. Over time, architectural and 
engineering CAD systems have evolved to become more suited to industrial design, and 
computer-aided industrial design (CAID) systems have been introduced. The defining 
differences separating CAD and CAID systems is that the latter, in principle, provides the 
most suitable methods of defining product form for industrial designers, and allies this to 
best-in-class tools for creating photorealistic product representations. However, the general 
consensus amongst designers and design researchers is that computer support for 
conceptual industrial design still remains poor. 
Two key reasons can be identified for the apparent limited provision of digital form creation 
tools for industrial design, regardless of commercial reasons for avoiding new system 
introductions. First, many of the relevant ideas and innovations that have potential 
application in such tools are still subject to development at their originating universities and 
research institutions. As a result, the technology and know-how relating to the ideas and 
innovations are not yet ready for commercial exploitation. Secondly, the theoretical basis for 
innovation in the area is surprisingly underdeveloped. There exists a lack of documentation, 
literature and other prior art in relation to the practical use of modelling media by industrial 
designers. Critical comparisons, revealing in depth the form creation processes involved with 
different modelling media, are notably absent. Consequently, software developers and 
hardware manufacturers cannot access a body of substantiated, research-derived 
information to direct their ideas and innovations for digital industrial design tools. 
The relative absence of dedicated computer support for conceptual form creation in 
industrial design was the prime motivation for undertaking the research reported in this 
thesis. It was proposed that present-day CAD and CAID have yet to reach a level of 
sophistication that is entirely satisfactory or inspiring for industrial designers. The key idea, 
or response, was that through systematic research enquiry, it would be possible not only to 
examine the precise shortfalls of current CAD and CAID provision for form creation, but also 
to identify ways in which that provision could be enhanced to better satisfy industrial 
designers' needs. Within this context, the terms CAD and CAID appeared limited in their 
scope, and so, again, the term 'digital industrial design tools' was adopted as a broader 
alternative. 
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Ill. Aim and Objectives 
The aim of the research was to identify how digital tools could be improved to 
provide better support to industrial designers' form creation processes. The following 
objectives were set for the research programme: 
• to undertake research to improve computer support for industrial designers' 
conceptual form creation; 
• to gather documentary evidence of industrial designers' form creation processes 
associated with different modelling media, focusing on modelling sequences and 
tool uses; 
• to investigate strengths and weaknesses of different modelling media based on 
industrial designers' commentaries; 
• to establish industrial designers' prioritised needs for form creation in a digital 
domain; 
• 
• 
to investigate whether digital design tools providing real-time sculptural form 
creation and haptic (sense of touch) feedback (i) are a genuinely useful and 
desirable approach to form creation in industrial design, and (ii) have a role and 
relevance within wider new product development (NPD); 
to propose concepts illustrating how new and emerging computing technologies 
could be used to enhance the form creation capabilities of digital industrial 
design tools. 
The following main research questions were posed. The process of reaching the research 
objectives and the main research questions is described in full in Section I of the thesis. 
1. To what extent are the form creation capabilities of current digital design tools 
unsatisfactory for contemporary industrial design? 
2. In what ways should digital design tools be enhanced or improved to better 
support industrial designers' conceptual form creation practices? 
3. How can industrial designers' needs for form creation in a digital domain be 
systematically and successfully identified and prioritised? 
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IV. Guide to the Research Programme and Thesis 
The thesis opens with prior art reviews undertaken in the following specialist 
subjects (Chapters One, Two): approaches to form creation; attributes of product form; 
CAD/CAID; digital and non-digital models and modelling; haptics technology; industrial 
design; new and emerging computing technologies; NPD; and product design. A variety of 
sources were consulted, covering: academic publications; companies; exhibitions; 
individuals; internet sources; organisations; professional literature; and trade fairs. 
In the light of the prior art reviews, Chapter Three presents the research direction, objectives, 
questions and methodology. The prior art reviews indicated that in order to construct 
balanced and informed judgements on the future direction of digital industrial design tools, it 
was essential to gather evidence on how industrial designers use contemporary modelling 
media to create form. Within this, it was considered vital to examine not only digital media 
but also non-digital media, so as not to omit potentially important perspectives and lessons 
to be learnt. Therefore, the examination of industrial designers' use of three modelling media 
is a theme throughout the thesis. Two established media (blue foam modelling, BFM; and 
conventional CAD modelling, CADM) and one state-of-the-art medium (FreeForm® virtual clay 
haptic modelling system from SensAble Technologies Inc., FFM) were examined. The most 
insightful route for uncovering design and modelling activity was considered to be through 
the collection of detailed and highly contextual documentary evidence, rather than 
retrospective accounts containing typified or anecdotal experiences. With this in mind, a 
methodology based around three research strands was proposed. 
• Strand j,. A series of experiments, to examine in depth the design and modelling 
activities associated with blue foam, CAD and FreeForm. Data for this research 
strand were collected through: observations; self-administered questionnaires; 
and interviews. Full details of this research strand are contained in Chapters 
Three, Four, Five, Six and Seven. 
• Strand 2. A commercial case study with Procter & Gamble Technical Centres 
(UK), to assess the practical application of FreeForm as a form creation tool in 
the context of team-based, commercial NPD. Data for this research strand were 
collected through: observations; interviews; and reflective practice by the author 
(engaged as an industrial designer). Full details of this research strand are 
contained in Chapters Eight and Nine. 
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• Strand 3. A concept design project focused on digital industrial design tools of 
the future, to demonstrate an appropriate way in which the research results 
could lead to practical action. Data for this research strand were collected 
through: group creative sessions; reflective practice by the author (engaged as 
an industrial designer); and an evaluation questionnaire. Full details of this 
research strand are contained in Chapter Ten. 
A literature review to support the development of the adopted research methodology was 
also undertaken, covering the following subjects: data collection and analysis; interview 
techniques; observational studies; qualitative and quantitative research methods; 
questionnaire design. 
The devised research programme drew upon the teachings of Bruce Archer, whose work has 
been an influence on the structure of several previous doctoral theses within the 
Department of Design and Technology, Loughborough University. The research programme 
comprised research about, through and for the purposes of designing. It comprised research 
about designing because this was the primary subject matter under investigation; it 
comprised research through designing because the author's practical design activity was 
used as one means of generating data; and it comprised research for the purposes of 
designing because the findings have intentional impact on how industrial designers' form 
creation processes can be better supported by improved digital design tools. 
In each of the Chapters from One to Ten, 'conclusions' and 'chapter summary' sections are 
provided as a method of quickly reviewing chapter contents. The primary conclusions for the 
study, and recommendations for the future, draw the thesis to an end in Chapter Eleven. A 
diagrammatic summary of the research programme is presented in Figure 0.1, and is 
intended to make the thesis structure quickly and easily apparent. The thesis sections and 
chapters are indicated within the diagram, but full disclosure of the headings and 
subheadings for each chapter are provided in the thesis contents page. 
V. Research Audience 
The contributions contained in the thesis are intended to be of direct use to four 
groups of people. First, to computer hardware and software developers, by providing a 
substantiated basis on which to base specifications for next·generation digital industrial 
design tools. Secondly, to managers and practitioners of industrial design, by informing and 
inspiring initiatives to improve form creation practice and the integration of digital media for 
form creation. Thirdly, to those involved in industrial design education, by informing and 
inspiring initiatives to improve the content, presentation and relevance of form creation 
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teaching and learning materials. And fourthly, to design researchers, by consolidating the 
prior art within the subject areas and providing a foundation on which new and subsequent 
research projects can be built. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Form Creation In Industrial Design 
1,1 Introduction 
This chapter provides essential background to the subject areas of the thesis, Prior 
art is contrasted and compared and used to construct clear arguments for the nature and 
role of form creation as an activity undertaken by industrial designers, The work covered in 
this chapter also represents the author's approach to becoming personally acquainted with 
the breadth of subjects impacting on industrial designers' form creation processes, 
1,2 New Product Development 
New product development (NPD) comprises the activities and decisions required to 
create a marketable product in an industrial context and in response to a design goal. 
Although the term 'new' is used, frequently the product to be designed is more accurately a 
variation or improvement on an existing artefact, and therefore need not be 'new' in the 
sense of ground breaking or innovative [Bontfort, 2003]. Also, use of the term 'product' in 
NPD frequently extends beyond physical products to include services and software. 
1.2.1 Product development teams 
The concept of professional product development was born and realised by 
independent craftspeople in the era of the Industrial Revolution, where a single person 
would undertake all the activities from the conception of a product idea through to the sale 
of the finalised artefact. In contemporary NPD, although the fundamentals necessary to 
create a functional and a sellable artefact remain basically unchanged, the skills now 
required extend far beyond the capabilities of an individual. Product development is now a 
multifaceted team·based business, and has been described as a process of disciplinary 
interactions and exchanges, diverse market philosophies and complex commercial policies 
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[Ceppi, 1996]. The complexity in NPD is in part a reflection of (i) increased technical 
complexity of commercial products, (ii) increased sophistication of modern marketing, and 
(iii) greater product knowledge by purchasers. 
NPD teams typically comprise expertise from some or all of the following disciplines: 
industrial design, mechanical design, electrical/electronic design, production engineering, 
ergonomics, ethnographic research, branding, and marketing [Richardson, 2001; Norman, 
1999]. Various management structures are used for NPD, but it is common for specialist 
groups to be created such as 'styling', 'engineering' and 'production'. Emphasis is frequently 
given to the vital need for coordination, communication and joint decision·making between 
the various NPD personnel, if a world-beating product is to be developed [e.g. Norman, 
1999; Pahl & Beiz, 1996; McGrath et al., 1992]. Professionals engaged in NPD collectively 
analyse problems, weaknesses and opportunities in a given product area and, by way of 
response, propose and realise ways of creating competitive advantage through newly 
conceived products and product features. 
1.2.2 Phases of NPD 
Most texts on NPD offer descriptive or prescriptive models for how NPD typically 
progresses, or how it ought to progress, as a means for providing organisations with 
information to plan efficient product development programmes. Although a wide range of 
different terminology is used, the consensus is that NPD progresses in a broadly sequential 
and phased manner, commencing with a formal statement of need, and evolving through 
design input through to prototyping, manufacture, testing, and finally to the launch of a 
marketed product [Hogarth & Ta beshfar, 1996; McMahon & Browne, 1993]. Hogarth & 
Tabeshfar fop. cit.] describe eight identifiable phases of NPD: the idea; project strategy and 
plan; concept development; feasibility; design specification; embodiment design; detail 
design; and production. 
The British Standard BS7000 Part 2 entitled 'Guide to managing the design of manufactured 
products', which represents best general practice, describes four general phases of NPD: 
concept phase; feasibility phase; implementation/realisation phase; and termination phase 
[BSI, 1997]. Similarly, Ulrich & Eppinger [1995] provide a five-phase generic description of 
NPD. Their model, illustrated in Figure 1.1, is particularly clear and fits well to a wide range 
of projects and companies and is therefore used as a reference throughout this thesis. 
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Flg.1.1. Diagram by Ulrlch & Eppinger illustrating the sequential phases of generic NPD 
[In Ulrlch & Epplnger, 1995] (image <ID 1995. McGrawHill) 
The five phases of NPD described by Ulrich & Eppinger [ibid.) are as follows, describing a 
general progression from abstracVimplied ideas to defined/explicit proposals. 
Concept development: the needs of the target market are identified; alternative 
product concepts are generated and evaluated, often covering contrasting 
perspectives; then usually one or a few concepts are selected for further 
development. 
System-level design: the definition of the geometry and functional specification 
of the product are undertaken and preliminary technical embodiments are 
proposed. 
Detail design: technical specifications for manufacture, materials, tolerances, 
and assembly of all the unique parts are decided; purchase needs are 
determined. 
Testing and refinement: the construction and evaluation of pre-production 
versions of the product are made. 
Production ramp-up: initial runs of the product are created, prior to product 
launch. 
1.2.3 Contemporary issues in NPD 
More than ever, NPD activities take place in geographically distributed teams. The 
transformation to global markets and global manufacturing, increased competition from 
overseas competitors, and emerging collaborative technologies (e.g. video conferencing, 
Internet product data exchange) have dramatically reduced the need for NPD teams to be 
housed in a single location. Although design management challenges have of course arisen 
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as a result, physical separation of NPD personnel has been shown to lower centralised costs, 
reduce staffing disruption, limit the necessity to travel, and positively contribute to the 
strategic needs of multinational or multi-site organisations, who often strike professional 
alliances with enterprises independent of headquarter directives [Kristensen, 2003]. 
Other recurrent issues in contemporary NPD are the quickening of time-to-market (the 
overall compression of NPD activities), the increasing pace of individual product 
introductions, mass customisation of products, and the continual pressure to reduce 
development costs [Kristensen, 2003; SensAble Technologies, 2003a; Stappers & 
Hennessey, 1999]. Shifts in consumer awareness and political agendas continue to be key 
drivers for NPD: one area of continued pressure is environmentally sensitive design and due 
attention to related wider sustainability issues. 
1.3 Industrial Design within NPD 
Many attempts have been made to provide a concise and universal definition of the 
term 'industrial design', but invariably the results provoke criticism for failing to be 
sufficiently inclusive or for omitting to mention a 'crucial' area of industrial designers' 
expertise. The variety and abundance of definitions available in prior art suggests two 
observations: first that there is disagreement (or at least lack of consensus) amongst the 
profession on the precise function of the industrial designer; and secondly, on a decision-
making and practical level, industrial designers' roles and responsibilities do indeed vary 
widely [Genser & Leenders, 2001]. Both of these observations were noted when researching 
suitable definitions for the purpose of this thesis, and in response an attempt has been 
made to constructively combine and contrast prior art. The definitions offered are suggested 
to communicate the essence of industrial design as referenced in this thesis. 
The term 'industrial design' originates from a period predominantly in the early twentieth 
century, when art school trained designers and craftspeople (alternatively known as 'artist-
designers' or 'applied artists') were asked to focus their skills on products made in bulk by 
manufacturing industry. Contemporary industrial designers "determine the form and 
interaction qualities of manufactured products, packaging and digital media systems" [IDSA, 
2003]. As a professional service, industrial design is said to involve ..... creating and 
developing concepts and specifications that optimise the function, value and appearance of 
products and systems for the mutual benefit of both user and manufacturer" [IDSA, 1999]. 
Taylor & Taylor have recently provided an especially concise definition: industrial designers 
work in the context of NPD, transforming "abstract concepts into tangible entities" 
[2004:269). Their definition is particularly helpful, emphasising that industrial design, as a 
set of operational objectives, can be applied to a wide range of problems. The French 
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designer Roger Talion is a firm believer in the encompassing nature of industrial design, 
stating that "design is first and foremost an attitude", irrespective of product area or type [in 
Bayley, 1995:8J. 
At the core of industrial design, and therefore at the core of industrial designers' activities, is 
a concern for psychological, physiological, sociological and cultural human factors, and to 
ensure that designed products fit to, appeal to, are useful to, and are pleasurable to, their 
intended end-users [Steinbuglar, 1999; Robertson, 1997J. Product appearance, ergonomics 
and user interface are elements of a product over which industrial designers have significant 
influence [Campbell et al., 2004J. 
Product identity, and more recently branding, are also key areas typically under the control of 
the industrial designer [Tovey, 1997J. These in turn lead to associated work covering 
packaging, exhibitions, interiors and corporate identity [IDSA, 2004J. However, whilst the 
emphasis in contemporary industrial design still remains the fitting of products to people, 
this is increasingly within the context of creating more encompassing and pleasurable 
'experiences' for consumers, of which the designed artefact is only one element. This 
emerging trend is increasingly the relationship sought between client and product 
development consultancy, where predictions of increased project ownership and immersion 
are now proving correct [Rust, 1996J. For example, consumers are increasingly valued and 
directly involved in the development of new products, with ethnographic design research 
techniques (such as task shadowing and focus groups) becoming popular ways of 
determining appropriate specifications for new products. 
It has been said that the best industrial design leads to "objects of desire which are a 
pleasure to own, a pleasure to use, and a pleasure to behold ... " [Con ran, in Noblet (de), 
1993:8J. Industrial designers' activities therefore span the domains of both physical 
interaction and perception (e.g. product comfort, ease of use, safety) and emotional 
response (e.g. product allure, status and possessiveness). Unsurprisingly, the subject of how 
the human senses can be stimulated through product design (an area of contemporary 
research termed 'affective design') is a specialism of the industrial designer. 
The focus on satisfying human senses leads to the popularist view that industrial designers 
focus their efforts on product styling (Le. visual stimulation) and the creation of attractive, 
distinctive, elegant and desirable product forms [IDSA, 2004J. Certainly form creation is one 
of the defining elements of industrial designers' duties, but as will be explained in greater 
detail later in this chapter, the drivers for form creation are many and varied and go beyond 
superficial 'styling' and only visual stimulation. 
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Before making any assessment of utility, customers must first confront the external 
appearance of a product. Industrial design is therefore crucial to creating an initial 
favourable impression of a product [Hollins & Pugh, 1990), But, whilst the exterior 
appearance of a product is undoubtedly a prime concern to the industrial designer, this need 
not be with neglect to features of form placed on internal surfaces. Generally, this is a matter 
determined by: (i) the kind of product involved, whether it is substantially a casing covering 
internal components (e.g, laptop computer, lawn mower) or an integrated structure or 
mechanism (e.g. scissors, CD racking); and (ii) design management (leading to the 
apportioning of responsibility between industrial designers and other NPD personnel, for 
example specialist engineers, with greater technical expertise), Input into the design of 
'working parts' covered by casings is less relevant to industrial designers because, in use, 
these parts have little or no intended contact with end users and no necessity to be pleasing 
to the eye or to express a marketable identity [Ulrich & Eppinger, 1995). However, these 
parts do have user interaction at other times, for example during assembly, installation and 
repair, and can still benefit from industrial design. It is with this perspective that industrial 
designers' duties can extend to product design more widely, to encompass the 
rearrangement of internal product components ·to make products easier to manufacture, 
assemble, service and recycle" [IDSA, 2004). Some obvious exceptions arise when casings 
are manufactured in transparent materials, for example the Apple Macintosh iMac and some 
Swatch models, where the working parts contribute to the initial impression left by a product. 
Product customisation and bespoke product design are emerging themes for industrial 
designers in the twenty-first century, made possible through the combination of cutting-edge 
design and manufacturing technologies, Until very recently it would have been unthinkable 
for a customer to visit a high·street shop and, on the spot, 'design' and purchase a product; 
yet this is beginning to happen [Campbell et al., 2004). 
1.3.1 Industrial design as influenced by art and engineering 
One common theme that emerges among definitions of industrial design is that the 
profession is said to be situated 'between art and engineering' or 'between marketing and 
engineering' [Leonetti, 1999; Potter, 1989), This is a useful observation for understanding 
the responsibilities and roles of contemporary industrial designers, In a posting to the ID 
Forum Internet discussion list, Ozcan [8 June 1999) provided a personal anecdote neatly 
describing 'being in between', 
.... if you are an industrial designer you will always be hanging on a pendulum 
swinging between art and engineering. And the concept or product (or client, or 
the user) you are working with (and for) will determine where you are at any 
moment. ( ... ) My personal view is that the decisions on those artistic notes 
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makes a product a work of design and give it the soul. The rest is assembly and 
craft and a lot of tricky management and marketing nowadays.' 
The discussion placing industrial design between art and engineering has a long tradition, 
with George Nelson providing some articulate descriptions: 
•... the industrial designer is an artist because he shapes things in an effort to 
give order and beauty to a mass of material, and in so doing, he infuses an 
emotional content into an inanimate article.' [in Blaich, 1995:6) 
However, industrial designers' form creation decisions are affected by a larger variety of 
constraints than those of applied artists or crafts people, such as a potter, as described by 
Wildenhain. 
" ... forms must convey to the spectator, through their lines and volumes, an 
expressive tension that comes from within, the emotions and ideas that urged 
the potter to make those special forms.' [1968:31] 
Industrial design is essentially directed at satisfying and expressing the needs and desires of 
other people (collective users), rather than satisfying and expressing personal ambition. 
Thus, form creation in industrial design proceeds to satisfy varied criteria laid down explicitly 
or implicitly in a product design specification (PDS), a document drawn-up through 
consultation and cooperation with all NPD stakeholders [Pedgley, 1999; Smets et al., 1994; 
Pugh, 1991; Vertelney & Booker, 1990). As a consequence of industrial designers' 
humanistic perspective on product design, the kinds of form that they propose for a product 
tend to be individualistic and expressive. This is in contrast to engineering traditions, where 
standardisation is favoured so that (i) products are of compatible sizes, fits and types; (ii) 
bought-in components can be readily integrated; and (iii) the performance of design 
proposals can be reliably predicted. 
To summarise, the 'art' influence on industrial design centres on expression and emotion 
(playing to the senses), whilst the 'engineering' influence centres on utility (usefulness for 
practical gain). A well-designed product will typically draw upon both of these influences, for 
which industrial designers with broad-based product design skills are well positioned to 
provide valuable input [Lee et al., 1999a). When placed with a wide responsibility for product 
design, industrial designers can uniquely not only help a product to succeed but can also 
help a conceptual idea to survive [Veryzer, 1999). 
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:1..4 Attributes of Product Form 
Wong [1993] provides an authoritative discussion of the principles of shape and 
form, particularly from a graphic design perspective, but in the context of industrial design 
these principles require some elaboration. This requirement is compounded because 'shape' 
and 'form' are often used interchangeably to refer to the physical presence, external 
appearance, extents, bounded volume, or visual definition of an object. 
In this thesis, the term 'shape' is used to refer specifically to two-dimensional (2D) visual 
definitions of a three-dimensional (3D) object, such as the figure of a product when in 
silhouette or outline, or sectional, profile and orthographic views. Conversely, 'form' is used 
to refer specifically to 3D visual definitions of a 3D object, thus the descriptions relate 
directly to the bounded volume (occupied space) of the object, which may be simplified as 
combination of vertices, edges and faces. In commercial contexts, form is commonly 
described as a combination of 'A-surfaces' (describing 'outside' or 'external' form), and 'B-
surfaces' (describing 'internal', 'underneath' or 'reverse side' form). 
The constituent properties of form comprise 'bulk features' and 'detail features'. 'Bulk 
features' determine a product's overall size, proportion, balance and impression, gauged 
when a product is rotated or walked around and its surface contours, boundaries and 
shapes are revealed. 'Detail features' become apparent on closer inspection of a product, 
and include: surface textures and finishes; surface patterns; engineering details (e.g. ribs, 
bosses, snap fits, push fits), and shell thickness. Surface textures and finishes are subtle 
and, from a distance, tend to have no obvious order to the naked eye. They are revealed 
instead by the quality of light reflected off relatively rough or smooth surfaces (e.g. diffuse 
lighting, reflective lighting). Surface patterns are more pronounced, characterised by larger 
features tending to repeat and having order that is obvious to the eye, even from a distance. 
Full comprehension or appreciation of a product form is not possible within a glance: it is 
instead necessary to examine the product from many different angles and distances, and 
build-up a more thorough and detail understanding [ibid.]. Figures 1.2a and 1.2b give 
examples of bulk features and detail features of product form. 
One of the key determinants of the form of a product is in the selection of materials and 
manufacturing processes [Pedgley, 1999]. Thus, the majority of industrially designed 
products exhibit a production aesthetic, having attributes of form associated with industrial 
manufacturing processes (as opposed to a crafts or handicraft aesthetic). The production 
aesthetic is recognised by regularity, uniformity, evenness of surface, and consistency of 
finish. 
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Flg.1.2a. Examples of bulk features (left) and detail features (right) of product form 
(Image content@2004,Adldas) 
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Fig.1.2b. Examples of bulk features (left) and detail features (right) of product form 
(Image content CID 2003, Sony-Erlcsson) 
When communicating ideas for product form, it is useful to adopt vocabulary that is in 
common use, so that communication is as clear as possible. Accordingly, form is described 
as predominantly 'geometric' or 'organic'. Geometric forms are those with planar surfaces 
and surface curvature (e.g. convex or concave) predominantly based on geometric 
definitions (e.g. straight lines, circles, arcs, angles) and geometric relations (e.g. collinear, 
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perpendicular, parallel, tangency). Organic forms are non-geometric forms that are 
alternatively known as 'curvy', 'curved', 'organic', 'sculptural' or 'free-forms'. They are 
characterised by free-flowing curvilinear lines, pronounced and variably curvaceous surfaces 
and a lack of geometric relations. They are labelled 'organic' because of their resemblance 
to forms found in the natural world. Figure 1.3 shows examples of consumer goods having 
predominantly geometric forms, and predominantly organic forms. 
Apple: 'G4 i Mac' desktop computer Siemens: 'Premium Line' coffee maker Bang& Olufsen.: 'BeoCenter' music system 
·1 
Koziol: 'Olaf egg cup Logitech: 'TrackManit Wheel' mouse Alessi: 'Antonio' toilet roll holder 
Fig.i.3. Consumer goods having predominantly geometric (top) or organic forms (bottom) 
(Images © respective owners) 
1.4.1 Relationship of colour, light, shadow and weight to product form 
Product form can be fully described without reference to colour. Colour is not 
considered to be an attribute of form, but it can be a powerful means to emphasise and 
influence the perception of form [Vihma, 1995]. Colour can markedly change the 'feeling' of 
a product and be used to differentiate products between target user groups and market 
sectors [Baker, 2004]. Light and shadow also dramatically influence product form, although 
again they are not considered to be attributes of form. The perception of a product form 
changes in different lighting conditions and with different intensities of shadow. Form 
creation is therefore often undertaken with an eye to controlling the effect of light and 
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shadow, in particular to accentuate a particular area of a product or to reveal surface 
qualities, in much the same way as sculpting [Hummels & Stappers, 1998; Dawson, 1974]. 
As with colour, a product form can be fully described without reference to weight: product 
weight is a function of the material used to create a product and as such is not an attribute 
of form. 
1.5 Criteria for Form Creation 
The form that a product takes is not determined arbitrarily. Many varied factors 
combine to influence form creation, governed not only by designers' personal styles but 
more pressingly by explicit and implicit requirements of a PDS, for example as shown in 
Figure 1.4 [Pugh, 1991]. Other criteria affecting form creation include: assembly; brand; 
comfort; fashion; housed electrical or mechanical components; intelligibility; product 
archetypes; structural integrity; styling; usability; and utility. When combined, these various 
criteria dictate a "space envelope" within which possibilities for product form can be 
entertained by the designer [Wormald, 1993]. It is worth noting that whilst some of the 
criteria for form creation are relatively short-lived (e.g. fashion, competitor products), others 
are more fundamental (e.g. comfort, intelligibility). Technological advances in relation to the 
'internal workings' of products have brought fresh opportunities for industrial designers 
[Vihma, 1995]. Miniaturisation continues to be a major factor, dispelling the form creation 
constraints of predecessor technologies . 
....... 
Oesignboundary 
Flg.1.4. Requirements of a PDS [Pugh, 1991] (Image © 1991, Addlson-Wesley) 
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Vihma [ibid.] stresses that whilst form is ultimately a physical phenomenon, it is also an 
integral part of a perception process - a conveyor of information - and as such is a means 
of communicating the idea, promise, character and meaning of a product to its prospective 
users and customers. The direction, language and content of these communications is 
referred to as 'product semantics' [Demirbilek & Sener, 2003; Johansson, 2000]. With due 
attention to product semantics, designers can influence answers to the kinds of questions 
end·users or customers will ask of a product, for example: 'what is the product for?'; 'what 
functions does it perform?'; 'is it fragile?'; 'powerful?'; 'complex?'; 'is it a fun or serious 
product?'; 'what will this product say about me?'. 
Products are not only looked at in isolation, as objects in themselves, but are also 
intrinsically linked to a context (e.g. to physical environments and to product-product 
interactions). They are touched, handled, and sometimes heard or even tasted [Lee et al., 
2000]. Visual appearance of form alone cannot fully describe the experience to be had with 
a product. Other elements, such as the way that a product form feels when it is touched, the 
way it is manipulated during use, and the sound it makes during operation are necessary to 
fully appreciate product form. 
When communicating the essence of a product form, stylistic descriptions are frequently 
used, particularly by commentators [Vihma, 1995]. Thus, a product may be said to resemble 
a certain period in time (e.g. Art Deco, 1980s), a subculture (e.g. youth, businessman) or a 
lifestyle (e.g. hippie, yuppie). The categorisation of product form according to geometric or 
organic elements is also a stylistic categorisation. 
1.6 Introduction to Modelling, Models and Designing 
Modelling is considered central to design activity, being the 'language of designing' 
[Roberts et al., 1992], with models comprising 'languages for handling design ideas' [Tovey 
et al., 2002]. Modelling is the activity directed at constructing models (alternatively known as 
'representations', 'analogues' or 'simulations') of something that exists or is yet-to-exist, 
including artefacts, systems and plans. Two domains can be said to exist when referring to 
designers' modelling activities: cognitive modelling, and modelling external to the mind, with 
either digital media (employing computer technology) or non-digital media (not employing 
computer technology), as illustrated by the author in Figure 1.5. For the purposes of the 
thesis, modelling media external to the mind are considered to be the physical material or 
digital technology with which form is created. 
'Cognitive modelling' refers to the use of one's imagination to evoke sensory perceptions, 
which may draw upon one or more of the five senses: sight, touch, sound, smell and taste 
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[McKim, 1980; Archer & Roberts, 1979], Thus, in the context of NPD, cognitive modelling 
can be directed to imagine how an emerging product idea will look, feel, sound, smell and 
taste, Cognitive modelling need not be concerned solely with 'what will be' or 'what might 
be'; mental models of 'what is' and 'what has been' are also relevant. Cognitive modelling is 
considered to be a fundamental element of design intelligence, being the means by which 
designers are able to privately entertain and develop design proposals in their minds, as 
mental models, without recourse to external media. 
"Central to the act of designing is the capacity to conceptualise and represent 
ideas, aspects of present realities and future possibilities. 'The mind' (we say) 
makes use of a variety of forms of knowing, and makes transformations between 
the models of conceptualisation and representation. Envisaging-what - or 
cognitive modelling - is externalised and manifested in such familiar media and 
forms as words, drawings, plans, maps, 3-dimensional models, prototypes." 
[Roberts, 1992:33-34] 
created In 
Non-DIgital 
Media 
/WOd."'Ug wltb 11\84\-
Fig.i.S. Two domains of modelling: cognitive modelling, and modelling with media external to 
the mind 
'Other uses of the term 'modelling' are used within specific contexts of NPD. For example, in 
a computing context, 'modelling' refers to the process of creating a digital model of a 
product proposal [Webodia, 2000]; 'modelling' is also the activity of model-makers, who 
make 'high fidelity' [Hummels, 2000] physical representations of product proposals. 
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1.6,1 Interaction of cognitive modelling and modelling external to the mind 
One subject that lies at the periphery of this thesis - and which is deserving of 
doctoral work in its own right - concerns the interaction of cognitive modelling and modelling 
external to the mind. This is a subject closely tied to the compound activities of 'designing-
and-making' or 'Iearning-through-doing', which involves modelling a form (particularly hands-
on and with physical material) and, in so doing, re-designing it, through the 'conversation' 
that is a characteristic of modelling with external media. The philosophy of designing-and-
making, as a working method for designers and design educators, is a large area with much 
literature and its connection to this present study is accordingly noted. Interactions certainly 
exist between the cognitive and external domains of modelling, but the nature of those 
interactions, and any effects on design activity, has yet to be well defined [e.g. Tovey et al., 
2002; R6mer et aI., 2001; Kavakli et al., 1998]. It is reasonable to expect, for example, that 
both cognitive modelling and modelling external to the mind can occur separately, in 
combination, and/or highly iteratively. 
There is, however, a body of evidence that sketching (see section 1.6.2) supports the 
cognitive processes involved in idea generation [Wells-Cole, in Kavakli et al., 1998; 
Goldschmidt, in Kavakli et al., 1998; Fish & Scrivener, 1990]. Interactions between cognitive 
and external domains of modelling are commonly said to take place within a 'modelling 
space', defined as the bounds of a given modelling medium (Le. the physical and virtual 
environment in which a model in created). External media essentially provide an extension of 
cognitive modelling space. A boundary line is drawn on Figure 1.5, indicating that whilst 
cognitive modelling is undoubtedly important in form creation, it is too large a research area 
to draw upon for this present study: the focus, therefore, is on externalised modelling. 
1.6.2 Relationship between media and tools 
Modelling in media external to the mind requires both a 'material' and a modelling 
'tool', as illustrated in Figure 1.6. Modelling tools are the means through which form is 
created with, or within, a medium. For non-digital media, the material and the tools are easy 
to comprehend since they are both physical objects (e.g. blue foam block, files and rasps). 
However, for digital media the terms 'material' and 'tool' are not so straightforward: digital 
representations of model surfaces constitute material, whilst a combination of software 
functionality and computer peripherals provides modelling tools. This combination is 
essential, since software cannot operate without inpuVoutput devices, and inpuVoutput 
devices alone provide no modelling functionality. 
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Completed model 
Flg.1.5. Illustrative definition of a 'tool' used with non-dlgltal and digital modelling media 
1.6.3 Sketching 
When considered in its widest sense, the activity of sketching is an essential tool 
employed in writing, music, science, mathematics, and in any creative enterprise as part of 
the conceptualisation process, intensively associated with the 'working up' of embryonic and 
emerging ideas [Temple, 1994]. Whilst, the mental images of the creative process cannot be 
observed directly, sketching can be understood as the nearest to such observation, 
capturing significant moments in the creative imagination and aiding the understanding of 
the creative process as a whole [ibid,]. 
In the context of NPD, sketching refers to 'Iow-fidelity' modelling on a 'scratch pad' or 
'sounding board', and involves the initiation and development of design ideas through 
means such as playing, chancing, directing, assisting, accompanying, verifying, 
complementing, elaborating, evolving, interpreting, exploring and clarifying [Hummels, 2000; 
Sade, 1999], Emphasis is placed on speed and 'looseness', rather than deliberation and 
dimensional or geometric constraints (e.g. specific lengths, radii and distances between 
model elements). Sketches are inherently exploratory and often relatively vague or ill formed: 
a reflection of missing elements yet to be defined or attended to [Shillito et al., 2003; 
Kavakli et al., 1998]. Sketching is not tied to any particular modelling medium or to either 
2D or 3D representations. This point needs emphasis, because often 'sketches' are taken to 
refer dominantly or exclusively to paper-based design activity. Most designers consider 
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paper-based sketching essential for their creative process and will report frustration if 
prohibited from being able to sketch [Temple, 1994]. 
1.6.4 Functions of models realised in external media 
The overarching function of a model realised in external media is to make explicit, 
and therefore communicate, design ideas that would otherwise remain hidden in one's mind 
[Warburton, 2001; Kavakli et al., 1998]. Models therefore become tangible carriers of 
design ideas, or physical embodiments of product proposals. Wormald [1997] regards the 
role of modelling for industrial designers as performing two central functions: to aid 
communication and to aid designing. Models also satisfy the commercial imperative of 
limiting costly iterations and product modifications downstream, by using relatively 
inexpensive methods to test out products upstream. In addition, " ... prototype driven 
companies tend to build lots of creative, Io-fi (Iow fidelity) prototypes to drive the innovation 
process: [Siide, 1999:67]. 
Models in external media are directed at intended audiences, whether solely for oneself or, 
for example, externally (to colleagues) or extra-externally (to clients, consumers, 
manufacturers and other NPD stakeholders) [Warburton, 2001]. Nevertheless, independent 
of audience, models broadly serve the following common purposes in NPD [Riimer et al., 
2001; Johansson, 2000; Pedgley, 1999; Welch & Um, 1999; Jordan, 1998; Amy, 1997; 
Baxter, 1995; Itami, 1995; McMahon & Browne, 1993; Yamada, 1993]. 
• Vehicles for design discussion and decision-making, particularly in support of the 
pursuit and preparation of product form. 
• Formal statement of arrival at a milestone within NPD. 
• Demonstration, test and evaluation of product utility (e.g. mechanical, electro-
mechanical). 
• Demonstration, test and evaluation of product sensory experience (e.g. 
appearance, feel, product-user interaction). 
• Demonstration, test and evaluation of product assembly (e.g. component layout, 
interaction). 
• Demonstration, test and evaluation of product-product and product-environment 
interactions. 
• Synchronisation and storage of information amongst NPD stakeholders. 
• Re-use of product information downstream in NPD. 
• Product approval. 
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The key difference between models targeted at different audiences concerns legibility and 
clarity of communication: for personal use only, models can be coded and abstract, with 
one's mind completing the scene; for communication to others, models must usually be 
explicit and unambiguous. 
1.6.5 Issues in 20-t0-30 transformation 
It is common for designers to start form creation by drawing various elevations of a 
proposed product (e.g. back, front, plan), sketching out 20 representations of a 3D object 
[Tovey & Street, 1997]. Typically, it is only when designers feel in control of the form that 
they progress to 3D modelling [Wormald, 1997]. However, ideas for complex and intricate 
product form can be difficult to visualise on paper - whether as 2D or 3D representations -
and in these cases it is only when the designer moves to a 3D modelling medium that the 
form can be fully evaluated [Romer, 2001; Evans, 2000; Hawkes & Abinett, 1984]. In 
addition, a form conceived in 2D is not always achievable, reproducible or so desirable when 
realised in 3D. Working directly in 3D therefore forces the designer to approach form 
creation directly from a 3D perspective, rather than the co-joining of separately devised 
elevations. Scale or full·size models, in clay for example, provide an opportunity to physically 
experience a product proposal, allowing observers to gain a true sense of size, proportion, 
balance, character and personality in a way that drawings are unable to do [Daimler·Chrysler, 
2002; Bairstow, Barber & Kenny, 1999; Shimizu et al., 1991]. The loss of direct interaction 
with material and physical space has been suggested by Johan Santer (Design Director at 
Kenwood) to dilute or otherwise weaken the form creation process [Pedgley, 1999]. 
Disadvantages of 2D representations of 3D objects concern a loss of dimensionality, volume 
perception, and resolution of form. For example, paper-based sketches give only a partial 
representation of a product and often contain distortions and ambiguities over form, 
dimensions and space [Tovey et al., 2002]. A 3D model created from a set of 2D 
representations 'handed over' by the designer can often result in interpretations of form that 
do not fit with the designer's original intentions [C3, March 1999:23 in Evans, 2000]. 
Hummels [2000] expands upon these limitations, arguing that whilst paper-based sketches 
are suited to exploring and presenting visual aspects of a product, such as shape, colour and 
texture, they can only represent moments in time, and not the dynamic actions of users and 
the changes in the product during interaction. The full complexity and subtlety of human 
senses are difficult to address with paper-based sketches: other media are required. 
Hummels asserts that the flatness of 2D representations will cast severe limitation on the 
ability to test the interaction of a product proposal: • ... on the one hand, the ease and speed 
to make drawings strengthens the exploration of new ideas, but on the other hand, sketching 
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on paper is not an appropriate solution to interact with and experience spatial multi-
sensorial products-" [ibid.2.14]. 
1.6.6 General unsuitability of digital media for conceptual design 
Contemporary digital modelling media can be usefully organised into two themes, 
referring to essential differences in computer-aided design (CAD): 'conventional CAD' and 
'advanced CAD'. Conventional CAD, typically run on desktop workstations, provides digital 
modelling in 2D or 3D. Advanced CAD, which refers to the implementation of new and 
emerging technologies for modelling, provides advanced interactive form creation, often with 
the specific aim of fulfilling a digital solution for conceptual design. 
The standpoint that conventional CAD is neither compatible with, nor currently provides 
adequate support for, conceptual design is a prevailing theme amongst prior art [Sener et 
al., 2002; Evans et al., 2001; Vergeest et al., 2001; Hummels & Stappers, 1998; Ottosson, 
1998; Verstijnen et aI., 1998; Loosschilder, 1997; Fearis & John, 1996; Hughes & 
Cunningham, 1996; Soufi & Edmonds, 1996; Itami, 1995; Lansdown & Schofield, 1995; 
Coyne & Snodgrass, 1993; Tovey, 1992; Ashwin, 1989; Tovey, 1989]. 
Sketching, as the activity of 'working up' ideas, is of the highest relevance here, being so 
closely tied to conceptual phases of idea generation and form creation. For example. the 2D 
drawing and drafting tools used as a basis for form creation in CAD packages are 
characteristically constrained and mechanical in nature, and have been found to impede the 
rapid flow and fluidity of ideas that would otherwise be forthcoming with paper-based 
sketching [Temple, 1994]. Warburton [2001], Evans [2000] and Lee et al. [1999b] each 
note that the insistence of conventional CAD to base form creation on exact dimensional and 
geometric information probably has a restrictive effect on conceptual design activity. This of 
course is in contrast to later phases of NPD, when variables and constraints have been set, 
and the case for adopting conventional CAD is at its strongest [Warburton, 2001]. 
It is the loss of spontaneity of form creation, through unintuitive interfaces, and the inability 
to externalise conceptual design ideas quickly and easily, that draws most criticism about 
conventional CAD from industrial designers [Hudspeth, 2001; Lin, 2001; Evans, 2000; 
Schkolne in Mahoney, 2000; Hummels & Overbeeke, 1998; Hummels, & Stappers, 1998]. 
The loss of physical interactivity with models and modelling media in order to explore form 
and ergonomics relationships, and the associated elimination of two-handed physical skills, 
is also consistently cited as a shortfall of conventional CAD [Hausen, 2002; Smyth, 2002; 
Davis, 2001; Lin, 2001; Prytherch & Jerrard, 2001; Sener & Wormald, 2001; Gribnau & 
Hennessey, 1999; Jones & Fearis, 1996; Pillers, 1996], although haptics technologies show 
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promise for addressing this issue (see Chapter Two). The fundamental issue of conventional 
CAD not providing qualitative characteristics of sketching, such as intentional ambiguity, 
quick annotations, or a personal style has also been raised [Stappers & Hennessey, 1999]. 
Advanced CAD systems are providing solutions to the shortfalls left by conventional CAD, but 
until computer support improves significantly, the continued use of non-digital media for 
conceptual design appears to be inevitable. Paper-sketched product form is quick, easy and 
convenient, and when combined with the shortfalls of digital tools. it is no surprise that 
designers who are skilled and fluent in paper-based sketching and the manipulation of 
physical media show reluctance to move to digital systems [Massie, 1998; Tovey & Dekker, 
1996]. Of existing conventional CAD packages, only Alias I StudioTools is marketed as 
supporting conceptual design activity. The quotation below, from the Chief Scientist at 
Silicon Graphics/Alias, offers an insightful commentary into how digital industrial design 
tools may improve. hinting not only at specialised systems but also at systems dedicated to 
particular industrial design tasks. 
"Traditional CAD and CAID tools will have their place, just as live theatre has its 
place. despite the invention of cinema, and cinema has its place. despite the 
invention of television. But the domination of the 'one size fits all' approach must 
end. Design and engineering is not one discipline, and even within disciplines, 
the workflow breaks down into a pipeline involving a number of people with 
different skills and responsibilities doing different types of task (even if they are 
all working in 3D) ... Systems must reflect these differences. and the ideal 
system for me doing my job might be the worst for you doing your job. Contrary to 
the ubiquitous message of 'convergence' and new technology. the future in my 
opinion will be dominated by a healthy divergence of systems, each strong in 
their intended domain ... Input devices are part of it. But the issues are larger. 
Asking the right questions will accelerate us getting there." [in Buxton, 2002:22] 
Advanced CAD systems. along with other new and emerging technologies aimed specifically 
at providing a digital mode of sketch form creation, are described in detail in Chapter Two. 
1.6.7 Variety of modelling media 
Despite the growing dominance of digital technologies. non-digital (or 'traditional') 
modelling media still feature considerably throughout design activities. A review of prior art 
reveals that collages, storyboards and paper-based sketches are the principal non-digital 
media used by industrial designers to work-up ideas [Hummels, 2000; Bairstow et al., 1999; 
Evans & Salinas, 1999; Stappers & Hennessey, 1999; Ottosson. 1998]. Physical materials 
used to work-up design ideas include wax (e.g. soap, paraffin). plaster (e.g. solid. foamed). 
softwoods (e.g. lime, balsa), paper. and cardboard [Crampton & Finney. 2000; Bairstow et 
al., 1999]. However. polystyrene foam and clay are the two most preferred physical media in 
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current industrial design practices for concept modelling [Evans, 2000; Lee et a/., 1999a; 
Lee et a/., 1999b]. 
Chapter Two presents details of the practicalities of form creation using non-digital and 
digital media. Although not used as a medium for hands-on 'working up' of product ideas, 
models created by rapid prototyping (RP) techniques are now ubiquitous in NPD and have 
typically replaced workshop-based modelling in phases leading up to production. Rapid 
prototyping is the name given to a variety of processes by which physical models are 
produced directly from 3D digital modelS including, but not limited to, stereolithography 
analogues (SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), fused deposition modelling (FDM), laminated 
object modelling (LOM), and thermajet (3D wax printing). An extension of RP is rapid 
manufacturing (RM), which essentially involves the creation of final product parts by RP 
processes. One additional process, rapid tooling, makes use of RP technologies to create 
low-cost production tooling in a much shorter time compared with conventional approaches, 
such as machining an aluminium block. 
1.6.8 Variety of model types 
Modelling is observed to run throughout NPD, from receipt of a brief through to the 
delivery of a final proposal [Romer, 2001]. In general, the level of complexity, detail of 
representation, completeness, and closeness to a production approach increases as phases 
of NPD are competed [Scali et a/., 2002; Evans, 2000; Baxter, 1995]. The selection of 
modelling media and model types is made against criteria relating to particular clients, 
projects, products, the need to satisfy particular objectives, and the personal preferences of 
individual designers [McCullagh, 1996]. An attempt to position different modelling media 
and model types against NPD phases is made by Evans [2000] and Warburton [1996]. The 
aim of this positioning was to assist in the planning of industrial design input into NPD, by 
providing a summary of the functionality of various model types. Table 1.1 provides the 
author's interpretation of Warburton's [ibid.] and Evans' fop. cit.] combined work, and based 
on wider prior art, suggests the appropriateness of non-digital and digital media for different 
model types. Table 1.1 follows after the description of different model types. 
Sketch models 
'Sketch models' are alternatively known as 'mock-ups', 'shape models' or 'development 
models'. They are typically the first externalisations of design ideas, allowing bulk form 
creation to be understood and quickly developed [Dawson, 1974]. Physical sketch models 
generally represent only the outside form of a product, intended for visual and ergonomics 
evaluation [Fraser et a/., 2003]. For example, they can be used for task analysis to reveal 
users' actions and cognitive processes when interacting with a product [Maguire, 1997]. It 
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has been argued that because physical sketch models are limited in representing the full 
features of a product [Sa de. 1999), their suitability for ergonomics evaluation is accordingly 
limited [Evans, 1998). However, through such models, it is still possible to confirm the 
suitability of product dimensions [ibid.), and to quickly evaluate a product's general form and 
physical arrangement of parts, each important aspects of ergonomics evaluation. 
Appearance models 
'Appearance models' are alternatively known as 'presentation models' or 'block models'. As 
with sketch models, appearance models generally represent only the outside form of a 
product, but to a precise visual representation including intended materials, finishes and 
colours. The most successful appearance models resemble production artefacts. Physical 
appearance models are labour intensive, with lead times and costs involved in their 
production dependent on complexity and available resources. Digital appearance models (for 
example photorealistic renderings) can be created well in advance of product manufacture, 
allowing associated product packaging, manuals and advertisements to be designed and 
printed sooner, further reducing costs and lead times [Pritchard, 2001). Appearance models 
are invaluable for product evaluation and for assisting decisions on product approval and 
modifications. Their use also extends to public promotion and marketing of yet·to·be-
manufactured product concepts. 
Technology models 
'Technology models' are alternatively known as 'prototypes'. Rather than representing 
external product form, technology models are used to simulate and demonstrate product 
utility and performance, often outside the physical form of the designed product (e.g. 
mechanisms, electra-mechanical implementation, structural properties). Increasingly, 
technology models are created in digital media, through simulation and technical analysis. 
Scale physical models are often used, particularly created through RP, simulating 
performance characteristics sufficiently well to project to the dimensions of the final product 
proposal [Gruenwald, 1985). 
Working prototypes 
'Working prototypes' are alternatively known as 'appearance prototypes', 'master models' or 
'functional models'. These are sophisticated physical models, integrating utilitarian function 
with the appearance of the intended production form: they are effectively a combination of 
physical appearance models and physical technology models within a single model. Working 
prototypes allow for superior product evaluation, having fully functional interfaces and 
correct distribution of weight, and can be used with consumers for accurate pre-market 
assessment [Rooden, 1999). Often created through RP techniques, working prototypes are 
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invaluable for checking manufacturing issues prior to committing expense to production 
tooling. 
Pre-production prototypes 
'Pre-production prototypes' are first-off products created in small pilot runs by intended 
industrial manufacturing processes or, more commonly, by RM techniques and rapid tooling. 
They allow final refinement in relation to tolerances, clearances, part fits and assembly, prior 
to full production. 
Table 1.1. Matrix of modelling options during NPD 
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1.6.9 Virtual prototyping 
A term that has come into widespread use in recent years is 'virtual prototyping' 
(VP). VP refers to the production of a digital product model to an advanced state of 
completion, with the specific objective of evaluating that product in as much detail as 
possible in a digital domain, prior to committing financially to relatively expensive physical 
prototypes [Sa (de) & Rix, 2000]. As far as possible, virtual prototypes simulate a production 
version of a product, allowing both static evaluations (e.g. material, form, colour) and 
dynamic evaluations (e.g. component assembly, interfaces, product-user interaction, 
product-product interaction and product-environment interaction). Virtual reality (VR) can 
further enhance these evaluations. 
1.7 Approaches to Form Creation 
Form creation can be approached in two broad ways: 'building-up' towards a desired 
form (additive approach) and 'carving away' towards a desired form (subtractive approach) 
[Scali et al., 2002; Gribnau, 1999; Dawson, 1974]. A combination of additive and 
subtractive approaches can be used for many different modelling media (e.g. adding clay, 
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subtracting clay; carving foam, joining foam; additive and subtractive Boolean operations in 
CAD). 
In working-up a product form, industrial designers typically construct many different 
elevations of a product, until a favoured proposal is reached [McCullagh, 1996]. However, 
styles of working vary widely amongst designers. Some prefer to approach form creation in a 
serendipitous manner, playing with ideas in an impressionistic but proportionally correct 
manner, until those ideas take on a desirable direction [Dean, 2003; Pillers, 1996]. Other 
designers have very firm ideas early on for the form a product should take, and make due 
allowance for constraints that must be considered when creating a form [Dean op. cit.]. The 
choice of modelling medium can determine whether a desired approach is possible, and is 
closely tied to what is variously referred to as modelling 'technique' or 'strategy'. 
1.7.1 Technique and strategy as applied to form creation 
Form creation, and the inherent interaction with modelling media and tools, draws 
upon technique and strategy for success. The use of these terms in prior art is confused and 
inconsistent, making it necessary to clarify their meaning for this thesis and arrive at a 
position statement. 'Technique' refers to there-and-then decisions; to the skilled 
performance needed to create a high quality model; to adeptness in working with a 
modelling medium; and to proceeding tactically in response to immediate and changing 
needs. By contrast, 'strategy' refers to medium and long-term objectives; to a management 
perspective on form creation activities; to an advance plan for how form creation will be 
approached, in what sequence, and for how long. In relation to modelling in a given medium, 
strategy is concerned with identifying which of the available palette of tools one will use to 
create a desired form. Poor strategies and good strategies can both ultimately lead to the 
same finalised form, however poor strategies will make for slow and difficult modelling and 
will involve u-turns because dead ends will be reached. Good strategies make for quick and 
easy modelling with no dead ends and no u-turns. Technique is a far more complex concept 
when applied to the activity of modelling, with noticeable differences between non-digital 
and digital media. 
In the context of non-digital, workshop-based modelling, technique relates most strongly to 
dealing with the interactive sensory experience of working a material. Sensory information is 
received during the act of shaping a material, and it is the designer's skill and know-how in 
responding to those sensations appropriately that is indicative of well-developed technique. 
In sculpting for example, form creation is described as the manipulation of material and the 
distribution of space, shaped with the imagination of the sculptor's hands [Dawson, 1974]. A 
conversation can be said to exist between the modeller and the emerging object, informed 
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by sensory information that is fed back from the tools and media to the modeller's eyes, 
hands and ears. Evans [2004] highlights the importance to industrial designers of working 
material hands-on. 
"Industrial design can at times be a highly sculptural activity, and it can be 
advantageous for the designer to make subtle decisions whilst working with the 
material. The form is generated by shaping in conjunction with feel and sight. 
This interaction continues until the required shape is produced. Not all products 
are modelled this way, but removing such a methodology and replacing it with 
rapid prototyping may adversely affect the quality of design outcome.' 
Aside from reliance on sensory information, workshop-based modelling is characterised as 
'real·time modelling', in that form is created and manipulated in a dynamic, there-and-then 
manner, which in turn benefits the designer through speediness, spontaneity, 
responsiveness and instantaneous results. A medium worked hands-on lends itself to 
explorative form creation, suggested to be essential to the generation of 3D creations [Potts, 
2000], and brings benefits to design activity (e.g. resolving ergonomics features directly with 
one's hands). 
In the context of CAD modelling, the literature points to much ambiguity over the meaning of 
'technique'. Aside from the definition previously given and preferred, 'technique' is variously 
used to refer to types of modelling media (e.g. 'digital design techniques') [Evans, 
2000:147], dimensionality of modelling (e.g. '3D modelling technique') [GiI & Kent, 
1998:106], and form creation styles (e.g. 'geometric CAD modelling technique') [Costello & 
Bee, 1997:46]. 
The ambiguity can be partly explained by difficulties in deciding where technique resides in 
the interaction with digital modelling media, particularly where specialised input devices are 
used. Does technique reside in the skilful manipulation of hardware? Or is it in the skilful 
application of software? With conventional CAD, usually interfaced to a standard mouse and 
keyboard, the hardware channels through which the skill of the designer can pass are 
severely limited [Gribnau & Hennessey, 1999]; technique is essentially a matter of skilful 
use of software. However, advances in hardware technology are creating new ways of 
interfacing with digital media (described in Chapter Two), which in turn introduces hardware-
based technique as an essential element of cutting-edge CAD modelling. 
The scope for serendipity, made possible through the flexibility of form creation that is 
inherent with physical media, is apparently not as great for conventional CAD, owing to the 
limitations of non real-time, command-based modelling. That is to say, form is created 
through a command structure, which involves a considerable period of construction, 
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execution and waiting before the form is finally achieved. CAD modelling is effectively 
indirect modelling, lacking the "movements, space, and rhythm" [0ritsland & Buur, 2000] 
that make a rich interactive experience. 
Parametric CAD packages provide the least scope for serendipity, in that modelling must 
follow strict procedures in order for form to be successfully created; otherwise error 
messages are shown and forms fail to generate. In response, new and emerging digital 
modelling technologies, not based on command sets, precise geometry definition, or 
parametric relations, are currently being developed and challenge this polarisation (see 
sections 2.8 to 2.10 in Chapter Two). Of existing CAD packages, Carlucci [2004], an 
industrial designer at Adidas, considers Alias IStudio Tools to be " ... the only software that 
allows you to get in synch with its interface", allowing the emerging product to be foremost in 
the mind rather than the tools required for its creation. 
1.7.2 Possible influence of modelling media on form creation 
It is reasonable to take a viewpoint that the use of a given modelling medium will 
directly influence design activity and affect the form that a product proposal will take [e.g. 
Hughes & Cunningham, 1996; Porter & Saunders, 1996]. The viewpoint - and the issues 
that it raises - centres on designers creating (intentionally or unintentionally) forms that 'fit' 
the opportunities and strengths of the medium used for the model creation. These issues 
are not well researched or articulated in the literature, but are expected to be relevant as a 
factor in form creation. Any influence might also be a reflection of individual expertise and 
confidence in a given medium [Warburton, 2001], rather than restrictions inherent in media, 
notwithstanding the previously raised issue of conventional CAD being unhelpful for 
experimentation and serendipitous discovery of form. 
1.8 Conclusions 
This chapter has set the first level of groundwork for an intellectual enquiry in the 
area of industrial design and form creation. It examined the boundaries of constituent 
subjects affecting form creation and introduced specialist vocabulary and definitions. 
Satisfactory form creation in industrial design requires several inter-related activities and 
conditions to be in place. Chief amongst these are opportunities during early phases of 
design for sketching, low fidelity modelling, and hands-on manipulation of materials. These 
activities are typically satisfied by the use of non-digital media such as paper, cardboard and 
blue foam. Key attributes linking each of these activities include speed, looseness, 
exploration and serendipity. However, these activities and attributes are not well represented 
in current digital design tools. Computer support for conceptual design is presently very poor, 
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with the majority of contemporary digital design tools not specifically enhancing, supporting 
or extending industrial designers' form creation processes. To redress the shortfalls of 
current computer provision, and to realise specialist digital design tools suitable for early 
phases of industrial design, it will be necessary to examine industrial designers' form 
creation processes in detail. Chapter Two provides the first step towards the goal of 
improved digital industrial design tools, by providing an in-depth prior art review of modelling 
media and modelling tools currently used by industrial designers. 
1.9 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter One are summarised as follOWS. 
New Product Development (see section 1.2). The typical structure of NPD was introduced 
and contemporary issues in NPD were highlighted: the increase of geographically distributed 
teams (calling for sophisticated digital communication) and the compression of overall 
development times and time-te-market (calling for effective and speedy form creation tools). 
Industrial Design within NPD (see section 1.3). A detailed and extended definition of 
contemporary industrial design was constructed. The essence of industrial design was 
established as 'fitting products to people', with increasing emphasis in contemporary 
practice on arousing pleasure and delight. 
Attributes of Product Form (see section 1.4). As a c;onsequence of industrial designers' 
humanistic perspective on product design, the kinds of form that they propose tend to be 
individualistic and expressive. 
Criteria for Form Creation (see section 1.5). Industrial designers must respond to varied and 
often conflicting criteria when proposing ideas for product form. Stimulation and 
entertainment of the senses is a chief consideration, with industrial designers having a 
strong influence over product semantics. 
Introduction to Modelling, Models and Designing (see section 1.6). The creation of models 
(or 'representations') of products was presented as both a cognitive and an external activity, 
central to communicating and assisting form creation processes. In the case of modelling 
media external to the mind, a distinction was made between digital media (employing 
computer technology) and non-digital media (not employing computer technology). To 
indicate the level of technological advancement in digital media, two categories were 
defined: conventional CAD and advanced CAD. The focus within this thesis is on externalised 
modelling, not cognitive modelling. Definitions of modelling 'media' and 'tools' were made, 
with the latter clarified as the means through which form is created with, or within, a 
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medium. The importance of the activity of sketching, typified by the generation and 'working 
up' of ideas in a variety of modelling media (not just paper media), was established. 
Transformation between 2D and 3D representations was noted as potentially problematic, 
despite the use of 2D elevations being commonplace for idea generation and conceptual 
design. Limitations of form creation using 2D approaches were raised, most notably 
concerning unsuitability for comprehensive evaluations of product concepts. In order to 
summarise the practical use of different modelling media across NPD phases, a 'matrix of 
modelling options' was created from a synthesis of prior art. 
Approaches to Form Creation (see section 1.7), Additive and subtractive approaches to form 
creation were outlined, and suggested to be closely associated with modelling strategy 
(plans for how to go about modelling) and technique (modelling skill exhibited in immediate 
practical action), 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Review of Modelling Media and Tools for Form 
Creation 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter One laid down the criteria and operational constraints within which 
industrial designers undertake form creation. This chapter expands upon the introduction to 
non-<ligital and digital media given in Chapter One, and provides descriptions of the 
practicalities of form creation with a wide range of different modelling media. Similar to 
Chapter One, the work covered in this chapter also represents the author's approach to 
becoming personally acquainted with the state-of-the-art in relation to designers' use of 
modelling media and tools to create form, and the potential for new and emerging 
technologies to enhance digital tools for form creation. 
The chapter essentially comprises critical reviews of established and emerging modelling 
media and tools used by industrial designers. Because technology moves quickly, the 
reviews were purposefully restricted to technology introduced within approximately the last 
twenty years (circa 1984 onward). As described in the main Introduction to the thesis, the 
study of both non-<ligital and digital media has been a key approach in working towards 
proposals for digital industrial design tools of the future. Accordingly, the prior art reported in 
this chapter has been split into two parts for ease of navigation: Part A (Non-Digital Media 
and Tools for Form Creation) and Part B (Digital Media and Tools for Form Creation). Part B 
covers both conventional computer-aided design (CAD) and advanced CAD, definitions of 
which are restated within the main body of the chapter. 
A leading theme in the second half of the chapter is that of 'new and emerging technologies' 
and their potential to support industrial designers' form creation processes. It will be seen 
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that some of the technologies and devices presented under sections 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 are 
not specifically developed as digital design tools, but with some imagination their application 
can be easily envisaged. Any review of new and emerging technologies must inevitably be 
selective and delimited, and so for the purposes of the thesis, only technologies that were 
considered by the author to have realistic application to industrial design were reported. 
The main sources of information for this literature review were journal articles, design and 
computer magazines, documents collected from the Internet, and personal visits to fairs and 
exhibitions. The author also made several personal communications with design 
professionals and clay modellers to substantiate and verify the findings of the information 
sources. Extensive use of images has been made, to guide the reader to a better 
understanding of each modelling medium. 
PART A: NON-DIGITAL MEDIA AND TOOLS FOR FORM CREATION 
2.2 Support Media and Tools for Form Creation 
Collages, storyboards, sketches and drawings are used to support the creation of the 
form of a product proposal, but being inherently two-dimensional (20) these media cannot 
be used directly to create three-dimensional (3D) embodiments of product form. They are 
therefore regarded as support media for the creation of product form. 
2.2.1 Collages 
Collages are specialised tools used in industrial design to support form creation. 
Collages are mostly used before a formal 'idea generation' phase of new product 
development (NPD) and can be literal, figurative and abstract. Image-boards and 
mood boards are examples of collages. Image-boards are collages of, for example, sketches 
and magazine extracts, prepared as an illustrative guide of potential users and their 
lifestyles, and in order to prompt designers into devising appropriate product forms [Bairstow 
et al., 1999]. Items typically included on image-boards are the style of clothes that users 
would wear, where and how they live, their hobbies and interests, and their favourite music, 
restaurants and shops. Moodboards are similar to image-boards. In addition to information 
about the potential users, mood boards often include collections of colours, textures and 
extracts from illustrated publications that evoke a preferred mood or theme to be built into a 
product's identity [ibid.]. An example of a mood board prepared by Philips designers [in 
Grinyer, 2001], to evaluate the emotions, needs and aspirations of potential customers of 
the Cool Skin men-shaver, can be seen in Figure 2.1. 
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Fig.2.1. Moodboards prepared for the Phillps 'Cool Skin' men-shaver [In Grlnyer, 2001] 
(Image © 2001, RotoVlslon) 
2.2.2 Storyboards 
Storyboards present a sequential series of sketches or pictures illustrating stages or 
scenes of 'how a product will be (or is) used' and 'how the user will (or does) interact with a 
product', as a means for envisioning and addressing external and usage factors that will 
affect a product's form (Fig.2.2). Designers use storyboards throughout their designing. 
Storyboards range from quick sketches to very detailed illustrations, depending on whether 
they are used to explore new ideas, report existing situations, or present design concepts for 
criticism and discussion [Stappers et al., 2004]. In the early phases of industrial design, 
simple storyboards with rough sketches are often used, whereas during later phases, 
collages, renderings and photo realistic images can give a detailed portrayal of the intended 
usage [Hummels, 2000]. Storyboards can also help design teams to focus on users' actions, 
understanding and experiences, they can also highlight the context, (e.g. the place, situation 
or social setting) in which the product will be used, and so lead to further revelations 
affecting product form. 
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Fig.2.2. Storyboard of coffee preparation with a 'French Press' (Image content@ 2004, Bodum) 
2.2.3 Sketches and drawings 
Chapter One introduced paper-based design activity as an essential element of 
industrial designers' work. Research into drawing and sketching is well developed as a 
specialist field, and so the focus in this section is simply to present the various types of 
sketching and drawing activity adopted by industrial designers. 
The versatility of 'pen-and-paper' has made it the modelling medium of choice by industrial 
designers, with relevance and application throughout the NPD process. Paper-based 
sketching is most effective in situations requiring instant modification and renewal of design 
ideas. Paper-based sketches comprise "a collection of visual cues sufficient to suggest a 
design to an informed observer" [Tovey & Dekker, 1996:62]. Sketches can include markings 
identifiable as drawings, annotations, schematics, diagrams, illustrations and doodling. It is 
possible to categorise concept sketches as "free theme sketches" (Fig.2.3) or "package-
constrained sketches" [ibid.62-63]. A free theme sketch is "intended to convey the visual 
appearance of a design proposal... It is the initial expression of how a design is expected to 
look." [ibid. 62]. In contrast, package-constrained sketches bring geometrical precision into 
the sketching activity. The 'package' contains legislative, ergonomics. operational and 
mechanical dimensions and constraints (Fig.2.4). 
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Flg.2.3. Free theme sketches for washing machine (extract), TKO Design [In Grinyer, 2001] 
(Image © 2001, RoloVlslon) 
Fig.2.4. Package constrained sketches for Volkswagen Beetle dashboard [In Botsch, 1999] 
(Image © 1999, DuMonl) 
On occasions when a sketchbook is not to hand, designers will often use the back of an 
envelope, edges of a newspaper or a napkin to externalise their design ideas [Sener et al., 
2002]. An example of such can be seen in Figure 2.5. For group discussions of design ideas, 
sketches are often produced on a white board. 
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Fig.2.5. Sketches on a napkin [In Botsch, 1999] (Image © 1999, DuMont) 
Appearance models of product proposals can be realised on paper using presentation-
quality art materials including marker pens and pastels (Fig.2.6). Such drawings are often 
referred to as 'product renderings' or 'illustrations', 
Flg.2,6, Illustration of a perfume bottle (Image © Bahar ~ener) 
The most formal descriptions of product form represented on paper are orthographic and 
sectional views shown in 'engineering drawings' and 'control drawings'. Engineering 
drawings are technical in nature, used to fully and clearly define product layout, assembly, 
and bills of materials, in preparation for manufacture (Fig.2.7). They are usually created in 
accordance with standard conventions. Control drawings are less detailed, usually showing 
key dimensions and features for model-making purposes (Fig.2.8). 
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Fig.2.7. Engineering drawing of an Iron (extract), Seymour Powell [In Grlnyer, 2001] 
(Image © 2001, RotoVlslon) 
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Fig.2.S. Control drawing of MlcroTAC (extract), Motorola Inc. [In Ulrich & Eppinger, 1995] 
(Image © 1995, McGrawHIII) 
2.3 Cardboard 
Cardboard is primarily used for sketch models, since the medium is quick and easy 
to work and inexpensive. Cardboard models are useful for first evaluations of product layout 
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and ergonomics considerations [Hummels. 2000; Bairstow et al., 1999]. Designers use 
basic tools including scissors, glue, and craft knives to make cardboard models. The layout 
of product details, such as switches and dials, can be represented by drawing directly on the 
cardboard surface (Fig.2.9a) or by mounting separate cardboard components (Fig.2.9b). 
Methods of building 3D volumes from cardboard include mounting a series of sectional 
slices together in a planar fashion (Fig.2.10a) and scoring and bending cardboard to create 
curved and angular forms (Fig.2.10b). 
Flg.2.9a -2.9b. Card models: annotated card map-reader; separate card components creating a 
remote control layout [In Balrstow et al., 19991 (Images © 1999, Hodder & Stoughton) 
Flg.2.10a -2.10b. Card models: serial planes suggesting an abstract product volume; speakers 
created from angled and scored card [In Balrstow et al., 19991 
(Images © 1993, Van Nostrand Relnhold; and 1995, Hodder & Stough!on) 
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2.4 Plaster of Paris 
Plaster is an easily shaped modelling material, and is readily combined with other 
materials. It can be painted, coated with plastics, sprayed with metals and applied directly 
over polystyrene foam. Many kinds of plaster of various qualities are available. For example, 
some are harder and more chip and break resistant: common problems highlighted by 
Trudeau [1995]. Plaster of Paris is the normal choice as a modelling medium, preferred for 
its particularly fast setting times. It gains its name from its constituent ingredient, the 
abundant gypsum found in and around Paris. 
A hardened plaster model may be altered considerably by smoothing, roughening, digging 
and scraping with a wide variety of hand tools including chisels, knives, rasps and chippers 
[Dawson, 1974; Meilach, 1968]. Prior to hardening, plaster can be carved with almost any 
hard object (e.g. a spoon). Plaster of Paris is also occasionally used for creating mould tools 
from which silicon rubber or polyurethane components are cast. 
2.5 Foam 
Only a few of the vast number of foams available are commonly used in 
model making [Trudeau, 1995]. Polystyrene foam or Styrofoam® is frequently used as a 
modelling material in industrial design [ibid.]. Finer grade, high-density polyurethane foams 
are also used for more detailed models. The most commonly used polystyrene foam is an 
insulation material used in building construction. Because of its colour it is frequently 
referred to as 'blue foam'. Blue foam is easy to shape; it can be carved, rasped, and easily 
fabricated into large forms. It is readily available in sheets and blocks with various densities, 
suitable for structural and detailing work alike [ibid.]. 
Foam models are used as a quick way of realising a product form in 3D, giving both the 
designer and the client a physical artefact on which to base design decisions [IDEO, 2004]. 
Foam has wide use in consumer product design (e.g. design companies: Dyson, 2004; IDEO, 
2004; PDD Group Ltd., 2004; Frazer Designers, in Redhead, 2001; Seymour Powell, in 
Grinyer, 2001). Seymour Powell designers make use of blue foam models to show size, form, 
alternatives of colour, finishes and graphics. Foam models also assist ergonomics 
evaluations, such as assessing hand comfort and the position of controls on a product. 
Examples of blue foam models used at different development stages of an iron can be seen 
in Figure 2.11. 
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Fig.2.11. Blue foam models of an Iron at different development stages, Seymour Powell 
[In Grlnyer, 2001] (Images © 2001, RotoVlslon) 
In the literature there are various sources discussing blue foam as a pattern making material 
in sculpture [Lawrence, 1974; Verhelst, 1973]. However, prior art in relation to its detailed 
use for industrial design is poor and incomplete, with few indications that tools for blue foam 
modelling and tools for clay modelling differ. In fact, there are clear differences between the 
two and a thorough investigation into the use of blue foam as a form creation medium is 
needed to redress the lack of information and understanding in this area. 
2.6 Clay 
Clay is occasionally used for consumer product design but is used most extensively 
by industrial designers working in automotive, transport, marine, and aerospace industries 
[Chavant Inc., 2004]. However, it was considered most important for the aims of this present 
research to examine clay modelling in depth, on two accounts. First, because of its obvious 
relation to the FreeForm® virtual clay modelling system: 'real' clay modelling provides a 
benchmark for criticising and appraising 'virtual' clay modelling. And second. because a 
study of clay modelling, an inherently physical activity. might suggest new methods of form 
creation and tool/hand/body interaction that have not yet been realised in digital media. 
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Shimizu et al. describes the main purpose of clay models as • ... to enable one to evaluate the 
formative quality, volume and overall balance of a product form by transforming a 2-
dimensional expressional design sketch into a 3-<1imensional expression." [1991:134]. Clay 
models prove most useful in the early phases of design, when frequent revisions need to be 
made on a model [AutoDesign, 2002]. 
Various types of clays are available, each having its own texture and finish (e.g. fine grit, 
coarse grit); colour (e.g. terra cotta, grey); hardness (e.g. hard, medium, soft); and shrinkage 
level (e.g. Iow-shrinkage, high-shrinkage). Each of these properties lead to different clays 
being ideally suited to particular types of modelling, including variations known as 'modelling 
clay', 'pottery clay' and 'styling clay'. Amongst these, styling clay (also known as 'industrial 
design clay') is the most commonly used in industrial design and automotive design 
[Chavant Inc, 2004; Trudeau, 1995; Yamada, 1993]. Styling clay is manufactured in several 
formulations, with selection largely dependent on the personal preference of the designer, 
available equipment, the working environment and specific job requirements. Whereas once 
styling clay was described as being heavy and fragile, slow to work, having a distinctive 
smell, and hard to paint [Trudeau, 1995], today's advanced clays are odourless and non-
ageing (e.g. Faber styling clay from Eberhard Faber GmHB, 2004). Nonetheless, some 
designers still express a preference for the older clays, stating that the distinctive smell 
positively contributes to their modelling activity and is somewhat nostalgic. 
Clay offers unparalleled freedom of expression, is reusable, can be machined on milling 
equipment, is very tolerant of time, can be modified in shape many times, and only 
practicality limits the size of clay models [North, 1999]. Clay is well suited to detailing and for 
making design changes, and because of this, it has been found difficult to replace as a 
modelling medium [TXF, 2002; North, 1999]. Examples of car manufacturers and design 
institutes using styling clay are: Aston Martin, Bentley, BMW, Jaguar, Pininfarina, Porsche, 
Coventry University, and Royal College of Art [Eberhard Faber GmHB, 2004]. 
2.6.1 Clay models 
Clay models range in scale, typically from 1:1 (full-size) to 1:10. Full-size models are 
suggested to be the most accurate size for studying the form of a product, as they allow 
designers to observe the same balance and sense of mass as a production artefact 
[Yamada, 1993]. However, it may often be difficult, wasteful, time-consuming or too 
expensive to build full-size models across all phases of NPD. Therefore, scaled models are 
preferred in the early phases of NPD. 
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Precise modelling with styling clay, as with any other medium, requires dimensional accuracy 
[North, 1999]. To accomplish this, a working area known as a 'surface plate' is used as a 
base for constructing a model. Accurately marked dimensional working grids are then 
applied to the top of the surface plate. Generally, large clay models are constructed with an 
aluminium core, a secondary wood structure and blue foam padding, combining to form 
what is called an 'armature' [Daimler-Chrysler, 2002], an example of which is shown 
supporting the clay model in Figure 2.12. The purpose of an armature is to support, stabilize 
and roughly shape the major components of the clay model. It also helps to reduce the 
amount of clay required, to speed the process of clay build-up and to reduce the overall 
weight of the finished model. The overall integrity of a final model depends largely on the 
accuracy of its armature: it must be strong enough that the clay model does not twist or 
become distorted when moved. Therefore, for larger models, aluminium armatures are 
preferred. Completed armatures are attached to the surface plate, after which clay is laid-up 
onto the armature surface, and the model is cut and scraped to the desired form using 
various tools [North op cit.]. Tools can be used freehand, without guides, or can be used in 
conjunction with modelling tapes and templates. 
Flg.2.12. Scale clay model of a concept car In preparation (Coventry University 2002) 
A variety of finishes can be applied to the clay surface to give the look and feel of a finished 
product (Fig.2.13). Once the final form is reached, the clay surface is coated with a thin 
plastic membrane called 'Dinoc', which simulates a reflective paint surface. If the surface 
quality revealed by the Dinoc is satisfactory, the model is then painted (Fig.2.14). 
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Fig.2.13. Scale clay models of various concept cars before painting (Coventry University 2002) 
Flg.2.14. Final scale model of a concept car (Coventry University Degree Show 2000) 
2.6.2 Clay tools 
The terminology used to name and describe clay tools varies significantly across the 
literature. This results in considerable confusion and some contradiction. In addition, 
sources referring directly to clay modelling tools for industrial design are considerably 
limited, and mostly focus on sculpting or pottery-making tools. Although some tools are 
shared between product clay modelling and sculpting (e.g. rakes, slicks), each discipline has 
its own specialised tools that have little crossover. For example, in sculpting, a wide range of 
tools is used for carving miniature details, creating patterns and texturisation (Fig.2.15). 
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Fig.2.:l.S. Assortment of clay detailing tools and Clay Shapers™ used In sculpting 
For clay modelling in industrial design or automotive design. there is little call for the use of 
these detailing tools; they are typically required only occaSionally and for very specific tasks 
[Owen, 2004]. 
"00. the small tools are not used that much, it is the bigger tools which get body 
sides (of models) in. All the main features and details come a lot later after all 
your volume's proportions are in. (00.) If there is a detail, that needs lots of work, 
we (designers) give it to hard wood modellers to do, for example exhaust pipes or 
light details." [Nunn, 2004] 
Clay tools used in academia and industry also differ [ibid.]. In industry, for example, clay 
models are usually made in full scale and have a requirement to be very precise. This is 
supported by Yamada: "with modelling work, ever greater precision is required as you go 
along, and everyone (every designer) has scales they are used to working with: [1993:124]. 
Examples of scales and measurement systems are precision bridges, layout machines (for 
3D measurement offull·scale models), radius gauges, curved rules, clamps, steel scales and 
levels. In academia, since clay models are visual representations of design concepts that will 
not necessarily be manufactured, precision is not such a pressing concern. 
Overall, a diverse range of tools is available for modelling with styling clay. These tools have 
various shapes and sizes for rough or fine modelling. It is common for designers (or model 
makers) to develop their own preferences for tools [Trudeau, 1995; Eliscu, 1964] or to make 
job-specific tools that are retained in personal tool kits [Owen, 2004]. Some specialised clay 
equipment is necessary (e.g. clay oven) but most clay tools can be constructed in workshops 
[North, 1999]. In fact, it has been stated that the most important and specialised tool is the 
modeller's hands [TXF, 2002; North, 1999; Hummels & Overbeeke, 1998]. However, as far 
as implements are concerned, the most important ones are cited as tapes, slicks and rakes 
[Nunn, 2004]. 
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Table 2,1 presents taxonomy of clay modelling tools used both in industry and in academia 
for product and automotive design. Various sources were used to assemble the information 
in the table (e.g. Chavant Inc" 2004; Eberhard Faber GmHB, 2004; Styling Clay International 
Ltd., 2003; Trudeau, 1995; Yamada, 1993; Shimizu et al., 1991), Construction of the table 
involved considerable effort, drawing together disparate information into a form that has not 
previously been available. As such, the table is proposed to be a valuable reference source, 
Staff from Coventry University School of Art and Design and Bentley Motors have verified the 
accuracy of the table. 
Armature 
Chisel 
Clay knife 
Clay oven 
Curve guide 
(radlus/spline) 
Table 2,1. Taxonomy of clay modelling tools 
Solid framework onto which 
clay is applied and forms the 
bulk of the underlying model. 
Scraping guide marks into the 
clay. 
'I Cutting details for further work. 
Marking tool. 
Method of heating clay to a 
desired working temperature. 
Drawing curves. 
<;;:-"U I Marking templates. 
72 
Also known as a 'buck', In scale 
models, armatures are typically 
constructed with a wooden shell 
covered with foam. Professionally, in 
full-scale models, e.g. automotive 
design, a metal framework is used 
that can weigh up to 3-4 tonnes. 
Chisels are available in various 
lengthS and thickness. 
Knives score into the clay, creating 
guidelines. However, they are not 
used for precise marking. 
working temperatures range 
110° Fto 1500 F. 
Radius and spline curve guides are 
available in different sizes and radii. 
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Cutting wire 
Depth pin 
Dlnoe 
Fishing line 
Gauge 
Rake: 
(Strait, Curved) 
Rake: 
(Radius, Oval) 
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Table 2.1. Taxonomy of clay modelling tools 
Cutting or slicing. 
Determining depth of clay over 
support structure. 
Checking surface qualities. 
Fishing lines are embedded in 
the clay and used as a fixed 
edge to work up to and to mark 
out areas. 
Marking heights and depths on 
the clay surface. 
Blending progressively 
modelled clay sections 
together. 
Roughing a surface, which is 
then finished with a slick. 
Cutting concave surfaces and 
large inner curves. 
carving narrow grooves, 
Finishing concave surfaces. 
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Wires with wooden handles make 
cutting easier. 
Pins have depth markings on their 
bodies. 
Dinoe is a commercial black plastic 
film with a paper~backingsheetand 
is supplied on rolls. It is soaked In 
water to release the backing and 
stretched over the clay surface. This 
gives a true representation of the 
highlights oftM model as if it were 
painted. 
Fishing lines help to create 
guidelines without scraping clay. 
The gauge is mounted on a hea\,)" 
flat base, and its movement is 
limited by a straight or contoured rail 
alongside the model. 
Professionally, gauges are used only 
for dimensional estimations, 
In Industry, 'layout machines' are 
used for x,y,z coordination 
measurement 
Strait and curved rakes are available 
in various sizes for rough orfine 
scraping. They are used for removing 
large quantities of clay on initial 
passes over the model. 
Radius and oval rakes are available 
in various sizes for rough or fine 
scraping. 
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Rake: 
(Sculpting) 
Rake: 
(Triangle) 
Rake; 
(Wire-loop) 
Rasp 
Ruler 
Shape 
template 
Slick 
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Table 2.1. Taxonomy of clay modelling tools 
Shaving to create acute angles. 
Scraping intricate parts. 
Adding detail to the model. 
Inserting predetermined wire 
bend shapes into the clay. 
Roughing a surface. 
Shaving for trimming and 
straightening. 
Measuring. 
Scaling. 
Scraping. 
Pressing guide marks into the 
clay. 
Removing imperfections on the 
clay surface (e.g. seam lines 
and mould marks). 
Enhancing and sharpening 
details. 
Smoothing/refining surfaces 
and surface transitions. 
Surface finishing. 
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Sculpting rakes (or 'saw-blade' 
rakes) have notched edges. which 
actually create a smooth final-pass 
finish, The notches vary in size, 
shape. depth and spacing. Most 
common notch shapes are: 'V', 'H' 
and 'U', 
Triangle rakes are available in 
various sizes for rough or fine 
scraping. They are used for small 
parts where it is difficult to use strait 
rakes. 
Wire-loop rakes can be single or 
double ended. They are available In a 
wide range of shapes and sizes, and 
mostly used for intricate detailing. 
and removing controlled quantities 
and shapes of clay. 
Rasps vary in size and shape for 
rough or fine Shaving and can have 
straight or curved profiles. 
Rulers are made of spring steel. They 
can be adapted for use as a stick. 
Templates can be male or female, 
made of styrene, wood or acrylic 
sheet. 
Large shape templates are clamped 
to a 'precision bridge' and run along 
the surface of the model. 
Sticks are made of spring steel so 
that they can flex to match the 
curvature of the surface to be 
scraped. They vary In size, shape 
(e.g. flat plate, kidney shape), 
thickness and sharpness. They can 
have serrated or smooth edges. 
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Spring steel 
band 
Sticky tape 
Styling clay 
Surface plate 
(with grid) 
Surform· 
Texture roller 
True sweep 
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Table 2.1. Taxonomy of clay modelling tools 
Thin, flexible steel of about 
O.Smm thickness. Used as a 
temporary guide for other tools. 
Preparing templates. 
Masking, 
Creating guidelines without 
scraping clay. 
'Raw' clay modelling material. 
Flat rigid base on which model 
is built. 
Dimensional guide for the 
prospective model. 
Tidying up flat areas and 
surface edges. 
Creating a desired surface 
texture. 
Checking the continuity of 
surfaces. 
Smoothing clay surfaces. 
Removing air bubbles inside 
the clay. 
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Also known as a 'steel shim', It is 
attached to the surface and 
becomes the bearing surface for the 
tool to drag along. A typical use is 
where a specifically shaped tool is 
dragged over a main surface to a 
given depth and along the path. 
Tapes are available in various widths, 
lengths and colours. They can also 
be made of various materials, such 
as plastics and rice paper. 
i range of clay is available in 
different colours, textures and 
hardness. In industrial design and 
automotive design the most 
frequently used clays are those from 
Chavant Inc and Eberhard Faber 
GmHB. 
plates with grids are only 
used in academia for scaled models. 
Professionally, x,y,z coordinate 
measuring machines are used for full 
scale models (e.g. WENZEL GmHB 
The SurformlD is suited to relatively 
small surfaces. Their grater·like 
blades are available in a variety of 
shapes and grades. 
Mostly used in academia, and almost 
never used professionally, since 
serrated slicks provide better control 
over shaving action. 
Texture rollers vary in size and 
texture and are mostly used in 
academia. Professionally, desired 
surface finishes are achieved at the 
painting stage. 
A true sweep is also called a 'wood 
Spline'. They help in checking 
surfaces vertically, horizontally and 
diagonally (undulation). 
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2.6.3 Digital developments in clay modelling 
Computer technology is rapidly finding integration within clay modelling. In relation to 
the creation of clay models, 'selective clay milling', using computer numerical control (CNC) 
methods. is now established. This method is a form of reverse engineering, whereby a clay 
model is manually roughed-out, digitally scanned, and the x,y,z coordinates are imported into 
CAD for a 3D model to be constructed. In the CAD environment, product details and 
curvature are resolved to a high level of precision, removing the need for manual evaluation 
and modification of the clay model, for example the use of Alias for this purpose at Daimler-
Chrysler (Fig.2.16). Once finished, the CAD data can be used to drive a CNC milling machine, 
which shapes the rough clay model to the high level of precision prescribed in the CAD model 
[Vergeest, 2003]. Significant time savings can be achieved for large, detailed models by 
scanning coordinate digital information from a loosely created, although reasonably accurate 
clay model. 
Fig.2.16. Use of digital technology In clay modelling (Image © 2002, Oalmler-Chrysler) 
PART B: DIGITAL MEDIA AND TOOLS FOR FORM CREATION 
2.7 Conventional CAD 
Conventional CAD was defined in Chapter One as two-dimensional (2D) and 3D 
modelling applications typically run on desktop workstations_ Conventional CAD systems can 
be considered as the combination of computer hardware and software, which facilitates the 
construction of 2D and 3D models of a product, and in many cases, associated tooling, 
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prototyping and product analysis. Industrial design has benefited substantially from the 
development of the desktop personal computer. The first use of computers, as simple 
computer-aided drawing boards, was in the 1960s, but it was from the early 1980s that 
computers became commonplace in the working practices of designers [lones, 1997; Black, 
1990]. 
CAD systems have undergone rapid development in the last twenty years. The CAD industry 
has grown and evolved dramatically with regard to computer hardware, software technology, 
and the impact of CAD on design and manufacturing organisations. As first mentioned in the 
thesis Introduction, when computers were first used for product design, industrial designers 
tended to use software originally intended for engineers [Hirschtick, 2000; McCullagh, 
1996]. Although there are acknowledged overlaps between these disciplines, as introduced 
in Chapter One, there are also significant differences that have a bearing on CAD use. For 
example, for the balance of their work, engineers are more likely to use a CAD system to 
rapidly develop and document very precise definitions of objects [Loosschilder, 1997], 
whereas the needs of industrial designers are more conceptual and 'fluid'. 
Until the late 1980s, CAD in the context of industrial design effectively meant the 
computerisation of technical drawing [Cardaci, 1992]. However, in parallel to the 
development of CAD systems, and in order to meet industrial designers' particular needs, 
Computer Aided Industrial Design (CAID) software was developed. Towards the end of the 
1980s, CAID packages that claimed to enable all phases of form creation to be 
computerised were introduced to the market, such as Alias [McCullagh, 1996]. In actuality, 
CAID packages provided improvements over CAD in the definition of product surfaces and in 
the production of photorealistic product representations. As explained in Chapter One, the 
claims to meet the needs of conceptual design were unfortunately not correct and the 
shortfalls persist today. 
Today, the effects of computer-based technological advances are widespread and have 
brought computers into design studios with an ever-increasing role in design activities. 
Conventional CAD software is nowadays a fully integrated windows-based application, driven 
by menus and icons rather than, as in the early days of CAD, esoteric text commands 
[Hirschtick, 2000]. CAD is now routinely applied throughout NPD [Zeitoun, 1993]. Industrial 
design companies and manufacturing companies typically design and evaluate their 
products using a suite of different CAD systems. CAD can be used to produce photorealistic 
renderings, animations, simulated environments (e.g. lighting, colours, materials, graphics, 
engineering simulation), and analysis (e.g. finite element analysis (FEA), dynamic assembly, 
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and mould flow). FEA is a computer tool for 
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predicting the response of product structures to exposure to phenomena including forces, 
heat and vibration. The use of FEA is normally restricted to design engineers with specialist 
materials and mechanics training and, as such, its direct use by industrial designers is not 
expected to be widespread. Likewise, mould flow, dynamic assembly, and CFD analyses are 
not normally under the control of industrial designers. CAD can improve the productivity of 
form creation, for example, by automating the more repetitive and tedious aspects of 
designing such as modelling the same object several times, or showing it from multiple 
views. 
Despite rapid growth, the range of CAD systems targeted for use specifically by professional 
industrial designers across the breadth of NPD, from original idea to final product, is still 
limited. This is because the current suite of 'total solution' CAD systems is relatively new and 
has been designed for niche markets, such as computer animation, or large markets such as 
mechanical engineering [Sa (de) & Rix, 2000; McCullagh, 1996]. 
2.7.1 Conventional CAD hardware 
CAD hardware refers to the physical inpuVoutput devices linked to a microprocessor 
workstation and include, for example, LCD monitors, mice, keyboards and joysticks. Despite 
the fact that almost all new developments in CAD hardware exhibit some design 
improvements, such as enhanced ergonomic forms or new buttons, their functions when 
connected to a CAD system have basically remained unchanged: to control screen cursors 
and to change rotation and zoom settings of models. Although this approach is now 
stereotypical across CAD systems, it is not necessarily ideal or a particularly satisfactory or 
effective approach to adopt when considering the future of digital industrial design tools. 
2.7.2 Conventional CAD software 
The nature of geometrical models that CAD systems construct vary in type and in 
purpose, and is primarily the function of software rather than hardware. 3D models created 
using CAD software fall into one of the following types described in Table 2.2: polygon mesh 
models, surface models, solid models and shell models. Of the four types, surface modelling 
facilitates relatively loose form creation, in that surfaces in an emerging model need not 
directly match neighbouring surfaces (they can overlap or fail to meet), and be tidied up at a 
later time. This makes surface modelling well suited to the creation of sketch models, and 
for modelling products that are essentially defined by their 'skin', such as automotive 
exteriors and product plastic casings [McCullagh, 1996]. 
Across solid, surface and mesh CAD applications, the creation of 'construction curves' is the 
typical starting point for modelling, used as a basis for creating model surfaces. These 
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curves are predominantly 2D geometry, similar to the orthographic projections found in 
engineering and control drawings, and are typically created in a 'drawing mode' within the 
CAD application. Although it is also common for curves to occupy 3D space (Le, have a 
variation in each of the x,y,z planes along the curve's length), curves are rarely drawn directly 
in 3D because of problems of visualisation and control. Often 2D curves are modified to 
occupy 3D space. Construction curves can also be created by tracing over imported scanned 
artwork. Table 2.3 illustrates an example of the modelling stages of a vacuum cleaner ('Big 
Ear Vacuum', An,elik A.S,) using the Studio™ (Version 9) family of CAID tools from 
Alias I Wavefront™ [1999]. The Studio family comprises a set of interconnected software 
solutions with specific functions, such as surface creation, rendering and animation. 
An alternative approach to solid and mesh modelling is to make use of primitive shapes from 
the CAD package's library (e.g. cone, sphere, tube, torus, cylinder). Primitives are essentially 
building blocks and can be modified in various ways (e.g. stretching, pulling, tilting, twisting, 
slicing) to create more complex forms. 
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Polygon mesh 
Surface 
Solid 
Shell 
Table 2.2. Types of 3D model created In CAD systems 
Models are composed of 
a network of vertices (a 
'point cloud') connected 
by 3-sided or 4-sided 
polygons. Meshes have 
no underlying geometry 
or curves that define 
model features. 
Models are composed of 
discrete surfaces, 
created from 
mathematically defined 
construction curves. One 
popular method is the 
use of NURBS (Non-
Uniform Rational B-spline 
Surfaces). Internal 
features (B-surface) and 
details are ignored. 
As 'surfaces' but each 
discrete surlace is joined 
to its neighbours to 
create a 'watertight' 
enclosed volume, 
A variation on 'solids' in 
which the model is 
prescribed a wall 
thickness so as to 
surround an internal 
cavity, 
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are approximated by a series of 
i i surfaces a jagged, faceted 
With very dense meshes. faeeting is 
with true curvature and are 
as 'wireframe' modelS (as below) 
and curvature. 
.... 
but with no un-joined surface ('naked') 
no open patches. 
Animation and 
rendering, requiring 
relatively little 
computing power to 
manipulate. 
Industry standard for 
modelling the external 
form (A·Surface) of a 
product 
Block model 
prototypes, volumetric 
model analysis and 
Boolean operations. 
(e.g. addition, 
subtraction, 
intersection.) 
Functional prototypes 
and production-focused 
model analysis. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Table 2.3. Mode111ng stages of 'Big Ear Vacuum' uslngAllaslStudlo Tools 
Using Studio Paint (Alias I Studio Tools, Version 9), a 
variety of different concept sketches are drawn. For 
clean line drawing, Studio Paint's shape tools and 
Bezier curves are used to create controlled curves, 
circles and ellipses. 
As introduced in Chapter One, colour and lighting are 
important for bringing out the form and character of a 
product Studio Paint tools provide designers with 
access to different colours, shading and textures. 
After the sketch is imported into Design Studio, it is 
used as a guide for building a 3D model that captures 
the original design intent. To replicate the shape of the 
guide sketch, a NURBS curve is traced over the existing 
lines. 
To build a surface using previously-created 2D curves, 
a 'square' tool is used across four boundaries. 
Surfaces are intersected and trimmed to achieve the 
desired form. All other surfaces are created in a similar 
way. 
Once the model is completed, advanced photoreaJistic 
rendering and animation are used to further evaluate 
and present the product concepts. 
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2.7.3 Metaphors and analogies within CAD systems 
Throughout the history of computer development, metaphors and analogies have 
been used to make it easier for users to understand and use computers [Marcus, 2002; 
Hummels & Overbeeke, 1998; Mohnkern, 1997]. Metaphors are said to be created when 
knowledge of familiar physical objects and experiences in one domain are used for 
explaining, structuring and understanding abstract concepts in an another, unfamiliar 
domain [Hestenes, 2003; Torgny, 1997; Erickson, 1990]. Analogies are more explicit 
descriptions of the relations suggested by a metaphor and typically involve "a comparison 
between things which have similar features, often used to help explain a principle or idea" 
[Cambridge Dictionaries, 2004]. 
Wormald [1997] notes that when learning a CAD system, designers look for modelling 
activities (and tools) that are familiar from the physical world. Hence, the icons (graphical 
representations) used in CAD software often depict physical modelling tools, as a basis for 
navigating designers to expected and desired modelling functions. In the context of CAD, 
therefore, metaphors are found as icons depicting familiar objects from the physical world 
(e.g. protractor, tape measure, compass, light bulb, sun, video camera, magnifying glass, 
book, scissors, litter bin, sweeping man and floppy disk). In this case, successful metaphors 
are those that are easily recognised as being representative of a physical object. Once the 
metaphor is recognised, analogies should become apparent that relate to the use of the 
physical object in question. Taking the previous examples, the analogies that they suggest 
are as follows: protractor (measuring angles), tape measure (measuring distances), compass 
(orientation), light bulb (illumination), sun (ambient light), video camera (recording options), 
magnifying glass (seeing closer), book (accessing to help), scissors (cutting), litter bin 
(discarding), sweeping man (cleaning) and floppy disk (saving). Examples of icons relating to 
CAD modelling are shown in Figure 2.17. 
2.7.4 CAD compatibility and downstream use 
Within a product development team several CAD packages are often used, for 
example, 2D drawing, 3D CAD, animation, and technical analysis. A key need is for the 
output (models) from these various packages to be compatible with each other, so that the 
effort in creating the models does not need to be repeated in later phases of design. This 
issue is even more important when the development of a product draws upon the expertise 
of international commercial partners or external design consultants. CAD packages from 
different vendors rarely exchange native data reliably (if at all), and data sharing can be 
problematic. The easiest communication is achieved if all partners run identical CAD systems 
using the same release (revision level) of software. However, this is impractical in most 
circumstances. Therefore, the generally adopted solution is to exchange data using 
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universally supported data transfer formats, although it is only in recent years that such 
standards have been achieved. 
Flg.2.17. Examples of Icons relating to CAD modelling 
(Images © 2004, Discreet 3DStudlo Max· and McNeel Rhinoceros) 
The most significant progress toward a universally supported data transfer format was the 
establishment in 1979 of an Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) [McMahon, 
1993]. Although IGES remains a dominant standard for data exchange, a number of 
alternative or variant standards have been developed (e.g. DXF, ACIS, STL). Nevertheless, 
there has always been some dissatisfaction in the underlying basis for IGES: model 
robustness and cross-platform compatibility continue to give cause for concern. These 
factors have led to efforts to develop an agreed international standard to integrate previous 
attempts, and to provide an improved fundamental basis for a new standard in CAD data 
exchange called 'Standard for Exchange of Product Data' (STEP). As a general observation, 
the STEP data format creates generally robust and cross-platform compatible 3D models 
and appears more reliable than IGES. It would appear therefore that the implementation of 
STEP compatibility is a practical necessity for all future CAD systems. 
2.8 Advanced CAD 
Advanced CAD was defined in Chapter One as the implementation of new and 
emerging technologies for modelling, thus providing augmented and interactive form 
creation. This section presents a review of the state-of-the-art of digital industrial design 
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tools, each featuring technology that goes beyond conventional CAD. In general, the tools 
offer combinations of the following: new visualisation methods to display more realistic 3D 
models; more powerful tools for deconstructing (and hence evaluating) product form; and 
hardware that provides new types of sensory interaction. In some cases, the advances are 
specifically aimed at providing support for conceptual phases of industrial design. Others 
provide new routes for building CAD models. 
2.8.1 3D scanning 
Companies often have a requirement to turn existing products or parts into CAD 
models, and to then modify and re-use the CAD models. For example, the existing product 
may originally have been designed using non-digitaI modelling media or the original CAD 
models may have been lost [AMRCC, 2003]. Reverse engineering (RE) provides a solution to 
this problem by capturing the dimensions and features of a physical artefact [Campbell et 
al., 2003], for example, through probe or laser scanning methods (Fig,2.18). Typically, point 
cloud data from RE are processed into the STL (polygon mesh) file format, for example, via 
specialised software applications such as GeoMagic Studio®, A limiting factor with this route 
for form creation is that the polygon mesh format has no underlying geometry or features (it 
is simply a network of joined vertices) and can be difficult to manipulate in a manner useful 
to industrial design, 
Fig.2,18. Example of a 3D scanning device: MlcroScrlbe" Dlgitlzer (image © 2003, immersion Corp.) 
2.8,2 Digital photography 
Recent digital imaging technologies allow users to create 3D models of objects from 
images obtained from a standard digital camera. With this approach, the first step is to take 
a series of structured photographs of the 3D object in question (Fig.2.19). These images are 
then loaded into specialist software (e,g. 3D S,Q.M. from Canon Ltd., 2004; D·sculptor from 
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D-Vision Works Inc., 2004), where masks are applied to separate the object from its 
background. The software then processes the images to generate a low-resolution polygon 
mesh 3D model of the photographed object, suitable for export and development within CAD 
packages. This process has the potential to augment early phases of form creation in 
industrial design. For example, if the object to be photographed were a sketch model in blue 
foam, the process would provide a solution for achieving a quick, if fairly crude, 3D digital 
model suitable for rendering. As with 3D scanning, the limitations of the polygon mesh 
format also apply. No evidence could be found that this form creation method is used 
extensively in current design practice. 
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Flg.2.19. Set-up for capturing digital Image data for a shaver (Image@ 2004, D-Vlslon Works Inc.) 
2.8.3 Virtual reality 
A major goal of virtual environments is to provide users with a realistic simulation of 
real-world environments. In simulation technology, popularly known as virtual reality (VR), 
computer hardware and software combine to create an artificial environment, presented to 
the user in such a way as to be perceived as a real environment offering real-time spatial 
interaction. In order to provide a sense of 'being there', interfaces used in VR make heavy 
use of conventional and non-conventional graphical displays [Tanriverdi & Jacob, 2001; 
Johansson, 2000]. One example is to use domed rooms with hemispheric screens to create 
very wide fields of view and a sense of immersion [AVRRC, 2004]. 
Virtual environments are created through the operation of three types of hardware: (i) 
sensors, such as head position sensors, to detect the user's body movements; (ii) effectors, 
such as stereoscopic displays, to provide sensory information; and (iii) special-purpose 
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hardware that links the sensors and effectors to produce overall sensory experiences 
resembling the real-world environment [Elis, 1994], 
Spatial perception (or 'three-dimensionality') is obtained by displaying different views for the 
left and right eye and is generally created in two different ways [Johansson, 2000], First, by 
using two separate video-screens, providing stereoscopic views for each eye, called head 
mounted displays 'HMDs' (Fig.2,20), HMDs consist of monitors located directly in front of the 
eyes, usually housed within goggles, The devices incorporate a tracking system, which allows 
a connected computer to determine the position and orientation of the head in order to 
render the correct scene on the monitors. This gives users a truly immersive feeling of the 
VE, being coordination with their eye movements. When users turn their heads, they see 
more of the environment and are not aware of the presence of monitors [Hillier, 2004]. 
Fig.2.20. Examples of head mounted displays (Image content @2000, Virtual Realities Inc.) 
The second method for creating spatial perception is by stereographic projection to room 
size screens (e.g. using Computer Animated Virtual Environment 'CAVETM') or wall size 
screens (e.g. PowerWall™), in combination with stereoscopic glasses. The PowerWall allows 
viewing a VE via a panoramic 3D theatre screen with 3D sound (surround sound and 
binaural sound) [EDS, 2004]. CAVE is a room-sized, multi person, high-resolution 3D video 
and audio environment. In CAVE, computers generate high-performance stereo images, 
which are then rear-projected to the floor and three walls. Images move with, and also 
surround, the viewer, creating an immersive environment. Stereo projections create 3D 
images that appear to have a presence both inside and outside the prOjection room 
(Fig.2.21a, 2.21b). By wearing stereo glasses, users perceive the projection screens as 
transparent, with projected 3D images apparently extending to infinity. The position of the 
users in the CAVE is monitored from the head tracker mounted on the stereo glasses. Users 
interact with the VE with a hand-held device called a 'wand' [Virginia Tech, 2002]. 
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Fig.2.21a - 2.21b. Components of CAVE'" system (Images © 2002, Virginia Tech University) 
Dynamic, real-time performance is of utmost important for immersion and for convincing the 
human senses of the authenticity of the VE. To this end, the refresh rate of the projected 
images within a VE must be no slower than 50ms. Interactivity is achieved through different 
input devices, such as tracking systems, pointers, and gloves with gripping and touching 
functions. One of the most sophisticated technologies used with YEs is motion/position 
tracking, allowing a VR system to monitor the position and orientation of selected body parts 
of the user. A variety of methods can be used to achieve tracking including mechanical, 
optical, electromagnetic and acoustic [Baratoff & Blanksteen, 2004]. 
Despite their advantages for visualisation and product evaluation by complete NPD teams, 
VR applications are not in widespread use in design practice, most probably because of high 
cost. However, in the automotive industry. companies such as General Motors and Daimler-
Chrysler use VR tools intensively, removing the need to build expensive physical prototypes 
[Daimler-Chrysler, 2002; Clarke, 2000]. An example of product concept testing with the 
CAVE system at Daimler-Chrysler's Virtual Reality Center can be seen in Figure 2.22. 
VR has the potential to replace physical models in industrial design, although the 
reservations already uncovered with respect to the replacement of non-digital media with 
digital media apply most strongly here. In addition, VR equipment must evolve to become 
less space consuming and less expensive if it is to find widespread adoption in industrial 
design practice. 
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Flg.2.22. Concept testing with CAVE"M system (Image © 2002. Dalmler-Chrysler) 
2.8.4 Haptics technology 
Haptics is a recently introduced area of technology, bringing visual interaction 
together with the simulation of physical interaction [Bordegoni & Angelis (de), 2000]. The 
word 'haptics' has grown in popularity with the advent of touch sensitivity in computer 
hardware [Oakley et al., 2000]. In its broadest sense, 'haptics' relates to sensing and 
manipulation through the sense of touch, and is linked strongly with kinaesthetic 
information, the brain's awareness of the position and movement of the body by means of 
sensory nerves within the muscles and joints [RIADM, 2002]. 
Accordingly, as shown in Figure 2.23, haptic systems can deliver all or some of the following 
information: kinaesthetic sensations (e.g. presence, position, depth, movement), 
force/resistance sensations (e.g. pressure, solidity, mass, inertia) and tactile sensations (e.g. 
surface curvature, surface texturisation, friction) [Tan, 2000]. Haptics technology allows 
people to 'feel' and 'interact' directly with external environments and artefacts. Hands are 
the primary location for haptic sensations. 
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Fig.2.23. illustrative definition of 'haptlcs' 
Haptics technology opens up a new level of interactivity between humans and computers. 
Prior to haptics, computer users had the facility to interact with machines only through sight, 
sound and positional movement of hardware such as mice, paddles and joysticks. Haptic 
interfaces bring profound changes to the way humans interact with information and 
communicate ideas, by permitting users to touch and manipulate virtual computer-generated 
objects in a way that creates a compelling sense of tactile realness and augments visual 
sensation [Purnomo, 2002; Paterson, 2001; Hayward, in Paterson, 1998]. 
The early pioneers of haptics research were Thomas Massie and Kenneth Salisbury [1995], 
based at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
USA. Historically, work on haptic devices has been motivated by the desire to develop 
sensory-substitution systems for people with visual or hearing impairments [Tan, 2000]. 
People with these disabilities are known to respond well to learning through tactile or 
kinaesthetic experiences. Today's haptic devices can be broadly split into two categories: 
those providing 2D (planar) movement, and those providing 3D (spatial) movement [ATRC, 
2001]. Devices resemble pens, mice, joysticks, steering wheels, gloves, and body suits. For 
tasks requiring 3D-position sensing and feedback, finger thimble and pen-like styluses are 
favoured. For tasks requiring hand-grasping actions or whole-hand sensitivity, gloves with 
sensors embedded in their fabric are favoured. Haptic-enabled gloves have been used in 
conjunction with VR technology since the early 1990s, with the combination of these 
technologies becoming known as 'augmented virtuality' [Oakley et al., 2000; Winkle, 2000; 
Drascic & Milgram, 1996]. The CyberGlove®, an instrumented glove from Immersion Corp. 
(Fig.2.24a), is an example of a haptic device providing users with positional and dynamic 
sensory information directed at the fingers and wrists. The CyberGraspTM is a full hand force-
feedback device (Fig.2.24b), worn over the CyberGlove. 
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Fig.2.24a - 2.24b. CyberGlove" and CyberGraspTM (Images © 2002. Immersion Corp.) 
When the wearer makes contact with a virtual object, resistive force is exerted on the 
CyberGlove fingers through a series of 'tendons' and is immediately sensed by the wearer. 
The force feedback is 'hand·referenced', by which users are prevented from 'crushing' a 
virtual object in their hand [Immersion Corp., 2002]. 
The commercial application of haptics technology is now established in a variety of 
professional disciplines such as the assistance of people with disabilities, entertainment, 
medical, educational and milital)' training [Winkle, 2000]. Haptics technology can be applied 
in many diverse areas to create touch·enabled solutions that improve learning, 
understanding, creativity and communication [Reachin Technologies, 2002]. The most 
extensive use of the technology is for the training of specialist procedures in risk-free 
environments, for example the use of medical devices during surgeI)'. 
Force feedback is already an established feature in a wide range of handheld controllers, 
from laser guns to keypads and pilots' joysticks. The entertainment industl)' is another key 
area responsible for developing haptics technology, both at stand-alone consoles and for 
cross-communication over the Internet [Hewlett-Packard, 2001]. However, it is only recently 
that entertainment devices have become of a practical size and sufficiently robust to be sold 
as commercial products. One example is the Microsoft" Force Feedback joystick (Fig.2.25), 
which promotes the acceptance of haptics technology into 'daily computer experiences' 
through enhancing the realism of gaming [Purnomo, 2002]. 
A more recent addition to haptic devices is the force feedback mouse, such as the 
PenCAT/Pro™ (Fig.2.26) from Haptic Technologies Inc. [2002] and the 'iFeel Mouse' from 
Logitech® [2002], which provides users with both haptic and verbal feedback. As the iFeel 
Mouse is moved over various on-screen objects, a variety of surface textures can be 
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emulated through haptic feedback including metallic, spongy and rubbery surfaces. The 
PenCAT/Pro is an accessory used in a similar manner to a mouse, but features a pen-shaped 
haptic grasping tool. The device is firmly targeted at designers, artists and CAD users. 
Fig.2.25. SldeWlnder Force Feedback joystick (Image © 2002, Microsoft Corp.) 
Through the use of force feedback, the devices just described can guide users to areas of a 
computer program graphical interface (e.g. an area of a window), from where particular 
functions can be initiated. Another use is to provide users with vibration feedback in 
correspondence to, for example, the movement of an object (e.g. a car tyre over rough 
ground) or the surface friction of an object. Despite their undoubted advancement in user 
experience and interaction, these devices provide haptic feedback in only two degrees of 
freedom (i.e. planar haptic feedback) and their widespread application is therefore limited 
[Purnomo, 2002]. Spatial haptic devices have at least x,y,z positional movement and provide 
a more sophisticated feedback experience, closer to manipulating a real object [SCIVW, 
2002]. 
Flg.2.26. PenCAT/Pro™ (Image © 2002, Haptic Technologies Inc.) 
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The alliance of haptics technology with digital design tools is a very young and evolving area 
of research that is benefiting from input from both academic and commercial groups. The 
purpose of integrating haptics technology with digital design tools is to reproduce, or 
replicate, in a digital environment, the sensory experiences associated with either sketching 
(as drawing activity) or modelling with physical media, such as clay. Haptic devices exert 
force in response to a user's manoeuvre at a point of collision on a 3D model. In this way, 
they enable a genuinely two-way interaction with virtual objects, where designers can 
experience action and perception simultaneously [McLundie, 2002]. The development of 
haptic enabled digital design tools suitable for sculptors and applied artists (e.g. artists 
creating jewellery and ceramics) is the remit of the on going Edinburgh-based TACITUS 
project [Shillito et al., 2004]. In the context of industrial design, haptic applications range 
from, for example, simple line-drawing software through to complex form creation and virtual 
prototyping software [Purnomo, 2002]. Presently, the commercial adoption of haptic'enabled 
digital design tools is rare and a relative lUxury [Tan, 2000]. 
Until the advent of haptics technology, no digital design tools have allowed industrial 
designers to physically interact with their 3D computer models. One system that presently 
stands out because of its worldwide commercial availability and accomplished functionality 
is the FreeForm 'virtual clay' haptic modelling system from SensAble Technologies, which 
features the PHANToM" DesktopTM stylus-based desktop haptic device (Fig.2.27). 
Fig.2.27. PHANToM" Desktop"" haptic device from SensAble Technologies Inc. 
The FreeForm system is the first, and currently the only, commercially available desktop 
computer system that allows designers to sculpt and form a block of 'virtual clay', mimicking 
tools and techniques employed in the physical world of clay model making [SensAble 
Technologies, 2003a; Dean, 2002; Hickey, 2001; Dransfield, 2000; Ashwin, 1989]. By 
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receiving instantaneous haptic as well as visual feedback, and removing the need for 
geometry construction, it is proposed that a level of intuition can be achieved for modelling 
that surpasses that of conventional CAD [Dean, 2002; Kling-Petersen & Rydmark, 2000]. 
SensAble Technologies directly state that FreeForm is " ... as intuitive and expressive as 
physical modelling with clay or foam" [2000]. A computer screenshot of the FreeForm virtual 
clay modelling software can be seen in Figure 2.28. 
Flg.2.28. Computer screenshot of the FreeForm virtual clay modelling software 
Virtual clay deforms in the same manner as a real block of clay, for example deforming under 
pressure and becoming grooved when scraped. The PHANToM is a single point, 3D force-
feedback device comprising a stylus attached to a moveable arm, and in total offers six 
degrees of freedom (6DOF) spatial movement. The spatial position of the stylus 'nib' is 
tracked and coordinated with the on-screen cursor. Whenever the cursor comes into contact 
with the virtual clay model, resistive force is transmitted to the user's hands through the 
electro-mechanical components housed within the PHANToM, providing a realistic sense of 
resistance and force feedback against the surfaces of the virtual clay model. The force 
feedback is proportional to the 'hardness' setting of the virtual clay (e.g. hard as wood, soft 
as butter). This level of interactivity is plainly in contrast to conventional CAD, where material 
is simply represented as product surfaces and experienced only through visual perception. 
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For designers, the FreeForm system emphasises designing-and-making skills (the real-time 
manipulation of material) in preference to what may be termed CAD operator skills, typified 
by command or menu-led interfaces. 
The physical working space for FreeForm models is determined by the extent of travel in the 
PHANToM arm [SensAble Technologies, 2000]. On a technical note, the 3D volumetric 
modelling and rendering within FreeForm is based on voxels: similar to pixels but containing 
3D spatial information. Companies using FreeForm span a diverse range of product sectors, 
from toys and games, giftware and shoes to consumer electronics, appliances and 
automotive interiors. Some well-known companies using FreeForm are Adidas, Ford, Honda, 
Motorola, and Toyota. 
From a researcher's point of view, what appears to be missing from prior art are publications 
revealing companies' reasons for adopting FreeForm, and reports that convey the benefits 
and practicalities of integrating FreeForm into NPD. Evans [2000] investigated the potential 
for FreeForm to provide industrial designers with a quick route to creating physical models 
via rapid prototyping processes. In his conclusions, he expressed doubt that haptic 
technologies were sufficiently advanced to satisfy the full range of modelling functions 
demanded by industrial designers. The issues surrounding the integration of haptics 
technology into digital form creation tools for industrial design remain open for exploration. 
Recent product developments making use of the PHANToM device (independent of the 
FreeForm modelling software) have been introduced by the Swedish company Reachin® 
Technologies AB [2002]. The Reachin system mounts the PHANToM device within a specially 
devised aluminium structure, which also contains a monitor and semi-transparent reflective 
screen (Fig.2.29). 
The monitor displays haptic-enabled software stereoscopically and in 'mirror image', 50 that 
when viewed on the reflective screen through stereoscopic glasses it appears in 3D and in 
the correct orientation. Moreover, and most importantly, the on-screen cursor controlled by 
the PHANToM device is co-located with the 'nib' position of the PHANToM stylus, providing 
users with excellent hand-eye coordination. The result is that users experience enhanced 
interactivity over a desktop-mounted PHANToM device. The Reachin system functions in 
accordance with the way in which the brain coordinates motor skills, depth perception, 
positional and dynamic hand movement, and the ability of hands to feel friction, inertia and 
pressure. The system has yet to find application in industrial design, although the company's 
current research is directed towards developing more natural ways of digital sketching, 
sculpting, modelling and painting for other design disciplines. The co-location of visual and 
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haptic cues offered by the Reachin system, from which it is possible to mimic applied artists' 
working methods, is a key reason for its adoption by the previously mentioned TACITUS 
project [Shillito et al., 2001], The Reachin system is currently being used mostly for medical 
training. 
Flg.2,29. Reachln" system (Images © 2002, Reachln Technologies) 
Another development making use of the PHANToM haptic device for design applications is a 
software research project within the Department of Computer Science at the University of 
North Carolina, USA [2004]. Entitled 'inTouch', the project is described as a haptic enabled 
"mulitresolution modelling and 3D painting" system. Similar to FreeForm, the software 
allows a modelled polygon mesh object to be deformed and altered, with a specific focus on 
creating fine details and textures and painting directly onto model surfaces. 
Recent research within the Digital Design Studio at Glasgow School of Art has focused on the 
humanisation of digital design tools, and has consequently drawn upon haptics technology 
[GSA, 2004; McLundie, 2001]. One project, in collaboration with the UK Defence Evaluation 
and Research Agency (DERA) and the Ford Motor Company, entitled the 'Fakespace 
Immersive Workbench', is a test-bed for developing new interfaces for digital design tools, 
integrating haptics technology, gestural recognition and advanced audio. 
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2.8.5 Haptic-holographic media 
Holograms are a special type of photograph or image made with a laser, in which the 
objects shown appear to the eye to have solidity and depth, as if occupying 3D space 
[Cambridge Dictionaries, 2004]. In other words, holograms represent 3D information in a 2D 
form. Compared to VR technologies, holographic media are far less invasive in that they are 
wireless and require no specialised working environment. Holograms are also immediately 
compelling in their sense of realism. 
Current hologram technologies offer a wide range of visual effects, spanning still images, 
stereograms (a sense of discrete perspective views of an object contained as a hologram), 
and animations. Animated holograms can be displayed and manipulated electronically on a 
computer screen [Liti Holographics, 2004]. Ongoing research at MIT's Spatiallmaging Group 
[2004] focuses on the development of new technology and interfaces for holographic 
displays, with specific application to design, 3D visualisation and computer graphic 
rendering. Projects include holographic painting, holographic video and haptic holography. 
For example, one project entitled 'lathe' uses animated holograms of a cylindrical object in 
combination with a haptic device (PHANToM) to explore naturalistic, real-time interaction 
with a 3D form, represented as a hologram (Fig.2.30a). As with a lathe, users can sense 
when the surface of the cylinder is touched. As further force is applied, surface deformations 
to the cylinder can be both felt and observed in the hologram [Pappu & Plesniak, 1998]. 
Data represented by the holographic images are then used to create a physical artefact of 
the model via rapid prototyping (Fig.2.30b). 
Flg.2.30a - 2.30b. Hologram and Its physical artefact (Images © 2004, MIT· Spatlallmaglng Group) 
2.8.6 Present and future uses of haptics technology 
Despite the huge potential that haptic systems such as FreeForm hold for form 
creation in industrial design, major research studies have yet to be conducted into the actual 
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and possible benefits and shortfalls of such CAID systems. Areas such as exploration of 
product form, conceptual design, the creation of new design and surface styling tools, digital 
prototyping, touch-enabled digital mock-ups, assembly and maintenance training, and 
testing and evaluation of product concepts are all anticipated to be enhanced through the 
use of haptics technology. It has been suggested that if haptics technology were packaged 
into major CAD systems, it would speed up the product development cycle and allow better 
products to be designed and prototyped in less time and with lower cost [Larsson & T6rlind, 
2001]. Research is currently ongoing into the integration of haptic devices with established 
CAD packages, for example with 3DStudio Max [Marcy et al., 1998]. 
2.9 Hardware Developments for Digital Sketching 
As discussed in Chapter One, conventional CAD is often criticised for failing to allow 
sketch modelling, as an essential element of conceptual design, to be carried out 'naturally' 
in a digital environment. The ubiquitous computer mouse and keyboard are restrictive when 
compared to the expressive and articulated movements and nuances of a skilled artisan's 
tool kit [Pahl & Beitz, 1996]. In response, researchers and manufacturers have set about 
creating new hardware and interaction systems to improve sketching experiences for digital 
media [Stappers & Hennesy, 1999]. In recent years a variety of new hardware products 
using 'pens' as input devices have been launched. Some can be seen as mouse 
replacements while others have built-in 'intelligence' (e.g. pens with Global Positioning 
System 'GPS', digital white boards and flip charts, digitising tablets, digital notepads and 
touch screens) [Margolin, 1998]. All of these new developments share one common aim: to 
produce a digital trace that copies the movement of a pen or fingertip [Anoto Group, 2000]. 
Different technologies are used for transporting data from the pen to the receiving device, 
but many manufacturers now adopt Bluetooth® Wireless Technology [2004], a popular 
technology for connecting devices without a need to use cables. 
The following sections present a review of the state-of-the-art in computer devices that are 
currently used, or show potential use, for digital sketching. Descriptions of the working 
principles of the hardware are provided, followed by a discussion (section 2.10.2) on the 
general advantages and disadvantages of their use as digital sketching tools for industrial 
design. 
2.9.1 Digitising tablets 
Digitising tablets are a popular replacement for paper and pens in product design, 
since they allow 'free' sketching, not reliant on CAD system commands and constraints. A 
digitising tablet (e.g. Wacom® digitising pen and tablet, Fig.2.31) is a flat electromagnetic 
grid that captures positional data via an input device, such as a stylus. Standard tablet 
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features include opaque or backlit surfaces and corded or cordless pens. Users treat the 
open space of the tablet as they would a sheet of paper. 
Flg.2.31. Wacom" digitising pen and tablet from the 1990s (Image © 2004, Wacom Technology Co.) 
In addition to creating markings or traces, digitising tablets also have dedicated functions 
(analogous to keyboard controls) that can be triggered by the pen (e.g. edit, drag, drop, 
highlight, cut & paste). The graphics software used in conjunction with a digitising tablet 
translates data generated by the pen (e.g. position, pressure, tilt) and can subtly vary, for 
example, the thickness shading or colour of on-screen artwork [Hummels, 2000]. However, a 
major drawback of digitising tablets for sketch work is the lack of co-location between the 
pen and the resulting graphical marks: artwork appears on-screen, but the pen movement to 
create the drawing is elsewhere, on the digitising tablet. This separation clearly does not 
occur with pen-on-paper sketching, and demands considerable practice in order to become 
proficient [Ulanoff, 2004]. 
2.9.2 TOlJch screens and light pens 
A touch screen can either be built into a monitor or provided as an additional clip-on 
device mounted over an existing monitor. Touch screens provide point-positioning via a 
finger, stylus, or similar device. A light pen has a light sensor in the tip, which is pressed 
directly against the computer screen, providing point coordination between the pen location 
and the cursor location. Light pens used to be in widespread use in CAD but have now been 
superseded by more advanced technology [Anoto Group, 2000]. Resistive and capacitive 
touch screen technologies are the most popular for industrial applications. and are also used 
in some CAD workstations (e.g. '3D Screenman' from LogiCAD3D, 2004). The facility to 
access modelling functions through touch-screen interfaces rather than through keyboard 
and mouse controls opens new possibilities for digital industrial design tools. 
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2,9,3 Digital notepads 
Digital notepads are portable devices, also known as 'handhelds' or 'PDAs' (Personal 
Digital Assistants) that have touch-sensitive LCD screens for accessing functions and, more 
importantly for industrial design, allow handwriting and sketching to be performed directly on 
the display (Fig.2.32). These devices are typically based on proprietary operating systems 
and are not capable of running commercial CAD software, although they are suitable for the 
digital equivalent of 'back of an envelope' sketches, 
Flg.2.32, Sony Clle"' hand held computer (Image content © 2004, Sony Electronics Inc.) 
2,9,4 Anoto"' functionality 
Digital 'pen and paper' systems are possible through the application of 'Anoto® 
functionality', comprising digital pen, paper and server technology [Anoto Group, 2000], The 
digital paper enabling Anoto functionality is created by printing a proprietary pattern of 
miniature dots on ordinary pulp-based paper, which is perceived by the eye as a slightly off-
white colour, The pattern of dots allows dynamic information to be gathered on the position 
of the digital pen ballpoint, since this corresponds to images captured by a digital camera 
built into the pen, 
The camera registers the pen's movement across the paper grid, allowing frequent readings 
to be taken of the exact coordinates of the pen on the page (Fig.2.33). Many pages of 
handwritten notes can be stored in the pen before requiring an upload to a computer or 
mobile phone via Bluetooth® or universal serial bus (US B), The downloaded pen contents 
appear on·screen exactly as originally hand written/sketched, and can be searched by, for 
example, creation date and keywords. 
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Fig.2.33. illustration of how 'Anoto'" functionality' works (Image © 2004, Anoto Group) 
Using Anoto functionality, anything written or drawn can be sent via graphical short message 
service (SMS), e-mail or fax. Although very much cutting edge technology, digital pen and 
paper products with Anoto functionality are rapidly growing in number. Examples include: 
Logitech® io™ Personal Digital Pen (Fig.2.34), Sony-Ericsson Chatpen™ (Fig.2.35), 
Black'n'Red Digital Notebook, Franklin Covey<!> iScribe Digital Planning Pages, the Oxford 
Easybook®, and 3M Post-it'" Notes for digital pen (Fig.2.35). These products are not 
specifically marketed for industrial design, but their potential application for digital sketching 
is obvious. 
• ilO 
Flg.2.34. Logltech'" loTM Personal Digital Pen (Image content © 2004, Logltech Inc.) 
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~ Sony Ericsson 
Flg.2.35. Sony·Ericsson ChatpenlM and 3M Post-It" Notes for digital pen 
(Image © 2004, Sony-Erlcsson) 
2.9.5 Digital whiteboards and flip charts 
Digital whiteboards are used for group collaboration and interactive presentations 
(Fig.2.36). Whatever is written or drawn on the whiteboard is recorded and displayed in real· 
time. 
Fig.2.36. Example of a digital whiteboard (Image © 2004. PolyVlslon Corp.) 
An entire work session can be saved as a computer file and later retrieved. Through 
teleconferencing, remote participants can also see the content of a projected display on a 
white board and contribute their writings and sketches in the same manner as people at the 
host location. Features and accuracy vary widely across systems, a reflection of the various 
digitising and display methods employed. Again, this method of digital communication is not 
specifically targeted at industrial design, but its potential use for this purpose is clear. 
2.9.6 Tablet PCs 
The Ultralight laptop personal computer (PC) produced by NEC in the early 1990s is 
regarded as the first pen-based laptop computer (Fig.2.37). Its pen input device was 
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promoted as more 'familiar' to use than a combination of mouse and keyboard [Dean & 
Corke, 2002]. By today's standards, the Ultralight was physically large and featured a poorly 
lit black & white touch screen [Ulanoff, 2004]. It did however spark the release of several 
competitor products, for example the IBM Thinkpad Pen PC. Despite their claimed benefits, 
the first generation of touch·screen PCs did not prove popular, possibly due to their physical 
bulk, the originality of their interaction, their slowness in delivering real-time touch control, 
and their expense (e.g. US $3,500), Colour LCD screens were rare at the time, and black & 
white screens (e,g, the IBM Pen PC with 32 shades of grey) were not particularly compelling 
[ibid.]. 
'. . 
···· .. ·.m 
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Flg.2.37. NEC 'Ultralight Sll20P' pen-based laptop (Image © 2003, NEC Corp.) 
Pen-based PCs have now re-emerged (from 2002) in the form of tablet computers, using far 
more advanced touch screens. Tablet PCs are advanced digital note pads having the 
computing power of a desktop PC. They are effectively a combination of digitising tablets and 
laptop PCs. The most recent generation of tablet PCs overcome interaction problems owing 
to lack of co-location, since their LCD displays also act as graphics tablets allowing sketches 
to be created and viewed in a single location (Fig.2,38), 
Cordless, battery-free 
electronic pen 
Cover & 
proteetlve gla •• 
Fig.2.38. Typical tablet PC construction 
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As stated by Dixon, the marketing director for tablet PCs at Microsoft, the aim for these 
products is ·to become the next mainstream notebook (Iaptop) PC· [in Williams et al., 2003]. 
Unlike early pen-based computers, tablet PCs of the present generation do not require their 
pens to be wired to the screen or PC (Fig.2.39). Tablet PCs are now helping to expand the 
overall PC market and penetrate further into enterprises that have not used computers 
before as a replacement for pen-and-paper [ibid.]. Ulanoff lop. eit.] predicts that .... unless 
they get a lot cheaper, tablet PCs will do best in niche markets, and when artists discover 
them, explode in the design industry.· 
Flg.2.39. Acer 'Travel Mate' Tablet PC (Image content © 2004, Acer Inc.) 
Alias® SketchBook ProTM is a CAD application specifically developed for industrial designers 
using tablet PCs [Alias Systems, 2003]. The software allows designers to sketch, paint and 
annotate drawings directly on the tablet, removing the back and forth motion between 
computer and paper-based sketches. SketchBook Pro is also compatible with the most 
recent generation of Wacom digitising tablets (Fig.2.40): users have a pressure-sensitive 
stylus and draw directly on an LCD screen, which can be hand held and is linked to a host 
computer. These hybrid digitising tablets/LCD screens represent the state-of-the-art for 
bringing pen-and-paper sketching into a digital domain. The combination of hand/screen co-
location, high pixel resolution, and ability to achieve calligraphic expression through a 
pressure-sensitive pen, results in an experience qualitatively close to using pens and paper. 
Flg.2.40. Wacom" digitising pen and tablet (Image content © 2004, Wacom Technology Co.) 
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Typical uses of Alias SketchBook Pro in design companies include sketching over scanned 
artwork-underlays to achieve a digital sketch with a hand-drawn feel. These sketches are 
then imported into a CAD package to be used as an underlay image for 3D curves and 
surfaces. Examples of concept sketches produced with Alias SketchBook Pro by a designer at 
Brooks Stevens Design [2004] can be seen in Figure 2.41. 
\ , 
Fig.2.41.. Brooks Stevens Design concept sketches for 'Emma Digital Assistant' using Alias" 
SketchBook Pro™ (Image © 2004, Alias Systems) 
2.9.7 Electronic paper 
Although stili at a developmental stage, electronic 'paper' (or e-paper) shows 
promise as a digital medium for designers' drawings. The paper is a flexible electronic light-
emitting sheet that can be rolied up in the same manner as conventional paper and used in 
place of a conventional computer screen. Instead of ink-based pens to create markings, 
electronic styluses are used to switch individual pixels of the paper on and off. Electronic 
paper offers advantages of portability, reduced eyestrain and picture clarity [New Scientist, 
2004; ScienCentral, 2004; BBC News Online, 2001]. Several global companies and research 
institutions are working to bring their own versions of e-paper to market, including 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Lab, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), 
Cambridge Display Technologies, IBM, Lucent, Mitsubishi, Philips, and Plastic Logic. Present-
day versions of e-paper have matrices of only a few hundred pixels, suitable for only simple 
images, but as Figure 2.42 shows, researchers are already working towards high-resolution 
e-paper and envisaging how it will be used. 
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Flg.2.42. Phlllps' vision for e-paper (Image © 2004, Phlllps) 
2.10 System Developments for Digital Sketching 
CAD packages increasingly allow designers to use their paper·based sketches as a 
starting point for building 3D models. However, in these packages, including the applications 
running on Tablet PCs (e.g. Alias SketchBook Pro), sketches are not used directly as a source 
of geometric information for constructing 3D models. Instead, they are imported into a 3D 
modelling environment and used as an underlay over which geometry is constructed. 
Although deriving 3D forms directly from digital sketches may in the future become feasible, 
it is not currently a proven possibility [Tovey, 2002]. As an interim solution, Tovey suggests a 
'sketch mapping technique', whereby digital sketches are 'draped' over simple 3D CAD 
models to quickly and effectively evaluate 3D form [ibid.; Tovey & Harris, 1998; Tovey & 
Dekker, 1996], as shown in Figure 2.43. 
This process, which was used to evaluate several automotive designs, involves taking 
scanned concepts sketches and mapping them onto an approximate 3D base form created 
in a CAD package. When the form is rotated, the mapped sketches stay attached. The major 
features of the sketches can then be used to modify the silhouetted outline of the 3D CAD 
model using ·styling·lines· that indicate 3D form through 3D curves rather than surfaces. 
The sketches can also be texture mapped to give further realism. 
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Sketch mapping: 
Produce Ortllolmpfllc I~J Line information is taken from l\etclltl orthographic sketches and used to create a simple surface model. This 
"""'" is then combined with the 
I'rodvec limple ~I ~ orthographic sketches to create a fJQmsketcm first-stage model with the implied feeling and detail ofthe 
orthographic sketches and the 
~YlIlll'lion M.1pskctcbesOllIo mooellOdJed. 
additional spatial attributes of the 
3D model. 
Sketch proJection: 
." .... '-'''". "". -'" 
Produce: VieWS for 
pers~c:tlve ,kClCbel 
The simple SU rface model created in 
Crtado" the sketch mapping process is used 
I~J as an underlay for perspective ~:rllve sketching. These sketches are then combined with the model to create the second-stage model for further 
evaluation. 
l!VII.lilIllJoo Mllp ikek:het OIlto mcdellO~leI:l 
Sketch combination: 
CMYllrtrulchel I~~l IOU ... 
~ Perspective sketches are used to """"'" create styling-line CAD models, which can be surfaced later. Ifthe results are satisfactory, line 
~ information is taken from the perspective sketches and used to create styling lines. These can then be surfaced. 
nv~ll1:1tloa M;!fI dcttcftt!l 01lIO lnOoJd kt dlcek 
© 1994. Coventry University 
Flg.2.43. Tovey's sketch mapping technique 
Ongoing research projects are studying the possibilities of interpreting 3D forms directly from 
sketched product silhouettes. 'Teddy' is one such sketch-based 3D modelling application. 
available as a research prototype [Igarashi & Hughes, 2003]. A collection of papers on Teddy 
is available, referring to how it works; how sketches can be created; and where the software 
can be down loaded [Igarashi, 2004; Igarashi & Hughes, 2003; Owada et al., 2003; Igarashi 
et al., 1999]. To use Teddy, digital sketches representing a product silhouette are created 
with, for example, a mouse or digitising tablet. The software then automatically and quite 
remarkably generates a polygon mesh model. based on the sketch. The model can be 
subsequently modified using simple functions such as, 'extrusion', 'bend', 'cut' and 'smooth'. 
Model views can be toggled between the 'sketch' and 'mesh' modes at any time. The models 
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can be saved and imported into another CAD package for further form development, 
rendering or animation (Rgures 2.44a, 2.44b, 2.44c, 2.44d). The limitations of polygon 
mesh models, as previously mentioned in this chapter, also apply to Teddy. Teddy is 
designed for rapid construction of rough models and is not appropriate for precise modelling, 
However, it is a step towards creating 'loose' forms directly from sketches, 
·"-~~r~r~J~~t~~J~~J~~· ~~.ru.~r~~J~Jiii-!~";;;ro· 7"~rq~r~'-~~f~~JEf!~ ~~:~E~J~r~_"'JiOl4J0.r~'~ 
a) sketching b) 3D creation c) extrusion d) 3D model in mesh view 
Flg.2.44. Creation of a 3D model based on 2D sketching with Teddy 
2.10.1 Gestural sketching 
Research studies have explored the use of hand and body gestures in a number of 
experimental situations, making use of either desktop CAD systems or VR technology 
[Hinckley et al., 1998]. The overall aim of gestural sketching is to redress the limitations of 
2D sketching, detailed earlier in this chapter. Research in this area is in its infancy, with no 
commercial products, but a few projects have now reached publication, such as 'Lotus' by 
Deisinger et al. [2000J. 
'Lotus' places users in a virtual environment, operating two position-tracked joysticks, one in 
each hand. Drawing and modelling functions are accessed through the joystick buttons. The 
sketching process is initiated by recording the first three positions of users' hand 
movements, which define a visual sketching plane. Users then 'shape a space in a sketch-
like fashion" [ibid.149J, which in practice involves the definition of polygon vertices. In this 
regard, the system falls outside the classification of sketching used in this thesis, the activity 
is not fluid and free·flowing, but nevertheless offers insight into possible futures for 3D 
sketching. It should also be noted that the drawing activity within 'Lotus' is still constrained 
to a planar activity, but the manipulation of polygons, once created, is a 3D activity making 
good use of the spatial nature of gestures. 
An extension of 'Lotus' is a project entitled 'VE·CAD', which offers a more sophisticated 
sketching function, and which much more closely resembles designers' sketching activity, on 
two accounts. First, the use of a pen·like input device (which is also tracked, as with the 
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joysticks used in 'Lotus'); secondly, drawing activity can be genuinely classed as 'sketching' 
(in that it involves continuous line drawing rather than vertices definition). An additional 
feature of 'VE-CAD' is that sketches are created directly in 3D space, rather than in 2D on a 
construction plane, opening-up a novel approach to form creation (Fig.2.45) [Wesche & 
Seidel,2001). 
Flg.2.4S. Sketching In VE-CAD environment [In Wesche & Seldel, 2001] 
Hinckley et al. [1998) describe one of the earliest gestural sketching systems, developed by 
Krueger, to create sketches through the tracking of spatial gestures by hands. The system, 
called 'VIDEODESK', involves a designer making hand movements above a desk, which are 
then translated by the system into a sketch (Fig.2.46a, 2.46b). The VIDEODESK system 
[Krueger, 1991) uses video cameras and image processing to track hand positions in 2D 
and to detect image features such as hand, finger, and thumb orientation. The advantage of 
this system is that the only necessary sketching tool is the designer's hands. As such the 
interaction is considered to be very natural. This approach leads to a rich vocabulary of 
simple, self-revealing gestures, such as pointing, dragging, or pinching [Krueger, 1993). For 
example, the index finger and thumb of both hands can be used to simultaneously 
manipulate control points along a spline curve or the fingertips can be used to sweep out a 
rectangle. 
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Fig,2,46a - 2.46b, VIDEO DESK set-up and a computer screenshot (Images © Addlson Wesley) 
Hummels [2000] describes another approach to sketching through the use of gestures, 
based on inspiration from two sources: the exaggerated movements used to create a trace 
from a lit sparkler at night (Fig.2.47a), and the elasticity and adhesion properties of 
materials such as paper glue (Fig.2.47b), 
Fig.2.47a - 2.47b, Inspirations for 'MOVE ON': sparklers and sticky glue (Images © 2000, Hummels) 
The project, called 'MOVE ON', involves designers in a virtual environment, wearing a head-
mounted display with two sensors to register body and head movements and two gloves for 
measuring finger and hand movements and to. provide haptic feedback. One of the guiding 
principles behind 'MOVE ON' is the concept of a virtual sketching material called 'Glob', 
"Glob is encapsulated ink in a small ball, The designer can release the ink by 
breaking the cover of the ball with his fingers, As soon as the ink is brought into 
contact with the open air, it leaves traces behind in space, By stretching the ink 
and pulling the obtained curve through the environment, the designer can sketch 
spatially,· [Hummels, 2000:2.55-2,57] 
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An illustration of sketching with Glob is shown in Figure 2.48, and Hummels provides an 
accompanying description of the concept. 
"The designer grabs a piece of Glob (1), and breaks the cover of the Glob ball 
between two fingers (2). As soon as the 'ink' is brought into contact with the 
open air, i.e. released between the fingers, the designer can sketch a curve (3). 
The designer uses rigid Glob, which means that 'ink' immediately solidifies, thus 
creating a rigid, non-deformable curve. Because the designer also added a touch 
of smoothness to the Glob, the curve will be smoothed slightly to reduce small 
irregularities. After a very short pause, the resulting curve can be pulled through 
space, thus creating a surface (4). By changing the muscle tension in his arms, 
the designer can control the intensity of the sketch (5). The ink supply can be 
stopped by covering the ball of Glob between one's fingers (5). The designer can 
move the curve as long as the Glob is sealed and start a new surface in another 
place (6). The ball of Glob can be removed permanently by wiping it off one's 
trousers." [ibid.2.58] 
Flg.2.48. An illustration of sketching with Glob (Images © 2000, Hummels) 
A prototype of the MOVE ON system has been programmed and created, although it 
presently does not embody all of the conceptual features of Glob. The system design was 
based on the idea of modelling tools and a sketching area positioned around the designer's 
waist, having tools easily to hand, as shown in Figure 2.49. A photograph of the prototyped 
system, along with screenshots from the virtual environment can be studied in Figure 2.50. 
The screenshots show the designer's hands, with access to tools placed around the waist, 
and with gestures used as the method of form creation. 
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Fig.2.49. Glob Interface concept (Image © 2000, Hummels) 
Fig.2.50. 'MOVE ON' system with its computer screenshots (Images © 2000. Hummels) 
Hummels [2000] reports the main advantage of MOVE ON to be the creation of 3D forms 
directly via spatial, gestural sketching. She proposes that product models created with MOVE 
ON will be particularly suited to concept design and initial product evaluation. MOVE ON 
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represents a step forward towards realising digital sketching functions that go beyond just 
the emulation of pen-and-paper sketching. 
Researchers at the California Institute of Technology (CALTECH) and Bell Laboratories have 
deployed similar principles and technologies as Hummels [ibid,] in creating their 'Surface 
Drawing' system for artists and designers. The aim of the system is to facilitate intuitive and 
real-time form creation within a VR environment. Designers create marks in 3D space, which 
can then be used to build up model surfaces (Fig,2.51). A variety of interchangeable physical 
tools provide specific modelling functions: a pair of 'tongs' are used to move the model in 3D 
space; an 'eraser' allows areas of the model to be removed; and a 'magnet' enables small 
deformations and smoothing of surfaces [CALTECH, 2004], 
Fig.2.S1, 'Surface Drawing' Interface [In CALTECH, 2004) (Images © 2004, CALTECH) 
2.10.2 Advantages and disadvantages of digital sketching tools 
The key advantages of digital sketching tools lie in their portability and freedom of 
use, allowing designers to consolidate their workspace into a single computer-based system. 
Instead of producing separate paper-based sketches, which must be scanned for use in 
CAD, digital sketching tools bypass this step in form creation and allow designers to organise 
and maintain a single archive of design development for a given project, in an efficient, 
portable, re-useable and modifiable format. With regard to hardware interaction, pen-like 
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input devices provide designers with a way of sketching that is functionally similar to pen-on-
paper sketching and more 'natural' than the mouse, cursor and menu-<iriven operations 
typical in CAD [Raymaekers et al., 2002]. Digital sketching tools can also provide 
functionality not possible with pen-on-paper, such as the re-application of colours, textures 
and details without having to redraw an entire sketch, and the recording the 'history' of a 
sketch (its evolution from start to finish), which is advantageous for the evaluation of subtle 
differences in product form [Hummels, 2000]. Most of the new and emerging sketching 
technologies presented in the chapter essentially replicate the 2D planar characteristics of 
pen-on-paper sketching, and it is only the developments in gestural sketching (and the 
functionality offered by FreeForm) that provide direct sketch form creation. 
Hummels & Stappers comment that the "skill-based wealth and the diversity in the 
expression of sketches on paper are strongly reduced in current computer supported 
product design" [1998:591]. Paper sketches can be "spread out on the table, but computer 
drawings are typically accessed sequentially. The ease with which paper can be shifted, 
turned and felt with the hand is suggested, but not equalled by the software" [Hummels 
op.cit.2.24]. Such a high level of immersion and access to a family of sketches cannot be 
achieved in the single modest size screen of a tablet PC. In addition, whereas paper-based 
sketching is a " ... two handed activity where the non-dominant hand orientates the paper, so 
that the dominant hand can optimally create a sketch" [ibid.2.23], digital sketching is 
generally a one-handed activity: digitising tablets, for example, are bulky and cannot be 
easily oriented to a preferred position. One way around this might be to use 3D motion 
controllers (Fig.2.52) to rotate the on-screen sketching environment and thus more closely 
reproduce two-handed paper-based sketching activity. Conventionally, 3D motion controllers 
are used by the non-<iominant hand to orient CAD models in 3D space, whilst a conventional 
mouse is used in parallel, by the dominant hand, to perform modelling functions [Hausen, 
2002]. 
Another disadvantage of most current 2D digital sketching tools is that they do not fully 
replicate the qualitative satisfaction and experience of pen-on-paper sketching. 
Characteristics of different pens and pencils such as physical size, weight, and size and 
softness of nibs, each contribute to the 'feel' of sketching activity and, ultimately, to the 
quality and type of line work produced. However, the most advanced Wacom pens, used in 
combination with Alias Sketchbook Pro software on Tablet PCS, have built-in pressure 
sensitivity so that some of the 'feel' of traditional pens and pencils can be replicated and the 
quality and type of line work accordingly widened [Alias Systems, 2003]. This will be an 
impressive development for those sceptical that pen-on-paper sketching can be successfully 
replicated in a digital domain. 
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Flg.2.52. 3D motion controller (Image content © 2002. 3D Connexlons) 
2.11 Conclusions 
This chapter has set the second level of groundwork for an intellectual enquily in the 
area of industrial design and form creation. It examined prior art disclosing how industrial 
designers use different media and tools for their form creation activities. In so doing. insights 
have been gained into the nature of form creation as a practical activity within industrial 
design. 
The chapter has shown the vast potential for new computing technologies to enhance the 
form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools. New technologies offer a means 
of moving away from conventional CAD and desktop computing for conceptual form creation, 
towards more naturalistic, expressive and less constrained tools and processes. A strong 
theme amongst these technologies is heightened stimulation of the senses of sight, sound 
and touch, and with it the provision of multi-modal sensory tools for designers when creating 
a product. The broad aim of such tools is to bridge the functional and sensory gap that 
currently exists between digital design tools and the manual shaping of materials and pen-
on-paper sketching. Thus far, the most prominent enhancements in the area have been 
made in relation to sight (e.g. virtual reality and holographic technologies) and touch (e.g. 
haptic technologies). From designers' perspectives, the application of these new 
technologies promises to improve, for example, the realism, intimacy, engagement, 
enjoyment and familiarity of form creation in digital media. Indeed, many of the advances in 
this area are promoted as supporting conceptual phases of industrial design, and specifically 
sketch design activity. However, still being at the early stages of development, the majority of 
the new and emerging technologies remain as prototypes and projects within research 
institutions. Mainstream digital interaction continues to be mostly through on-screen icons 
(as metaphors of physical objects). 
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The development of haptic devices and accompanying design software is very much a 
contemporary issue. yet little critical commentary exists on the indispensability or desirability 
of haptic-enabled design tools for industrial designers. It is unclear. for example, whether the 
functionality and sensory experience of SensAble Technologies' FreeForm system offers 
sustained advantages or simply short-lived novelty and curiosity. The system may represent 
the beginning of a sustainable new direction for digital design tools. However, to date, only in 
the professions of sculpture and the applied arts (e.g. jewellery making and ceramics) has a 
comprehensive investigation been made into the appropriateness of haptic-enabled digital 
design tools for form creation. 
The lasting impression from prior art is that the crucial foundations for developing new digital 
industrial design tools are still missing. Designers use a range of modelling media during 
designing, and do not rely on a single medium. However, documentary evidence and critical 
analyses of industrial designers' externalised form creation processes with different 
modelling media (e.g. blue foam, CAD) are notably absent from prior art. The exception to 
this is drawing and pen-based sketch activity, for which there is already a substantial body of 
knowledge. 
From the work contained in this chapter it is not yet possible to establish priorities for future 
developments, or to predict the directions in which developments would be most 
appreciated by industrial designers. This reflects a dominant area of weakness in prior art. 
The prevailing need, therefore, is to examine industrial designers' form creation processes in 
detail, to better understand designers' needs for digital design tools of the future. Chapter 
Three describes the adopted methodology for doing this, and for taking the results through 
to practical action. 
2.12 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Two are summarised as follows. 
Support Media and Tools for Form Creation (see section 2.2). Image-boards and 
mood boards were presented as tools for influencing product identity and for setting a 
direction for form creation that fits the intended user of the new product. The role of 
storyboards, as a means of envisioning and addressing external and usage factors affecting 
product form, was introduced. A brief review of the various types of sketches and drawings 
used by industrial designers was undertaken. The immediacy and spontaneity of paper-
based sketching used for early phases of design was emphasised and two types of sketch 
(free theme and package constrained) were presented. More formal types of illustration, 
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covering product renderings, control drawings and engineering drawings were also 
discussed. 
Cardboard (see section 2.3). Cardboard was introduced as a modelling medium for industrial 
design, being quick, easy and inexpensive to fashion into 3D sketch models. A variety of 
cardboard modelling methods were presented: drawing directly on the cardboard surface; 
mounting separate cardboard components; mounting a series of sectional slices together in 
a planar fashion; and scoring and bending cardboard to create curved and angular forms. 
Plaster of Paris (see section 2.4). Plaster of Paris was introduced as a modelling medium for 
industrial design, being manually shaped easily in either a wet or dry state, easily painted, 
and readily combined with other materials. 
Foam (see section 2.5). Polystyrene foam, Styrofoam® and 'blue foam' were introduced as 
modelling media for industrial design, being quick and easy to manually work into relatively 
intricate 3D sketch models. The worth of foam models for ergonomics evaluations was 
stated. The absence of documentary evidence on the practicalities of form creation with blue 
foam was noted. 
Clay (see section 2.6). Clay was introduced as a modelling medium occasionally used by 
industrial designers for consumer product design, but mostly used in automotive, transport, 
marine and aerospace industries. Prior art describing clay modelling was relatively 
accessible, so a detailed analysis of practical issues for clay modelling was undertaken. The 
versatility and re-shaping attributes of clay were stressed, and the use of digital technologies 
to augment manual shaping methods was discussed. Considerable attention was paid to the 
various types of clay modelling tool. The terminology used to name and describe clay tools 
was found to vary significantly across prior art, resulting in considerable confusion and some 
contradiction. In response, a novel illustrated taxonomy of clay modelling tools was created. 
The taxonomy was presented as a specific contribution to knowledge and understanding in 
the area. 
Conventional CAD (see section 2.7). Conventional CAD was restated as 2D and 3D modelling 
applications typically run on desktop workstations, driven by menu and icon interfaces. A 
brief historic review of CAD/CAID systems was undertaken, focusing on both hardware and 
software. Attention was drawn to the wide variety of functions that conventional CAD serves: 
amongst others, photorealistic renderings, animations, simulated environments, dynamic 
assembly visualisation, finite element analysis (FEA), and computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD). The limited range of CAD systems targeted specifically at industrial designers was 
noted, as was the ubiquitous use of keyboards and mice as input devices. Definitions were 
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provided of polygon mesh, surface, solid, and shell CAD models. Prior art on the practicalities 
of CAD modelling for conceptual design was reported, but was discovered to be an area of 
weak knowledge and understanding. The importance of metaphors and analogies for 
presenting digital modelling functions was discussed. Technical issues concerning the 
compatibility and downstream use of CAD data were also raised. 
Advanced CAD (see section 2.8). Advanced CAD was restated as the implementation of new 
and emerging technologies for modelling, thus providing augmented and interactive form 
creation. A review was undertaken of state-of-the-art advanced CAD systems and 
commentary was provided on the worth of each system for form creation in industrial design. 
3D scanning, a form of reverse engineering, was presented as a new route to building digital 
models of physical objects. Intelligent software for constructing a polygon mesh model of an 
on object from a series of digital photographs was also presented. The broad area of virtual 
reality (VR) was discussed, with the technical details of several immersive systems 
explained. The high cost of capital equipment was cited as a probable reason for VR not 
being universally adopted. The need for personal VR equipment in the future to be less bulky 
and more discrete was raised. The subject area of haptics technology (touch/force 
feedback), and its integration into advanced CAD systems, was discussed at length. Haptic-
based software and hardware for design, most notably SensAble Technologies' FreeForm 
system, were described and the general aim of haptics technology, to expand the sensory 
experiences of form creation, was outlined. Haptic-holographic media were presented as the 
most cutting-edge advanced CAD systems. 
Hardware Developments for Digital Sketching (see section 2.9). A review was undertaken of 
the state-of-the-art in computer devices that are currently used, or show potential use, for 
digital sketching. Each of the devices shared a common aim to produce a digital trace that 
copied the movement of a pen or fingertip. The sketching opportunities and constraints 
associated with digitising tablets, touch screens, light pens, digital notepads, Anoto® 
functionality, digital whiteboards/flip charts, tablet PCs, and electronic paper were 
individually presented. The importance of co-location between input devices and resultant 
graphical traces, as provided for in tablet PCs and the latest generation digitising tablets, 
was stressed. Without co-location, it was expected that the qualitative experience of pen-on-
paper sketching could not be achieved. Pressure-sensitivity was reported as a recently 
introduced technological advancement, strengthening the sensory feedback of pen-based 
digital sketching tools. 
System Developments for Digital Sketching (see section 2.10). Digital methods for creating 
3D sketch models were introduced and two well-developed methods were explained in 
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detail: Tovey's 'sketch mapping technique' and Igarashi's 'Teddy' software. The subject of 
gestural sketching was introduced, involving movement of the hands, arms or head as a tool 
for sketching and for overcoming the spatial limitations of 2D (planar) sketching. Prominent 
gestural sketching systems and research were reviewed, although none were ready for 
commercialisation. General advantages and disadvantages of digital sketching tools were 
raised, with portability, freedom of use, work consolidation, digital archiving, re-use, and 
modification being keywords associated with advantages. It was noted that the ubiquitous 
computer mouse and keyboard are restrictive when compared to the expressive and 
articulated movements and nuances of bodily action whilst sketching on paper or manually 
shaping material. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Research Questions and Methodology 
3,1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the methodological framework within which the research 
programme was devised and carried out, It reports on how the dominant'areas of weakness 
in prior art, identified in Chapters One and Two, were constructed into main research 
questions for the doctoral study, The second half of the chapter comprises a description of 
the methodology developed for answering the main research questions, and provides 
information on the various sources, data collection and data analysis methods that were 
used. In order to avoid confusion and overloading of information, the methodology 
description is purposefully kept concise, with the finer details left for the individual thesis 
chapters dealing with the various data sources, 
3.2 Position Statements on the Dominant Areas of Weakness 
Position statements drawn from Chapters One and Two are now presented, as a 
reminder and summary of the dominant areas of weakness in current knowledge and 
understanding regarding digital form creation tools for industrial design. 
• Computer support appropriate to industrial designers' conceptual form creation 
is especially poor and should be a priority for research input. 
• Opportunities for sketching (as low fidelity modelling), and hands-on 
manipulation of materials should be present if conceptual form creation is to be 
adequately supported. 
• New computing technologies have potential to enhance, support and extend the 
form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools, moving away from 
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conventional computer-aided design (CAD) towards more naturalistic, expressive 
and less constrained tools and processes. This potential has yet to be realised_ 
• Haptics technology features strongly amongst new and emerging technologies, 
aiming to reproduce, in a digital domain, aspects of the qualitative experience of 
pen-and-paper sketching and manual shaping of materials_ However, very little 
critical commentary exists on the desirability of haptic-enabled design tools: it is 
unclear, for example, whether the functionality and sensory experience of 
SensAble Technologies' FreeForm system offers sustained advantages to 
industrial designers, or simply short-lived novelty and curiosity. 
• Crucial foundations for developing new digital industrial design tools appear to 
be missing. Supportive documentary evidence and analyses of industrial 
designers' form creation processes with different modelling media (e.g. blue 
foam, CAD) are notably absent. 
• No clarity exists concerning industrial designers' prioritised needs for form 
creation in a digital domain; it is therefore problematic to ascertain which new 
modelling technologies and directions would be most appreciated by industrial 
designers. 
3.3 Preliminary Interviews to Help Establish the Research Direction and General 
Objectives 
During the early stages of the prior art searches reported in Chapters One and Two, 
it was considered important to clarify and confirm that the emerging findings reflected 
contemporary practice. To achieve this, informal preliminary interviews were carried out with 
professional and student designers during autumn 2000. The interviews also provided an 
opportunity to raise any form creation issues that the prior art failed to identify, and helped 
in forming decisions on the research direction to be taken. 
The participants for the interviews came from two universities: six staff members of the 
Department of Design and Technology, Loughborough University, each having experience in 
industrial design, engineering or ergonomics; and nineteen Automotive Design postgraduate 
students studying at the School of Art and Design, Coventry University. Access could not be 
secured to a similar group of postgraduate industrial design students, but this was not 
considered a problem, since Automotive Design students are also concerned with form 
creation using digital and non-digital media. The interviews were conducted on a one-to-one 
basis, using a set of questions (see Appendix 3.1) on current and envisaged use of 
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computers for form creation. The following issues arose from the interview results: a lack of 
user friendliness in interfaces; over-complicated software for performing uncomplicated 
tasks; limitations of screen-based product evaluation; lack of interaction with input devices; 
inability to customise input devices; data incompatibility between systems; and restrictions 
concerning collaborative designing. 
Overall, the interviews confirmed the findings of the prior art reviews and proved to be a 
worthwhile exercise in extending the author's understanding of the issues under 
investigation. On the basis of the position statements in section 3.2, and with benefit from 
the clarification process, the following general objectives were set for the research 
programme: 
• to undertake research to improve computer support for industrial designers' 
conceptual form creation; 
• to gather documentary evidence of industrial designers' form creation processes 
associated with different modelling media, focusing on modelling sequences and 
tool use; 
• to investigate strengths and weaknesses of different modelling media based on 
industrial designers' commentaries; 
• to establish industrial designers' prioritised needs for form creation in a digital 
domain; 
• to investigate whether digital design tools providing real-time sculptural form 
creation and haptic (sense of touch) feedback (i) are a genuinely useful and 
desirable approach to form creation in industrial design, and (ii) have a role and 
relevance within wider new product development (NPD); 
• to propose concepts illustrating how new and emerging computing technologies 
could be used to enhance the form creation capabilities of digital industrial 
design tools. 
3.4 Main Research Questions 
Having clarified the research direction and the general objectives of the research, 
three main research questions were prepared. These were considered the central questions 
in determining the form creation capabilities appropriate to digital industrial design tools of 
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the future. The remainder of the research programme was devised to answer these main 
research questions, as well as to satisfy the general objectives of the research. 
1. To what extent are the form creation capabilities of current digital design tools 
unsatisfactory for contemporary industrial design? 
2. In what ways should digital design tools be enhanced or improved to better 
support industrial designers' conceptual form creation practices? 
3. How can industrial designers' needs for form creation in a digital domain be 
systematically and successfully identified and prioritised? 
3.5 Research Methodology Overview 
In devising the research methodology, the advice typified by Bontfort [2003J was 
used as a guiding principle: that developing new products or systems without a 
comprehensive awareness of the problems that exist with currently available alternatives is 
an unacceptably high-risk approach that demonstrates little wisdom. The need to have a 
high regard for current practices for form creation, in both digital and non-digital media, was 
therefore clear from the outset. The key premise, borne from the general objectives of the 
research, was that a critical comparison of the comparative strengths and weaknesses of 
present practices for form creation could provide a strong indication of how digital industrial 
design tools could evolve to provide enhanced form creation capabilities. Therefore, a logical 
route for enhancing the form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools was 
proposed as a combination of (i) uncovering and consolidating the collective strengths 
attributed to existing digital and non-digital media, and (ii) uncovering and redressing the 
collective weaknesses. 
The general area of intellectual activity to which the methodology refers is 'needs analysis' 
and is also referred to in engineering traditions as establishing "the voice of the customer" 
[Pugh, 1997:38J. Accordingly, the general theme in the literature on needs analysis is that 
researchers must interact with customers (alternatively referred to as 'consumers' or 'end 
users') in order to properly know and understand their experiences [Sanders, 2000; 
Sanders, 1999J. Ulrich & Eppinger advise that without due attention to customers' 
experiences and perspectives, " ... technical trade-ofts are unlikely to be made correctly, 
innovative solutions to consumer needs may never be discovered, and the product 
development team may never develop a satisfactory commitment to meeting customer 
needs" [1995:34J. It is important to note that the term 'needs', in the context of needs 
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analysis, typically extends to include wants, demands, aspirations, desires, wishes, and other 
similar requirements. 
Needs analysis is typically carried out at levels of difficulty or complexity [Sanders, 20001 
commencing with (i) typified/prior experience (most closely associated with 'what people say 
or think'); (ii) responses 'in action' (most closely associated with 'what people do or use'); 
and (iii) aspirations and desires (most closely associated with 'what people would 
make/change'). These levels of eliciting user data are presented in a diagrammatic form in 
Figure 3.1, with the triangle indicating an increasing level of difficulty, from base to tip, for 
accessing and uncovering pertinent data. 
Flg.3.1. Levels of eliciting user data [In Sanders, 2000] 
In the context of gathering information for digital design tools, Sanders' elicitation model 
refers to (i) users' personal commentaries on the use existing tools; (ii) documentary 
evidence of users in a practical situation with existing tools; and (iii) users' personal 
commentaries on the use and design of tools that have yet to exist. The levels of data 
elicitation in Figure 3.1, were used to guide the development of the research methodology. 
Three strands of research were proposed for the study: experiments with designers (thesis 
Section II); a commercial case study with Procter & Gamble (thesis Section Ill); and a concept 
design project by the author (thesis Section IV). The research diagram in the Introduction to 
the thesis reflects this structure. A description of each strand of the research now follows, 
although full details of the data sources for each strand, including participant selection, 
venues, equipment, design briefs, projects, interview questions, experiment set·ups and 
protocols are left for the relevant chapters later in the thesis. 
3.6 Research Strand 1: Experiments 
The aim of the proposed experiments was to collect substantial documentary 
evidence on form creation activities, and then to allow designers to reflect on their activities. 
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It was acknowledged at the outset that an experimental study of design and modelling 
activity within companies would prove problematic, with prominent issues concerning: 
scheduling of the research; access to a sufficient number of designers using a range of 
modelling media; travelling arrangements; selection of projects; and confidentiality 
[Warburton, 2001; Pedgley, 1999]. 
Thus, it was considered crucial to bring design and modelling activity under the control of the 
researcher, so that each of the problematic issues could be addressed and the foundations 
for a systematic study could be laid. A series of experiments to investigate the practical 
activities involved in designing and modelling with different media was therefore devised. 
Professional and student designers were sought for the experiments, which would involve 
the presentation of design briefs calling for design and modelling activity in two established, 
and one state-of·the-art, media: blue foam modelling (BFM), conventional CAD modelling 
(CADM) and haptic-based FreeForm modelling (FFM). Access to the FreeForm modelling 
system was gained through links between Procter & Gamble Technical Centres (UK) and the 
Department of Design and Technology, Loughborough University. 
3.6.1 Data collection 
Designing and modelling, as activities, are inherently rich in visual information and 
as such demand observational research methods for their documentation [Bontfort, 2003; 
Brown, 2001; Cohen et a/., 2000; Infopolis, 2000]. In order to record this visual information 
during the experiments, a combination of data collection tools was proposed: observation 
notes, still images, video recordings, and computer screenshots. This combination was 
considered to be comprehensive for recording designers' modelling tasks, the evolution of 
modelling, the use of tools, the interaction with workspaces, and the final delivered models. 
However, it was equally important to directly question the participant designers on their 
personal experiences and intentions during designing and modelling, which could not be 
inferred from observational data [Maxwell, 1996], 
As a result, three additional data collection tools were required to be deployed during the 
experiments: a self-administered questionnaire; a series of interviews during the designing 
and modelling; and an interview once the designing and modelling was complete. The use of 
the questionnaire was to provide a standardised set of data [Oppenheim, 1992; Jorgensen, 
1989] on modelling tool use, whereas the interviews would be used to encourage the 
experiment participants to volunteer information on their knowledge, perceptions, opinions, 
and attitudes concerning each modelling medium [Co hen et ai"~ 2000; Maxwell, 1996; 
Oppenheim, 1992]. Full details of each of the data collection tools for the experiments can 
be found in Chapter Four, 
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3.6.2 Data analysis 
The experiment data were expected to be analysed using two complementary 
methods: sequence analysis (drawing upon the observation, questionnaire and interview 
data) and needs analysis (drawing upon the interview data). 
Sequence analysis 
The aim of undertaking a sequence analysis would be to directly address the gap in prior art 
stated earlier in the chapter, concerning a lack of documentary evidence on how form is 
created in different media. It was proposed that through the construction of individual 
timeline charts, each designer's activities and the state of their emerging models could be 
communicated through visual and textual information. In this way, the timeline charts would 
form a visual chronology [Robson, 1993] of design and modelling activity. Through an 
analysis of the commonalities within the timeline charts, it was anticipated that generalised 
sequences of form creation for BFM, CADM and FFM could be constructed. Information 
contained in the timeline charts was also expected to reveal how different tools were used to 
create form. Taxonomies of modelling tools were expected to be created using the 
experiment data, presenting quick and instructive information on tool use, according to 
functions and outcomes [St.Amant, 2002]. Full details of the sequence analysis can be 
found in Cha pter Five. 
Needs analysis 
The aim of undertaking a needs analysis would be to construct a definitive set of prioritised 
customer needs for digital form creation in industrial design. An appropriate needs analysis 
procedure was sought to achieve this aim, to progressively convert designers' interview 
statements to explicit needs for digital form creation. One prominent tool for translating data 
considered 'the voice of the customer' into data usable for product and system design is the 
'House of Quality' (HOQ). This is one of a suite of engineering management tools known 
collectively as Quality Function Deployment (QFD), the aim of which is to systematically and 
dramatically improve NPD by making design criteria clear, qualifying the interactions 
between criteria, and allowing explicit and unambiguous evaluation of proposals [Tan & 
Shen, 2000; ReVelle et al., 1998; Ozeki & Asaka, 1990; Hauser & Clausing, 1988]. The 
construction of the HOQ takes place over several discrete stages: first, it requires the 
identification of customers' needs (in this case industrial designers as customers); secondly, 
it requires these needs to be correlated to design specifications; thirdly, it requires each 
design specification to be quantified so that design proposals can be measured and 
evaluated; and fourthly, it requires a consensus to be reached amongst the NPD team on the 
relative importance or priority of each customer need. 
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On first inspection the systematic and explicit process within the HOQ, linking voice of the 
customer data to the specifications of a future producVsystem, appeared to be highly 
relevant and a possible methodology to adopt. However, there were found to be several 
aspects of the HOQ that made its application to this present study unsuitable. 
• It is used for incremental improvements to an existing, already available 
producVsystem. 
• It requires that the general configuration and components of the producVsystem 
be known, so that design specifications can be stated and quantified. 
• Competitor products must be available for testing, so that comparisons can be 
made and benchmarks can be set. 
• It requires a multidisciplinary design team to provide expert information relevant 
to each design specification. 
It can be seen that each of these aspects of the HOQ made it unsuitable for conceptual, yet-
to-be-defined and yet-to-be-realised systems, including the digital industrial design tools that 
were the subject of this thesis. Therefore, an alternative needs analysis procedure was 
sought, which could translate the 'voice of the customer' into information usable in 
conceptual design and which was not reliant on metrics. Ulrich & Eppinger's methodology for 
"identifying a set of customer needs" [1995:33] was chosen for its suitability to this task and 
its clarity of communication. The philosophy behind the methodology is " ... to create a high-
quality information channel that runs directly between customers in the target market and 
the developers of the product" [ibid.34]. 
Ulrich & Eppinger's methodology is actually generic and widespread in its principles. For 
example, the international design consultancy IDEO implements a five-stage process for 
conceptual design that echoes much of Ulrich & Eppinger's methodology [Bontfort, 
2003:26]. 
1. Examine existing products and experiences. 
2. Observe people using those products. 
3. Use these observations to visualise and evaluate new design possibilities. 
4. Refine the in novative design. 
5. Implement a creative solution to the clients' problem. 
With regard to establishing the relative importance of customer needs, Ulrich & Eppinger 
suggest two basic routes to take. These are (i) relying on the consensus of a NPD team, 
based on their collective experience with customers (which is suggested to be a less time 
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consuming and hence more cost effective route), or (ii) basing the assessment on the results 
of research with customers (which, given sufficient resources, is suggested to be a more 
effective route) [ibid.]. However, rather than providing a step-by·step procedure to put their 
methodology into practice, Ulrich & Eppinger instead offer general practical guidelines 
[1995:34]. 
• Ensure that the product is focused on customer needs. 
• Identify latent or hidden needs as well as explicit needs. 
• Provide a fact base for justifying the product specifications. 
• Create an archival record ofthe needs activity of the development process. 
• Ensure that no critical customer need is missed or forgotten. 
• Develop a common understanding of customer needs. 
It was therefore necessary to use these guidelines to devise procedures for systematically 
analysing the interview data that would be generated during the experiments. It was 
proposed that two procedures would be followed. The first procedure was required to reveal 
the strengths and weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM, in order to better understand form 
creation with these media, taking into account designers' stated 'likes' and 'dislikes' for 
each medium. Full details of the procedure can be found in Chapter Six. 
The second procedure was required to arrive at a definitive set of prioritised customer needs 
for form creation provision in digital industrial design tools of the future. The set of customer 
needs would form a body of substantiated research-derived information, which could direct 
software developers', and hardware manufacturers' ideas and innovations for digital 
industrial design tools. Full details of the procedure can be found in Chapter Seven. 
3.7 Research Strand 2: Commercial Case Study 
One intention of the design and modelling experiments of Strand 1 was to examine 
in detail the practicalities of form creation with SensAble Technologies' FreeForm system. 
However, the experiments were not expected to reveal issues surrounding the application 
and strategic use of FreeForm in a real·world, commercial context [Robson, 1993]. A 
commercial case study was therefore proposed to complement the experiments. The aim of 
the case study would be to assess the practical application of FreeForm as a form creation 
tool in the context of commercial NPD. The case study would involve the author, as an 
industrial designer, working on team·based 'live' projects with the FreeForm system. By 
fulfilling the role of industrial designer and researcher, the author would be expected to 
experience and report first-hand whether the FreeForm system (i) is a genuinely useful 
approach for form creation in industrial design, and (ii) has a role and relevance within wider 
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NPD. Consequently, on completion of the data collection for the experiments, a four-month 
full-time on-site collaboration with Procter & Gamble (P&G) Technical Centres UK was 
arranged as the commercial case study. Full details of this second strand of the research 
can be found in Chapters Eight and Nine. 
3.8 Research Strand 3: Concept Design Project 
The proposed third strand of the research was to involve the author undertaking a 
concept design project, in order to demonstrate an appropriate way in which the research 
results could lead to practical action. More specifically, the project would show how the set 
of customer needs derived in Chapter Seven could be worked-up into concepts for digital 
industrial design tools of the future. It was proposed that the author, as an industrial 
designer, would be well positioned to creatively interpret and respond to the research results 
and to construct such visions for the future. Full details of this third strand of the research 
can be found in Chapter Ten. 
3.9 Conclusions 
This chapter has shown how the areas of weakness in current knowledge and 
understanding identified in Chapters One and Two were used as a basis for research 
enquiry. A high priority was placed on communicating the iterative steps involved in 
developing a research methodology: from position statements on areas of dominant 
weakness; through the setting of a research direction, general objectives and main research 
questions; to selecting and devising data collection and analysis methods appropriate to 
different data sources. 
No single existent methodology was found in the literature to be directly transferable to this 
present study. It was therefore necessary to develop a research methodology suitable for 
addressing the general research objectives and answering the main research questions. The 
priority within this was to enable recording and analysis of documentary evidence of design 
and modelling activity. The resulting methodology was neither simple nor straightforward, in 
that it was planned to involve three interconnected but very different strands (experiments, 
commercial case study, concept design project). Each strand would necessarily require its 
own distinct methodological considerations. It was therefore appreciated that for this 
chapter a balance had to be struck between introductory and detailed methodological 
descriptions, so as to avoid information overload. For this reason, the finer details of 
methodology relating to each research strand were left for subsequent chapters of the 
thesis, with only the essential core descriptions contained in this chapter. The exception to 
this was the first strand of research, the design and modelling experiments, which included 
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methodological considerations that spanned the whole research programme, A guiding 
principle for the research programme was to take into account current practices with 
different modelling media. More specifically, high regard would be placed on (i) designers' 
actions, and (ii) designers' comments, in relation to their form creation activities in different 
modelling media. The collection of documentary evidence of design and modelling activity 
would enable the strengths and weaknesses of current modelling media to be established. 
To arrive at customer needs, it was proposed that the collective strengths of modelling 
media would be consolidated, and the collective weaknesses would be redressed through a 
'needs analysis' procedure. 
The establishment of the research questions and methodological framework enabled the 
research activity to continue in a coherent, structured and confident manner. Sections 11, III 
and IV of the thesis, which follow, present a full account of the research in relation to the 
experiments, commercial case study and concept design project. 
3.10 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Three are summarised as follows. 
Position Statements on the Dominant Areas of Weakness (see section 3.2). Reminders 
were given of the dominant areas of weakness in prior art concerning digital form creation 
tools for industrial design. The issues covered were: conceptual form creation; sketch and 
hands-on modelling; the unrealised potential of new computing technologies; the usefulness 
of FreeForm; a lack of documentary evidence on modelling activity; and a lack of clarity on 
prioritised needs for form creation in a digital domain. 
Preliminary Interviews to Help Establish the Research Direction and General Objectives (see 
section 3.3). To clarify and confirm the findings of prior art, preliminary interviews were 
carried out to uncover aspects of contemporary design and modelling practice. The 
clarification process allowed the position statements to be addressed as a series of general 
research objectives. 
Main Research Questions (see section 3.4). Three main research questions were prepared, 
considered to be the central questions in determining the form creation capabilities 
appropriate to digital industrial design tools of the future. 
Research Methodology Overview (see section 3.5). The guiding principle for developing the 
research methodology was to place priority on uncovering the 'voice of the customer' and 
extending this to a 'needs analysis' for future digital industrial design tools. Priority was 
placed on achieving a critical comparison of present practices for form creation, from which 
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a strong indication could be gained of how digital industrial design tools could evolve to 
provide enhanced form creation capabilities, Three strands of research were proposed to be 
covered by the methodology (experiments, commercial case study, concept design project), 
drawing strongly on the general objective of gathering documentary evidence of design and 
modelling activity, 
Research Strand 1: Experiments (see section 3,6), Experiments to collect substantial 
documentary evidence on activities for BFM, CADM and FFM were outlined, Observational 
data collection tools were selected for recording visual data, whilst self-administered 
questionnaires and interviews were selected for recording designers' experiences and 
intentions. Two complementary data analysis methods were selected: sequence analysis 
(leading to timeline charts of modelling activity and taxonomies of modelling tools); and 
needs analysis (leading to strengths and weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM, and a 
definitive set of prioritised customer needs for digital form creation in industrial design). For 
the needs analysis, it was proposed that a methodology presented by Ulrich & Eppinger 
[1995] would be adapted into step-by-step analysis procedures. 
Research Strand 2: Commercial Case Study (see section 3.7). The need for a commercial 
case study was outlined, having the aim of assessing the practical application of FreeForm 
as a form creation tool in the context of team-based, commercial NPD. The role of the case 
study was explained to be as a 'real-world' complement to the data derived from the 
experiments and would involve the author as both industrial designer and researcher. 
Research Strand 3: Concept Design Project (see section 3.8). The need to demonstrate an 
appropriate way in which the research results could lead to practical action was outlined. A 
third research strand comprising a concept design project was therefore proposed. It was 
anticipated that the project would involve the author, as an industrial designer, showing how 
the set of customer needs derived in Chapter Seven could be worked-up into concepts for 
digital industrial design tools if the future. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Design & Modelling Experiments: Description and 
Protocol 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter Three introduced the design and modelling experiments as the first strand 
of the research programme reported in this thesis. The experiments had the specific aim of 
investigating the practical activities involved in form creation with different media. through 
the collection of documentary evidence. This chapter describes the details and protocol for 
the experiments and examines the presence of any experiment conditioning through the use 
of a Mood Adjective Checklist (MACL). 
4.2 Experiment Set-Up 
The design and modelling experiments centred around free exploration. within an 
allotted time. of a typical design brief to design and model a consumer product. Of primary 
concern was not the originality and merits of the final modelled proposal but, rather. the 
route to its creation. Two design and modelling experiments (Experiments 1 and 2) were 
conducted. Both were identical in scope except for the differences highlighted in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1. Differences between Experiments 1 & 2 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 
Participants Sample 1 Sample 2 
Design Briefs Set1 Set 2 
1. Blue foam modelling 1. Blue foam modelling 
Experiment Sessions 2. Computer-aided design modelling 2. Computer-aided design modelling 
3. FreeForm modelling 
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Experiment 1 was originally intended to be an exploratory study, to verify (i) that the chosen 
experiment protocol generated appropriate data, (ii) if the design briefs were manageable 
within the timescale, and (iii) how, logistically, experiments needed to be conducted and 
managed. Experiment 1 was therefore originally viewed as a precursor to Experiment 2. 
However, during the evaluation, once the quality and scope of the results from the first two 
participants became apparent, Experiment 1 was adopted as a full study and Experiment 2 
was redefined as a means to gathering results from a larger number of participants. 
4.2.1 Selection of modelling media 
Experiments 1 and 2 were sub-divided into modelling sessions, with each session 
focused on a single modelling medium. In order to explore and compare contemporary 
modelling methods, it was necessary to set sessions covering both non-digital and digital 
media. In all, three media were used for the sessions: blue foam modelling (BFM), 
conventional computer-aided design modelling (CADM) and FreeForm® modelling (FFM). 
BFM 
BFM was selected as the 'hands-on' modelling medium. In the Department of Design and 
Technology, Loughborough University (D&T-LU), blue foam is a well-used medium for which 
specially equipped workshop facilities are available. Blue foam is also familiar to 
professional industrial designers. Facilities for alternatives (e.g. clay, wax, plaster) were not 
available at D&T-LU and so could not be included in the experiments. 
CADM 
Conventional CAD was selected as the first of two digital modelling media, being 
commonplace among professionals and readily available in D&T-LU. CAD packages were 
restricted to those available in D&T-LU and those available personally to participants; CAD 
packages used during the experiments therefore varied between participants. Given the 
preferences of individual designers and the limited availability of packages within D&T-LU, it 
was not possible to standardise the CAD package used in the experiments. In any case, 
variation in CAD packages had the attraction of revealing overall issues with CAD, not just 
those associated with a particular package. There was no intention to make a head-te-head 
comparison of CAD packages. 
FFM 
SensAble Technology's FreeForm system was available on loan from Procter & Gamble (P&G) 
at the commencement of Experiment 2, allowing the second of the digital modelling media 
for the experiments to be this state-of-the-art haptic-based modelling system. The use of 
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FreeForm as the third modelling medium allowed designers' reactions to a conceptually very 
different system to be gauged. FreeForm (version 4) software was used for the experiments. 
4.2.2 Selection of participants 
For Experiment 1, eight undergraduates and recent graduates of the Industrial 
Design and Technology degree course at D&T·LU were recruited (Table 4.2). The reasons for 
working with D&T·LU were that (i) student participants were readily available; and (ii) as the 
initial objective was to check the protocol quickly and readily, professionals could not be 
secured at such short notice. Nonetheless, students and recent graduates of the course 
were considered by the author to be skilled in contemporary industrial design working 
methods, albeit at a more moderate level of proficiency than more experienced (and 
professional) designers. 
Table 4.2. Participants of Experiment 1 
: . Participant no. 0 Description of participant 
1 1st Year Undergraduate 
2 2nd Year Undergraduate 
3 Recent graduate 
4 Recent graduate 
5 3rd Year Undergraduate 
6 Recent graduate 
7 3rd Year Undergraduate 
8 3rd Year Undergraduate 
The participants were recruited through email and printed announcements offering a 
payment of £15 for participation. The recruitment call was sent to all potential participants 
at D&T-LU at the time, but securing the required eight participants took time. All of these 
participants had completed at least one design module involving BFM and CADM. 
For Experiment 2 the aim was to be as consistent with Experiment 1 as possible. Therefore, 
a sample of eight participants was sought. The author had observed that, in Experiment 1, 
recent graduate students showed greater confidence in both BFM and CADM and provided 
richer data. Therefore, for Experiment 2, which was conducted six months after Experiment 
1, a sample of participants with higher overall proficiency was sought: these were recruited 
from D&T·LU postgraduate research students (graduates of Industrial Design & Technology), 
D&T-LU staff (consultant designers) and external professional designers. Table 4.3 provides 
participants' details, including, in the case of professionals, an indication of their specialist 
product area(s) and their length of professional service. /Js with Experiment 1, participants 
were recruited through email and printed announcements, although a payment of £25 was 
offered this time. All of the participants were competent in BFM and CADM. Experiment 2 
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involved a third session with FFM. None of the participants were acquainted with this 
medium, but given their proficiency in BFM and CADM, a basic capability to learn the system 
was assumed likely. 
Table 4.3. Participants of Experiment 2 
Participant no. Description of participant Specialist product area(s) Experience 
1 Postgraduate student Industrial design · 
2 Postgraduate student Industrial design · 
3 Postgraduate student Industrial design · 
4 Postgraduate student Industrial design 
· 
5 Industrial designer R&D sports equipment 2.5 years 
6 Industrial designer R&D domestic appliances. model making 8 years 
7 Industrial designer Industrial design consultancies 9 years 
8 Industrial designer R&D rapid prototyping 4 years 
In total, sixteen participants completed BFM and CADM sessions (Experiments 1 & 2 
combined), and eight participants completed FFM sessions (Experiment 2 only). Throughout 
the experiments, data were 'tagged' with a code to identify its source, based on the 
experiment and participant numbers. The coding system in Table 4.4 was adopted. 
Table 4.4. Code assignment for participants of Experiments 1 & 2 
. Experiment no. ' participant no. Code assigned 
1 lPOl 
2 lP02 
3 lP03 
Experiment 1 4 lP04 
5 lP05 
6 lP06 
7 lP07 
,> . 8 
.".';' lP08 
1 2POl 
. 2 2P02 
3 2P03 
Experiment 2 4 2P04 
5 2P05 
6 ". 2P06 
'.'. 
7 2P07 
, . 
.... ;; 8 .). 2P08 
4.2.3 Decision on timescale 
It was considered to be too tiring for participants to work intensively for more than 
two hours in a given session. The timescale for each session was therefore set at two hours. 
The FFM sessions were necessarily treated differently to the BFM and CADM sessions, as will 
be described in section 4.2.4, with the two hours split between demonstration (half hour), 
free exploration (half hour), and response to the design brief (one hour). 
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4.2.4 Decision on design briefs 
The author devised a list of small-scale consumer products deemed possible to 
design and model within two hours. Each product was an everyday item that would be 
familiar to all participants. Six research colleagues were invited to select a pair of products 
from the list, considering the following criteria. 
• Individually, the products should be distinctive for their bulk form rather than 
detail form or decoration. 
• Individually, the products should be reasonably simple, being possible to design 
and model within the allotted two hour session. 
• As a pair, the products should have similar modelling requirements. 
A majority of colleagues (five out of six) agreed on the choice of a 'perfume container' and a 
'computer mouse' from the list of other available products (ashtray, stapler, paper weight, 
door handle, pen, electric torch, clock, salt & pepper shaker, cutlery, CD rack, Walkman, 
mobile telephone, calculator, remote control, electric shaver, hair dryer, electric hand mixer, 
toaster, kettle, iron, computer mouse, telephone answering machine, picture frame, 
sunglasses, digital camera, perfume bottle, paperclip, vase, computer speaker, scissors, 
coat hanger, table lamp and litter bin). 
Design briefs for the two products were drawn-up, with the list of participants being sub-
divided and allocated different briefs for different experiment sessions (see Table 4.5). The 
distribution of design briefs across modelling media was intended to address possible order 
effects, whereby experiences from one session are used to advantage in a subsequent 
session . 
.... .In a repeated measures design there may be some systematic effect 
associated with the order in which a participant is involved with the two 
conditions: i.e. an order effect. Thus it might be that in a particular situation 
there is a general practice effect (increased familiarity with the situation, 
'learning how to learn', etc.) such that whatever is done second tends to get a 
higher score irrespective of any effect...· [Robson, 1994:20] 
To limit any order effect, participants were requested to design and model different products 
for BFM and CADM sessions, thereby removing the possibility of participants transferring 
design activity from the first session into the second session. In addition, having BFM and 
CADM sessions in a different working environment was thought to further reduce the 
likelihood of an order effect arising. Design briefs for Experiment 1 are contained in 
Appendices 4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c and 4.1d. Order effects are analysed in detail in section 4.5. 
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Table 4.5. Allocation of design briefs to the participants of Experiment 1 
Participants . .. Session .1 .... Session 2 1 
1P02& 1POS Brief 1: BFM Computer Mouse Brief 4: CADM Perfume Container 
1P01& 1P03 Brief 2: CADM Computer Mouse Brief 3: BFM Perfume Container 
1P06&1P08 Brief 3: BFM Perfume Container Brief 2: CADM Computer Mouse 
1P04&1P07 Brief 4: CADM Perfume Container Brief 1: BFM Computer Mouse 
With hindsight, the 'computer mouse' was not an ideal product choice, since participants 
1P01, 1P03, 1P06 and 1P08 had the opportunity, if they wished, to use their computer 
mouse as a design reference during their CADM session. The presence of the mouse as a 
design reference may have influenced the participants' product ideas and their methods of 
form creation. However, a review of video recordings during these sessions showed that 
whilst the participants did indeed use their mouse as a design reference (for 
anthropometries evaluation), participants did not copy its form. 
For Experiment 2, two products different to those used for Experiment 1 were selected from 
the previously mentioned list (the revised list excluded the computer mouse and perfume 
container). The change in products was to respond to the problem of participants having the 
product to be designed in front of them as a design reference. As with Experiment 1, a 
majority (four out of six) of research colleagues chose 'computer speaker' and 'salt and 
pepper shaker'. For the CADM sessions, the computer speaker did not present a problem, 
since participants used computers having no external computer speakers. 
The FFM session for Experiment 2 was required to be conducted slightly differently to the 
BFM and CADM sessions. Owing to participants' unfamiliarity with the FreeForm system, the 
session commenced with a demonstration (given by the author) of the PHANToM® desktop 
haptic device and the overall system. This has followed by thirty-minutes free exploration 
with on-hand assistance, again from the author. As with BFM and CADM sessions, it was 
necessary to set a realistic design brief so that participants could explore and confront FFM 
with the same task-based aims inherent in the BFM and CADM sessions. Accordingly, for the 
second hour of the session, participants were asked to respond to a design brief in the same 
manner as the BFM and CADM sessions, with the additional benefit of being free to ask the 
author for technical support at any time. This concession had to be made given participants' 
unfamiliarity with the FreeForm modelling system. One of the products used for Experiment 
1, the perfume container, was used for the design brief in the FFM sessions. As with 
Experiment 1, experiment sessions and design briefs for Experiment 2 were divided between 
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the participants, in the manner shown in Table 4,6, Design briefs for Experiment 2 are 
contained in Appendix 4.2a, 4,2b, 4,2c, 4.2d, and 4,2e, 
Table 4,6, Allocation of design briefs to the participants of Experiment 2 
Participants Session 1 Session 2 , ,',', :,' 5esslon3",,',<,i' 
2P03& 2P04 Brief 1: Brief 4: Brief 5: BFM Computer Speaker CADM Salt & Pepper Shaker FFM Perfume Container 
2P06& 2POS Brief 2: Brief 3: Brief 5: CADM Computer Speaker BFM Salt & Pepper Shaker FFM Perfume Container 
2P01&2P02 Brief 3: Brief 2: Brief 5: BFM Salt & Pepper Shaker CADM Computer Speaker FFM Perfume Container 
2P05&2P07 Brief 4: Brief 1: Brief 5: CADM Salt & Pepper Shaker BFM Computer Speaker FFM Perfume Container 
4,2,5 Decision on deliverables 
The following deliverables were set for each of the three modelling media, 
• BFM: Final (and development) blue foam model(s), with any separate parts 
assembled, 
• CAD M: Final model saved in native format and STL format. 
• FFM: Final model saved in native format and STL format. 
Models were requested to be restricted to bulk forms only, and not contain intricate details, 
surface texturisation, decoration, or colourisation, and, in the case of CADM, no applied 
texture maps, No internal detail or indications of working technology were required, but the 
bulk form of the model was expected to be finalised, This simplification of the form was a 
deliberate attempt to make it possible to complete the design briefs within the available 
time, It was considered better for each of the sessions to finish at a common end point, a 
finalised bulk form, rather than unfinished forms or forms at various stages of completion 
and detailing, 
Given that none of the participants had prior experience with FFM, they were not expected to 
final models designs as refined as those for BFM or CADM, Also, owing to the nature of the 
FFM system, surface texturisation (e.g. carving tool marks) was inevitable, Nonetheless, the 
FFM sessions would reveal the ability of participants' to deliver a suitable product model 
having had no previous FFM experience. 
Participants were free to use paper·based sketches to support their work in all sessions, The 
request for STL format models at the completion of the CADM sessions was so that the 
author could later present the models in a consistent, comparative manner using a 
rendering package, 
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4.2.6 Venue & facilities 
For all sessions, paper, pencils and pens were supplied to participants wishing to 
make use of them, Participants were also free to use their own sketching and BFM 
equipment. BFM was carried out in a D& T-LU modelling workshop, equipped with all 
necessary machine equipment (FigA,l). For D&T-LU based participants, this was a very 
familiar environment, Non D&T-LU based professional designers were invited to use these 
BFM facilities and had no apparent problems, being representative of a typical modelling 
workshop environment. 
Flg.4.1. View of the D&T-LU workshop used for the BFM sessions 
CADM was carried out in private offices or computer rooms at D&T-LU, according to 
participants' preferences, All CADM sessions involved PCs running Microsoft Windows 
applications. Non D& T-LU based professional designers were studied at their own places of 
work using their own equipment. Table 4.7 lists the various conventional CADM packages 
used by the participants. All CADM sessions involved three-dimensional (3D) modelling. 
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Table 4.7. Various 3D CAOM packages used by participants of Experiments 1 & 2 
Experifl;1i:mt no. Participant no.': I, '. ':ii\li~oftware 'p~rci<ages used<!;ii;< 
" 
l! 
iPOi DPS SolidWorks® 
iP02 EDS I-OEAS. 
iP03 Autodesk AutoCAD* 
.:'mm: iP04 -:;er;- --C, I:!' NewTek UghtWave 3D· . :':.". :! 
experiment 1 iP05 MeNeel Rhinoceros. 
iP06 Autodesk Mechanical Desktop (now renamed Inventor®Seri~~): Discreet 3DStudio Max™ 
iP07 MeNeet Rhinoceros" 
I '1,:','o,lPOS'n; 1 ->;::'1:::': MeNeel RtiIii'6ceros® ,:",., ,iO 
-,- 2POi PTC Pro/Engineer" 
2P02 PTC Pro/Engineef® 
2P03 PTC Pro/Engineer® 
Experi:~~:~'~ 2 . ':!",', 2P04 ":' I,. ; ",:,;U PTC Pro/Engineer" "': 
2P05 PTC Pro/Enginee'" 
2P06 PTC ProjEngineer® 
2P07 PlC Pro/Engineer* + CDRS 
. 
--::-2POS .n; DPS SolidWorks® , 
FFM was carried out in a quiet, uncluttered office in D&T-LU, All non D&T-LU based 
participants of Experiment 2 were invited to D& T-LU for their FFM sessions. 
4.2.7 Ethical and safety considerations 
An important aspect of ethical conduct in research is the principle that research 
participants should be treated with respect and as autonomous agents. A second principle of 
ethical conduct in research is that no harm should come to research subjects as a 
consequence of their participation in a research project. Based on these principles, 
participants were asked to sign an informed consent form describing the purposes and 
procedures of the study, and detailing their right to end participation at any time and for any 
reason, without penalty [AGOCG, 2001]. This present study required ethical approval from 
the University, and so the submission of the relevant form was undertaken. This is included 
in Appendix 4.3, and contains details of actions taken to reduce the likelihood of ethical 
problems arising. A convention of referring to all participants anonymously was adopted 
throughout the study. With regard to safety in the modelling workshop, it was important to 
ensure that participants had received training on the equipment. In addition, participants 
were asked not to attempt any activities that they had not carried out before. Participants 
were asked to dress properly (e.g. goggles, overalls), as shown in Figure 4.2, All machine 
tools in the D&T-LU workshop were subject to regular safety inspections. 
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Fig.4.2. Proper use of overalls and goggles In D& T·LU workshop 
4.3 Data Collection Methodology and Data Collection Instruments 
Data were collected using a variety of instruments, some of which were used for all 
modelling sessions, and others, for methodological reasons, were used for only a few 
sessions. A description of each data collection instrument and its justification within the 
experiments follows. 
4.3.1 Video camera 
Video recordings of designing and modelling (containing synchronised moving 
images and sound) were collected in order to record the sequential use of modelling tools. 
Recordings were made using a Canon Hi8 camera (Fig.4.3). For the BFM sessions, video 
recording enabled observation of how participants used modelling tools, how they interacted 
with those tools, and their working postures (e.g. sitting, standing). However, in the CADM 
sessions, since the on·screen interactions were not as obvious as the interactions with BFM 
tools, video recording provided little usable data. Video recordings also failed to properly 
record partiCipants' activities owing to monitor flicker. It was beyond the author's resources 
to rectify these problems, but a possible approach to future studies would be to have a 
dedicated camera recording only screen activity. An alternative approach could be 
background software that logs designers' use of CADM commands over time. 
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4.3.2 Verbal protocols 
Verbal protocols involve participants speaking about what they are doing and 
thinking whilst carrying out a task [Branch, 2000; Infopolis, 2000]. Verbal protocols were 
collected for the first three participants of Experiment 1 to test if the data collection method 
could be put to use in practice. The intention was to reveal aspects of designing and 
modelling that would have been revealed by observation and video recording alone, and was 
especially relevant for the CADM sessions. However, the participants found it difficult to 
'think aloud' during the sessions, and in the case of BFM the machine noise in the 
workshops caused difficulty in recording speech clearly. The combination of these problems 
determined that verbal protocols were not practical for the study, and so were not used in 
subsequent sessions. 
Flg.4.3. Set-up of the video camera for BFM sessions 
4.3.3 Digital still camera 
Digital still images, taken with a Canon PowerShot-A50, were used to record 
participants' achievements every thirty minutes. Digital still images were also useful for 
recording interactions with modelling tools during the BFM sessions. 
4.3.4 Computer screenshots 
In CADM sessions, in addition to digital still images, which failed to satisfactorily 
capture screen content, computer screenshots were taken. At the commencement of the 
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session, participants were asked to take screenshots at times when they would illustrate key 
steps during modelling. The author also occasionally prompted participants to take 
screenshots. 
4.3.5 In-session interview 
Participants were asked a set of questions during each session. The intention was to 
discover issues that would not have been revealed by observation (e.g. why participants had 
pursued certain actions and not others). Interviews were in place of to verbal protocols and it 
was considered that participants' work would not be adversely affected by the questioning. 
Appendix 4.4 contains the question list. 
Experiment 1 
Participants were interrupted every thirty minutes (i.e. on four occasions over tw02 hours) 
and asked to respond to the questions by reflecting on what they had planned and achieved, 
and what difficulties they had faced. As many activities occurred within thirty minutes, it was 
important to capture participants' feedback quickly so that they could accurately recall the 
issues. 
Experiment 2 
The procedure for Experiment 1 was repeated for sessions for Experiment 2. For the FFM 
sessions, the author considered that participants' first reactions to the modelling system 
would be very revealing, before they became more used to it. Therefore, at the end of the 
thirty-minute free exploration period, participants were additionally asked for their initial 
comments on the system. 
4.3.6 In-sesslon questionnaire 
The intention with the questionnaire was to gather data on tool/purpose relations. At 
each thirty-minute interruption, participants of Experiment 2 were asked to list the three 
main modelling tools they had used during the preceding half hour. For Experiment 1, the 
author's written observation notes took the place of the questionnaire. 
4.3.7 Observations 
During the experiment sessions the author made written observation notes on how 
participants worked and which tools they used. 
4.3.8 Post-session Interview 
At the end of each session the participants were asked a set of additional questions 
during a short review interview (see Appendix 4.5). Participants were asked for their likes, 
dislikes and impressions of the modelling medium used in the session. Additionally, at the 
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end of the FFM sessions, participants were asked for their impressions of the PHANToM 
input device, and on modelling with a haptic device in general. Overall, the participants 
commented on several aspects of modelling with different media, including conceptual and 
philosophical issues, and volunteered comparisons on the relative merits and shortfalls of 
different media. The participants were also asked their personal opinions and ideas about 
the design briefs, and whether they had found the briefs manageable within the timescale. 
The post·session interview also provided an opportunity to probe areas requiring clarity or 
showing potential for being particularly revealing or insightful. 
4.3.9 Sketch sheets 
Participants' sketch sheets, where produced, were collected for the sequence 
analysis described in Chapter Five. 
4.3.10 Mood measurement 
In order for participants' stress and arousal levels to be gauged (and the effects, or 
not, of experiment conditioning to be determined), mood measurement was carried out. 
PartiCipants completed a mood adjective checklist (MACL) of thirty·items [Mackay et al., 
1978J shown in Appendix 4.6, in order to describe their mood. The MACL was administered 
twice during experiment sessions: once prior to the session and once on completion of the 
session. For each adjective on the checklist, participants used a four-point scale to indicate 
how closely the adjective described their feelings at the time. The scoring was: 'definitely 
feel' (++), 'feel slightly' (+), 'do not understand or decide' (?), and 'definitely do not feel' (-), 
duplicating the response scale used by Thayer [ibid.J. Regrettably, mood measurements 
were overlooked for FFM sessions. 
4.4 Experiment Protocol 
4.4.1 Principles of the experiment protocol 
• PartiCipants were contacted by email to arrange a date, time and place for the 
experiment sessions. 
• Each session with each participant was carried out separately. 
• It was considered to be too tiring for partiCipants to attend two sessions in one 
day. Therefore, only one experiment session was carried out with any given 
participant on any given day. Sessions for individual participants were therefore 
arranged for consecutive days and at the same time on each day, since variation 
in the session time could bring an effect on an individual's performance. 
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4.4.2 Step-by-step experiment protocol 
Table 4.8 contains details of the experiment protocol devised by the author. 
Table 4.8. Step-by-step details of the experiment protocol 
Protocol step .. ' . 
'" 
Details:, . '. ,.:., ··d.' . .... 
Introduction 
Step 1 Participants were thanked for volunteering their time. introduced to the session programme and given 
an explanation of what was expected at the end of the session. Participants were also given a written 
explanation of the order of the activities (see Appendix 4.7), 
Step 2 Consent Participants were asked to read and sign a consent form (see Appendix 4.8). 
Free exploration (FFM only) 
Step 3 Participants were given a demonstration of the FreeForm modelling system and allowed thirty-minute 
free exploration. 
Step 4 MACL (BFM and CADM only) Participants were asked to read and complete the MACl. 
Step 5 Delivery of design brief Participants had no advance knowledge of the brief they would be working to. 
Guidelines for designing and modelling 
Participants were asked to respond to the design brief in any way they saw fit, with the condition that 
Step 6 their final ideas would be modelled in the medium set for the session. Accordingly, participants 
allocated whatever time they desired to spend on idea generation, development and modelling. The 
onus was on the participant to create a satisfactorily finished model within the duration of the session. 
Step 7 Commencement of session Video camera recording was started (if consent was given). 
StepS In-sesslon Interview (Described in section 4.3.5). 
Stepg In-sesslon questionnaire The questionnaire was administered every thirty minutes. 
Close of session 
Step 10 After 2 hours, participants were asked to finish their designing and modelling and remain for a short 
post-session interview. 
Step 11 MACL (BFM and CADM only) Participants were asked to read and complete the MACl for a second time. 
Step 12 Post-sesslon Interview (Described in section 4.3.8). 
Completion 
Step 13 Participants were thanked for their help and, as appropriate. the date and time for the subsequent 
sessions were confirmed. 
Researcher's check 
Step 14 After participants had left, recorded data were checked and observation notes were completed. All 
sketches. 3D models and videotapes were labelled. 
4.4.3 Results and analysis 
All of the data from the sources outlined in this chapter are analysed and discussed 
in detail in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. 
4.5 Analysis of MACl Data 
Responses to the MACl were analysed by assigning a numerical score to each of the 
possible responses, as recommended by Mackay [1978J. If respondents had circled the (++) 
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or (+) for a positive adjective then a score of 1 was recorded; otherwise a score of 0 was 
recorded, If respondents had circled the responses (?) or (-) for a negative adjective then a 
score of 1 was recorded; otherwise a score of 0 was recorded. The results of the MACL are 
contained in Appendix 4.9. 
4.5,1 General observations 
Using the full MACL data set (Appendix 4,10), and additional mean calculations 
(Appendix 4,11), the following general observations were, The results show that the mean 
starting and end stress values across Sessions 1&2 in Experiment 1 (7.0; 7.1) were 3 and 4 
times higher than the respective values for Experiment 2 (2.4; 1.6), Additionally, the mean 
starting and end arousal values for Experiment 1 (5,6; 6,2) were approximately half the 
respective values for Experiment 2 (9.4; 9,7). Given that the experiment conditions were 
identical (except for different design briefs, which in themselves were not considered to 
affect stress and arousal), these findings indicate that the Experiment 1 participants 
(undergraduates and recent graduates) were more 'on edge' and less aroused during the 
experiments compared with the Experiment 2 participants (postgraduate students and 
professionals). This could simply be a reflection of confidence and ability to meet the 
expectations of the experiments. MACL data highlights issues relating to the selection and 
pre'conditioning of participants for experiments, where to encourage active participation, but 
naturalistic responses, participants should ideally be neither unduly stressed nor overly 
aroused before and after the experiments [Porter, 2003], As a method for checking whether 
in practice participants' stress and arousal levels affected their experiment results, a 
Student's T-test was performed on the MACL data, 
4,5.2 Student's T·Test 
Student's T-Test [Cameron, 2003; Trochim, 2002; CVGS, 1999; Kennedy & Neville, 
1986] was used to analyse the MACL data, to establish the likelihood of a causal relation 
between participants' reported stress and arousal levels and the timing of participants' 
involvement in the experiments, being at either session 1 or session 2. Statistical 
information was sought in order to reject the proposition that the experiments had altered 
participants' stress and arousal levels significantly. 
The T-Test is a standard statistical calculation around the arithmetic means of a dual data 
set, for which the data may be either paired (e,g,. before/after data) or originating from two 
separate and unrelated samples, In practice, the key use of the T-Test is in determining a 
statistically significant difference (rather than a difference by chance) between the 
arithmetic means of the dual data set. T-Test calculations were performed within Microsoft 
Excel using the TTEST function, directly resulting in a probability value (p-value) from which 
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the statistical significance of the difference in arithmetic means could be determined. In 
accordance with standard practice, the following assumptions and parameters were set for 
the T-Test. 
Hypothesis. The test was performed using a 'null hypothesis' (NH), whereby the 
difference between the arithmetic means for the dual data set was equated to 
zero or 'no difference' (Le. no effect); the test result indicated the accuracy of 
this hypothesis. 
Data distribution. Normal distribution was assumed. 
Data set variance. Equal variance of the dual data sets was assumed, 
a-Value. The default value (0.05) for social research was used, showing a 
willingness to accept a risk of 5% (5 in 100 occasions) that the decision on 
statistical significance is incorrect. 
To determine statistical significance, the Excel p-values were compared against the default 
a-value (0.05) using standard T-Test procedures: if the p-value " a-value then the NH was 
rejected, indicating a statistically significant difference in the arithmetic means of the dual 
data set (and therefore a conditioning effect from the research); conversely, if the p-value > 
a-value then it was not possible to reject the NH, indicating no statistically significant 
difference in the arithmetic means of the dual data set (and therefore no conditioning effect 
from the research). Four tables of stress and arousal data were used for the T-Tests 
(contained in Appendices 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15). 
4.5.3 Results 
The aims and results of the sixteen individual T-Tests undertaken are presented in 
Table 4.9. In summary, the T-Tests investigated experiment effects (i) within BFM sessions; 
(i1) within CADM sessions; (iii) between sessions 1 and 2 regardless of modelling medium; 
and (iv) between sessions 1 and 2 dependent on modelling media order (Le. BFM then 
CADM; CADM then BFM). A full guide to each T-Test can be found in Appendix 4.16. 
With reference to the columns in Table 4.9 labelled 'Aim' and 'Result', it can be seen that for 
each of the T-Tests undertaken, no statistically significant effect was found. Participants' 
stress and arousal levels therefore indicated no experiment conditioning and no order 
effects between the various combinations of sessions and modelling media. 
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Table 4.9. Alms and results of T-Tests 
No Aim Type Data set 1 Data set 2 p-value Reject NH Result 
To check for experiment effect on Stress Start Stress End No statistically 1 Paired Session 1&2 Session 1&2 0.46 Cannot stress during BFM (Appendix 4.13) (Appendix 4.13) significant effect found 
". To check for expe'riment effect o'n ':' Arousal Start Arousal End<" .": / 1.<::, No statisticallt:: :'i 2 Paired Session 1&2 Session 1&2 " , .. 0.14 Cannot 
arousal during BFM (Appendix 4.13) (Appendix 4.13) significant effect found 
To check for experiment effect on Stress Start Stress End No statistically 3 Paired Session 1&2 Session 1&2 0.22 Cannot 
stress during CADM (Appendix 4.14) (Appendix 4.14) Significant effect found 
To check f~r'experiment effect on' 'P~'ired Arousal Start Arousal End, I No statistically;\ ',,' 4 
arousal during CAOM ,:", Session 1&2 Session 1&2/:' :,0.86 Cannot significant effect found 
. '. '. :.:' (Appendix 4.14) (Appendix 4.14) 
To check for experiment effect on Stress Start Stress End No statistically 5 stress during Session 1. Paired Session 1 Session 1 0.38 cannot 
significant effect found regardless of modelling medium (Appendix 4.9) (Appendix 4.9) 
To check for experiment effect on Stress Start Stress End No statistically 6 stress during Session 2, Paired Session 2 Session 2 1.00 Cannot 
significant effect found 
regardless of modelling medium (Appendix 4.9) (Appendix 4.9) 
To check for experiment effect on Arousal Start Arousal End No statistically 7 arousal between Session 1, Paired Session 1 Session 1 0.69 Cannot 
regardless of mOdelling medium (Appendix 4.9) (Appendix 4.9) significant effect found 
To check for experiment effect on Arousal Start Arousal End No statistically 
.:;8 
arousal between Session 2, Paired Session 2 Session 2 0.35 Cannot, , 
regardless of modelling medium , . (Appendix 4.9) (Appendix 4.9) . significant effect found 
To check for an order effect on Stress Start Stress Start 
9 stress-start between participants Two BFM Session 1 CAOM Session 1 0.71 cannot No statistically of BFM Session 1 and CADM sample (Appendix 4.11) (Appendix 4.12) significant effect found Session 1 
To check for an order effect on Stress End Stress End 
10 stress-end between participants Two BFM Session 1 CADM Session 1 0.18 Cannot No statistically 
of BFM Session 1 and CADM sample (Appendix 4.11) (Appendix 4.12) significant effect found Session 1 
To check for an order effect on Stress Start Stress Start 
11 stress-start between participants Two BFM Session 2 CADM Session 2 0.81 Cannot No statistically of BFM Session 2 and CAOM sample (Appendix 4.12) (Appendix 4.11) significant effect found Session 2 
To check for an order effect on Stress End Stress End 
12 stress-end between participants Two BFM Session 2 CADM Session 2 0.67 Cannot No statistically 
of BFM Session 2 and CADM sample (Appendix 4.12) (Appendix 4.11) significant effect found Session 2 
To check for an order effect on Arousal Start Arousal Start 
13 arousal·start between Two BFM Session 1 CADM Session 1 0.43 Cannot No statistically participants of BFM Session 1 sample (Appendix 4.11) (Appendix 4.12) significant effect found 
and CADM Session 1 
'. To check for an order effect on Arousal End ~, Arousal End 
I 
' ,,' 
. ... ' . 
14 arousal-end between participants Two BFM Session 1 CADM Session 1 0.43 Cannot ':,' No statistically,,:,"": of SFM Session 1 and CADM sample (Appendix 4.11) (Appendix 4.12) significant effect found Session 1 
To check for an order effect on Arousal Start Arousal Start 
15 arousal-start between Two BFM Session 2 CADM Session 2 0.47 Cannot No statistically participants of BFM Session 1 ,s,ampre (Appendix 4.12) (Appendix 4.11) significant effect found 
and CAOM Session 1 ., 
'.:;:. To check foran'order effect on 
: Two 
Arousal E~(l;: Arousal End ' "< cann~~/ No statisti~~'i;;';;~::';'; 16 arousal-end between participants BFM Session 2 CADM Session 2 0.54 
of BFM Session 1 and CADM sample (Appendix 4.12) (Appendix 4.11) significant effect found Session 1 
4.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has expanded upon the requirements laid down in Chapter Three 
concerning the study of practical design and modelling activity. The described work 
represents the planning and data collection stages necessary to systematically identify, and 
prioritise, industrial designers' needs for form creation in a digital domain. More specifically, 
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the process of devising experiments suitable for gathering documentary evidence on 
industrial designers' design and modelling activities has been described and reasoned. 
Within this, the collection of complementary data using observational methods, interviews, 
and questionnaires was a guiding principle. The resulting experiment protocol was presented 
in a detailed and transparent manner that could be adopted for use in subsequent studies of 
design and modelling. 
The planning and implementation of the data collection process were found to be labour 
intensive and time consuming. Nevertheless, it was found to be rewarding and particularly 
fascinating to see and hear first-hand how different designers work. With the benefit of 
hindsight, it would have been preferable to achieve complete consistency between 
Experiments 1 and 2. However, the minor differences that arose were through issues of 
participant access and a process of experiment improvement, rather than any need for a 
change of emphasis or direction. The experiments have resulted in a substantial visual and 
textual source of documentary data on design and modelling activity, covering both digital 
and non-digital media. Chapters Five, Six and Seven contain the analyses of the generated 
data. 
4.7 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Four are summarised as follows, 
Experiment Set-Up (see section 4.2). Details of the scope of the design and modelling 
experiments were outlined. The set-up of the experiments was discussed in relation to the 
following: selection of modelling media (blue foam modelling, BFM; conventional computer-
aided design modelling, CADM; and FreeForm modelling, FFM); selection of participants 
(student, graduate and professional designers); decision on design briefs (small-scale 
consumer products); decision on deliverables (finalised blue foam, CAD and FreeForm 
models); venue and facilities (mostly within Loughborough University); and ethical and safety 
considerations. 
Data Collection Methodology and Data Collection Instruments (see section 4.3). Data 
collection methods and instruments suited to the experiments were presented and 
discussed, and their adoption (or rejection) justified. The following were covered: video 
cameras; verbal protocols; digital still cameras; computer screenshots; in-session interviews; 
in-session questionnaires; observations; post-session interviews; and sketch sheets. The use 
of a mood adjective checklist (MACL) to measure stress and arousal levels, and hence 
determine the presence of any experiment conditioning, was outlined. 
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Experiment Protocol (see section 4.4), The general principles and step-by step description of 
the experiment protocol were presented, 
Analysis of MACL Data (see section 4-5), A detailed analysis of the MACL data was 
presented. T-Tests were used to determine if start/end stress and arousal levels during 
experiments had a statistically significant effect on the experiment outcomes, No such 
effects were found, T-Tests were also used to determine if the order of experiments (i.e, BFM 
then CADM; CADM then BFM) induced stress and arousal levels that would cause a 
statistically significant effect on the experiment outcomes, Again. no such effects were 
found, 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Sequence Analysis of Design Bc Modelling Experiments 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains the sequence analysis of the design and modelling 
experiments described in Chapter Four. The aim of the sequence analysis was to directly 
redress the lack of documentary evidence on how form is created in different media. 
Accordingly. the analysis was used to reveal chronological aspects of modelling within and 
across the different modelling media used in the experiments. and to identify how different 
tools were used at different stages of modelling. The analysis was not concerned with the 
duration of events or the comparative speed of modelling in the different media. 
5.2 Analysis 
In order to consolidate data on how the participants progressed in the design and 
modelling experiments, individual timeline charts were prepared. Forty charts were prepared 
in all: thirty-two covering the blue foam modelling (BFM) and conventional computer-aided 
design modelling (CADM) sessions for the sixteen participants of Experiments 1 & 2; and 
eight covering the FreeForm® modelling (FFM) sessions for the eight participants of 
Experiment 2. An example of a timeline chart used for BFM and CADM sessions can be seen 
in Figure 5.1. A simplified timeline chart was used for FFM sessions, for which an example 
can be seen in Figure 5.2. The full set of timeline charts can be found in Appendix 5.1. 
The timeline charts form a visual and textual chronology of design and modelling activity, 
and were used as the basis for the majority of the results presented in this chapter. The 
following information is contained in the timeline charts. 
• Participants' stated aims over thirty-minute intervals (excluding FFM). The data 
originated from the in-session interviews. The stated aims for FFM were not 
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included because participants repeatedly gave comments that, as novice users, 
they were exploring the available modelling tools whilst trying to advance their 
product forms. 
• A gallery of images illustrating the tools used most repeatedly over each thirty-
minute interval (excluding FFM). The data originated from video recordings, 
digital still images and screenshots. The intention was to illustrate how the 
various tools were used by each participant. An insufficient number of 
screenshots were collated for FFM, because in practice it was considered too 
intrusive and distracting to ask participants to take screenshots whilst they were 
preoccupied with exploring the system. 
• Lists of modelling tools used over each thirty-minute interval. The lists are 
sequentially correct in that they describe the order in which tools were first used 
in the given thirty-minute period. Often the tools were reused within the thirty-
minute period. The data originated from the in-session questionnaire and the 
author's observation notes. 
• An image of the completed model. In order to display all completed CAD and 
FreeForm models in a manner consistent and comparative with blue foam 
models, the author used an external package (Rhinoceros®) to present models 
'with a blue foam appearance' on a plain white background. 
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Experiment 2 • BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P05 
~~~f~~~~ __ ~f ~~_~~r ______ ... ______ . ________________ ... _ ... _ ...__ .. __ ..................... __ ._ .. ___ ............ .. 
{completed mOdel] 
Flg.5.1. Example timellne chart prepared for BFM 
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Tools used 
Sketching 
Band saw 
Sander (rotary) 
Sander (bobbin) 
Suriorm 
Surform 
Pen knife 
Mid-grit sandpaper 
Sander (bobbin) 
Sandpapers (mid .. 
grit) 
Craft knife 
Sandpaper (finer) 
Marker pens 
.. _, 
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FFM: PARTICIPANT 2P08 
P .tY'f~N).t t ~ /If Al/l.tr 
Sketching (on paper) 
New plane 
Edit plane: move, rotate, 
resize 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Loft) 
Tools used: 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Loft) 
Select clay (by profile) 
Cut & Paste (as a new piece) 
Smooth (All) 
Carve (with Corn dog tool) 
Fig.5.2. Example tlmellne chart prepared for FFM 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
The timeline charts and observation notes were analysed for commonalities and 
overall sequences of modelling under the following headings. 
• Paper·based sketching 
• Interplay between paper·based sketching and BFM, CADM and FFM 
• Real·time modelling tools and techniques 
• Non real·time modelling tools and techniques 
• Interaction with workspace 
• Deliverables 
• Influence of modelling media on form creation 
• Sequence and strategy 
• Taxonomies of BFM, CADM and FFM tools 
5.3.1 Pa per-based sketching 
Chapter One introduced 'sketching' in the context of industrial design as an activity 
directed towards the creation of quick, low-fidelity, loose or sketchy representations of 
product form, irrespective of modelling medium, Paper·based sketching was introduced in 
Chapter Two as a support activity to industrial designers' form creation in other media, It was 
pointed out that research into paper·based sketching is a well·established and broad field, 
beyond the scope of this present study, Nevertheless, the interplay between paper-based 
sketching and BFM, CADM and FFM was considered to be of direct relevance to how 
industrial designers create form, and has therefore been examined within this chapter (see 
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section 5.3.2). A brief review of the use of paper-based sketching within the experiments 
now follows, and is intended to convey the importance of the activity in supporting 
participants' form creation. 
Although not specifically requested to do so, the experiment participants used sketching to 
complement BFM (16/16 participants), CADM (15/16 participants) and FFM (4/8 
participants). As a general observation, the participants used sketching as a means of freely, 
loosely and rapidly exploring form possibilities, "seeing the ideas flowing" [lP04]. The value 
of paper-based sketching prior to moving to the medium set for the experiment session was 
emphasised by the participants, as the following statements illustrate. 
"I prefer to sketch on paper, because it is quick: [2P02] 
"I always work in two-dimensional (2D) sketches. Playing with my mind without 
committing myself into something.' [2P05] 
"I should have planned on the paper first. (I am now deciding with proportions. It 
was too big ... )." [2P06] 
"I would do paper sketches first whichever media I am using: [2P06] 
Examples of different types of sketches created during the experiments can be seen in 
Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. A visual review of the content of the participants' sketches 
revealed the following uses. 
• Preparing mind maps (a collection of keywords describing existing products, 
intended products and their uses, form, target market, etc.). 
• Idea generation (many quick small sketches exploring different forms). 
• Idea development (more developed sketches with annotations). 
• Detailing (sketches of product details focusing on one or two ideas). 
• Rough dimensioning (sketches of hand/product relations, overall proportions 
and dimensions). 
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Flg.S.3. Example of sketches: mind maps 
Fig.S.4. Example of sketches: Idea generation 
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Flg.5.5. Example of sketches: Idea development 
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5.3.2 Interplay between paper·based sketching and BFM, CADM and FFM 
With BFM, the interplay between paper-based sketching and modelling was 
extensive for all participants, It was possible to observe a dialogue between 'sketching 
activity' and 'making activity', where sketches and models were interactively compared, 
modified, re-oriented and evaluated according to, for example, size, proportions, comfort and 
fit. Unsurprisingly, the final delivered forms showed good visual correspondence to the forms 
communicated in paper sketches, as revealed by the chart in Appendix 5.2. In comparison to 
CADM and FFM, relatively detailed sketches were created during the BFM sessions. 
However, the sketches were only roughly dimensioned, with BFM being led by model 
proportions rather than sustained use of rulers and other measuring devices. The use of full-
scale paper sketches as shape templates was a common feature: these were attached to 
the surfaces of blue foam and used as a guide for shaping. Figure 5.6 provides example still 
images of the interaction of blue foam and paper-based sketching for several participants. 
Flg.5.6. Interplay of sketching and modelling during BFM 
With CADM, the interplay between paper·based sketching and CADM was not extensive. The 
interplay was observed to be a note·making and annotation activity, where paper essentially 
became a 'scratch pad' in response to the emerging three·dimensional (3D) model. Notes 
were predominantly made in relation to product dimensions and involved values to several 
decimal places. This is a reflection of the dimensional precision required for CADM, 
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compared to BFM (see Fig.5.7). Interestingly, the need to revert to paper for note-taking and 
annotations suggests that the CAD packages used by the participants did not offer 
satisfactory digital equivalents. As with BFM, good correspondence was observed between 
forms sketched on paper and final delivered forms (see Appendix 5.3), although in this case 
the forms were well advanced on paper prior to moving to CADM. Two possible reasons could 
explain why the sketches were well advanced prior to CADM: (i) that owing to the time 
limitations placed on the experiments, the development of form on paper was more likely to 
lead to a finalised model than if form was developed directly using CADM; or (ii) CADM has 
inherent limitations concerning form exploration, as outlined in Chapter One, and that paper-
based sketching remains an essential support activity to CADM. Further research into the 
interplay between paper-based sketching and 3D modelling is required to provide definite 
answers to these issues. 
..j,''''~ 
h(\'\s\"" 
BFM CAOM 
Flg.5.7. Rough dlmenslonlng (with BFM) and precise dlmenslonlng (with CADM) 
The interplay between paper-based sketching and FFM was not extensive. Instead of 
preparing or evolving product form on paper, participants were observed to directly use 
FreeForm. This may have been a result of an underlying need for the participants to become 
quickly aware of the system's modelling tools, allied to a conscious need to deliver a 
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finalised model within the available time. Several participants commented that, once they 
became familiar with the system, FFM constituted 'direct 3D sketching' when using sculpting 
tools. It is worth restating that half of the participants chose not to support their FFM session 
with paper-based sketching, and for those that did, the correspondence between forms 
sketched on paper and final delivered forms was not strong (see Appendix 5.4) and none of 
the sketches featured dimensions. Further research is required to establish whether form 
exploration can be satisfactorily achieved in FreeForm without the need to resort to paper-
based sketching. 
Chapter One highlighted how 2D to 3D translation of product form requires considerable 
cognitive ability. Some of the participants' comments underlined this issue, stating that 
forms conceived in 2D on paper did not match their design intentions when worked-up into 
3D. 
"Difficult to sketch (on paper) what you think in 3D (cognitively), it's easier with 
CAD." [1P06] 
"I prefer to discover the form in 3D rather than trying to find out the right shape 
on paper. It looks right in 2D, when you convert it in 3D it doesn't look right." 
[1P06] 
"I find it easier to play/modify a 3D model rather than spending time on 2D 
sketching: [1P03] 
"What you imagine on paper might not come out right in 3D." [1P07] 
Clearly, even on this limited evidence, improved digital sketching tools can be contemplated, 
which directly show how a product form sketched in 2D will translate into 3D. 
5.3.3 Real-time modelling tools and techniques 
The video recordings made during BFM sessions enabled observations to be made 
of how participants interacted with, and used, modelling tools (e.g. hand/tool relations, body 
postures). BFM was found to be entirely 'hands-on' and 'real-time', in the sense that physical 
interaction with the modelling medium, and therefore the emerging model, was unavoidable 
and immediate. Real-time modelling brings an interactive dimension to modelling, the 
background to which was presented in Chapter One. 
Modelling with blue foam involves sensations of touch, sight, smell and sound for both the 
model and the tools. For example, when blue foam is sanded too vigorously it develops a 
characteristic smell; it becomes hot and degrades; and its resistance and colour changes. 
Each of these characteristics provides the designer with feedback on how to shape the 
material. Evaluation of product form with BFM appears continuous, with participants 
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constantly eyeing-up and rubbing their fingers over model surfaces to sense attributes such 
as roughness, depth, texture and discontinuity of curvatures. BFM was found to involve the 
creation of several preliminary models, as references, before a final model was attempted. 
Given that dead ends or mistakes in BFM generally require models to be recreated from 
scratch, the interplay with paper-based sketching to work-up product form (as described in 
5.3.2) is especially understandable. 
The hands-on and real-time attributes also describe tool use for BFM. Broadly, two types of 
model-tool interaction were observed: either bringing the tool to the model or bringing the 
model to the tool. In general, the first type describes the use of hand tools and the second 
type describes the use of machine tools. Both types of interaction typically involved two-
handed operation for tool control. Figure 5.8 illustrates different hand and body interactions 
with both hand and machine tools during the BFM sessions. 
Fig.S.S. Hand and body interactions with tools during BFM 
Being a form of manual handicraft, good and bad modelling techniques are highly relevant to 
BFM. It is a relatively personal activity, illustrated by the fact that participants had favourite 
tools that were personal to them, bringing their own drawing aids (e.g. radius guides, 
adjustable set squares, pairs of compasses) and shaping tools (e.g. types of Surform®, types 
of sanding block) to the workshops, to supplement the provided equipment. Hand tools were 
also held differently by different participants, underlining the role of technique in BFM for 
intricate and controlled form creation. It is suggested that proficiency in BFM is linked 
strongly to developing good technique and that the use of favourite tools is an integral part 
ofthis. 
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Turning attention to FFM, some elements of modelling with this medium were observed to be 
real-time and some, to a degree, were hands-on, within a virtual environment, through use of 
the PHANToM® haptic device. Although, it is possible to sense the presence of surfaces on 
FreeForm models through the haptic feedback provided by the PHANToM, it is not possible 
to grasp models or feel friction properties of model surfaces. Interaction with models was 
found to be limited by the functions and layout of the PHANToM (see Fig.5.9), on three 
accounts. First, the PHANToM features a pen-like stylus for modelling and, as such, the 
realism compared to manipulating workshop tools is obviously limited. The PHANToM works 
as a single pointed 'probe', and therefore cannot reproduce the sensations of holding and 
working material in the palm and fingers of one's hands. Secondly, there is no provision for 
two-handed haptic feedback with FFM unlike BFM, where one hand holds the model and the 
other holds the tool. It was also noted that unlike BFM, FFM is capable only of tool-te-model 
movement and not model-te-tool movement. Thirdly, the overall movement of the PHANToM 
is restricted to single-handed use with six degrees of freedom (6DOF) of movement: yaw, 
pitch, roll, up/down, left/right, fronVback. 
Flg.S.9. Examples of hand Interaction with Input devices during FFM 
Ergonomics problems with the PHANToM were evident during the experiments. Figure 5.10 
shows how participants struggled with dual use of the PHANToM and mouse, often swapping 
hands and, in some cases, using two hands to control the PHANToM. Participants skipped 
between using the computer keyboard, mouse and PHANToM, which made overall 
interaction with the FreeForm system somewhat awkward. The second noticeable problem 
related to the awkward wrist position that was required to be adopted when using the 
PHANToM. Participants were found to require additional support to their wrists (Fig.5.11). 
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Flg.5.10. Participants struggling with dual use of the PHANToM and mouse 
Flg.5.11. Wrist support whilst using the PHANToM 
Overall, the level of physical interaction observed for FFM was low compared to BFM, but 
nonetheless higher than that for CADM (see section 5.3.4). As with BFM, real-time modelling 
with FFM brings issues of good and bad technique. Accordingly, it is expected that 
proficiency with FFM will be strongly linked to developing good modelling techniques, in 
addition to good modelling strategies. 
5.3.4 Non real-time modelling tools and techniques 
CADM can be classed as 'non-rea I-time' modelling and is characterised by an 
iterative stop/start modelling process, as presented in detail in Chapter One. Participants 
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typically stopped to construct a model feature (e.g. a curved surface based on the creation of 
a profile), then waited for the workstation to execute the result, and then re-started by 
evaluating if the result was as desired. A side effect of this, for participant 2P08, was the 
loss of flow and momentum for form creation ideas. CADM can also be classed as 'hands-
off', in the sense that designers receive only visual sensory feedback and cannot touch 
emerging models. CADM progressed solely through hand/mouse and hand/keyboard 
interaction (Fig.5.12). Mice and keyboards are familiar input devices for computing with 
simple correcVincorrect operation with limited spatial movement. 
FIg.5.12. Examples of hand Interaction with Input devices during CADM 
The constrained nature of CADM input devices was observed to extend to software functions. 
One particularly striking observation was that form creation typically commenced with the 
addition of construction lines to restrict the modelling space. This was in strong contrast to 
the flow of ideas shown in paper-based sketches prior to CADM commencing. With CADM, 
partiCipants essentially used a palette of tools with pre-defined and predictable results, with 
no personalisation or variation. Good technique for CADM is therefore proposed to relate 
closely to advanced familiarity with software functions, focusing on each command, its 
options, and its associated results for form creation. Some of the CAD systems used by the 
participants assisted modelling in this regard, by deliberately limiting the available software 
functions to only those relevant to the present state of the emerging model (e.g. through pull-
down manus where commands are made inactive): effectively a form creation guidance 
system. 
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5.3.5 Interaction with the workspace 
Video recordings and still images taken during the experiments captured how 
participants interacted with their workspace. The following observations were made. BFM 
involved relatively free and varied use of the workspaces. Participants frequently switched 
between sitting. standing. leaning over their workbench and travelling around the relatively 
open space of the workshop. More pronounced body gestures were noticed compared to 
CADM and FFM. CADM and FFM both involved sitting in a static fashion at the relatively 
closed space of a single desk in an office. where limited body gestures were made. 
5.3.6 Deliverables 
All of the participants involved in the experiments delivered final models as 
requested. For BFM, all participants delivered completed models. For CADM, three 
participants (lP02, lP06, lP08) delivered incomplete models, reportedly for the following 
reasons: difficulty in creating an organic form with the chosen CADM package; computer 
crashes; and software bugs resulting in unexpected modelling outcomes. For FFM, given that 
participants had no previous experience with the system, the quality of the delivered models 
was satisfactory, confirming the claim made by SensAble Technologies that designers could 
become broadly familiar with FFM in a short time. Tables 5.la, 5.lb, 5.2a, 5.2b and 5.3 
comprise galleries of the delivered models for BFM, CADM and FFM. 
A visual analysis of the galleries was made with a fellow design researcher, in order to reach 
agreement on any noticeable attributes of form associated with each medium. An agreement 
was reached that for bulk form creation each medium had a combination of identifiable 
attributes. The attributes were identified as follows, with the participant code (in brackets) 
indicating a strong example of the attribute. 
(a) BFM: organic forms (lP03); avoidance of repetitive or duplicate patterns (2P03); 
avoidance of concave curvatures (lP07); line-based indentations to show the 
boundaries of different parts (2P05); avoidance of subsurface features (e.g. 
holes, recesses) (lP05); assemblies take the form of a block rather than 
separate pieces (lP06); inherent 'handmade' quality (lP08). 
(b) CADM: geometric forms (lP05); symmetry (2P05); use of repetitive or duplicate 
patterns (2P03); use of concave curvatures (2P06); presence of subsurface 
features (2P01); assemblies take the form of separate pieces rather than a block 
(lP04); inherent 'finalised' quality (2P04). 
(c) FFM: organic forms (2P05); use of surface texturisation (2P07); presence of 
subsurface features (2P06); inherent 'handmade' quality (2P01). 
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Table 5.1a. Gallery of BFM results (experiment 1) 
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Table 5.1b. Gallery of BFM results (Experiment 2) 
;;;=======2;;;~12P011 
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Table 5.2a. Gallery of CADM results (Experiment 1) 
I1P01I\===============\ 
I1P0311============~ 
:==============~[1P051 [1P06J~======~;::=~~===~ 
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Table S.2b. Gallery of CADM results (Experiment 2) 
[2P011 ~====";;;;~;::::=======J 
L_~::::~~~~~= ____ J[2P081 
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Table 5.3. Gallery of FFM results (Experiment 2) 
Perfume Container Perfume Container 
'-_____________ ---'2po1] 12P02]'---------------' 
L ________ .Iltil:~~===~12P07] [2P08] '-==-__________ ----' 
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5.3.7 Influence of the modelling media on form creation 
The experiments provided preliminary indications that the use of a given modelling 
medium does indeed have some influence on designers' form creation aspirations (as 
introduced in Chapter One). In the post·session interviews, one of the questions asked of 
participants was whether they had worked according to the modelling medium they had 
used. The results were as follows. 
(a) For BFM, 25% of participants (4/16) answered 'yes', stating that they had 
avoided details and slightly modified their forms. This is only a small proportion 
of the participants but nonetheless indicates an influence. 
(b) For CADM, 38% of participants (6/16) answered 'yes', stating that it was 
relatively easy to model geometric and symmetrical forms and relatively difficult 
to model organic forms. These participants therefore chose to create relatively 
flat and geometric forms for their final models. Participant 2P05 explicitly stated 
that at one point an asymmetrical form was desired, but because of the 
difficulties and time-consuming nature of creating such a form, a symmetrical 
form was adopted instead. Participant 2P05 also described that sometimes 
• ... you get more attached with the form (in CAD) rather than experimenting! 
refining". These findings, again, although relating to a minority of the 
participants, indicate an influence of the modelling medium on form creation. 
The analysis was not taken any further because of time restrictions and because to probe 
the subject more deeply would have required direct questioning of participants on the 
evolution of their design intent. For example, it is possible to compare in greater detail the 
similarities between forms contained in paper-based sketches and the forms of delivered 
models, but this alone would not establish any influences. One route for further research into 
links between modelling media and delivered models, would be a blind-test, in which third 
parties would attempt to identify from which of the three modelling media any given finalised 
form was produced. 
5.3.8 Sequence and strategy 
The timeline charts were analysed to identify a generalised sequence of form 
creation for BFM, CADM and FFM, and to comment upon any strategies for modelling with 
each of the media. Form creation during the experiments was found to be divided into five 
stages: 'starting point', 'outlining', 'developing', 'refining' and 'finalising'. The last of these 
stages should not be confused with final form detailing and finishing, for example, adding 
engineering or internal details. Such detailed form creation was not requested during the 
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experiments. Consequently, the generalised sequences of form creation relate most strongly 
to bulk form creation, as introduced in Chapter One, 
Several routes were identified for building or transferring an initial shape (2D) or form (3D) 
into each of the three modelling media. A summary of the starting points for form creation 
with BFM, CADM and FFM can be studied in Table 5.4, For BFM, the transfer was made 
either by using shape templates or by direct drawing onto a blue foam block. For CADM, four 
options for commencing modelling were identified: scanning 2D sketches and importing into 
CAD; 2D sketching directly in CAD; importing an existing 3D model; and using ready-made 
primitive shapes from the CAD package's library. Of the three modelling media, FFM provides 
the largest variety of options for commencing form creation, having a real-time sculpting 
capability in addition to form creation based on profiles. The sculpting option involves direct 
manipulation of a block of virtual clay, with no requirement for 2D sketching. Despite the 
availability of sculpting, 2D sketching is still an integral and important aspect of FFM, being a 
familiar and accessible starting point for form creation for industrial designers, who are 
unlikely to be proficient in sculpting. 
During BFM, 'outlining' involved cutting out a profile of the intended design from a blue foam 
block (with the help of shape templates or by drawing directly onto the block). A variety of 
modelling tools was then used to remove excess material. 'Developing' consisted of shaping 
the foam block to a correct flatness and curvature. 'Refining' involved creating scoops, 
indentations, grooves and raised surfaces. 'Finalising' involved completing the surface 
quality to a desired smoothness and assembling individual parts of the model. It was 
observed that during 'finalising' hand tools were preferred to machine tools. Modelling with 
blue foam often involved the creation of preliminary models prior to the creation of a 
finalised model. 
During CADM, 'outlining' consisted of preparing dimension guidelines and boxes within which 
form would be created, and then drawing and editing profiles. 'Developing' involved building 
flat or curvy surfaces using the created profiles. Form creation was also performed directly in 
3D. With this second approach, the differences between 'outlining' and 'developing' were not 
distinct. 'Refining' involved creating scoops, indentations, grooves, and raised surfaces using 
combinations of CAD commands. 'Finalising' involved studying overall form proportions, 
making final modifications, tidying edges with fillets and chamfers, and converting surface 
models into solids or shells. CADM involved the creation of a single, finalised model, 
although with many alterations throughout the modelling through the use of 'undo' and 
'redo' commands. 
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During FFM, 'outlining' consisted of preparing sketching plane grids, and drawing and editing 
profiles. 'Developing' involved building flat or curvy surfaces using the created profiles. As 
with CADM, form was also created directly in 3D, particularly using FreeForm sculpting 
functions. Where this approach to modelling was used, the differences between 'outlining' 
and 'developing' were not distinct. 'Refining' essentially involved 3D modelling similar to 
'developing', but with greater attention to detail. Accordingly, at this stage, the density of the 
polygon mesh for the FreeForm model was increased (i.e. the clay was made less coarse), 
allowing features with increased detail to be realised. The 'refining' stage also involved 
overall 3D deformations of the model. 'Finalising' involved general preparation of a finalised 
model by adding grooves and performing smoothing and filleting operations. As with CADM, 
FFM also involved the creation of a single, finalised model, and the use of undo/redo 
commands resulted in many alterations throughout the modelling. 
Illustrations of generalised sequences of form creation can be studied in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 
5.7. The tables provide a sequential, visual description of form creation for BFM, CADM and 
FFM. The use of thumbnails in the tables allows modelling sequences to be presented on a 
single page, thus allowing easy comparison between each of the media. The tools shown in 
thumbnail are presented in detail later in Tables 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. 
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Table 5.4. Summary of starting points for form creation In BFM, CAD and FFM 
j i 
Primitive shapes (3D) Existing model (imported)· 
Primitive shapes (30) (: S,., ...... ""'. ... 
lifC~tv~ 
* Routes not used in Experiments. 
:1.74 
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Table 5,5, Generalised sequence of form creation for BFM 
Bobbin sander 
~ 
Holes 
Paper-based 
CuttIng the outline of the shape.\" 
Craft knife Band saw 
~.' ...• \ ..... . •. . , ' :" ; ~ 
RemovIng excess material 
Sandpaper wrapped 
around a tube 
Scoops Grooves Additional parts 
Jr r-~I~~~f~.~;a~;·.jf~~~.n~'IL'.~~~i!~.;'J.~~~D~~~II~(p~~~ra~r)=,,::::,;~-r--::~~~~r-II~::~~~~~~~~~~:-1I-------";-0iI 
~ Created in the 
Multi tool same sequence 
as the main body 
'1!' 
$ ~---------------------,~~~==~~~~=---------------------~ ~  _____________________________ c=o~n~n~.=ct=rn~g~se=cpa=r=at=.~p~a~rts~to~g~.=th~.~r ____________________________ --1 
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Table 5.6. Generalised sequence of form creation for CADM 
Form Initiated within CADM 
Curve modification Dimensioning/Measuring/Ruler 
(Add/delete vertex, make 
tangent, curve, flat, open, join) 
Revolve/spin/lathe 
Chamfef 
I~~ool 
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Form Initiated outsIde CADM 
Import Into CAD (3D) 
Import into CAD (20) 
* Routes not used in Experiments 
Mirror 
B~ 
e:§ 
(Union, Intersection, 
SubtractiOn) 
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Table 5.7. Generalised sequence of form creation for FFM 
Form Initiated within FFM Form initiated outside FFM 
, Paper-based 
! 'i~JruJ III fil 
~ ~----------~------------~--------------~;=::::::::=--LT~r.-n-S~fe-r-p-ro-c-e-~-'.-L-------------4 
line offset 
Wire cut Sculpting 
~": ' ",2> " ',' :, r ,t >',' , , , • • • • j 
~"" _",S,':,U'Pti~~, :.'-' ~ .:'~" . ' . 
LIne trim 
RevOlve/spin/lathe 
B'''';''''' "': v : 
" 
" 
. 
Add clay 
I:~::pl 
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Scan of sketches 
Import Into FFM (2D) 
Import into FFM 
130: STL) Import into FFM (20: IGES curves) 
'* Routes not used In Experiments 
I in, ;;;:;c.;;;;: 
Subtraction) 
3D deformation 
Draw curve 
~:l 
Smooth 
~ 
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The data generated through the experiments provided clues on different modelling 
strategies used for different modelling media, For example, the relatively small number of 
tools and associated techniques used with BFM suggest that strategies for creating a 
desired form in blue foam are relatively straightforward, on the basis of limited options. The 
same cannot be said for CADM and FFM, where the range of tools available to the designer 
is vast and often there are many ways of achieving the same result (e.g. with CADM, to divide 
a model, options of Boolean subtract, Boolean intersect and 'cut by plane' are common). It is 
often the case that out of the available options, one is normally either the quickest route or 
the route that best preserves options for subsequent modelling. Knowing the benefits, 
shortfalls and final results of all the options appears to be central for determining an ideal 
CADM strategy for any given product. The tools, icons and terminology used for CADM differs 
between packages, which adds practical complication. For example, spinning a profile 
around an axis is referred to as 'revolve' in Pro/Engineer®, 'rotate' in 3DStudio Max™ and 
'spin' in FreeForm. 
A few observations concerning sequence and strategy can be made between student and 
graduate/professional designers within the experiments. Both groups of designers followed 
the same sequence of modelling for the different media and used the same types of 
modelling tools. Students were observed to have spent more time at the outset on paper-
based sketching than professionals, although the level of form creation achieved was no 
more or less detailed. 
5.3.9 Taxonomies of BFM, CADM and FFM tools 
Taxonomies of modelling tools were created from the experiment observation, 
interview and questionnaire data, intended to provide quick and instructive information 
retrieval on how different modelling tools are used to create form. Taxonomies of tools for 
BFM, CADM and FFM can be studied in Tables 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, conveying the following 
information: the technical name/terminology for each tool (in alphabetical order); an image 
of the tool; a description of the main functions of the tool; and an image of the tool in use 
(for BFM) or the result of using the tool (for CADM and FFM). 
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Band saw 
Blue foam block 
Brush 
ChIsel 
Clamp 
Craft knife 
(or Cutting knife) 
Drill: 
Pillar 
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Table 5.8. Taxonomy of BFM tools 
Cutting profiles 
Starting point for form 
creation 
Spreading adhesive on 
blue foam surface 
Making recesses 
Making grooves 
Surface finishing/ 
smoothing 
Holding/ fastening 
several pieces together 
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File: 
Round, semi-round, 
rlat 
Lathe 
Multi power tool 
Paper 
Pen, pencil, marker 
pen 
Pin 
PVA adhesive 
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Table 5.8. Taxonomy of BFM tools 
Making fillets 
Making chamfers 
Surface finishing/ 
smoothing 
Concave form creation 
Revolved form creation 
Surface finishing/ 
smoothing 
Shape templates 
Marking on foam 
Drawing shape templates 
! Attaching pieces 
Attaching pieces 
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Radius curve 
Ruler 
Sander: 
Rotary 
Sander: 
Horizontal band 
Sander: 
Vertical band 
Sander: 
Bobbin - large 
diameter 
Sander: 
Bobbin - small 
diameter 
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Table 5.8, Taxonomy of BFM tools 
20 curve drawing 
Straight line drawing 
Planar form creation 
Convex form creation 
Planar form creation 
Convex form creation 
Planar form creation 
Convex curvature form 
creation 
Concave form creation 
Concave form creation 
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SandIng block 
Sandpaper 
(various grades) 
Sandpaper laminated 
on block 
Sandpaper wrapped 
around tube 
Scissors 
Set square 
Set square 
(adjustable) 
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Table 5.8. Taxonomy of BFM tools 
Planar form creation 
Curvaceous form creation 
Fillets 
Chamfers 
Surface finishing / 
smoothing 
Planar form creation 
Curvaceous form creation 
Fillets 
Chamfers 
Surface finishing / 
smoothing 
Planar form creation 
Concave form creation 
Surface finishing/ 
smoothing 
Curvaceous form creation 
Surface finishing/ 
smoothing 
Cutting shape templates 
Making 900 lines 
Verifying perpendicular 
lines 
Making 900 lines 
Verifying perpendicular 
lines 
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Shape template 
Sticky tape 
Surform 
Vernier calliper 
© 2004, Bahar $ener 
20 line drawing 
Align 
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Table 5.8. Taxonomy of BFM tools 
Transferring profiles to 
blue foam 
Attaching pieces 
Rough form creation 
Precise measuring 
Table 5.9. Taxonomy of CADM tools 
1B3 
Creating profiles 
from lines and 
curves 
Aligning the current 
selection to a target 
selection 
B. ~ener. Ph.D. 2004 
Array 
Boalean 
operation 
(union, 
Intersection, 
subtraction) 
Chamfer 
(line/surface) 
Construction 
plane 
(creation & 
orientation) 
Copy & Paste 
Curve 
modification 
(e.g. add/delete 
vertex, make 
tangent, make 
smooth, split, 
open. Join) 
Dlmensionlng 
(or measuring, 
ruler) 
000 
••• 
••• 
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Table 5.9. Taxonomy of CADM tools 
Array 
'" 
Dimension 
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Cloning and 
precisely 
transforming/ 
positioning groups 
of objects in one or 
more spatial 
dimension 
Combining two solid 
or polygon mesh 
objects 
Bevelling adjoining 
corners and edges 
Drawing aids 
Duplicating objects 
Reshaping of lines 
and curves 
Determining and 
setting distances 
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Extrude 
Fillet 
(line/surface) 
Loft 
Mirror 
Move 
Offset 
Primitive shape 
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Table 5.9. Taxonomy of CADM tools 
~~.'.' •. ·.·.~.' .. F.'· L!!J~~ 
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Adding depth to a 
profile or a surface 
Rounding adjoining 
corners and edges 
Extruding profiles or 
surfaces along an 
axis 
Making symmetrical 
copies of objects 
Translating or 
repositioning an 
object in 3D space 
Offsetting a curve or 
surface bya 
specified distance 
from the original 
Ready-made objects 
such as balls, pipes, 
boxes, doughnuts, 
and cones as 
starting points for 
form creation 
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Project 
Pull & Push 
Redefine 
(or rebuild) 
Revolve 
(or spin, lathe) 
Rotate 
Scale 
Shell 
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Table 5.9. Taxonomy of CADM tools 
186 
Projecting a curve 
onto a surface 
Pushing polygon 
mesh or surface 
vertices outward or 
inward 
Updating model 
properties after 
making changes 
Creating a 3D object 
by rotating a profile 
about an axis 
Changing the 
orientation of an 
object 
Changing the size of 
an object 
Giving a wall 
thickness to a 
model and making it 
hollow 
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Slice 
Surface creation 
from profile 
Sweep 
Text 
Trim 
Zoom 
(In/out, extend, 
window) 
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Table 5.9. Taxonomy of CADM tools 
I~;]Q. Ci3 :tJJ:.Efl.l 
cillJ~!£:J~ 
@ 2004, Software icons are courtesy of 
Rhinoceros, Discreet and PTC 
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Dividing objects into 
separate sliced 
Creating a surface 
using profiles 
Creating a surface 
that follows two or 
more profiles 
Creating extruded 
objects from text 
Cleaning up 
overlapping or open 
lines or surfaces 
Adjusting the 
magnification of an 
object 
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Add clay 
Carve 
Cut & Paste 
(asa new 
piece) 
Deform 
Draw curve 
Edit sketch 
plane 
(move, rotate, 
reslze) 
Mask 
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Table 5.10. Taxonomy of FFM tools 
t5 
• 
&! .' ..:;.;. ~ I 
Ir:>lfr I [[ .". 
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Adding clay to the 
work area in the 
shape of spheres, 
cones and 
toothpaste 
carving the clay 
with ball, cube, 
scraper, corndog, 
angle, loop-shaped. 
or custom-made 
tools 
Cut the selected 
clay and paste it as 
a new piece 
Deforming the 
model by pulling 
and pushing on a 
bounding box 
Drawing curves on 
model surfaces 
Editing an existing 
sketch plane 
Masking the 
selected clay for 
protection against 
modification 
B. ~ener, Ph.D. 2004 
Mirror 
Select clay 
(by profile) 
Sketch 
element 
Sketch 
modifier 
(select, copy & 
paste, move) 
Sketch 
modifier 
(20 offset) 
Sketch 
modifier 
(20 trim) 
/. 
O. 
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Table 5.10, Taxonomy of FFM tools 
/ 
Cl 
m'····;,;;1 il"*i .~. 
(. 
cl. 
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Selecting clay using 
a closed profile on a 
sketch plane 
Drawing a line. arc, 
round corner, circle, 
ellipse, box, 
freehand curve or 
curve by control 
points 
Modifying an 
existing sketch by 
using copy & paste 
or move 
Creating a copied 
sketch an offset 
distance from the 
original sketch 
element 
Cleaning up 
overlapping or open 
lines in sketches so 
that the lines meet 
at a single point 
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Sketch 
modifier 
(20 move, 
rotate, scale) 
Sketch 
modIfier 
(20 mirror) 
Sketch on a 
plane 
Sketch plane 
Smooth 
(all/ area) 
Smudge 
Tug 
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Table 5.10. Taxonomy of FFM tools 
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Making sketch 
elements grow or 
shrink: and rotating 
the elements 
around a centre 
point 
Making symmetrical 
copies of sketches 
Creating a sketch 
on an existing plane 
or editing an 
existing sketch 
Creating a new 
sketch plane 
Smoothing a 
selected area or an 
entire model 
Pushing clay with a 
sphere-shaped tool 
Pulling out or 
pushing in an area 
of the model 
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Wire cut: 
Groove 
Wire cut: 
Spin 
Wire cut: 
Loft 
Wire cut: 
Cut Inside 
Wire cut: 
Round edge 
5.4 Conclusions 
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Table 5.10. Taxonomy of FFM tools 
~ .~ 
~ ~. 
~ .~ 
~ 
V ,.,-H( 
'-
SensAble Technologies, Inc. 
Creating a groove or 
ridge by sweeping a 
profile along a curve 
on the model 
surface 
Creating a model by 
spinning a profile 
around an axis 
Creating a model by 
lofting between two 
or more profiles on 
sketch planes 
Cutting away 
material lying on 
the inside of a 
closed profile 
Creating round 
edges on a model 
The approach to analysing documentary evidence of design and modelling activity 
was found to be successful, leading to chronological details of design activity presented in 
the form of timeline charts. The charts formed the basis for the majority of the results and 
discussion presented in the chapter. 
The widespread use of paper-based sketching as a support activity to form creation was 
confirmed by the experiments. However, new insights were found in relation to the interplay 
of paper-based sketching with BFM, CADM and FFM. The dynamics of the interplay were 
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noticeably different for each modelling medium. with the most intense interplay observed for 
BFM. possibly because of the irreversible nature of modelling with physical media. In 
contrast. the interplay for CADM took the form of annotations and note taking. possibly 
because the undo/redo functions of digital media allowed form exploration without 
penalties. However. if this were to be the main reason, the use of paper-based sketching 
prior to CADM would also be expected to be minimal, with form creation being led within the 
digital domain. This was not observed to be the case, and highlights weaknesses concerning 
sketching (as low-fidelity loose form creation) with current digital design tools. Indeed, a 
recurring point throughout this chapter has been the constrained and dimension-driven 
nature of CADM, preventing its use for sketching product form in the loose 2D manner 
associated with paper-based sketching, or the loose 3D manner associated with BFM. 
Accordingly, major scope exists for enhancement of the sketching functionality offered by 
digital modelling media. An encouraging development in this regard is FFM, which with its 
real-time hands-on modelling was found to be suited to the creation of sketch models. 
A common feature of the BFM sessions was the creation of several preliminary models 
before a 'final model' was attempted, thereby creating an archive of reference models 
charting model evolution. In contrast, CADM and FFM essentially involved the creation of a 
single model through several iterations using undo/redo and redefine functions. Model 
evolution in a digital domain is therefore not so easily tracked, since the modelling process 
leaves no trail. It can be contemplated that a visual trail of model evolution in a digital 
domain could be a useful aid and reference to modelling, in a similar manner to trails left 
with BFM and paper-based sketching. 
Differences in the qualitative experience of BFM, CADM and FFM were highlighted through 
the sequence analysis of the experiment observational data. BFM was observed to be a real-
time hands-on modelling medium, in which form can be created directly in 3D. As with clay 
modelling, BFM involves movement around a workshop, dramatic posture changes, physical 
effort, two-handed control of modelling tools, and requires skilled manual use of those tools 
(technique), aided by multi-modal sensory feedback. In this regard, FFM was found to only 
partially recreate the experience of workshop-based modelling in a digital domain, and was 
let down especially by the limited scope of the haptic feedback and physical movement of 
the PHANToM device. Nonetheless, the real-time shaping of virtual clay succeeds in requiring 
users to possess good manual modelling technique, although it demands that industrial 
designers develop skills in the probably unfamiliar activity of sculpting. 
BFM, and the real-time modelling elements of FFM, were found to involve a rich visual and 
tactile experience that was absent in CADM, because of its inherent start/stop modelling 
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processes and the limited interactive possibilities with CADM input devices, Model creation 
and evaluation with CADM were typically separated by pauses in the modelling activity, in 
contrast to real-time processes where creation and evaluation were sufficiently close in 
sequence to be considered interwoven as a single creation-evaluation activity. 
The sequence analysis culminated in the construction of two sets of information charts: the 
first, conveying generalised sequences of form creation with BFM, CADM and FFM;, and the 
second, conveying taxonomies of the tools used for form creation in each of the 
aforementioned media. Both sets of charts make extensive use of the visual and textual 
data analysed in this chapter. Several candidate areas for further research were identified 
through the chapter, in particular the influence of modelling media on form creation, and the 
relationship between 'designing activity' and 'modelling/making activity'. 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Five are summarised as follows. 
Analysis (see section 5.2). Forty individual timeline charts were prepared from the design 
and modelling experiment data, forming a visual and textual chronology of BFM, CADM and 
FFM. The charts were used as the basis for the majority of the results presented in the 
chapter. The charts contained the following information: participants' stated aims over thirty-
minute intervals; a gallery of images illustrating tools used most repeatedly over each thirty-
minute interval; lists of modelling tools used over each thirty-minute interval; and an image 
of the completed model created by each participant. 
Results and Discussion (see section 5.3). Timeline charts and observation notes were 
analysed for commonalities and overall sequences of modelling under a series of headings. 
Discussion under 'paper-based sketching' reiterated the importance of sketching as a 
support activity to form creation in other media. The 'interplay between paper-based 
sketching and BFM, CADM and FFM' showed how the use of sketches varied between 
different modelling media. Issues relating to hands-on manipulation of materials, manual 
modelling skill and multi-modal sensory feedback were discussed under 'real-time modelling 
tools and techniques'. The stop/start nature of CADM, and the limited spatial and sensory 
feedback of CADM input devices, was discussed under 'non real-time modelling tools and 
techniques'. The section 'interaction with the works pace' presented observations of 
participants' posture, movements and gestures whilst modelling. Images of the final models 
(deliverables) for each experiment session were presented in a gallery and analysed for any 
noticeable attributes of form associated with each medium. Links between modelling media 
and delivered models were further examined under the section 'influence of the modelling 
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media on form creation'. Under the section 'sequence and strategy', charts illustrating 
generalised sequences of form creation in BFM, CADM and FFM were constructed. The 
charts comprise a visual and textual reference of how form creation in industrial design is 
undertaken. The final section, 'taxonomies of BFM, CADM and FFM tools' presents a visual 
and textual reference of how industrial designers use different tools to create form. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Analysis of Strengths and Weaknesses of Three 
Modelling Media 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains the second analysis of the data derived from the design and 
modelling experiments, described in Chapter Four. The analysis is presented as 
complementary to that contained in Chapter Five and focuses entirely on the experiment 
participants' stated likes and dislikes for blue foam modelling (BFM), conventional computer· 
aided modelling (CAD M) and FreeForm® modelling (FFM). The data are analysed to establish 
the strengths and weaknesses of each medium. 
6.2 Data Analysis Procedure 
As described in Chapter Three, Ulrich & Eppinger's methodology for "identifying a set 
of customer needs' [1995:33J was adopted as the basis for the analysis. It was also 
explained in Chapter Three that Ulrich & Eppinger do not provide a step-by-step procedure to 
put their methodology into practice, so in response it was necessary for the author to 
construct a systematic, staged analysis procedure based on their guidelines. This chapter 
presents the data analysis procedure and results used to determine the strengths and 
weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM. Chapter Seven takes the data analysis further, in order 
to define a set of prioritised customer needs for digital industrial design tools of the future. 
Figure 6.1 provides an illustration of how Chapter Seven draws upon the results of Chapter 
Six. 
As previously described in Chapter Four, the source of the raw data for analysis was the 
transcribed notes from the in·session and post-session interviews during the design and 
modelling experiments. Six stages of data analysis were involved in constructing data that 
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would communicate consensus on the experiment participants' (customers') stated 'likes' 
and 'dislikes' of BFM, CADM and FFM. Table 6.1 summarises the description, purpose and 
outcome of each of the six stages, Stages 1 to 5 were carried out separately for BFM, CADM 
and FFM, whereas at stage 6 the three modelling media were analysed collectively. 
Customer (Participant) 
: Statements 
•. '" 
Slx-Stage Strengths & 
Weaknesses Analysis 
Stage 1 
Stage 2 FJve-Stage Customer 
Stage 3 Needs Analysis 
Stage 4 Stage 1 
Stage 5 Stage 2 
Stage 6 Stage 3 
Results In Chapter Six Stage 4 
Stage 5 
Results In Chapter Seven 
Flg.6.1. Data analysis procedure for customer statements 
Table 6.1. Data analysis stages for Identifying 'strengths and weaknesses' of modelling media 
Stage Description Purpose Outcome 
To divide the raw data into manageable 
Stage 1 Extracting and classifying sentences suitable for further analysis Sets of customer statements sentences from raw data and to classify each sentence as either grouped [+) and 1-) 
[+) (like) and [-) (dislike) 
' .. .,: 
.... , "" ".: ... ' I",., .' ";";"".' To imp'ose,'order and uniformity on the: 
Stage 2 Translating [+) and [-) original wording of customer Sets of translated statements customer statements 
statements grouped [+) and 1-) 
Grouping together identical To group identical translated Sets of identical translated Stage 3 [+) and [-) translated statements and to maintain grammar 
statements [+)and [-) statements and language conSistency 
... ,,:.",'. 
To Cla~ifY\~~;~;S'la~ed stateme";ts'~~d;~:~ U: Sets of [+) and [-ftr~~~i~ted Classifying [+)and [-) 
Stage 4 translated statements under subject headings to aid subsequent' statements classified uhde'r subject 
subject headings analysis '. headings 
Assigning an occurrence value Sets of 1+) and [-) translated To identify areas of consensus for each statements classified under subject Stage 5 to [+) and [-) translated 
modelling medium headings and with assigned statements 
occurrence values 
------
I .' Sets of [+)and H translated Tabulating [+)and [-) To P~ci~id~ a visual aid to compa';e","T statements across mOdelling media, Stage 6 translated statements across , classified under subject headings 
modelling media 'results ' and with assigned occurrence I values 
Each of the analysis stages 1 to 6 is now described in detail, accompanied by examples. 
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6.2.1 Stage 1- Extracting and classifying sentences from raw data 
Stage 1 comprised the division of raw data into manageable sentences (,customer 
statements') suitable for further analysis, and included the classification of each sentence 
as either a 'like' [+] or 'dislike' [-] of the associated modelling medium. The participant 
coding system (e.g. lP01, 2P01), introduced in Chapter Four, was used to tag each 
statement with its originator. The classification was straightforward, since participants were 
asked in the in-session and post-session interviews to discuss their likes and dislikes of the 
different modelling media. The outcome of stage 1 was two groups of customer statements 
for each modelling medium: one labelled '[+] likes' and one labelled '[-] dislikes'. Examples 
of stage 1 results can be seen in Tables 6.2a and 6.2b. The complete set of results for stage 
1 can be studied in Appendices 6.la-b, 6.lc-d, 6.le-f. 
Table 6.2a. Extracting and classifying [+] sentences from raw data, FFM (extract) 
Question/Prompt 1".:- •..•... .' •••.•••• • .•• .••••.. •.•••. Customer statement,.... .•. ' .• ", • ..•. ..' ..•.••• 
That is really good/brilliant to feel the texture on shapes in 3D space (2P01) 
Creating your own tools is very useful {2POlh '" _,n, "":'>' <, ',,/' ," <:',u" ,/ >,; <, >0,' ,,' '/<: "" ",",' ",,' .. 
[+] Likes It is a bit funny. I am looking at the tool tip and I change its size comparing with the clay as I would look for the 
right tool size from my toolbox (when I model with blue foam) (2POl) 
Nice to be ableto create the model in different parts (2P01) ..... 
Table 6.2b. Extracting and classifying [-] sentences from raw data, FFM (extract) 
[-1 Dislikes 
6.2.2 Stage 2 - Translating [+] and [-] customer statements 
To impose order and uniformity on the original wording of customer statements, 
each statement from stage 1 was given a translation based on the underlying message of 
the statement. Where possible, terminology introduced in Section I of the thesis was used. 
The resulting 'translated statements' retained the [+] or [-] tag. Repetitive checks on the 
accuracy of the translation were made by the author and three research colleagues. During 
the translation process, in order to ensure consistency of phrasing and style, the guidelines 
for writing customer statements provided by Ulrich & Eppinger [ibid.] were followed. These 
guidelines were: 
• define the statement in terms of what the product (modelling medium) does or 
has to do, not in terms of how it might do it; 
• define the statement as specifically as the raw data; 
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• where possible, use positive, not negative, phrasing; 
• define the statement as an attribute of the product (modelling medium); 
• avoid the words must and should. 
In most instances, the translation process resulted in a single translated statement created 
from the original statement. Examples of stage 2 results can be seen in Tables 6.3a and 
6.3b. The complete set of results for stage 2 can be studied in Appendices 6.2a·b, 6.2c-d, 
6.2e-f. 
Table 6.3a. Translating [+] customer statements, BFM (extract) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement Translated statement 
Good for modelling roughly (IPOl) (+] BFM is good for creating basic shapes (lP01) 
Good medium for testing curves (IP01) (+1 BFM is ~ood for testing curlJ)' forms (1POl) ..... 
[+J LIkes Easy to create rough shape (lP02) [+] BFM Is easy for creating basic shapes (1P02) 
You can hold your model In blue foam. It Is very nice [+J BFM involves hand interaction with models (lP03) and you cannot do it with CAD (1P03) 
Table 6.3b. Translating [-] customer statements, BFM (extract) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement Translated statement 
Difficult to produce geometric shapes (lP01) H BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (lP01) 
Once you slice up the material you cannot stick them 
back as in the CAD model, you have to start another [-1 BFM cannot be undone (lP03) 
[-] Dislikes model (lP03) 
It needs to be used combinaUon with PlasUcine (to (-1 BFM material is inelasUc (P05) 
squeeze and give finger shapes) (lP05) (-1 BFM is difficult to shape by fingers (lP05) 
Difficult to get the form symmetrical (lP06) [-] BFM is difficult for achieving symmetry (lP06) 
6.2.3 Stage 3 - Grouping together identical [+) and [-) translated statements 
Stage 3 grouped together identical translated statements: a significant step during 
the analysis procedure, allowing (at stage 5) a nominal measure of importance to be 
assigned to each translated statement. If a translated statement occurred more than once 
from the same participant, duplicates were formatted with a 'strikethrough' as an alert that 
they should be discounted at stage 5. Stage 3 was also an opportunity to crosscheck the 
language and grammar consistency of the statements within and across each of the tables 
prepared at stage 2. In fact, crosschecks between all tables were repeated throughout the 
analysis procedure. Examples of stage 3 results can be seen in Tables 6.4a and 6.4b. The 
complete set of results for stage 3 can be studied in Appendices 6.3a-b, 6.3c-d, 6.3e-f. 
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Table 6.4a. Grouping together Identical [+[ translated statements, CADM (extract) 
1+1 Ukes 
Table 6.4b. Grouping together Identical [-I translated statements, CADM (extract) 
Question/Prompt .. Translated statement ... 
[-I CADM is restricted in its form creation capabilities tIPOS) 
[-I CAOM is restricted in its form creation capabilities (IP06) 
[-1 CAOM is restricted in its form creation capabilities (2P04) 
H Dislikes [-J CAOM results are insufficiently precise for manufacturing purposes (2P07) (J G~GM F9Sbllts af8 iFl6b1ffi9ieAtl~' I'IF89i68 feF A'laRllfa~ClFjAg I:ll:fFI'I869S ~g7-) 
[-1 CADM provides insufficient visual feedback for form creation (IP03) 
[-1 CADM provides insufficient visual feedback for form creation (lP08) 
H CADM provides insufficient visual feedback for form creation (2P07) 
6.2.4 Stage 4 - Classifying [+] and [-I translated statements under subject headings 
Stages 1 to 3 resulted in approximately 800 individual translated statements 
covering BFM, CADM and FFM. Such a large number of diverse translated statements 
demanded coordination and scrutiny in order to be used efficiently and effectively. 
Therefore, at stage 4, translated statements were rEHlrdered under subject headings that 
emerged as useful connective themes, during the analysis, across each of the three 
modelling media. It is important to note that these headings were imposed neither during 
data collection nor at the outset of analysis; they became apparent and relevant only whilst 
undertaking the analysis, and their wording drew largely from the terminology and findings of 
the literature reviews contained in Section I of the thesis. 
During the classification, translated statements were coded with letters corresponding to the 
subject area that the statements most closely related to. For example, if a statement was 
most closely related to modelling tools, it was coded 'MT'. Each statement was assigned a 
single subject heading and no statement was left unclassified. The complete set of thirteen 
subject headings comprised: 'cost' (C), 'design evaluation' (DE), 'downstream use' (DU), 
'form creation' (FC), 'interaction-hardware' (I H), 'interaction-software' (IS), 'interaction-
environment' (lE), 'learning curve' (LC), 'material' (M), 'modelling tools' (MT), 'overall 
impression' (01), 'prototypes' (PR), and 'visualisation' (V). Translated statements classified 
with the same subject heading were collated at the end of stage 4. Examples of stage 4 
results can be seen in Tables 6.5a and 6.5b. The complete set of results for stage 4 can be 
studied in Appendices 6.4a-b, 6.4c-d, 6.4d-f. 
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Table 6,5a. Classifying [+[ translated statements under subject headings, FFM (extract) 
Question/Prompt category Translated statement Initials 
Design (+1 FFM is good for evaluating 3D form (2P03) DE Evaluation [+) FFM is good for evaluating 3D form (2P06) 
[+] Likes Form'Cieatlon (+] FFM Is easy mOdelling (2P04) :C>-Ell FI=14 is easy maelalliRg ~PQ4~ / ' .',n!" .•..• FC 
Overall (+1 FFM is a credible alternative to BFM (2P01) 01 
Impression [+] FFM is good for early stages in design (2P02) .. 01 (+] FFM is good for early stages In design (2P07) 
Table 6,5b, Classifying [.] translated statements under subject headings, FFM (extract) 
Question/Prompt category Translated statement Initials 
Cost [0] FFM is not affordable (2P04) C (l FF~4 is Rat affefelasle f2PG4:I 
~r~f;'tY~~s . (-] FFM results are Insufficiently preCise for manufacturing purposes (2P01) [-I Dislikes (-] FFM results are Insufficiently precise for manufacturing purposes (2P05) PR 
" ....... " ! l FI:M F8S~lts aF8 iRs~#isiaRtly I3Fesisa feF ~aR~faet~fiAg ll~flleSes ~pQ§.) 
Visualisation [-I FFM does not provide predictive previews of the shaping effect of tools (2P05) V [-J FFM does not provide previews in its 20 environment (2P05) V 
6,2.5 Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [+] and [-] translated statements 
The goal of stage 5 was to establish a nominal measure of importance (an 
'occurrence value') for each translated statement, based on the number of individual 
participants attributable to that statement, and therefore independent of any judgements by 
the author, The principle of occurrence values is that if a participant volunteers information 
on likes and dislikes, the information disclosed is assumed to be important or of issue to the 
participant, reflecting, for example, first impressions, striking features or recurrent 
characteristics. Furthermore, if more than one participant raises the same issue (a 
consensus), its general importance as matter to be dealt with or explored further is more 
solidly justified, With this reasoning, areas of consensus on likes and dislikes could be 
identified for each modelling medium. 
Because occurrence data originates from spontaneous and volunteered information, rather 
than the completion of a pro-forma, it is effectively a data set without boundaries and with 
no finite number or range. Some important limitations result as a consequence, most 
notably when a particular issue is raised by only a single participant, in which case the issue 
must be regarded as relatively unimportant. Clearly, exceptions to this rule can be imagined, 
for example in cases where the single participant revealed a remarkable insight, overlooked 
or unnoticed by all other participants, 
Prior to the calculation of occurrence values, duplicate translated statements from the same 
participant, identified by the 'strikethrough' formatting, were discarded. To calculate an 
occurrence values, identical translated statements were counted and then converted to a 
percentage of the total number of participants involved in the modelling sessions (BFM 
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n=16; CADM n=16; FFM n=8), Readers are referred to Chapter Four for the discrepancy 
between 16 participants for BFM and CADM, and 8 participants for FFM, As an aid to 
subsequent analysis, translated statements were sorted according to related/similar 
statements and not according to occurrence values. 
During stage 5, participants' interchangeable use of 'quick', 'easy' and 'good' was taken into 
account and, for the sake of data reduction and consolidation, translated statements 
making use of any of these words were replaced with the conjunction 'quick/easy/good'. The 
reverse, interchangeable use of 'slow', 'difficult' and 'bad', was not observed and so no 
consolidation of data was made, The result of combining 'quick/easy/good' translated 
statements was the creation of additional duplicate statements originating from individual 
participants; these duplicate statements were also disregarded when calculating occurrence 
values, On completion of the occurrence value calculations, the coded numbers identifying 
participants were no longer needed and were deleted from the data set, Examples of stage 5 
results can be seen in Tables 6.6a and 6.6b. The complete set of results for stage 5 can be 
studied in Appendices 6.5a-b, 6.5c-d, 6,5d-e. 
Table 6.6a. Assigning an occurrence value to [+] translated statements, BFM (extract) 
Form Creation 
1+] Likes 
i i 
j I 
Table 6.6b. Assigning an occurrence value to [-] translated statements, BFM (extract) 
Question/Prompt Category '.' 
." .. Translated statement '., 
." 
.. ' # % 
Material material is inelastic 2 13 
material is difficult to shape" ,.' 1, ,.' 6,. 
H Dislikes Modelling Tools is difficult with large machine tools 4 25 
Visualisation material 'is difficult to paint • ',i'.,.", .. '2' '13 • has limited use for presentations 1 6 
6.2.6 Stage 6 - Tabulating [+[ and [-1 translated statements across modelling media 
This final stage combined the separated results (BFM, CADM, FFM) at stage 5 into 
single tables. By combining the results it was easier to compare the occurrence values for 
translated statements across each of the three modelling media. Statements were 
numbered at stage 6 for easy identification. Examples of stage 6 results can be seen in 
Tables 6.7a and 6.7b. The complete set of results for stage 6 can be found in this chapter 
from section 6.4 onward. 
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Table 6,7a. Tabulating [+] translated statements across modelling media: 'Visualisation' 
(extract) 
n-8 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CAOM% FFM% 
1 is quick/easy/good for 3D form visualisatiO-n 38 6 25 
2 helps in imagining a product within its intended environment 6 . . 
3 is quick/easy/good for presenting ideas . 6 -
4 is quick/easy/good to re-apply colour and textures 
-
6 
-
5 provides realistic modelling 
-
6 
-
Table 6,7b. Tabulating [-] translated statements across modelling media: 'Visualisation' (extract) 
6,3 Results and Discussion of Strengths and Weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM 
In this section the full set of tabulated results from stage 6 are presented and 
discussed under the subject headings first identified at stage 4 of the analysis, The results 
and discussion reveal the strengths and weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM, from the 
perspective of industrial designers. In order to limit the discussion to the most prominent 
strengths and weaknesses, only statements with an occurrence value of 19% or higher are 
discussed. This threshold relates to three participants from sixteen (for BFM and CADM 
experiments) and two participants from eight (for FFM experiments). Any statements below 
the 19% threshold that were considered to be 'remarkable insights', in the author's 
judgement and after consultation with research colleagues, are also included within the 
discussion, 
6,3,1 Cost 
Tables 6,Sa-6.Sb contain the results of analysis of [+] and [.] customer statements 
across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'cost', 
Table 6.8a. Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Cost' 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 is affordable 6 
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Table 6.8b. Occurrence values for each [-] customer statement: 'Cost' 
n-16 n-16 n-8 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% •. FFM% 
1 Is not affordable 13 13 
The results suggest that the cost of modelling media was not a significant issue to 
participants. 
6.3.2 Design evaluation 
Tables 6.9a-6,9b contain the results of analysis of [+] and [-] customer statements 
across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'design evaluation'. 
Table 6,9a. Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Design Evaluation' 
n-8 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 allows anthropometrieal evaluation 6 
-
2 can be used for FEA 
-
6 
3 is quick/easy/good for creating assembly drawings 
-
6 
4 is quick/easy/good for dimensioning 
- 6 -
5 is quick/easy/good for evaluating form 6 6 25 
6 is quick/easy/good for testing curvy forms 13 
- -
7 results can be used for consumer testing 6 - -
Table 6.9b, Occurrence values for each [-] customer statement: 'Design Evaluation' 
n-8 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 does not allow anthropometrical evaluation 
-
25 
-
2 cannot be used to create engineering drawings 
- -
13 
The general approach to form evaluation in FreeForm, which involves visual and haptic 
feedback, was considered a strength (25%), In contrast, the inability of CADM to allow 
anthropometrical evaluation of forms was considered a weakness (25%). 
6,3.3 Downstream use 
Tables 6.10a-6.10b contain the results of analysis of [+] and [-] customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'downstream use'. 
Table 6.10a. Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Downstream Use' 
Statement # Translated statement 
1 has export functions for model re-use in CAD packages 
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Table 6.10b. Occurrence values for each [-I customer statement: 'Downstream Use' 
n-8 
Statement # ,Translated statement ... BFM% CADM%" FFM% 
1 is difficult for exporting models 
· 
6 
2 does not allow a'utomatic surface (NURBS) export ,,' · , •• ,',,>.>'" ;" 13 
3 results are very difficult and time consuming to convert into surfaces · · 13 
• does not allow surface exportation of complex textures'," 0<', ,"', ' · ., .. , ". ,. 13 5 does not have direct export functions to high-end rendering 
· · 
13 
6 is insufficiently precise to allow exportation of separate pieces for assembly 
· · 
13 
The results suggest that the downstream use of modelling media was not a significant issue 
to participants. 
6.3.4 Form creation 
Tables 6.11a·6.11b contain the results of analysis of [+) and [-) customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'form creation'. This was 
one of the headings under which participants were most active in voicing their comments. 
Table 6.11a. Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Form Creation' 
n-16 n-8 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 allows a 'hand-finished' appearance · 13 
2 allows material addition · 25 
3 allows pulling/pushing of model surfaces · 25 
• allows real-time 3D manipulation of modelling planes · · 13 
5 allows some repositioning of model features · 13 
6 allows typed text as geometry 6 · 
7 allows working without dimensional constraints · 25 
8 complements paper-based sketching ... · 13 
9 Is intimate modelling 
· 
38 
10 can be undone . u , 25 25 
11 can be used to model pieces separately 6 
· 
25 
12 extruding with planes is well suited to the needs of product design 
· 
13 
13 helps designers appreciate difficulties in the transformation of a 20 13 · · representation into a 3D physical form 
,. is enjoyable modelling 19 
· 
25 
15 is quick/easy/good for 3D texturisation 
· 
- 38 
16 is quiCk/easy/good for assembling parts · 19 -
17 is quick/easy/good for creating 20 curves 
· 
13 · 
18 is quiCk/easy/good for creating basic geometric shapes :--:' <, 
· 
.: 6 · 
19 is quick/easy/good for creating basic shapes 50 · 38 
20 is quick/easy/good fo(creatingcomplex curves '> ... >". 
· 
',,',6 
· 
21 is quick/easy/good for creating complex forms 
· 
- 13 
. 22 is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms .. 19 6 13 
23 is quick/easy/good for creating duplicate shapes · 13 · 
2. is quick/easy/good for creatingjoints · 6 · 
25 is quick/easy/good for creating lofted shapes · 6 · 
26 is quiCk/easy/good for creating profiles · 6 · 
27 is quick/easy/good for creating smooth surface finishes · 6 
28 is quick/easy/good for creating symmetrical forms 6 13 
29 is quick/easy/good for creating toys and monsters · 13 
30 Is quick/easy/good for cutting shapes ,> ...•. 13 .. · 
31 is quick/easy/good for detailing 6 · 
32 is quick/easy/good for modifying forms ' 19 38 
33 is qU1ck/easy/good for part repositioning 6 · 
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Statement # ---;- "Translated statement ,',' ' ;';"'",. BFM% CADM% FFM% 
34 
---
is quick/easy/good for scaling parts;>' ~ 
'" 
6;",; ,; I",.. -
35 is quick/easy/good for separating pieces 6 
-
36 . is quick/easy/good for shape experimentation . .. ;.:::;;.:;; " . 6 ;','n'",," '. 13 
37 is quiclVeasy/good for surface division and merging 6 
-
38 Is quick/easy/good for surface finishing 6 
-
39 is quick/easy/good modelling 44 13 50 
40 is relaxing modelling 6 
- -
41 is rewarding modelling 
- -
13 
42 is straightforward modelling .. ;.", .. ' 
- -
13 
43 provides 3D primitives for commencement of modelling 
- -
13 
44· .. ;;"; provides a 'smoothing' operation after surface creation" " .... 
- . -","" '." 13 . 
45 provides a novel form creation method 
-
-
13 
46 provides benefits of parametric modelling . '.;;':;;;' . 
-
31 
47 provides precision in form creation 
-
19 
48 provides precision in sketching 
-
6 
49 provides realistic modelling 
- -
13 
50 provides real-time 3D deformation 
-
38 
51 provides sculpting capability 6 
-
13 
52 provides some constraints on form creation 
-
13 
53 provides volumetric modelling 13 
54 --- textured finish hides any mistakes In the model . >.i •. 6 -">"" -
55 uses no consumable material 13 
Table 6.11b. Occurrence values for each I-I customer statement: 'Form Creation' 
n-16 n-8 
Statement -# Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 allows insufficient experimentation of form creation 
-
6 
-
2 . cannot be undone . 38 .. '
-
3 cut function does not result in a smooth surface finish 
-
13 
4 demands lots of sketching, :::.' ", " • >.> 
-
-.' . 13 
5 demands that all geometry is aligned 
-
6 
-
6 does not allow automated edge modification such as chamfer 
-
- 13 
7 does not allow creation of complex sketches 
-
6 
-
8 does not allow dimensionally constrained form creation 
- -
25 
9 does not allow the creation of textures detached from a surface 
- -
13 
10 does not provide 3D masking of a complete discrete surface 
- -
13 
11 does not provide an incremental undo for masking 
-
13 
12 does not provide drawing-aidS to constrain sketching 
. '. - .' . 38 
13 does not provide functions for ensuring parallel alignment of 3D curves 
-
13 
14 ..... ideal strategy is not always obvious ;;.;;; .... 6 
-
15 involves complex procedures 6 
-
~ 
16 Is difficult for 20 curve creation 
-
6 . 
-
17 is difficult for 20 curve modification 13 
-
18 is difficult for 20 tangent curve creation 
-
6 
-
19 is difficult for achieving symmetry 13 
- -
20 is difficult for assembling parts 
-
19 
-
21 is difficult for controlling curvature 25 -
22 '.' is difficult for contrOlling geometry -"--c-
- 6 
23 is difficult for controlling thickness 6 -
24. is difficult for creating delicate 'parts ' . .>," .'. 19 - ',> 
25 is difficult for creating form details 13 
26 is difficult for creating geometric shapes 31 
-
27 is difficult for creating hollow forms 6 
-
2. is difficult for creating lofted shapes 
-
6 -
29 is difficult for creating recesses 13 -
30 is difficult for creating duplicate shapes 6 - 13 
31 is difficult for creating sharp edges 6 
32 is difficult for creating smooth edges 6 
-
33 is difficult for creating smooth surface finishes 6 - -
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n-16 n-8 
Statement # '. Translated statement ..... BFM%' CADM% . FFM% 
3. is difficult for creating undercuts 13 
- -
35 is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 50 6 13 
36 is difficult for manipulating sketch planes 
-
13 
31 is difficult for modifying forms 
-
6 
38 is difficult for part orientation 
.. ' .•. ·L.·L···· ,.,. . .. 6 ;in Ho .•• 13 
39 is difficult for removing parts 6 
40 is difficult when creating non-undulating surfaces 
- -
13 
41 is difficult when creating straight lines 
- -
13 
42 is focused too much on dimensions 
-
6 
-
43 is imprecise 13 
-
88 
4. Is limited to only basic form creation-' :iL, L •••••• I. -... 13· 
45 is limited to the form creation characteristics of blue foam modelling 
-
13 
46. is not well sulted to the creation of stylised products 
••••• 
. . 
-
13 
41 is restricted in its form creation capabilities - 19 -
48 is restricted in its form creation possibilities 19 - -
49 is slow 6 6 -
50 is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms . 
-
44 
-
51 lack of dimensional constraints restricts ability to create models that fit - 13 
other parts 
52 lacks grid manipulation planes .. 
-
.. 6 
-
53 plane movement cannot be locked to x, y, z directions 
- -
13 
5' produces unwanted model features - 6 -
55 provides insufficient control over form creation 6 
-
50 
56 provides insufficient masking options 13 
51 provides insufficient material deletion options 
- -
13 
·.58 .... . requires a pra-planned modelling strategy '.> - ." .. 6 ..•. , •••. > 
59 sketch planes do not allow easy sketching 
-
13 
60 sketching does not allow the creation of rough construction geometry as a visual guide - 13 
61 sketching environment does not replicate characteristics of paper-based 
-
13 sketching 
62 system is unable to restrict form creation to only manufacturable forms 
-
13 
63 unique modelling functions can be ignored in favour of established CAD 
-
13 functions 
64 using parametric functions imposes restrictive parent-child relations on model modification ,,' , , ' 
.' . 6 . '. 
65 virtual clay can lead to undesirable results 
- -
13 
66 would benefit from the constrained modelling techniques of CAD systems - - 13 
Three prominent strengths for form creation were found to be common amongst BFM and 
FFM. and relate strongly to sketch form creation: that both were quick/easy/good for 
creating basic shapes (50%, 38%); that both provided quick/easy/good modelling (44%. 
50%); and that both were enjoyable (19%. 25%). The non-permanent nature of CADM and 
FFM was a prominent strength, with both media capable of being undone (25%. 25%), and 
both media being quick/easy/good for modifying forms (19%, 38%). 
Several prominent strengths individual to modelling media were established. BFM was 
quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms (19%). The statement that BFM helps designers 
appreciate the difficulties in the transformation of a 2D representation into a 3D physical 
form (13%) was considered to be an insight into a strength of BFM. Participant 2P05 
commented that blue foam models "gave a chance to see what was going on at the back of 
the object, which would not have been possible to see on paper". CADM provided benefits of 
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parametric modelling (31%); was quick/easy/good for assembling parts (19%); and provided 
precision in form creation (19%). Participant 2P05 stressed the importance of the constraint-
driven nature of CADM to his job, which required the reassurance of dimensions and 
parametric relations, for developing new products that needed to interact and fit with 
existing products. The statement that FFM allows a hand-finished appearance (13%) was 
considered to be an insight into a strengths of the system, providing an approach to form 
creation that differs from the uniformity and regularity typical of CADM. FFM was intimate 
modelling (38%); provided real-time 3D deformation (38%); was quick/easy/good for 3D 
texturisation (38%); could be used to model pieces separately (25%); and provided features 
including material addition (25%), pullingjpushing of model surfaces (25%) and working 
without dimensional constraints (25%). 
No prominent weaknesses were common to modelling media, however several prominent 
weaknesses individual to modelling media were identified. BFM was found to be difficult for 
creating uniform surface textures (50%); could not be undone (38%); was difficult for 
creating geometric shapes (31%), for controlling curvature (25%), and for creating delicate 
parts (19%); and was restricted in its form creation possibilities (19%). CADM was found to 
be slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (44%); presented difficulties for assembling parts 
(19%) and restrictions in form creation capabilities (19%). FFM was found to be imprecise 
(88%); provided insufficient control over form creation (50%); did not provide drawing-aids to 
constrain sketching (38%); and did not allow dimensionally constrained form creation (25%). 
Two statements in relation to FFM were considered to be insights into weaknesses of the 
system: that FFM sketching does not allow the creation of rough construction geometry as a 
visual guide (13%) and that the FFM system was unable to restrict form creation to only 
manufacturable forms (13%). Both of these statements suggest novel additions to form 
creation in a digital domain. Participant 2P06 stated that he would not use FreeForm unless 
he anticipated creating a highly organic product form and that FreeForm was "too 
unconstrained for CAD." 
6.3.5 Interaction 
Tables 6.12a-6.12b contain the results of analysis of [+1 and [-I customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'interaction' and sub-
headings 'hardware', 'software', and 'environment'. 
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Table 6.12a. Occurrence values for each 1+1 customer statement: 'Interaction' 
(Hardware/Software/Environment) 
n-16 n-16 
Statement # . Translated statement 
.' BFM% CADM% 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
• 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
allows easy manipulation of models 6 
-
dual input devices provide modelling control 
". 
, .. - . 
-
e involves a functionally flexible pen-like Input device - -
involves hand interaction with models . ; ... 44 •• ; -
"!! 
• 
pen-like input device is satisfying to hold 
-
:J: provides haptic feedback . ........ ., .. 
-
uses a combination of stylus and keyboard 
- -
uses a combination of stylus and mouse ........ 
•• 
- -
allows assignable secondary functions to the keyboard 
-
6 
allows customisable interface 
-
6 
allows resizing of the works pace 
-
6 
guides the user with possible options 
-
13 j interface varies in user·friendliness - 13 
0 provides benefits of working in layers - 6 
on provides unlimited model viewpoints 6 i. 
provides visibility options of model 
- 6 
provides a user·friendly interface -
-
provides on-screen written instructions with regard to modelling 
- -
involves no workshop material mess .. 6 
C is carried out in an airy and light workshop environment .' ..... " . • ·6 .' 
-~ 
c is carried out in quiet environment 6 E 
'. 
. - .'> ~ requires nd'p<:irticular working environment -
w 
workshop environment is enjoyable 6 
Table 6.12b. Occurrence values for each I-I customer statement: 'Interaction' 
(Hardware/Software/Environment) 
n-16 n-16 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% 
1 3D rotation using the stylus is unsatisfactory 
- -
2 demands awkward left-handed use of the mouse 
- -
3 demands inaccurate left-handed use of the mouse 
- -
4 does not allow input devices to be used interchangeably . 
- -
5 does not involve hand interaction with models 
-
25 
6 . does not involve two-handed interaction with models . .... 
• -
6 
7 does not provide haptic feedback 
-
13 
8 does not provide scaled force feedback for pulling/pUShing material ,::> I ... • 
- -
• does not support use of a graphical tablet - .. 
10 input device would be better as a track-ball rather than mouse ' .. 
- -
11 mouse input device is not suited to model manipulation - -
12 mouse selection is prone to jumping . 
- -
13 e multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual use of laftand right -
-• hands 
• 14 "!! 
• 
places uneven workload on left and right hands 
- -
15 :J: stylus does not provide wrist support 
- -
16 stylus feels fragile - -
17 stylus has limited spatial movement - -
18 stylus has too rigid construction .. 
-
,. stylus is difficult for sketching 
-
-
20 stylus is unattractive in appearance 
• 
. 
- -
21 Stylus is under-specified in its number of functioning buttons 
- -
22 stylus movement is difficult to control --: . . ' . 
- -
23 using keyboard controls for 3D rotation is preferred to the dedicated the 
- -stylus 
24 with the stylus is tiring .' .......... I.· '- -
25 styluS is uncomfortable 
26 would benefit from a 'virtual magnet' haptic feature 
1 on command locations are non-obvious - 6 
208 
n-8 
FFM% 
-
13 
25 
25 
13 
88 
25 
13 
-
-
-
38 
13 
13 
13 
n-8 
FFM% 
13 
13 
13 
13 
25 
38 
-
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
63 
13 
50 
13 
13 
13 
25 
13 
13 
25 
13 
63 
13 
13 
25 
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Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
2 does not allow recordmg of ideas as a memory aid 6 
-
3 does not allow sketches to be viewed in 3D 
-
13 
• doeS not offer sutrtoolbars - - 13 
5 doeS not provide close-up zooming capability 
- 13 
6 does not provide feedback on CPU progress 
-
13 
7 does not provide satisfactory model viewpoints 
- -
38 
8 does not provide simultaneous 3D rotation of models during modelling 
- - 13 
9 does not provide the same mouse functions used in CAD packages 
- -
25 
10 does not provide the same shortcut commands used in CAD packages 
- -
13 
11 does not provide user friendly interface 
-
6 
12 does not provide visual feedback on the volumetric centre of a model 
-
-
13 
13 does not provide visual indication of force exerted at tool application pOint - 13 
i. does not provide working in layer functionality;:::ii<" .... 
-
13 
15 duallnput devices create two on-screen pointers, which is confusing 13 
16 error reporting is unclear or absent' ......... . ...... . 13 
-
17 gives limited Information on modelling depth 
-
13 
18 is a slow method for previewing form creation' possibilities . .. 
-
-
13 
i. Is susceptible to data loss 
- 6 -
20 predictive sketch function does not always produce desirable results 
-
19 
-
21 predictive/anticipatory commands restrict modelling 
-
6 
-
22 provides insufficient feedback on unforeseen deformations arising during form creation ,', ",:, - 13 
23 provides insufficient guidance for form creation 
-
25 
-
2. provides Insufficient model illumination 
- 6 13 
25 provides insufficient presentation of the modelling space 
-
6 25 
26 provides insufficient real-time visual feedback during shaping 
-
13 
27 provides insufficient visual feedback for form creation 
- i. 
28 provides insufficient visual feedback for model proportions 
-
13 
-
29 provides insufficient visual feedback for the size of a round edge 
-
6 
30 provides insufficient visual guidance for symmetrical form creation 
-
6 
-
31 provides poor control over model 3D rotation 
-
-
13 
32 screen refreshing is not automatic 
-
6 
-
33 screen refreshing is too infrequent 
-
6 
3. stylus does not activate dedicated menus when buttons are pressed 
- -
13 
35 toolbars are not grouped in useful ways 
- -
13 
36 slide-bars have insufficient level indication', 
-
-
25 
No (-J customer statement for 'Environment' was reported 
-
Interaction (Hardware) 
Hand interaction with models was a prominent strength that spanned both BFM and FFM 
(44%, 25%), Three single prominent strengths for FFM were identified provided haptic 
feedback during modelling (88%); that the PHANToM device (stylus) was found to be 
functionally flexible (25%); and that it used a combination of input devices including the 
PHANToM and keyboard (25%). Of course, BFM also provides haptic feedback, in the sense 
of manual manipulation of material, but the provision of this novel feature within a digital 
medium was evidently liked by the experiment participants. 
One prominent weakness was levelled at both CADM and FFM: that neither medium 
provided hand interaction with models (25%, 25%). Six prominent weaknesses individual to 
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FFM were identified. The PHANToM was criticised on ergonomics and functional grounds for 
being tiring (63%); for not providing wrist support (50%); for being difficult to control 
movement (25%); and for being difficult for sketching (25%). Two additional and related 
prominent weaknesses were identified concerning the PHANToM device: that the use of 
multiple input devices demanded unreasonable dual use of left and right hands (63%); and 
that the device did not involve two-handed interaction with models (38%). 
Interaction (Software) 
The provision of unlimited model viewpoints with CADM (19%) was identified as a prominent 
strength of software. The user-friendly interface of FFM (38%) was also a prominent strength 
relating to software. 
Three prominent weaknesses were identified for software interaction with CADM: insufficient 
guidance for form creation (25%); insufficient visual feedback for form creation (19%); and 
predictive sketch functions that did not always produce desirable results (19%). Five 
prominent weaknesses were identified for software interaction with FFM: not providing 
satisfactory model viewpoints (38%); not providing the same mouse functions as used in 
CAD packages (25%); slide-bars having insufficient level indication (25%); command 
locations being non-obvious (25%); and insufficient presentation of the modelling space 
(25%). One statement was considered to be an insightful weakness of CADM: that it did not 
allow recording of ideas as a memory aid (6%). This point reflects the observations in 
Chapter Five of the experiment participants resorting to paper as a memory aid during CADM 
sessions. 
Interaction (Environment) 
The results suggest that interaction with the environment was not a significant issue to 
participants. 
6.3.6 Learning curve 
Tables 6.13a-6.13b contain the results of analysis of [+) and [-) customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'learning curve'. 
Table 6.13a. Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Learning Curve' 
0-16 n-S 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 proficiency improves with practice 6 6 13 
, 2 is quick/easy/good for learning , , > " '" " ," - , - ,', 25 
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Table 6.13b, Occurrence values for each [-] customer statement: 'Learning Curve' 
Statement # . .... .'. Translated statement, ;.;;.;.,;;< ;; BFM%;. CADM%' FFM%' 
1 proficiency depends on familiarity and practice 6 13 
2 is sJow to learn.' . ... .. " ... ; .. ;;« <;.';'. .... ; .;. '.6;;;; 
3 demands new modelling skills to work in 3D in real·time - 13 
4 stylus is unusual and demands new modelling skills c;"<' .. ; ..... ; . . ;; .....••.... ·;;'·:1.3'; 
The sole prominent strength with regard to learning curve was that FFM was 
quick/easy/good for learning (25%), This finding support the observation made in Chapter 
Five that participants, despite having had no prior experience with FreeForm, were able to 
reach a finalised model. 
6,3,7 Material 
No [+] customer statements for 'Material' were reported, Table 6,14 contains the 
results of analysis of [-] customer statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject 
heading 'material', 
Table 6,14, Occurrence values for each [-] customer statement: 'Material' 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CAOM% FFM% 
1 material is inelastic 13 
-
2 material degrades and becomes unusable when vigorously formed 13 
3 materials are incompatible with some adhesives 6 
-
4 material is difficult to shape 6 . 
The results suggest that modelling media, as material, was not a significant issue to 
participants. 
6,3.8 Modelling tools 
Tables 6.15a-G.15b contain the results of analysis of [+] and [-] customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'modelling tools', 
Table 6,15a, Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Modelling Tools' 
n-16 n-S 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 'groove' tool provides a level of control over form creation 13 
2 allows control over tool sizes 
-
13 
3 allows creation of custom-made tools 
- -
13 
4 detailing is easy with sand paper 6 
-
-
5 involves using a variety of modelling tools 6 
- -
6 precision comes from the use of hand tools 13 
7 provides novel 'smudge', 'spike', and 'tug' tools 
-
13 
8 provides realistic modelling tools similar to physical modelling 
- -
25 
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Table 6.15b. Occurrence values for each [-] customer statement: 'Modelling Tools' 
n-16 n-16 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 carving toots are not useful for form creation 
· · 
13 
2 commands lack logic 
· · 
13 
3 does not provide a clear indication of tool application point 
· -
63 
• does not provide tools for very fine cut creation · · 13 
5 hand tools are tiring 6 
- -
6 has restricted tools 6 
· 
. 
7 is difficult to shape by fingers 6 
-
8 is difficult with large machine tools 25 
· -
9 requires careful use of tools to create desired form 6 . 
10 requires tool maintenance 6 
-
11 safety is of concern when using large machine tools 6 
-
12 tool/material contact Is not life-like" , ..... . 13 
13 tools are difficult to set to a working depth 13 
,. tools are insufficiently refined ~--;- -
- -
25 
15 tools are not provided with tangential/normal surface indicators 
- -
13 
16 tools cannot be constrained -,- >"i; r;c .,,,<. . 
- -
13 
17 tools do not meet the needs of industrial designers 
· · 
38 
18 tools do not precisely replicate the functions of their physical counterparts 
· · 
50 
19 tools do not provide the sensation or visual feedback of workshop machine 
· 
13 tools 
The major strength of FFM was in providing realistic modelling tools, similar to those used for 
physical modelling of workshop material (25%). One statement was considered to be an 
insight into a strength of FFM: that it allows the creation of custom-made tools (13%). This 
facility is analogous to the findings reported in Chapter Five, where during the BFM sessions 
participants complemented the support modelling tools with their own personal tools. 
No prominent weaknesses were common to modelling media, however several weaknesses 
individual to BFM and FFM were identified. BFM posed difficulties when working with large 
machine tools (25%). FFM tools were criticised for failing to meet the needs of industrial 
designers (38%); and for being insufficiently refined (25%). A strong area of weakness was 
that FFM tools do not precisely replicate the functions of their physical counterparts (50%) 
and do not provide a clear indication of tool application point (63%). Two insights were 
considered to illuminate these problems in greater detail: that the tool/material contact for 
FFM tools is not life-like (13%) and that tools do not provide the sensation or visual feedback 
of workshop machine tools (13%). It is apparent that the palette of virtual clay modelling 
tools provided on the FreeForm system most closely resemble those used by sculptors (i.e. 
artists), rather than clay modellers working in automotive or product design. 
6.3.9 Overall Impression 
Tables 6.16a-6.16b contain the results of analysis of [+) and [-) customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'overall impression'. 
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Table 6.16a, Occurrence values for each 1+] customer statement: 'Overall Impression' 
Statement # , , Translated statement ... , BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 is a credible alternative to BFM - 13 
2 is Quick/easy/good forearty stages in design 
- -
25 
Table 6.16b. Occurrence values for each 1-] customer statement: 'Overall Impression' 
Statement # «, '-.;';;'" Translated statement ',,' "',,'! BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 functions do not fully meet the needs of industrial designers - - 38 
2 does not live up to expectations as a unique modelling system · · 25 
3 system is non-advanced -
· 
13 
4 
" 
is gimmicky ,'/'" ... ,., "',, 
',' 
..,... .. , 13 
5 is unsuitable for product design 
· 
13 
6 is unsuitable for later stages in design 
· · 
38 
7 would be better if combined with a precision CAD package · 25 
8 > does' not contribute positively to design abillti'es .. ,!. , . 
· · 
13 
The single strength of FFM in relation to its overall impression was that it was 
quick/easy/good for early stages in design (25%). 
Four prominent weaknesses were identified for FFM in relation to its overall impression, 
essentially criticising its suitability for industrial design: that its functions did not fully meet 
the needs of industrial designers (38%); that it was unsuitable for later stages in design 
(38%); that it did not live up to expectations as a unique modelling system (25%); and that it 
would be better if combined with a precision CAD package (25%). 
6.3.10 Prototypes 
Tables 6,17a-6.17b contain the results of analysis of [+] and [-] customer 
statements across BFM, CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'prototypes'. 
Table 6,17a, Occurrence values for each 1+] customer statement: 'Prototypes' 
n-16 n-16 
Statement # .' Translated statement , .. .. ,. BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 results in physical objects 6 - -
2 resurts are suitable for manufacturing . 6 -
3 results are suitable for rapid prototyping . . 13 
Table 6.17b, Occurrence values for each 1-] customer statement: 'Prototypes' 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 results are insuffiCiently precise for manufacturing purposes 
In relation to the creation of prototypes, a single prominent weakness was identified for FFM, 
that its results (models) were insufficiently precise for manufacturing purposes (25%), 
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6.3.11 Visualisation 
Tables 6.18a-6.18b contain the results of analysis of [+] and [-] customer 
statements across BFM. CADM and FFM under the subject heading 'visualisation'. 
Table 6.18a. Occurrence values for each [+] customer statement: 'Visualisation' 
n-16 n-8 
Statement # ,,' Translated statement ", ' BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 helps in imagining a product within its intended environment 6 -
2 is quick/easy/good for form visualisation 38 6 25 
3 is quick/easy/good for presenting ideas 6 · 
4 .' is quick/easy/good,to re-apply colour and textures ,,,"!H.· , ',' . 6 · 
6 provides realistic modelling 6 
-
Table 6.18b. Occurrence values for each [-I customer statement: 'Visualisation' 
n-8 
Statement # Translated statement BFM% CADM% FFM% 
1 does not clearly identify different parts unless users assign different 6 · textures 
2 does not provide high quality rendering . 6 38 
3 does not provide predictive previews of the shaping effect of tools . 13 
I 4 does not provide previews In Its 20 environment " ,. - 13 
5 has limited use for presentations 6 · 
6 is difficult for rendering 6 
7 is prone to mismatches between displayed geometry and actual geometry 6 
-
8 is unable to show different material use throughout a product 6 . 
9 material is difficult to paint 13 
10 rough finish is not representative of a final product . " . 6 -
In relation to strengths. both BFM and FFM were identified as quick/easy/good for form 
visualisation (38%, 25%). The statement that BFM was helpful in imagining a product within 
its intended environment (6%) was considered to be a remarkable insight, for the following 
reasons. Blue foam models can be placed within a real, physical environment (e.g. a blue 
foam telephone on a desk; a blue foam bicycle lamp on a bicycle; a pair of blue foam 
headphones on a person), in this way removing the reliance on the 'mind's eye' to visualise 
an emerging design in its intended environment. As a result, design evaluations and 
judgements on product/user interactions can be made quickly, easily and reliably on the 
basis of information from a physical artefact. The affordable and expendable nature of BFM 
makes it ideal in these respects, whilst rapid prototyping through CADM and FFM is still 
prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to be treated as a commodity. 
The one prominent weakness identified for FFM was that it did not provide high quality 
rendering (38%). However, it should be noted that these comments were made in relation 
the FreeForm functionality in 2002, and that the most recent release of the system (version 
7) now includes rendering capability. One insightful weakness of FFM was considered to be 
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its lack of predictive previews of the shaping effect of tools (13%). Such a facility could be 
imagined as a 3D equivalent of the 'filter preview' for 2D artwork provided within a Adobe 
Photoshop@, allowing form iterations to be explored without trial and error model 
modification. 
6.4 Ranked Strengths and Weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM 
The prominent strengths and weaknesses for BFM, CADM and FFM are provided in 
rank order in Tables 6.19 to 6.24. 
Table 6.19. Strengths of BFM 
Subject Statement Percentage 
[+] Form Creation BFM Is quick/easy/good for creating basic shapes 50% 
[+] Form Creation BFM Is quick/easy/good modelling 44% 
[+jlnteractlon Hardware BFM Involves hand Interaction with models 44% 
[+] Visualisation BFM Is quick/easy/good for form visualisation 38% 
[+] Form Creation BFM Is enjoyable modelling 19% 
[+] Form Creation BFM Is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 19% 
Table 6.20. Weaknesses of BFM 
Subject Statement Percentage 
[-J Form Creation BFM Is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 50% 
[-] Form Creation BFM cannot be undone 38% 
[-I Form Creation BFM Is difficult for creating geometric shapes 31% 
[-J Form Creation BFM Is difficult for contrOlling curvature 25% 
H Modelling Tools BFM Is difficult with large machine tools 25% 
[-J Form Creation BFM Is difficult for creating delicate parts 19% 
[-J Form Creation BFM Is restricted In Its form creation possibilities 19% 
Table 6.21. Strengths of CADM 
Subject Statement Percentage 
[+] Form Creation CADM provides benefits of parametric modelling 31% 
[+] Form Creation CADM can be undone 25% 
[+] Form Creation CADM is quick/easy/good for assembling parts 19% 
[+] Form Creation CADM Is quick/easy/good for modifying forms 19% 
[+] Form Creation CADM provides preciSion In form creation 19% 
[+) Interaction Software CADM provides unlimited model viewpoints 19% 
Table 6.22. Weaknesses of CADM 
Subject Statement Percentage 
[-] Form Creation CADM Is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms 44% 
H Design Evaluation CADM does not allow anthropometrlcal evaluation 25% 
[-] Interaction Hardware CADM does not Involve hand Interaction with models 25% 
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Subject . , Statement. , .... .... " ,' ... Percentage! 
H Interaction Software CADM provides Insufficient guidance for form creation 25% 
[-] Form CreaUon CADM Is difficult for assembling parts 19% 
(-] Form Creation CADM Is restricted In Its form creation capabilities 19% 
H Interaction Softv./are CADM predictive sketch function does not always produce 19% desirable results 
I-J Interaction Software CADM provides Insufficient visual feedback for form creation 19% 
Table 6.23. Strengths of FFM 
Subject Statement .. ' Percentage: 
[+jlnteraction Hardware FFM provides haptic feedback 88% 
{+J Form Creation FFM Is quick/easy/good modelling 50% 
(+) Form Creation FFM Is quick/easy/good for 3D texturlsatlon 38% 
(+] Form Creation FFM provides real-time 3D deformation 38% 
(+) Form Creation FFM Is Intimate modelling 38% 
[+J Form Creation FFM Is quick/easy/good for creating basic shapes 38% 
[+] Form Creation FFM Is quick/easy/good for modifying forms 38% 
[+] Interaction Hardware FFM provides a user-friendly Interface 38% 
[+] Design Evaluation FFM Is quick/easy/good for evaluating form 25% 
[+] Form Creation FFM allows pulling/pushing of model surfaces 25% 
[+] Form Creation FFM allows material addition 25% 
[+] Form Creation FFM allows working without dimensional constraints 25% 
[+] Form Creation FFM can be used to model pieces separately 25% 
[+] Form Creation FFM Is enjoyable modelling 25% 
[+] Form Creation FFM can be undone 25% 
[+jlnteraction Hardware FFM Involves a functionally flexible pen-like Input device 25% 
[+] Interaction Hardware FFM uses a combination of stylus and keyboard 25% 
[+jlnteraction Hardware FFM Involves hand Interaction with models 25% 
[+] LearningCurve FFM Is quick/easy/good for learning 25% 
[+) Modelling Tools FFM provides realistic modelling tools similar to physical 25% 
modelling 
[+) Overall Impression FFM Is quick/easy/good for early stages In design 25% 
(+) Visualisation FFM Is quick/easy/good for form visualisation 25% 
Table 6.24. Weaknesses of FFM 
Subject Statement Percentage 
(-) Form Creation FFM Is Imprecise 88% 
(-) Interaction Hardware FFM multiple Input devices demand unreasonable dual use of 63% left and right hands 
(-) Interaction Hardware FFM with the stylus Is tiring 63% 
[-I ModellingTools FFM does not provide a clear Indication of tool application point 63% 
[-J Form Creation FFM provides Insufficient control over form creation 50% 
[-I Interaction Hardware FFM the stylus does not provide wrist support 50% 
[-I ModellingTools FFM tools do not precisely replicate the functions of their 50% physical counterparts 
[-I Form Creation FFM does not provide drawing-aids to constrain sketching 38% 
[-)Interaction Hardware FFM does not Involve two-handed Interaction with models 38% 
[-J Interaction Software FFM does not provide satisfactory model viewpoints 38% 
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-Subject Statement Percentage 
[-1 Modelling Tools FFM tools do not meet the needs of Industrial designers 38% 
(-] Overall Impression FFM functions do not fully meet the needs of Industrial designers 38% 
H Overall Impression FFM Is unsuitable for later stages In design 38% 
1-] Visualisation FFM does not provide (high quality) rendering 38% 
(-] Form Creation FFM does not allow dimensionally constrained form creation 25% 
[-jlnteracUon Hardware FFM does not Involve hand Interaction with models 25% 
H Interaction Hardware FFM the stylus Is difficult for sketching 25% 
I-J Interaction Hardware FFM stylus movement Is difficult to control 25% 
I-J Interaction Software FFM command locations are non-obvlous 25% 
H Interaction Software FFM does not provide the same mouse functions used In CAD 25% packages 
[-J Interaction Software FFM provides insufficient presentation of the modelling space 25% 
H Interaction Software FFM slide bars have Insufficient level of Indication 25% 
[-I Modelling Tools FFM tools are Insufficiently refined 25% 
I-J Overall Impression FFM does not live up to expectations as a unique modelling 25% 
system 
{-I Overall Impression FFM would be better If combined with a precision CAD package 25% 
H Prototypes FFM results are Insufficiently precise for manufacturing purposes 25% 
6,5 Conclusions 
The staged analysis procedure developed by the author was successful in 
systematically translating the transcribed notes from the in-session and post-session 
interviews into statements of 'likes' and 'dislikes' of BFM, CADM and FFM. Through the 
calculation of occurrence values for each statement, it was possible to identify the strengths 
and weaknesses of each modelling medium and to tabulate the results under the following 
subject headings: cost; design evaluation; downstream use; form creation; interaction 
(hardware/software/environment); learning curve; material; modelling tools; overall 
impression; prototypes; and visualisation_ The discussion of the results arising from the 
strengths and weaknesses analysis was presented under each of these subject headings 
and focused on the most prominent strengths and weaknesses, defined as those with an 
occurrence value of 19% or higher. Conclusions can be drawn on both the methodological 
aspects of the analysis and the strengths and weaknesses results, 
A striking feature was that the number of sentences classified from raw data at stage 1 of 
the analysis was particularly high for dislikes of FFM. Given that the classification process 
was consistent across all three media, the reason for the large number of FFM dislikes can 
be attributable to participants' unfamiliarity with the system, a possible sense of obligation 
to comment on their new experiences, and a possible reaction to finding the functionality of 
FFM very different to that of CADM. The number of FFM likes was not especially high and 
was in line with responses to BFM and CADM. When examining the prominent strengths and 
weaknesses listed in section 6.4, it becomes apparent that the large number of strengths for 
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FFM is due to greater agreement amongst participants on the medium's strengths compared 
to BFM and CADM, Appendix 6.6 shows the reduction of the data set for the strengths and 
weaknesses analysis, and highlights the large number of FFM dislikes at stage 1 and the 
proportionally large number of prominent FFM strengths. 
Section 6.2.5 of the chapter outlined the value of volunteered comments, as a collection of 
rich data covering first impressions, endearing qualities and striking features of modelling 
media, from designers' perspectives. With this data it was reasonable to expect that 
resounding agreement would be shown on the most prominent strengths and weaknesses of 
each modelling medium. However, the analysis resulted in generally lower levels of 
agreement, for which two main reasons can be contemplated. First, participants may have 
refrained from commenting on aspects of modelling that were seemingly obvious or that they 
had learned to live with. Secondly, as was to be expected through the use of open-ended 
questions, not all participants commented on the same issues, thereby distributing the 
responses across a diverse range of subject matter. 
A comparison of the Tables 6.19 to 6.24 shows that several of the prominent strengths in 
one medium are weaknesses in another medium, and vice versa. BFM and FFM were both 
quick/easy/good for form visualisation, whereas insufficient visual feedback for form 
creation was a prominent weakness of CADM. This weakness of CADM stems from the 
problems of constructing representations of material surfaces (i.e. model geometry), in 
contrast to the modelling of physical or virtual material. One other strength shared between 
BFM and FFM is hand interaction with models, whereas the lack of hand interaction with 
CADM was cited as a weakness. It should be noted that for FFM, hand interaction was also 
identified as a weakness. Although this appears to be an inconsistency in the data, on closer 
inspection it shows that the participants liked the presence of a sense of touch but found the 
inability to hold and grasp models to be a weakness. The most prominent strength for BFM 
was being quick/easy/good for creating organic bulk forms, whereas the difficulty of creating 
these forms was seen as the most prominent weakness of CADM. The inability of BFM to be 
undone was cited as a weakness, in contrast to CADM and FFM, where the ability to undo 
modelling was cited as a strength. The precision and parametric functions of CADM were 
identified as strengths, whereas the imprecision of FFM was seen as the most prominent 
weakness. 
The participants' stated likes and dislikes of modelling media are used in Chapter Seven as 
the basis for arriving at a definitive set of customer needs for form creation with digital 
industrial design tools. 
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6.6 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Six are summarised as follows. 
Data Analysis Procedure (see section 6.2). A data analysis procedure based on Ulrich & 
Eppinger's methodology [1995] for "identifying a set of customer needs" was developed and 
reported. The objective of the procedure was to convert raw data from the design and 
modelling experiment interviews and questionnaires into statements of likes and dislikes of 
BFM, CADM and FFM. The procedure involved six distinct stages and culminated in a total of 
328 statements tabulated across eleven subject headings. 
Results and Discussion of Strengths and Weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM (see section 
6.3). The prominent strengths and weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM, defined as 
statements attributable to 19% or more of participants, were identified and discussed under 
each of the aforementioned subject headings. Remarkable insights, mentioned by fewer 
than 19% of participants, were also identified and discussed. 
Ranked Strengths and Weaknesses of BFM, CADM and FFM (see section 6.4). As a guide to 
assessing each modelling medium, the prominent strengths and weaknesses were 
highlighted in rank order in individual tables. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Customer Needs for Digital Industrial Design Tools 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains the third analysis of the data derived from the design and 
modelling experiments, described in Chapter Four. It describes the creation of a definitive 
set of prioritised customer needs for digital industrial design tools of the future, based on the 
experiment participants' stated 'likes' and 'dislikes' of three modelling media: blue foam 
modelling (BFM), conventional computer-aided design modelling (CADM) and FreeForm® 
modelling (FFM). The data for the chapter derives directly from stage 4 of the 'strengths and 
weaknesses' analysis previously described in Chapter Six. The chapter is spilt into two 
sections: first, an account of the 'customer needs analysis' procedure, used to convert likes 
and dislikes into customer needs; and secondly, discussion of the significance of the of the 
customer needs and their purpose in setting prioritised directions for digital industrial design 
tools of the future. 
7.2 Data Analysis Procedure 
As with Chapter Six, Ulrich & Eppinger's methodology for "identifying set of customer 
needs" [1995:33] was adopted as the basis for the analysis contained in this chapter. Again, 
in the absence of step-bY'step procedure to put their methodology into practice, it was 
necessary for the author to construct a systematic, staged analysis procedure based on their 
guidelines. Accordingly, a five-stage analysis procedure was devised to convert the 
experiment participants' stated likes and dislikes of BFM, CADM and FFM into positive 
expressions of need for digital industrial design tools of the future. Table 7.1 provides the 
description, purpose and outcome of each stage ofthe analysis procedure. 
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Table 7.1. Data analysis stages for determining 'customer needs' 
Stage Description Purpose Outcome 
Rephrasing [-) translated To remove negativity in translated Sets of [-] translated statements Stage 1 
statements as [+] statements statements rephrased as [+] and classified 
under subject headings 
<' Grouping together alltransl~t~d " '.. . -~, .,.,.iii;!ii,!;!ii,,!;.i.·;;·';' ", .•... . To group all translated statements Stage 2 . I ,;- and to maintain grammar and " Sets 'oftranslated statements 
statements language consistency classifi~d'Ulider subject headings 
. 
, 
. 
Converting translated statements To express translated statements Sets of customer needs classified 
Stage 3 into customer needs and assigning as customer needs and to identify under subject headings, with 
a nominal measure of importance occurrence values for each customer need assigned occurrence values 
Tabulating together occurrence Sets of customer needs across 
Stage 4 values for customer needs across To provide a visual aid for BFM, CADM and FFM, classified 
BFM. CADM and FFM ....... 
comparison of results under subject headings and with 
, assigned occurrence values 
Establishing a prioritisation of To determine the relative Definitive set of 30 prioritised Stage 5 customer needs based on importance of customer needs customer needs for digital 
occurrence values industrial design tools of the future 
Each of the analysis stages 1 to 5 is now described in detail, accompanied by examples. 
7.2.1 Stage 1- Rephrasing [-] translated statements as [+] statements 
Stage 1 commenced with the results of stage 4 of the Chapter Six analysis, which 
classified [+] and [-] translated statements under subject headings. Duplicate translated 
statements from the same participant, identified by the 'strikethrough' formatting, were 
disregarded. Stage 1 required a key aspect of Ulrich & Eppinger's methodology [ibid.] to be 
applied, that of removing negativity from the data set by reversing the meaning of designers' 
stated 'dislikes' and rephrasing them as 'likes'. The reversal of meaning was necessary 
because positive statements are most easily (and directly) matched to desirable attributes of 
a product/concept. Where possible, statements were rephrased with wording already used 
for [+] translated statements in Chapter Six. Where no match could be reasonably made, a 
new [+] statement was created. The author performed multiple checks on the suitability of 
the rephrasing with research colleagues. 
As with Chapter Six, a participant coding system was used to tag each rephrased statement 
with its originator. Tagging was necessary for subsequent stages of the analysis, where the 
identification of duplicated statements by individual participants was important. The [-] prefix 
was retained during the rephrasing, showing that the statement originated from a dislike of 
the modelling medium. Examples of stage 1 results can be seen in Table 7.2. The complete 
set of results for stage 1 can be studied in Appendices 7.1a, 7.1b, and 7.1c. 
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Table 7.2. Rephrasing [-I translated statements as [+1, BFM (extract) 
Category H Translated statement . ' .. Rephrasing of I-I as 1+1 . 
I-J BFM cannot be undone (lP03) H BFM can be undone (lP03) 
[-] BFM cannot be undone (lP05) H BFM can be undone (lPOS) 
(-J 8FM cannot be undone (1P08) H BFM can be undone (lP08) 
[-] BFM cannot be undone (2P05) [-] BFM can be undone (2POS) 
Form Creation 
(-) BFM cannot be undone (2P06) [-] BFM can be undone (2P06) 
1-] BFM cannot be undone (2P07) I-l BFM can be undone (2P07) 
1-) BFM is difficult for controlling thickness (2P04) H BFM is good/easy/quiCk for controlling thickness (2P04) 
(-] BFM is difficult for creating delicate pa rts (lP05) H BFM is good/easy/quick for creating delicate parts (lPOS) 
H BFM Is difficult for creating delicate parts (2P04) [-J BFM Is good/easy/quick for creating delicate parts (2P04) 
(-J BFM is difficult for creating delicate parts (2P05) [-J BFM is good/easy/quick for creating delicate parts (2P05) 
7.2.2 Stage 2 - Grouping together all translated statements 
In stage 2, rephrased [-) translated statements from stage 1 were grouped together 
with the full set of [+) translated statements from Chapter Six (stage 4 analysis), creating a 
full set of translated statements with no negativity. No instances were found of individual 
participants tagged against both [+) and [-) variants of the same translated statement. This 
is to be expected, because [-) statements rephrased as [+) are in practice either logical or 
unlikely attributes of modelling media (e.g. '[-) BFM cannot be undone' is rephrased as '[+) 
BFM can be undone'). This observation is also a check for honesty and validity, for example 
the merit of a statement '[+] BFM can be undone' would be highly questionable; as it 
happens, the data set did not include such apparently suspicious data. Examples of stage 2 
results can be seen in Table 7.3. The complete set of results for stage 2 can be studied in 
Appendices 7.2a, 7.2b, and 7.2c. 
Table 7.3. Grouping together all translated statements, CADM (extract) 
.' ." ' , .. ' 
learning Curve IJ~~:: I i i ; Wi;h ':,~~~~~e(~:::~) 
CAOM is I > learn (lP07) , , 
Prototypes IJ~~::r~sul~ are sUitabl~'f~~" 
CAOM is I for I fj 
CAOMis Ifo~ 
CAOM provides realistic ~
Visualisation . i ~ I, colour and textures, 
" I CADM is able "how diffe i I use 
CAOM displayed I "geometry (21'04) 
"OM provides I 
.. 
'" ICADMiS, 
7.2.3 Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values 
Stage 3 involved the conversion of each translated statement from stage 2 into a 
customer need. The conversion was made by extracting the keywords from each translated 
statements that related most strongly to an expression of need for future digital industrial 
design tools. For example, in the case of the translated statement 'CADM is affordable", the 
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customer need was identified as "affordable". A series of checks with research colleagues 
was made to reach an agreement on the conversion. Particular attention was paid to 
converting very specific translated statements into more general customer needs: if the 
conversion process retained very specific meanings. the total number of customer needs 
would have been unhelpfully high and any consensus amongst participants unhelpfully low. 
On a practical level this meant that, it was appropriate to convert several different translated 
statements into a single customer need. 
A nominal measure of importance (an 'occurrence value') for each customer need was also 
established at this stage, in the same manner as described in Chapter Six. The role of this 
occurrence value in determining a prioritisation of the customer needs will become apparent 
in the description of stage 5 of the analysis procedure. To calculate occurrence values, the 
number of individual participants attributable to a single customer need was counted, and 
then converted to a percentage based on the total number of participants involved in the 
modelling session (BFM n=16; CADM n=16; FFM n=8). To aid the counting of individual 
participants attributable to each customer need, second and subsequent translated 
statements from individual participants were marked with 'strikethrough' formatting. 
Examples of stage 3 results can be seen in Table 7.4. The complete set of results for stage 3 
can be studied in Appendices 7.3a, 7.3b, and 7.3c. 
Table 7.4. Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning occurrence 
values, FFM (extract) 
n-8 
category Translated statement . . ,Customer need 
." 
# % 
Cost [-) FFM is affordable (2P04) affordable 1 13 
[+] FFM is quick/easy/good for evaluating form (2P03) 
• 
Quick/easy/good form evaluation 2 "" 25 Design [+] FFM is quick/easy/good for evaluating form (2P06) 
Evaluatlon [-] FFM can be used to create engineering drawings (2P01) quick/easy/good engineering 1 13 drawing creation 
[+] FF~,has exp~,rt functiq~s for ~~del re-u~e, in CAD",paCkages 
(2P02) "." •• 
" 
.:. " :. 
". 
: "". 
[-] FFM allows automatic surface (NURBS) export (2P05) 
" 
(l FFM F9SI:llts af9 E1t1lel~l9a6~llgge~ ta eeR eft iAte sw:faees (2PO&) ~:U1Ck/eaSy/gOOd model export "::;! .< " Downstream 4 Use i I rn, alle"'S sl:lf'faee eUJ39FtatieA ef eeFl'lJ31911 te)lf,l:lrge (2POe) 
I-I FFM has dire~~,~xport f~nctions to high-e,~~ rende~(r,g pac~~,ges (2P08)< •••••• ..' " h •• • I 
[-I FFM is sufficiently precise to allow exportation of separate pieces 
for assembly (2P01) 
7.2.4 Stage 4 - Tabulating together occurrence values for customer needs across BFM, 
CADM and FFM 
50 
Stage 4 combined the separated results (BFM, CADM, FFM) at stage 3 into a single 
table. By combining the results, it was easier to review the occurrence values for customer 
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needs across each of the three modelling media. Examples of stage 4 results can be seen in 
Table 7.5. The complete set of results for stage 4 can be studied in Appendix 7.4. 
Table 7.5. Tabulating together occurrence values for customer needs across BFM, CADM and 
FFM (extract) 
Category Customer need BFM% CADM% FFM% 
Cost affordable 6 13 13 
quick/easy/good form evaluation 19 6 25 
anthropometrieal evaluation 6 25 
· 
Design Evaluation quick/easy/good engineering drawing creation · 6 13 
design evaluation with consumers 6 . 
· 
quick/easy/good dlmensioning 
· 6 · 
.... suitable for FEA · 6 
· 
Downstream Use quick/easy/good model export ,,' .. 
· 
6 50 
7.2.5 Stage 5 - Establishing a prioritisation of customer needs based on occurrence 
values 
Stage 4 resulted in 106 customer needs. Such a large number presents practical 
problems when considering how to respond to the customer needs when developing new 
digital industrial design tools. Ulrich & Eppinger [ibid.] recommend the workable ceiling for 
the number of customer needs to be 30. Stage 5 was therefore directed at determining the 
30 most important customer needs from the set of 106, based on the occurrence values 
established at stage 4 of the analysis. Three common methods were used to process the 
occurrence values, allowing internal triangulation of the data. 
1. Sum (L): This method considered occurrence values spanning all three media, 
including null data. The highest·ranking customer needs therefore tended to be 
common to all three media. 
2. Mean (x): This method considered occurrence values only where they were 
present, with null data ignored rather than taken into account. The highest· 
ranking customer needs did not therefore necessarily span all three media. This 
method tackled the under·representation of 'single medium' or 'two media' 
customer needs that L processing was susceptible to. 
3. Highest value (HV): This method considered only the highest occurrence value 
each for customer need, irrespective of the number of modelling media to which 
the need applied. The highest·ranking customer needs did not therefore 
necessarily span more than one medium. This method processed occurrence 
values individually rather than collectively, and provided an alternative way of 
tackling the under'representation of 'single medium' customer needs that L 
processing was susceptible to. 
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Table 7.6 shows L, X and HVdata for each of the 106 customer needs (listed alphabetically) 
and retains the occurrence value data for each modelling medium. The alphabetically 
ordered customer needs were then ranked according to L (and then alphabetically in cases 
of joint ranking), with the top 30 highlighted (Appendix 7.5). This ranking set was treated as 
the primary set against which the X and HV sets were triangulated. The L data set was 
selected for this purpose because it provided a measure of customer needs spanning all 
three media, and therefore customer needs prevalent across industrial designers' activities. 
Ranking sets according to X and HV (and alphabetically in cases of joint ranking) were also 
completed and used for triangulation, and are contained in Appendices 7.6 and 7.7. To 
complete the triangulation, a fourth ranking set was created in Appendix 7.S. This set 
allowed comparison between the highlighted top 30 customer needs (according to X data) 
and the ranking set based on HVdata. 
Table 7.6. Customer needs (In alphabetical order) 
. 
I " 
cas,.' ",eO! 
wsrg 
, tools 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I " 
I 
I I 
I I 
, 0",", 
model I 
modeil I , with h.nds 
I I linp", deVices 
I I I I I 
~', 
BFM% 
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6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
25 
6 
6 
19 
6 
25 
13 
13 
44 
CADM% 
13 
25 
6 
13 
13 
6 
19 
6 
6 
13 
44 
6 
13 
19 
25 
13 
19 
25 
6 
FFM% .. 
25 
25 
13 
13 
75 
25 
38 
38 
13 
13 
25 
13 
25 
75 
25 
38 
13 
13 
88 
50 
25 
38 
38 
13 
75 
13 
38 
13 
75 
13 
13 
25 
25 
25 
6 
13 
32 
31 
6 
6 
13 
75 
6 
25 
63 
38 
x 
25 
25 
6 
13 
11 
16 
6 
6 
13 
75 
6 
25 
32 
38 
HV 
25 
25 
6 
13 
13 
25 
6 
6 
13 
75 
6 
25 
38 
38 
13 13 13 
26 13 13 
37 12 25 
6 6 6 
32 16 19 
6 6 6 
44 22 25 
81 41, 75 
38 19 25 
82 41 44 
13 13 13 
6 6 6 
13 13 13 
101 51 88 
75 25 50 
25 25 25 
38 38 38 
88 29 38 
13 13 13 
88 44 75 
13 13 13 
6 6 6 
13 13 13 
51 26 38 
32 
144 
13 
63 
13 
25 
6 
16 
48 
13 
63 
13 
25 
6 
19 
75 
13 
63 
13 
25 
6 
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Table 7.6. Customer needs (In alphabetical order) 
BFM% CADM% FFM% I x HV 
-
31 31 31 31 
- -
13 13 13 13 
13 25 88 126 42 88 
- -
13 13 13 13 
-
19 
-
19 19 19 
- -
13 13 13 13 
6 
- -
6 6 6 
75 38 88 201 67 88 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 
19 50 25 94 31 50 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 
-
- 13 13 13 13 
-
6 13 19 10 13 
-
25 25 25 25 
.-
-
38 38 38 38 
31 19 50 100 33 50 
5 13 3 101 3 50 
13 19 25 57 19 25 
19 6 25 50 17 25 
38 6 25 69 23 38 
31 6 . 37 19 31 
6 . 6 6 6 
- 6 50 56 28 50 
6 
-
25 31 16 25 
6 4 50 25 44 
-
25 13 38 19 25 
25 25 13 63 21 25 
-
31 63 94 47 63 
- -
25 25 25 25 
56 13 50 119 40 56 
-
-
13 13 13 13 
- - 38 38 38 38 
- -
63 63 63 63 
- 6 - 6 6 6 
6 
- -
6 6 6 
6 
- -
6 6 6 
38 25 25 88 29 38 
6 
- - 6 6 6 
6 
-
13 19 10 13 
-
13 38 51 26 38 
-
. 13 13 13 13 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 
- -
13 13 13 13 
- -
25 25 25 25 
- 6 13 19 10 13 
- -
13 13 13 13 
13 
- -
13 13 13 
-
-
13 13 13 13 
- 6 - 6 6 6 
- -
13 13 13 13 
. 
-
63 63 63 63 
- -
63 63 63 63 
13 
- -
13 13 13 
6 19 75 100 33 75 
','; .. '. - 25 25 25 25 
19 
-
63 82 41 63 
.." '. 25 63 88 44 63 
-
13 13 13 13 
- - 13 13 13 13 
-
13 13 13 13 
13 13 26 13 13 
Triangulation of the customer needs data revealed which customer needs entered or left the 
L-ranked 'top 30' (for Appendices 7.6 and 7.7) and RV-ranked 'top 30' (for Appendix 7.8). 
The results of the triangulation are contained in Table 7.7, the aim of which is to show in a 
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transparent manner the reasoning for including or excluding transitory customer needs 
within a definitive set of 30 prioritised customer needs. Each customer need was judged 
separately during the triangulation, First, the starting positions for each transitory customer 
need were noted (e.g, 32 and 33 for 'quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement' were 
noted to be both outside the top 30). Secondly, the relative position changes were 
determined (e.g. 23 (+9) and 23 (+10) for 'quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement' 
elevated the customer need to inside the top 30). The decision to include or exclude each 
transitory customer need in the definitive top 30 was made on the basis of the position 
change result. Where the result was 'both inside', the customer need was marked for 
inclusion; where the result was 'both outside', the customer need was marked for exclusion; 
where the result was inconclusive (e,g. one outside, one inside), the position of the customer 
need inside or outside the top 30 of the primary ranking set (Appendix 7.5) was used. 
Table 7,7. Results of triangulation of customer needs 
Appendix 7.2 Appendix 7.3 Appendix 7.4 Starting position Position change Include In definitive 
Customer need -,-.--.---. ----.--. __ .' -. __ .-.-._- (relative to (relative to top set of 30 ranked L VS. X ~ vS.HV X vs.HV top 30) 30) customer needs? , 
quick/easy/good 
. 
32 vs. 23 33 vs. 23 Both outside Both inside Yes model spatial arrangement (+9) (+10) 
constrained form creation 34 vs. 17 34 vs.30 Both outside Both inside Yes (+17) (+4) , 
quick/easy/good 23\'5.45 23 vs. 36 Both Inside Both outside No 
shape/form experimentation (-22) (-13) 
quick/easy/good form 27 vs. 46 27 vs. 37 
-
Both inside Both outside No 
.. 
;, duplication/symmetry (-19) (-10) 
, 
, 
intimate modelling 36 vs. 18 18 vs. 31 One outside; One inside; No (+18) (-13) one inside One outside 
quick/easy/good for 37 vs. 19 19 vs. 32 One outside; One inside; . .. 
late-stage design (+18) - (-13) , one inside One outside No,. i>:, 
real·tlme form creation 39 vs. 20 20 vs. 33 One outside; One Inside; No (+19) (-13) one Inside One outside 
para'metrlc 46 vs. 26 26 vs. 35 One outside; One' Inside; No 
' ' .. , 
,. ' .. ' (+20) (-9) one Inside One outside 
high proficiency with 19 vs. 32 32 vs. 20 One Inside; One outside; Yes 
minimal practice (-13) (+12) one outside one Inside 
quick/easy/good , 20 vs. 43 43 vs. 26 One Inside; One outside; '., ., 
form vlsualJsatlon . , . (-23) . (+17) one outside one inside .. Yes· .. 
size/proportion feedback 30 vs. 31 
-
31 vs. 29 One Inside; One outside; Yes (-1) (+2) one outside one Inside 
The end result of the triangulation was that two customer needs were promoted into the 
primary ranking set ('quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement' and 'constrained form 
creation') and two were relegated (,quick/easy/good shape/form experimentation' and 
'quick/easy/good form duplication/symmetry'), creating a definitive set of 30 prioritised 
customer needs shown in Table 7,8, The promoted customer needs were assigned the 
lowest ranking positions (29 and 30). 
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Table 7.8. Definitive set of 30 prloritlsed customer needs 
# Customer needs 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation 
2 model Interaction with hands 
3 precise 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture 
5 haptic feedback 
•• ~.; quick/easy/good form detailing· .•....• "p ;"'i;; •••. · . 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control 
$; unlimited model viewpoints···.· ..... ! .. 
9 quick/easy/good curvy form creation 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification. 
11 life-like model appearance 
12 life-like tool/material contact 
13 reversible 
14 user-friendly Interface 
15 form creation guidance 
16 useful variety of modelling tools 
17 form construction aids 
18 comfortable Input devices . 
19 high proficiency with minimal practice 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation .; .•• ; •••..•.••.•. 
21 constralnable tools 
22 multiple/Interchangeable Input devices.·..· . 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands 
24 suitable for product design '. 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools 
26 quick/easy/good model export 
27 manufacturable output 
28 size/proportion feedback 
29 quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement 
30 constrained form creation 
7,3 Discussion of the Definitive Set of Prioritised Customer Needs 
The complete set of 106 customer needs has revealed the breadth of issues that 
could be addressed in enhancing form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools. 
It is worth stressing that each of these 106 customer needs has a degree of importance (or 
desirability). It is quite possible for developers of existing CAD packages to check the 106 
customer needs against their own products and identify possible areas for improvement and 
routes for differentiation. Although the lowly ranked customer needs in Appendices 7.5, 7.6, 
7.7 and 7.8 originate from only 1 or 2 participants, amongst these, as mentioned in Chapter 
Six, can be individual moments of insight. Their consultation is therefore to be recommended 
as a catalyst for generating ideas for features and functions of digital industrial design tools. 
Indeed, many of the customer needs outside of the definitive top 30 suggest ways in which 
those inside the top 30 may be realised. 
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The definitive set of customer needs contained only the most highly ranked 30 of the total 
106 customer needs, based on importance data. However, it is not possible to state a 
definite ranking trend amongst the definitive set, for example that customer need 15 has 
twice the importance of customer need 30. This is because many of the customer needs in 
fact were jointly ranked (based on L occurrence data for the primary ranking set in Appendix 
7.5) and were separated only on the basis of alphabetical order. Nonetheless, given this 
limitation, customer needs 1 - 10 can be regarded collectively as a higher priority to address 
than, for example, customer needs 21- 30. 
It is apparent that, individually, all of the 30 customer needs have to some extent been met 
in existing digital or non-digital media. However, there is no single digital or non-digital 
medium that meets all 30 customer needs, The primary practical issue for enhancing the 
form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools is therefore to increase the 
number of customer needs met, and to satisfy customer needs that have up until now been 
met only through non-digital media. The following trends from Table 7.8 present possible 
strategies for enhancing the form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools, 
• Bulk/sketch form creation. The highest positioned customer need, 
'quick/easy/good basic form creation', relates to form creation with the following 
attributes: lack of constraints; lack of dimensions; proportionally correct; 
simplified; initial; loose; and sketchy. 
• Control over form creation. Several customer needs, when considered together, 
showed the need for controlled form creation with the following attributes: 
constrainable tools; precision; detailing; attribute control; and uniformity. 
• Life-like form creation. Several customer needs, when considered together, 
showed the need to replicate the sensory experience of creating physical 
models: life-like appearance; life-like tool/material contact; model interaction 
with hands; haptic feedback; and tools analogous to workshop tools. 
• Ease of form creation. Several customer needs, when considered together, 
showed the need for ease of form creation, with the following attributes: user-
friendly interfaces; useful variety of tools; high proficiency with minimal practice; 
form creation guidance; form construction aids; and comfortable input devices. 
The most striking observation from this list is that the trend towards 'bulk/sketch form 
creation' is clearly in tension with the trend towards 'control over form creation'. This shows 
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that whilst both directions are desirable to industrial designers, it will be challenging to 
satisfy both directions in a single digital medium. 
In a secondary approach to prioritising each customer need, and hence to arrive at a 
numerically rated top 30, a survey could be distributed to a larger population of industrial 
designers (i.e. n>16). However, the primary problem in doing this is one of post-event 
rationalisation. The strength of the adopted rating system is that it is based on participants' 
volunteered reactions and responses to the intricacies of practical activity whilst engaged in 
design and modelling experiments. By asking survey respondents to generalise their 
thoughts, and to judge the importance of customer needs outside the context of a given 
project or modelling medium, it is possible that the resultant ranking order will differ from 
that determined with the present system. Owing to time constraints, and problems of access 
to the necessary population, such a survey has not been administered. It would, however, 
provide useful, qualitatively different, but possibly inferior results on which to base and 
compare a reordered set of 'top 30' customer needs. 
7.4 Conclusions 
The staged analysis procedure developed by the author was successful in 
systematically converting the experiment participants' stated likes and dislikes of existing 
modelling media into positive expressions of need for digital industrial design tools of the 
future ('customer needs'). The customer needs were derived on the principle of 
consolidating the strengths and redressing the weaknesses of blue foam, conventional CAD 
and FreeForm modelling. In all, 106 ranked customer needs were defined, from which a 
definitive set of 30 prioritised customer needs was identified. The set of customer needs is 
targeted for use by professionals involved in the development of digital industrial design 
tools, covering both existing tools (e.g. requiring incremental improvements) and new tools 
(e.g. requiring conceptual changes). 
Enhanced digital industrial design tools were expected to satisfy an increased number of 
customer needs, in addition to satisfying customer needs currently met only through non· 
digital media. Trends amongst the definitive set of customer needs were identified to be 
'bulk/sketch form creation', 'control over form creation', 'life-like form creation', and 'ease of 
form creation'. The first and second of these trends were noted to be in tension with each 
other, and that developers of digital design tools were likely to face challenges in meeting 
the requirements of both directions within a single medium. The definitive set of customer 
needs is used in Chapter Ten for directing and stimulating creative ideas for enhancing the 
form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools. 
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7.5 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Seven are summarised as follows. 
Data Analysis Procedure (see section 7.2). A data analysis procedure based on Ulrich & 
Eppinger's methodology [1995] for "identifying a set of customer needs· was developed and 
reported. The objective of the procedure was to convert likes and dislikes of BFM, CADM and 
FFM into positive expressions of need for digital industrial design tools of the future 
('customer needs'). Data for the analysis derived from the participants of the design and 
modelling experiments outlined in Chapter Four. The procedure involved five distinct stages 
and culminated in a definitive set of 30 prioritised customer needs for form creation with 
digital industrial design tools. 
Discussion of the Definitive Set of Prioritised Customer Needs (see section 7.3). A review of 
the definitive set of 30 prioritised customer needs was made, and its relevance to 
developers of digital design tools discussed. Four trends amongst the customer needs were 
identified: 'bulk/sketch form creation', 'control over form creation', 'life-like form creation' 
and 'ease of form creation'. Opportunities for a survey to gauge designers' reactions to the 
set of customer needs were outlined. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Commercial Case Study with Procter & Gamble 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains an account of a commercial case study with Procter & Gamble 
(P&G) Technical Centres UK, to assess the practical application of the FreeForm® haptic 
modelling system. The case study involved a four-month full-time on-site industrial 
collaboration within the CreB group, an in-house design and prototyping group within P&G. 
The collaboration was arranged between Dr lan Campbell (Loughborough University) and WiI 
Schoenmakers (P&G). The reason for undertaking the case study was to complement the 
findings of the design and modelling experiments with FreeForm (thesis Section 11), by 
identifying issues surrounding the application and strategic use of the system in the context 
of team-based, commercial new product development (NPD). 
B.2 Aim and Objectives of the Case Study 
Section 11 of the thesis revealed FreeForm to be very promising as a design and 
modelling tool for early phases of design. However, drawbacks were identified that would 
restrict FreeForm's suitability for later phases of design. To build on the work in Section 11, it 
was important to identify issues surrounding the application and strategic use of FreeForm in 
a real-world, commercial context. The aim of the work with P&G, therefore, was to assess the 
practical application of FreeForm as a form creation tool in the context of team-based, 
commercial NPD. Accordingly, the following objectives were set for the case study: (i) to 
determine how P&G can benefit from the form creation capabilities of FreeForm; (H) to 
determine how P&G can benefit from the form evaluation capabilities of FreeForm; and (Hi) 
to assess which attributes of FreeForm are of greatest use to P&G's NPD process. 
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P&G is recognised as one of the leaders in the development, distribution and marketing of a 
diverse range of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG), spanning 'fabric and home care' (e.g. 
Ariel, Fairy, Flash); 'baby, feminine and family care' (e.g. Pampers, Charmin); 'beauty care" 
(e.g. Max Factor, Hugo Boss, Olay, Clairol); 'health care' (e.g. Crest, Vicks Sinex); and 'snacks 
and beverages' (e.g. Pringles, Sunny D). 
The work with P&G was split into two phases. The first was an introductory phase intended to 
uncover existing work practices. The second was a more substantial phase in which the 
author took part as an industrial designer and evaluated the use of FreeForm in a series of 
'live' design projects. 
8.3 Observations of P&G Designers 
The data collection commenced with naturalistic observations of six P&G designers 
at their normal day-to-day work environment to uncover current work practices [Cohen et al., 
2000] in relation to the kinds of projects tackled, the use of different software, information 
flow between colleagues, and the types of deliverables exchanged. The observed designers 
had the following job titles: three 'Industrial Designers' (involved in idea and concept 
generation and development), two 'Technical Designers' (involved in concept development, 
engineering detailing and prototyping) and one 'Virtual Designer' (involved in product 
presentation and multimedia design). The designers were aware of the author taking 
observation notes in relation to their day-to-day activities. The notes allowed a detailed 
flowchart of the CreS group's NPD process to be drawn-up, which was subsequently 
confirmed as accurate (but confidential) by P&G staff. The drawing-up of the chart provoked 
initial thoughts on the possible integration of FreeForm into CreS's NPD process. 
Consequently, individual FreeForm demonstrations and informal interviews were held with 
P&G staff on how FreeForm could be integrated into their own work. 
8.4 Self-Directed Exercises 
Prior to working on 'live' projects, it was important for the author to become 
proficient in the use of FreeForm and more personally acquainted with the system's 
strengths and weaknesses, particularly to provoke further ideas for the integration of the 
system in CreS's NPD process. The author therefore undertook a series of self-directed 
design and modelling exercises to meet this need. A logbook was kept to record the author's 
assessment of the modelling capabilities of FreeForm. Screenshots were also taken to 
record the modelling activity and the completed models. A selection of the self-directed 
exercises now follow: the bug; Alessi 'Zucchino' sugar sifter; mobile phone; texture cube; Mr 
Sheep; pen; and two perfume bottles 
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8.4.1 The bug 
The first of the exercises had the objective of informally comparing the form creation 
possibilities of the FreeForm system against conventional computer-aided design (CAD) 
packages. The bug would have been a very challenging and time-consuming form to create 
using conventional CAD. The FreeForm model was created mostly using real-time sculpting 
tools and was completed in four hours. Modelling of the bug was found to be quick and easy 
and it became evident that FreeForm was well suited to the modelling of highly organic 
forms. Screenshots from the completed FreeForm model can be seen in Figure 8.1. 
"\ 
\ 
Fig.8.1. FreeForm modelling of the bug 
8.4.2 Alessi 'Zucchino' sugar sifter 
The objective of this exercise was to determine how easily a simple geometric form 
could be created with FreeForm. The Alessi 'Zucchino' sugar sifter - a product currently in 
production - was chosen for the exercise. The body was created by deforming a sphere 
primitive and the legs were created using a lofting feature based on two-dimensional (20) 
sketched profiles. This object would not have presented great difficulties to model with a 
conventional CAD package. where geometric forms are easily achieved. The FreeForm model 
of Zucchino can be seen in Figure 8.2. 
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Fig.8.2. FreeForm modelling of 'Zucchino' 
8.4.3 Mobile phone 
The objective of this exercise was to see how easy it was to duplicate and orient 
parts created within FreeForm. Difficulties were encountered in precisely locating the phone 
buttons in a regular pattern: they therefore had to be arranged very roughly. Figure 8.3 
shows the final model. 
Fig.8.3. FreeForm modelling of a mobile phone 
8.4.4 Textu re cu be 
This exercise was set to explore the three-dimensional (3D) texturisation possibilities 
with FreeForm's real-time sculpting functions. Different textures were created very easily and 
quickly. something that would not have been possible with a convectional CAD package 
without substantial time and effort. Figure 8.4 shows the final model. 
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Fig.8.4. FreeForm modelling of a cube with multiple 3D texturlsation 
8.4.5 Pen 
The objective of this exercise was to study the suitability of FreeForm to create 
multiple part assemblies. The separate parts were created successfully, however it was not 
possible to link individual parts as an assembly file. Figure 8.5 shows the final model. 
Fig.8.5. FreeForm modelling of a pen with multiple parts 
8.4.6 Mr Sheep 
This exercise was set to study how easy it would be to create a highly intricate and 
complex organic form using FreeForm. 'Mr Sheep' was completed in four hours. This kind of 
form is far too complex to be considered viable for creation within a conventional CAD 
package. Figure 8.6 shows the final model of 'Mr Sheep'. 
Flg.8.6. FreeForm modelling of 'Mr Sheep' 
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8.4.7 Perfume bottles 
The objective with the perfume bottles exercise was to replicate a typical idea and 
concept generation phase of NPD, using only paper-based sketching and FreeForm. The 
exercise was explorative, rather than in response to a formal design specification. Quick 
concept sketches covering a range of perfume bottle designs were first prepared, of which 
two concepts - HEART and LEAF - were selected for continued development. Early versions 
of both of these concepts were constructed and evaluated in FreeForm, as shown in Figures 
8.7 and 8.8. 
Fig.8.7. Development of HEART bottle in FreeForm 
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Fig.S.S. Development of LEAF bottle in FreeForm 
Each of the bottles was then refined within FreeForm. The HEART bottle was taken further, to 
explore the possibilities of rendering FreeForm models (exported in STL format) in external 
CAD packages. At the time of the case study, the FreeForm visual communication package 
(VCP) for photo-realistic rendering had not been introduced. Photo-realistic product 
representations were therefore created using 3DStudio MaxlM, shown in Figure 8.9. 
Fig.S.9. FreeForm model of HEART bottle rendered In 3DStudio Max 
Alternative methods of creating realistic product images of the LEAF bottle, using Adobe® 
Photoshop [2004], were explored. FreeForm screenshots were imported into Photoshop, 
where colour and shading were added manually, allowing an attractive visual representation 
of a final product to be produced (Fig.8.10). 
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Fig,S,iQ, FreeForm model of LEAF bottle coloured and shaded in Adobe Photoshop 
Finally, the LEAF bottle was taken to a rapid prototype stage, by creating a Thermojet wax 
model from an STL file export (Fig.S.ll). Both the overall form and the intricate textured 
patterns were reproduced faithfully. 
Fig.S.ii. FreeForm model of LEAF bottle created as a Thermojet rapid prototype 
Overall, the visualisation capability of FreeForm was adequate and was easily enhanced for 
higher quality presentations through the use of 3DStudio Max and Adobe Photoshop. The 
self-directed exercises proved vital preparation for the author before becoming involved in 
'live' projects. 
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8.5 live Projects 
The core of the collaboration with P&G involved four 'live' design projects, for which 
(i) the author worked as an industrial designer, evaluating the practical uses of FreeForm; 
and (ii) a P&G initiative to use FreeForm as a co-design tool (as will be explained in section 
8.5.2) with consumers was put into practice and examined. The author worked as a member 
of the Cre8 team and in cooperation with external agency designers. By becoming actively 
involved with commercial projects, it was possible to construct a long·term evaluation of the 
FreeForm system in an industrial context, something that had not been possible with the 
time-constrained design and modelling experiments described in Section 11 of this thesis. As 
with the self·directed exercises, data collection accompanied the live projects, and involved 
the use of a logbook and the taking of screenshots. Also, with live projects, the project path 
and outcomes cannot be reliably predicted, and so another measure of FreeForm was 
whether it could usefully fit into a dynamic and unpredictable product development process. 
Each of the four projects originated from different P&G Departments and each with 
FreeForm involvement at different phases of Cre8's NPD process (see Table 8.1). The 
projects are referred to as Project 1 (confidential), Project 2 (confidential), Project 3 
(confidential), and Project 4 (ACE Gentile bleach bottle). 
Table 8.1. Active participation projects 
Project Phases In NPD Originating P&G Department 
Project 1 Concept and Development Beauty Care (Confidential) 
Project 2 •.......... ... . Concept and Development :-
.. 
(Confidential) 
•• ••• :.'" . I 
Health C~re .•••. 
Project 3 Development Beauty Care (Confidential) 
Project 4: Development and Refine~ent ' Packaging & Device De~elopinent (ACE Gentll. bleach bottle) 
Owing to confidentiality restrictions, details of Projects 1, 2 and 3 cannot be disclosed, 
although no restriction on reporting the use of FreeForm has been made. A general 
description of each project and the expectations placed on the author as the industrial 
designer using FreeForm follow. 
Project 1 (Confidential) 
This project, for an innovative new product, was presented at a post-conceptual stage, with 
the Beauty Care Department having already established the direction in which product 
design should progress. The requirement was to generate iterations of product layout and 
form based on the dictated design direction. 
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Project 2 (Confidential) 
This project, comprising a re-design of an already marketed product, was presented at a 
stage of first development, with a new dispensing mechanism having been developed and 
tested by the Health Care Department. The requirement was to revitalise product layout and 
form and to integrate the new dispensing mechanism into all proposals. The project was 
carried out in parallel with an external design agency, although the time available to the 
author was far shorter than that for the design agency (one week compared to four months). 
Project 3 (Confidential) 
This project, for an innovative new product, was presented at a stage where the overall 
layout and form had already been decided by the Beauty Care Department. The requirement 
was to refine the form of two preferred designs, one presented as a concept drawing and the 
other as a SolidWorks CAD model, focusing on proportions, ergonomics fit, functional 
improvements and details. 
Project 4 (ACE Gentile bleach bottle) 
This project came from a request by the Packaging and Device Development Department to 
redesign the 1·litre and 2-litre ACE Gentile bleach bottles. The redesign was necessary to 
encourage users to dispense correct quantities of liquid: consumption was presently less 
than desired, owing to the bottle cap being too small. The redesign was also an opportunity 
for improving product differentiation. Background information, along with the following 
design specifications, were provided for the project: (i) no change to the footprint dimensions 
of the bottles (in order to maintain the same logistic efficiency); (ii) no change to the height 
of the bottle and closure (in order to avoid loosing pallet efficiency); and (iii) the small arch 
forming the bottle shoulder was a key element of brand equity and had to be maintained. 
8.5.1 Consumer involvement 
Consumer understanding plays a key role in the company's product innovation 
programmes, with a dedicated Consumer Relations Department providing a centralised point 
for gathering consumers' feedback. P&G also regard the direct involvement of consumers in 
NPD as being of great importance. Accordingly, the company has in place methods for 
involving consumers directly in form creation and form evaluation processes, including 
questionnaires, focus groups, in-home visits, in-context visits, in-store interviews, one-on-one 
shadowing, blind tests and concept usage tests. As a company at the forefront of the FMCG 
market, P&G has continually searched for innovative ways of integrating CAD into its 
consumer research programme. The established route for P&G is for designers to use 
consumers' feedback to modify a relatively small set of design concepts through 
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conventional CAD and rapid prototyping. Consumers appraise the modified concepts at a 
follow-up session one week later. 
As an intriguing aspect of the collaboration, P&G proposed an initiative to see if (and how) 
FreeForm could be used to strengthen consumer involvement, through its use as a co-design 
tool in live design projects. This was an unanticipated use of FreeForm, not previously 
disclosed in literature, and was considered by the author to potentially hold direct and 
revealing implications for form creation. 
8.5.2 Co-design theory and practice 
It is beyond the scope of this chapter or thesis to provide a detailed account of co-
design and its relation to the more general area of user-centred design. However, it is 
necessary to provide a summary of pertinent issues affecting the use of FreeForm as a co-
design tool. 
In recent years, the emergence of co-design (collaborative or co-ordinated design, directly 
involving consumers) has presented product development teams with new ways of eliciting 
product design information and reaction from target consumer groups [Sanders, 2001; 
Gr"nbaek, 1991]. The central aim with co-design is to gather insights into consumers' needs 
and desires at the earliest opportunity, reducing risk and uncertainty over consumer 
acceptance of a product, and then to feed the findings into concept design and subsequent 
development [Back, 2003; Levine et al., 2000; Kontogiannis & Embrey, 1997; Catterall et 
al., 1991]_ An essential feature of co-design is that it requires designing to be performed not 
only 'for' consumers (i.e. user-centred design) but also 'with' consumers (i.e. designing in the 
presence of, and with participation from, consumers) or even 'by' consumers (i.e. consumers 
assuming the role of designer), thereby elevating the role and interaction of the consumer in 
NPD to unprecedented levels. However, methods for empowering end-users to engage in 
design activity (and in particular in participation with a professional design team in the 
context of NPD) are at present in their infancy [Demirbilek, 2001]. The work contained in this 
chapter should therefore be viewed as a contribution to this emerging field of research. 
Established approaches to co-design involve consumers in a reactionary role, responding to 
pre-existing sketches, pre-designed concepts and pre-prepared prototypes. In essence, in 
these cases, consumers' involvement in design processes takes the form of a jury passing 
judgement on design proposals, to which a design team can then respond after appropriate 
deliberation. P&G's proposal for involving consumers with FreeForm constituted a step 
change in consumers' involvement with design processes: consumers would actually engage 
in real-time concept modification. In other words, consumers would work in collaboration 
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with a designer and suggest product modifications to be worked-up there-and-then using 
FreeForm, in contrast to the current practice of deferring consideration to a later date. Two 
key questions were posed for the consumer involvement: (i) are consumers comfortable to 
give real-time feedback on design proposals presented in FreeForm? and (ii) is FreeForm 
sufficiently user-friendly to encourage consumers to model changes to designs themselves? 
8.5.3 Participant recruitment 
The selection of participants for the co-design sessions was under the control of a 
P&G researcher, who accompanied the author during all projects and acted as the project 
leader. For Project 1, participants were recruited through an external recruiting agency: a 
standard practice for consumer research. P&G provided a consumer profile (i.e. sex, age, 
user of a certain product type, non computer expert, non designer), for which the agency 
provided suitable participants. Six women were recruited for Project 1: three with no 
computer experience and three with some knowledge about computers (e.g. Internet, e-
mail). The request not to involve (i) computer experts, and (ii) designers, was an attempt to 
limit the likelihood of participants (i) becoming distracted by the technicalities of the 
FreeForm system, and (ii) becoming distracted by thoughts relating to wider issues of 
product design. For Projects 2 and 3, which had a level of confidentiality preventing public 
exposure, P&G employees were recruited_ Questionnaires were used to secure participants 
with a desired profile. As with Project 1, computing and design employees were excluded. 
Nine consumers (mixed male and female) were secured for Project 2. Six consumers (all 
female) were secured for Project 3. All three projects used different participants. 
8.5.4 Project action steps and co-design session protocol 
Activities were undertaken for each project before and after the co-design sessions, 
as detailed in Table 8.2. The exception was Project 4, which did not involve co-design, and 
for which action steps are described at the end of 8.5.4. During the co-design sessions, 
consumers worked in collaboration with the author, who fulfilled the role of designer and 
FreeForm operator. All project work was carried out at P&G premises. Projects 1 and 2 
involved one-to-one FreeForm use (Fig.8.12); Project 3 involved group use, in order to detect 
any noticeable differences between one-to-one and group use. Observation notes were taken 
during the sessions on how the co-design activity progressed, focusing on the dynamics of 
consumers' interaction with FreeForm. The time spent with FreeForm was dictated by the 
P&G researcher: twenty minutes per participant in Projects 1 and 2, and twenty minutes for 
the group in Project 3. The protocol for the co-design sessions is detailed in Table 8.3. 
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Fig.8.12. One-to-one use of FreeForm in a co-design session 
Table 8.2. Action steps common to Projects :I., 2 & 3 
.. 
'" '" Stage Action step if if if 
0- 'e- e-o: .. .. 
o Concept preparation. Designer sketches out concepts on paper, each embodying 
./ Before requirements ofthe project brief. 
co-deslgn <> FreeForm model preparation. In consultation with Researcher, Designer creates session between five and ten FreeForm models covering the design concepts. Microsoft ./ 
PowerPoint presentation of design concepts is prepared. 
Co-deslgn (See Table 8.3) 
session 
<> Documentation. Designer formally records modifications to freeForm models 
arising from co-design activity (using screenshots and accompanying text 
./ explanation), and identifies common themes amongst modified models and 
consumers' feedback. 
After <> Action. Designer creates further FreeForm models synthesising common themes 
co-deslgn into a coherent final concept in discussion with Researcher. The final concept 
./ 
session created by the designer therefore embodies as far as is reasonable, in the designer's judgment the suggested modifications by consumers. 
<> Dissemination / downstream use. Designer and Researcher report and present to 
P&G Departments (textually and graphically) individual project outcomes. Group 
./ discussions held concerning the successes and problems of using FreeForm. 
Modifications made to CAD models and prototypes byTechnical Designers. 
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Table 8.3. Co-deslgn session protocol 
." 
•• : . '. ',' ...• .. 
'" '" Stage Action step il il tl
" e- e- e-
". o. 0. 0. 
<> Introduction. Researcher and Designer set tone by introducing themselves. 
./ Consumers follow. 
<> Objectives and expectations. Briefing on purpose of session and about expected 
./ outcomes. 
<> First thoughts. Consumers given opportunity to think about product to be 
addressed (e,g. how they would use it; to recall likes/dislikes of related/competitor ./ 
products). 
<> Concept presentation. Microsoft PowerPoint presentation of FreeForm design 
concepts. Concepts shown individually, then collectively. Concepts shown plain (no ./ 
colour/artwork applied), then rendered (colour and dummy artwork applied). 
<> Block models. Thermajet rapid prototypes of FreeForm concepts shown, as a 
reference to form, size (full scale) and ergonomics fit No colour applied and no 
" 
./ ./ 
functioning parts. Models available on demand at all times. 
<> Functional models. Stereolithography rapid prototypes of SolidWorks concepts 
shown, to explain mechanical/moving parts. Models were available on demand at all 
" " 
./ 
times. 
<> Seml-structured Interview 1. Consumers interviewed to gauge their impressions 
and responses to presented concepts. Written notes of consumers' responses taken. 
• 'What are your initial thoughts on the appearance of this concept?' 
• 'Does it give you any impressions about the final product - what it might be like 
to hold/use and how it might perform?' 
• 'What do you like about this concept?' ./ 
• 'What do you dislike about this concept?' 
• '00 you consider this concept to be new and different compared to other 
products - and in what ways?' 
• 'What do you think about its size?' 
• 'What do you think should be kept?' 
• 'What do you think should be changed - and how?' 
CCKleslgn <> Real-time concept modIfication 1. Consumers asked to select their favoured three 
session of the presented FreeForm concepts, as a means offocusing the modification activity. 
Consumers then asked to select their favourite of the three, on which real-time 
modifications were made. Three classes of modification were covered, in the 
following order, all focused on evaluating identifiable features of the product 
concepts (e.g. handle, grip, shape, proportion, lid). Written notes of consumers' 
responses to FreeForm taken. 
• 'Favourite'. Modifications suggested specifically in relation to features of the 
favourite concept, in isolation from the other favoured concepts. ./ 
• 'Favoured three'. Modifications suggested by encouraging crossovers between 
features of all three favoured concepts. 
• 'Free thinking'. Modifications suggested without reference to presented 
concepts. 
Model modifications made by the Designer, under supervision of consumers and in 
direct response to consumers' suggestions. Models saved in FreeForm's native 
format for re-use by P&G designers. Screenshots taken to record evolution of product 
concepts. 
<> Real-time concept modification 2. Consumers invited, on a one-to-one and 'need 
to know' basis with Designer, to use FreeForm system and make any desired concept ./ 
modifications themselves. Written notes of consumers' responses to FreeForm taken. 
<> Seml-structured Interview 2. COnsumers interviewed to gauge their impressions, 
appreciation and acceptance of FreeForm and the PHANToM~haptic device. Written 
notes of consumers' responses taken. 
• 'Tell us everything you like about the FreeForm system' ./ 
• 'Tell us everything you do not like about the FreeForm system' 
• 'Do you think FreeForm is effective for communicating design concepts?' 
• 'What are your impressions of real-time concept modification?' 
<> Close. Consumers paid and thanked for their participation. ./ 
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The need for the research was simply to establish consumers' preferences, without having to 
tackle (at least at this early stage of implementation of the co-design method) cognitive 
issues concerning the inability of people to accurately reason their likes and dislikes, To 
create a productive and amicable relationship between staff and consumers for the co-
design sessions, several principles were adopted: staff provided a friendly account of their 
background and role; consumers were encouraged to do the same, with staff showing a 
genuine interest in responses; and consumers were asked to recall past experiences with 
related products as a 'warming up' exercise prior to progressing to concept modification. No 
requirement was placed on consumers to sketch out their modification ideas on paper. 
During each project, a logbook was kept to record the author's assessment of the modelling 
capabilities of FreeForm. Screenshots were also taken to record the modelling activity and 
the completed models. 
Unlike Projects 1 to 3, Project 4 did not involve co-design sessions and so fewer action steps 
were required, as follows. 
1. The original ACE Gentile bleach bottle file, created on CAD in IGES format, was 
converted to STL format for importing into FreeForm using GeoMagic Studio® 
CAD package. 
2. Surface modifications were made in FreeForm, including gap filling using the 
'add material' and 'surface smoothing' functions (See Fig.8.13). 
3. The required cap design was modelled. The original body and cap were 
combined in FreeForm to aid design modifications (See Fig.8.14). 
4. Owing to technical difficulties, FreeForm modelling for this project was ultimately 
unsuccessful, because of the requirement of the project brief to maintain, to 
tight dimensions, the subtle side curvature of the bottle. Paper-based sketches 
were offered as a substitute (See Fig.8.15). The need to identify projects suited 
to FreeForm is elaborated upon in Chapter Nine. 
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Fig.8.i3. Cleaned STL file ready for FreeForm modification 
L. 
""I~jl ..Ill!*' "'A:jj-" 
Fig.8.i4. Original ACE body and required cap combined In FreeForm 
" 
i 
',,--
Fig.8,i5. Form modification through quick paper-based sketches as a substitute for 
FreeForm 
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8.6 Analysis of the Co-Design Aspects of Live Projects 
Data analysis took the form of a group discussion with P&G design team members, 
to reach a consensus on the key themes, findings and learnings from the use of FreeForm. 
Group discussions yield a wide range of responses and exchange of perspectives, with a 
general goal of agreement [Cohen et al., 2000; Flick, 1998; Moore, 1987]. The discussions 
involved comparisons between the data collected during the case study and current 
practices. The data analysis was split between co-design issues and general form creation 
issues. This section reports the results in relation to FreeForm as a co-design tool, relaying 
the perspectives of different NPD stakeholders (design managers, designers, and 
consumers' perspectives). Owing to confidentiality agreements, none of the data from the 
co-design sessions can be presented in a 'raw' format. A consensus was also reached on the 
broader strengths and weaknesses of FreeForm as a form creation tool; these results are 
contained in Chapter Nine, where they are combined with results from the experiments. 
8.6.1 Design manager's perspective 
Resource management. The use of FreeForm synchronised and co-ordinated the 
interests of consumers, project researchers and design teams, resulting in efficient work and 
the ability to correct, there-and-then, misconceptions and misunderstandings over product 
concepts. The need for follow-up sessions was removed. 
Efficient prototyplng. Product concepts were screened and modified to the 
satisfaction of consumers before committing financially to physical models, thus eliminating 
prototype wastage on what might otherwise have been 'dead-end' concepts. 
Form creation. FreeForm was used successfully as an alternative to conventional 
CAD in Projects 1 to 3. The final models and design outcomes were very pleasing to the 
originating P&G Departments. 
Archiving. FreeForm models were efficiently archived and retrieved for downstream 
use, although with some important technical restrictions concerning file formats (see 
Chapter Nine). 
8.6.2 Designer's perspective 
Implications for form creation. Using FreeForm as a co-design tool affected the social 
context in which form creation took place - from a private to a public activity - with 
consumers having a direct and immediate influence on decisions. With this must come 
willingness by designers to not overly criticise or deride the design directions set by 
consumers. 
Rapport. Real-time concept modification allowed a rapport to be established with 
consumers, contributing to a friendly and good-natured mood for co-design. 
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Real-time form creation. As anticipated, the real·time modelling functionality of 
FreeForm was well suited to responding to consumers' suggestions for concept 
modifications, allowing quick and effective form creation (Fig.a.16). 
Product visualisation. The life-like appearance of FreeForm virtual clay models 
negated the need to create time consuming photorealistic renderings (e.g. of wireframe 
models with conventional CAD) during real-time concept modification. 
Communication. Consumers used three methods to communicate their concept 
modifications: verbally, gesturally, and through pointing to product features on the FreeForm 
model. 
Fig.S.i6. Results of quick and efficient real-time form creation with FreeForm (Project 3) 
S.6.3 Consumer's perspective 
Empowerment. Co-design sessions were highly interactive - essentially periods of 
design activity rather than consumer interviews. Consumers accordingly felt valued and were 
comfortable in participating in real-time concept modification. 
Engagement. The immediacy and real-time nature of FreeForm modelling were 
praised by consumers. Consumers also appreciated that modifications modelled in 3D in 
FreeForm often looked very different to images of modifications they held in their 'mind's 
eyes', reporting that modifications sometimes did not appear as envisaged and produced 
unexpected results. This is a practical effect of consumers not possessing skills in form 
creation. As a consequence, modification became an iterative and sequential process of 
evaluation and remodelling, completed only once the FreeForm model matched consumers' 
original intentions. 
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Product visualisation. FreeForm virtual clay models have an inherently 'friendly' 
appearance and system of modification (i.e. in contrast to the command-led modelling of 
conventional CAD). which was easily understood and followed by consumers. 
Active Involvement. Only three consumers were happy to try out the FreeForm system 
themselves. In each case. consumers used the system only cursorily, being unable to 
operate it fluently. 
8.6.4 General reflections 
Co-deslgn session protocol. The one-tCXlne sessions with FreeForm were more 
satisfactory than the group session. In the group session, concept evaluation and ideas for 
modification flowed too quickly, making it too difficult for the designer to focus and respond. 
Time allocation. One-tCXlne sessions with FreeForm would in the future benefit from 
an extended duration: forty rather than twenty minutes. 
8.7 Conclusions 
The FreeForm virtual clay haptic modelling system has allowed P&G to make a step-
change in its use of CAD, employing FreeForm as a novel real-time form creation tool. 
primarily in a co-design context. This has provided a shift from reactionary post-creative 
involvement to real-time creative involvement of consumers. The co-design sessions with 
consumers have illuminated the complexities of allowing end-users to engage in design 
evaluation with professional designers and professional design tools. Consumers' 
participation in NPD can be extended through the use of FreeForm as a real-time concept 
modification tool. Using FreeForm as a co-design tool offered an efficient there-and-then 
means of evaluating concept variations with consumers, without a requirement for rapid 
prototyping, and with the overall effect of compressing product development times. 
According to the P&G Researcher, in the case of Project 1, the effect was a reduction in 
overall project length by two weeks. 
Encouragingly, consumers were comfortable to give feedback on design proposals presented 
in FreeForm. The co-design activity was typically a cyclic process: consumers suggested 
changes, the designer modified the model, consumers then expressed whether the changes 
accurately reflected their intentions, and so on. Such interaction between consumers and 
designers cannot be practically or speedily achieved with solid or surface modelling CAD 
applications. However, the attempt to get consumers to use professional modelling tools 
themselves was not successful. Primarily this was a problem of their unfamiliarity and non-
proficiency: as a modelling system, FreeForm and the PHANToM device is relatively 'friendly' 
and easy to learn, but to non-designers it still appears highly technical. Training could be 
given to consumers to become familiarised with the system. 
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A concern was raised within P&G that the use of the described co-design method relegates 
the role of the designer to merely a technical facilitator. This was found to be partially the 
case during the co-design sessions, since the designer necessarily took a passive role, 
responding to consumers' suggestions. But even so, the designer was still required to exhibit 
designing and modelling skills to translate consumers' verbal and gestural descriptions into 
a coherent FreeForm model and product design. Furthermore, the designer's role prior to, 
and after, the co-design sessions remained undiluted, maintaining responsibility for form 
creation. The co-design method as described relies on design staff preparing a set of product 
concepts to which consumers respond. On this basis, the method does not apply to 
situations where consumers are requested to initiate concepts themselves. 
The successful collaboration between Loughborough University and Procter & Gamble has 
benefited both parties and encouraged the company to invest further in its use of FreeForm 
and related emerging technologies. Although the use of FreeForm in P&G is focused on co-
design activity, the work covered in the case study has shown that the system has definite 
commercial uses as a more general form creation and evaluation tool, outside of co-design 
activity. Recommendations for how to best integrate FreeForm into NPD are varied and 
numerous. For this reason, they are reported and summarised in Chapter Nine, where they 
are combined with results from Section 11 of the thesis. 
8.8 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Eight are summarised as follows. 
Aim and Objectives of the Case Study (see section B.2). The aim of the case study within the 
CreB group at P&G was outlined: to complement the research findings of Section 11 by 
assessing the practical application of FreeForm as a form creation tool in the context of 
team·based, commercial NPD. Three objectives were set for the case study: to determine 
how P&G can benefit from the form creation capabilities of FreeForm; to determine how P&G 
can benefit from the form evaluation capabilities of FreeForm; and to assess which 
attributes of FreeForm are of greatest use to P&G's NPD process. P&G was introduced as 
one of the leaders in the development, distribution and marketing of a diverse range of 
consumer goods. 
Observations of P&G Designers (see section 8.3). Observations of six P&G designers' 
existing working practices were made, leading to a detailed flowchart of the CreB group's 
NPD process, and to initial thoughts on the possible integration of FreeForm. Individual 
FreeForm demonstrations and informal interviews were held with P&G staff on how the 
system could be integrated into their own work. 
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Self-Directed Exercises (see section 8.4). The author undertook a series of self-directed 
design and modelling exercises, in order to become personally acquainted and proficient in 
the use of FreeForm, prior to undertaking 'live' design projects. The exercises also provoked 
further ideas for the integration of FreeForm into Cre8's NPD process. A logbook was kept to 
record the author's assessment of the modelling capabilities of FreeForm_ 
Live Projects (see section 8.5). At the core of the case study was the author's involvement in 
four 'live' projects, working as an industrial designer using FreeForm. A P&G initiative, to use 
FreeForm as a co-design tool with consumers, was integrated into the projects. A brief 
background to co-design theory and practice was presented, and the selection of 
participants, project action steps and co-design protocol for the projects were accordingly 
outlined. 
Analysis of the C()-Design Aspects of Live Projects (see section 8.6). The key themes, 
findings and lessons learnt from the use of FreeForm as a co-design tool were agreed 
through group discussions amongst P&G staff. The results were presented according to the 
perspectives of three NPD stakeholders: the design manager, the designer and the 
consumer. For the design manager, the main findings related to resource management, 
efficient prototyping, form creation and archiving. For the designer, the main findings related 
to implications for form creation, rapport, real-time form creation, product visualisation, and 
communication. For the consumer, the main findings related empowerment, engagement, 
product visualisation, and active involvement. General reflections were also made in relation 
to the protocol and time allocation for the co-design sessions. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
Recommended Uses of FreeForm® in New Product 
Development 
9.1 Introduction 
The case study with Procter & Gamble (P&G) and the results from the design and 
modelling experiments (Section 11) both revealed strengths and weaknesses of the 
FreeForm® haptic modelling system that affect the suitability of the system's use at different 
phases of new product development (NPD). The identified strengths and weaknesses 
provide answers to design management questions of where to use FreeForm, when, how and 
for which project types. This chapter brings together the results of the case study and the 
design and modelling experiments into a critical analysis of how FreeForm can be 
strategically integrated into commercial NPD. The critical analysis necessarily draws on the 
personal judgements of the author, having benefited from using the FreeForm system 
intensively inside and outside of P&G for twelve months. In addition, this chapter also draws 
upon data from four other sources, as below. 
1. As of July 2002, London·based design consultancy PDD were evaluating 
FreeForm within their NPD process. A visit to the consultancy was arranged to 
gather PDD designers' feedback on FreeForm. 
2. Many constructive and informative comments were received from colleagues 
and visitors at Loughborough University who were shown the FreeForm system; 
these comments were collated in a logbook during the research programme. 
3. Regular contact has been made with staff at SensAble Technologies Inc., 
including in-depth discussions at the EuroHaptics conferences in 2002 and 
2003. 
4. Attendance at the first official FreeForm Users' Group meeting, Birmingham, UK. 
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9.2 Strengths of FreeForm for Commercial NPD 
The following sections report on individual aspects of FreeForm that make the 
system particularly strong for commercial NPD. 
9.2.1 Quick 3D idea visualisation 
FreeForm modelling allows designers to work quickly and freely, exploring ideas 
often with unique real-time controls, and to rough out a three-dimensional (3D) model 
without spending time on details. However, two P&G Technical Designers stated that 
FreeForm was too removed from the engineering functionality that they required from a 
computer-aided design (CAD) package. In contrast, P&G's three Industrial Designers stated 
that with improved skills, they would prefer FreeForm to blue foam modelling as a quick 3D 
idea visualisation medium. Designers can import two-dimensional (2D) paper-based 
sketches (as bitmaps) into FreeForm's sketching environment, where they can be used as 
visual guides for form creation. Sketches previously saved from other FreeForm models, as 
well as sketches from other 20 CAD packages (IGES and Adobe® IlIustrator® file formats), 
can also be imported into FreeForm's sketching environment. Examples of quick idea 
visualisation from a sketch can be seen in Figures 9.1a and 9.1b. 
Flg.9.1a • 9.1b. Quick visualisation of a perfume bottle in FreeForm 
FreeForm modelling tools are metaphors of physical modelling tools. For example, freehand 
sketching with the pencil tool is similar to sketching on a piece of paper. In this way, 
FreeForm tools are relatively self-explanatory, with the metaphors helping to explain the 
properties of tools in familiar terms. The haptic functionality of FreeForm adds increased 
realism to the modelling tools, providing a level of interaction that surpasses previous CAD 
systems. For example, sketching onto a drawing plane, which can be felt to be 'locked' in 3D 
space, is comparable to the physical constraints of pen-on-paper sketching. Another example 
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is sculpting, where the haptic feedback from the virtual clay leads users to a sense of 
intimacy with the model being created and is strongly differentiated from the prescriptive 
command-led modelling tools of conventional CAD. 
9.2.2 Quick form exploration and design modification 
FreeForm allows designers to try out many design iterations very quickly, and also 
allows experimentation with extreme ideas to see if they work visually. Deforming the model 
in FreeForm (i.e. changing its form in real-time) is, as Knight states [2002], a form-creation 
method • ... that simply cannot be achieved any other way at such speed". Deformations are 
created with a bounding box (a box that surrounds the model), where manipulation of the 
box allows speedy and easy stretching, pulling, squeezing, scaling, bending, tapering, and 
general re-shaping of the model, the effects of which can all be observed in real-time. 
Figures 9.2a and 9.2b give examples of box deformation. 
Flg.9.2a - 9.2b. FreeForm deformation on a perfume bottle: making the base surface concave 
In contrast, for many CAD packages, particularly parametric modellers (e.g. ProjEngineer®, 
SolidWorks®), 3D deformation is not readily achieved, and real-time deformation is not 
available. Nonetheless, there are several exceptions among CAD packages, including 
3DStudioMax™, Rhinoceros® and LightWave3D®, in which non real-time 3D deformations 
are possible. All staff at P&G expressed concern that although FreeForm was suited to idea 
generation, its use for this purpose was something of a luxury, since it was more time-
consuming than creating ideas on paper. Instead, it was agreed that the exploration 
attributes of FreeForm would be better directed at conceptual form creation, where 
emphasis was placed on form variations rather than diversity of ideas. 
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9.2.3 Realistic Imaging 
FreeForm has, until recently, provided only primitive 3D painting options for the 
colourisation of models, although the method of painting employed is unique. Model 
surfaces can be painted in real-time with haptic feedback, making the process of model 
colourisation qualitatively close to the strokes of an artist's brush rather than a mechanical 
task of highlighting surfaces for software to colourise. With the recent introduction of the 
Visual Communication Package (VCP), high quality photo-realistic imaging can be achieved, 
removing the need to export models to an external CAD package in order to create high 
quality renderings [SensAble Technologies, 2002]. With FreeForm VCP, models can be 
rendered with lighting, materials, and environment settings. The rendering commands are 
straightforward and less complex than those used in a specialist package such as 3DStudio 
Max. In addition, unlike some CAD packages where models under construction are shown as 
wireframe or mesh structures, FreeForm models do not require rendering in order to show 
how they will look as finished artefacts. FreeForm's standard modelling environment 
presents virtual clay models to a high degree of realism as if they were made of clay. Figures 
9.3a and 9.3b show an example of a model within FreeForm's standard modelling 
environment and then subsequently rendered using 3DStudio Max. 
Flg.9.3a - 9.3b. FreeForm model before rendering (left) and after (right) 
9.2.4 Physical sketch and appearance models 
FreeForm models can be transformed into physical models through the STL file 
exchange format. This is an industry-standard polygon mesh format used for creating 
physical parts, particularly by rapid prototyping (RP) methods. Physical models created from 
FreeForm are typically block models, and as such are suitable for visual and ergonomics 
evaluation, and for task analysis, before a commitment of time and money is made to 
furthering a design proposal. Examples of timesavings and cost reduction through the use of 
FreeForm-derived prototypes have been reported by companies in the toy, promotional, 
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jewellery, collectables, giftware, and ceramics sectors [SensAble Technologies, 2003b; Hally, 
2002]. One of these companies, Equity Marketing, creators of promotional toys, has stated 
that working with rapid prototypes created through FreeForm has enabled their design and 
development process to transform from a regimented process to a faster, more flexible one 
[ibid.]. Figure 9.4a shows an example of a perfume bottle within FreeForm's standard 
modelling environment, and Figure 9.4b illustrates the resulting physical sketch model, 
created by wax printing (Thermojet) RP technology. 
Flg.9.4a - 9.4b. FreeForm model (left) and Its physical appearance model (right) 
9.2.5 Organic form creation 
Designers working at companies spanning toy, footwear and ceramics products, who 
are skilled in hand modelling of clay and wax, face challenges in realising their design 
proposals on CAD models because the proposals are often intricate and organic in form 
[Maestri, 2001]. Similarly, consumer products having organic rather than geometric forms 
are relatively challenging to model with conventional CAD packages. Even with dedicated 
surfacing programs such as Rhinoceros, complex surface shapes can be difficult to construct 
and, in some cases, require a complete re-think for the whole modelling approach [O'Leary, 
2002]. 
With amorphous virtual clay, as used in FreeForm, designers can create organic forms that 
are extremely difficult to create in other modelling media [Ma honey, 1999]. Figure 9.5 shows 
an example of an intricate organic form created in FreeForm. As P&G designers pointed out, 
"it wouldn't have been possible to create such a complicated form in another CAD package; 
you would traditionally have to give a drawing to pattern-makers so that they could model it 
manually". The haptic feedback function of FreeForm adds much personal satisfaction and 
enjoyment to CAD modelling, resembling manual working of clay with hand tools. A user with 
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a strong sculpting background stated this to be a major attraction of the system, especially 
for ease of learning [Dean, 2002]. The provision of sculpting capabilities brings an artistic 
touch to CAD. However, product designers are not likely to be trained as sculptors and would 
likely find sculpting with FreeForm as challenging as real-life sculpting. As well as emulating 
real sculpting, FreeForm offers functions that are not possible with real clay, such as being 
able to feel and work on the surfaces inside of a model. 
Fig.9.5. 'Mr Sheep' - an Intricate and complex organic shape created In FreeForm 
9.2.6 3D texturisation 
In some CAD packages (e.g. SolidWorks, Pro/Engineer), 3D texturisation is not 
possible, being prohibitively timEH:onsuming and difficult to model using the available 
palette of modelling tools. In other packages (e.g. 3DStudioMax, Alias Studio ToolsTM, 
Rhinoceros), 3D texturisation is achieved by bump maps applied to model surfaces, causing 
surfaces to appear 'bumpy' or irregular. When a model is rendered with a bump map, lighter 
(whiter) areas of the map appear to be raised whereas darker (blacker) areas appear to be 
low. However, bump maps are only texture simulations created for rendering purposes and 
do not exist as surfaces on the model. As a result, bump map texturisation will not be 
present on corresponding physical models. A major strength of the FreeForm modelling 
system is its ability to create genuine 3D texturisation. This can be created in at least two 
ways. First is the creation of a relief feature on a model using the 'emboss with image' 
function. A second method is real·time sculpting with a variety of carving tools, including 
user·created tools (Fig.9.6). 
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Flg.9.6. FreeForm cube with multiple 3D texturlsatlon 
The powerful form creation facility of 3D texturisation does not exist in any other 
. commercially available CAD package and provides a very effective and intuitive way of 
creating customised surface finishes. Haptic feedback is an essential element in the 
creation of 3D texturisation through real-time sculpting, providing the designer with the 
means and control to carefully shape surfaces with customised patterns. 
9.2.7 Team communication 
P&G's designers placed emphasis on the importance of team communication in 
early phases of product development but noted that verbal descriptions, particularly 
between colleagues based at different locations, often lead to misunderstandings and 
misinterpretation of design intent. Models created in FreeForm, as a means to quickly 
visualising product form in 3D, can enhance communication and limit such 
misunderstandings. To this end, FreeForm is accompanied with a freely downloadable 
viewer, 'FreeForm-View', which allows models to be shared between product development 
team members and across the Internet [SensAble Technologies, 2003a] to aid 
communication. Using the viewer, FreeForm files can be viewed in 3D, measured, labelled 
and annotated and then e-mailedforfurtherreviewanddesigndiscussion.This facility 
allows quick communication of design ideas at any stage amongst researchers, designers 
and engineers, as well as wider communication with production partners, management, 
licensors, mould makers and so on. As a related point, the haptic functionality of FreeForm 
allows product team members to touch and evaluate of the form of a product proposal 
without the need to order a physical prototype, saving time and money. An extension to this 
would be remote evaluation, for example over the Internet, as reported recently [8ayley, 
2003]. 
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9.2.8 Digital mould making 
The recently introduced FreeForm® Mold™ System allows mould tool manufacturers 
to digitally prepare tooling direct from FreeForm models [SensAble Technologies, op. cit.]. As 
an alternative approach for manufacturing mould-inserts (currently produced using manual 
mould-making methods), the Mold system is claimed to reduce overall time-to-market for 
NPD. 
9.2.9 Reverse engineering 
STL files have traditionally had limited scope for form manipulation in conventional 
CAD packages. FreeForm is able to manipulate STL files, making it a powerful reverse 
engineering and form modification tool. FreeForm is well adapted to the modification of 
products that are essentially block forms devoid of intricate internal details. Examples of 
such modifications are the changing of expressions and proportions of toy characters. The 
ability to modify the form of STL files through FreeForm is seen as a major strength, 
particularly when preparing a range of block models based on a single design. However, 
Project 4 (ACE bottle), described in Chapter Eight, revealed practical issues concerning the 
'robustness' of imported STL files. Unfortunately, the STL file for this project required time-
consuming file repairing (Le. filling gaps in the polygon mesh of the STL file) using a specialist 
CAD package (GeoMagic Studio®) prior to import into FreeForm. Examples of how poorly defined 
theSTL files were before import into FreeForm can be seen in Figures 9.7a, 9.7b and 9.7c. 
9.2.10 Real-time virtual concept modification with consumers 
The real-time modelling functionality of FreeForm can be exploited as a co-design 
tool with consumers during early phases of NPD. This use of FreeForm provides product 
development teams with valuable feedback on the suitability of design proposals. Chapter 
Eight provided full details of this use of FreeForm. 
FIg.9.7a. Example 1 of a problematic STL file Imported Into FreeForm 
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Fig.9.7b. Example 2 of a problematic STL file Imported Into FreeForm 
Flg.9.7c. Example 3 of a problematic STL file Imported Into FreeForm 
9.3 Weaknesses of FreeForm for Commercial NPD 
In its current state of development, FreeForm has weaknesses that limit its 
effectiveness as a modelling tool within NPD. The following sections report on individual 
aspects of FreeForm that are regarded as weaknesses. 
9.3.1 Precision 
The FreeForm system is differentiated from other CAD programs most notably by its 
geometrically unconstrained modelling and haptic interaction. However, the freedom of form 
experimentation afforded by the system raises issues of imprecision that run throughout its 
use. Imprecision arises because FreeForm's modelling tools in sketch (2D) and virtual clay 
(3D) environments cannot be constrained through the use of, for example, alignment and 
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snap points. The issue here is that, as described in detail in Chapter One, during early 
phases of NPD imprecision is seen as beneficial, aiding quick idea generation. However, in 
later phases of NPD, as products become more defined and prepared for manufacture, 
precision is a necessity. The issue of imprecision raises two practical points. The first is the 
extent to which FreeForm models find use in later phases of product development (models 
may be considered too imprecise to be exported for use in other CAD packages). The second 
concerns the inability to create geometric forms alongside organic forms (cited as a 
requirement by P&G's designers). 
Precision of 20 sketching. Limitations are apparent in that FreeForm does not currently 
provide a high degree of precision and control when 2D sketching. Essential tools that 
industrial designers use for alignment and dimensional accuracy (such as straight edges, 
protractors and rulers) have not yet been implemented within the FreeForm sketching 
environment. In this regard, all the P&G designers pointed out that sketching directly in 
FreeForm does not provide adequate precision. At PDD, 2D sketches are created in Corel 
Draw and imported as IGES curves, in order to overcome FreeForm's sketching deficiencies. 
In its present release (version 5), sketches in FreeForm constitute what was defined in 
Chapter Two as 'free theme' sketches, intended to convey the essence of how a product will 
look, and where imprecision is acceptable. 
Precision of 3D deformations. In contrast to the control afforded within conventional CAD 
packages, for example, where deformation curves, control points and axes are used to 
define changes in scale, twisting, tapering and bevelling along a path, deformations in 
FreeForm are more trial-and-error and it is more challenging to create a specific deformation. 
A lack of numerical dimensional feedback compounds the problem of precision, as does the 
inability to precisely repeat a deformation on different model parts, with the result that parts 
that were once matching no longer match. It is also not possible in FreeForm to limit 3D 
deformations to a portion of the model without damaging the remainder of the model. For 
example, an undesirable 'step' between the selected and unselected surfaces can occur, 
compromising the flow of the form. 
9.3.2 Data exchange 
With reference to the evaluation of product proposals for consumer goods, physical 
models of the kind producible from FreeForm are block models, and are therefore 
inadequate for functional tests such as reliability, durability and performance, as well as for 
checks on part fits and assembly. Functional prototypes are commonly created through an 
engineering oriented package (e.g. SolidWorks, Pro/Engineer) and to facilitate this, it is 
possible for models created in FreeForm to be exported to these packages using the STL file 
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format. but as previously mentioned the scope for STL file modification in conventional CAD 
packages is severely limited. 
The restrictions of the STL file format for data exchange pose some serious problems for the 
downstream compatibility and re-use of FreeForm models. A rapid prototyping specialist at 
P&G emphasised the importance of file exchange. stating "mould makers need IGES files. 
not STL. It (STL) is only for direct (proof-of-design) prototyping: P&G designers also 
expressed concerns over the lack of file input options in FreeForm. Despite several 
modifications from version 4 to version 6, file import/export functions within FreeForm 
remain a weak point. 
FreeForm can also output model geometry as IGES curves, a well-supported file format for 
2D and 3D data exchange between different CAD systems. In practice, because FreeForm 
does not include automatic creation of IGES curves, these must be created manually 
(Fig.9.8a and 9.8b), which is a very time consuming, difficult and sometimes impossible 
process, especially if the surface of the model is highly complex (e.g. dense texturisation, 
sharp corners). For the relatively simple model in Figure 9.8b, the creation of IGES curves 
took three hours; more complex models would take days. 
FIg.9.8a - 9.8b. Examples of manual IGES curve creation In FreeForm 
9.3.3 Technical drawings 
Unlike many conventional CAD packages, FreeForm does not provide facilities for 
automatically creating technical drawings and so, in addition to the limitations of FreeForm 
data exchange, designers must export models to an external CAD package to create 
technical drawings of models created in FreeForm. 
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9.3.4 Engineering detailing 
Creation of engineering details, including wall thickness, ribs, snap fits and assembly 
features, is poor with FreeForm. Engineering detailing requires a precision of modelling and 
geometric control that is purposefully absent from FreeForm. P&G's designers highlighted 
technical problems of re-using and detailing FreeForm models in SolidWorks via FreeForm's 
limited STL and IGES export functions. 
9.3.5 Finite element analysis 
P&G technical designers use finite element analysis (FEA) techniques to gain insight 
into the likely structural performance and behaviour of product proposals. FreeForm does 
not offer FEA and so, again, FreeForm models must be exported to an external CAD package 
for FEA. An additional technical problem here is that most FEA packages require surface 
models, not polygon mesh models (i.e. STL), for successful analysis. 
9.3.6 Volumetric calculations 
Volume calculations are critical for some products (e.g. products containing liquids 
such as coffee makers and bottles). FreeForm does not provide volumetric calculations. 
9.3.7 Part assembly 
Separate parts can be created in FreeForm, however they cannot be linked to each 
other as a relational assembly. 
9.3.8 File size 
Since FreeForm is based on polygon meshes, highly complex models (e.g. those 
containing 3D texturisation), can become very difficult to handle as a result of very large file 
sizes. Such models are inconvenient to transport and slow to compute, even on a high-end 
workstation. As a work-around, FreeForm provides different levels of detail when modelling, 
ranging from coarse to fine. Coarse models respond much more quickly to editing, but with a 
reduced number of facets in the polygon mesh resulting in a loss of detail on highly textured 
areas. Nonetheless, FreeForm files remain very large (e.g. 350 MB for 'Mr Sheep' in Fig.9.5), 
placing high demands on downstream computing resources. In the case of 'Mr Sheep', one 
rapid prototyping company rejected the original STL file on the basis of being too large to 
process. 
9.3.9 Repeatability of texturisatlon 
Surface texturisation within FreeForm has drawbacks, most notably the inability to 
repeat textures within the same model or from previously-created models. This is not seen 
as a problem for one-off products but is a concern for products where consistency of surface 
finish is required, such as consumer products intended for mass manufacture. 
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Unfortunately, FreeForm is unable to provide a 'copy texture' command or to allow the 
creation of a 'texture library' that can be quickly applied to model surfaces. A solution for this 
is for the designer to make personal notes or assumptions on how a texture has been 
created (e.g. with which tool shape, size, clay resolution, technique) and attempt a manual 
reproduction. Where large areas are involved, manual reproduction can be painstaking and 
time-consuming. Additionally, smooth surfaces with no texture or undulations can be difficult 
to achieve. 
9.3.10 Real-world clay properties 
Users cannot select from a range of industrial clay types (Le. clay used for product 
design) based on known properties (e.g. softness, roughness, texture, colour), such as the 
range of clays offered by Chavant, Inc. [2003J. The adoption of clay as the only virtual 
material is also a restriction: other materials used by industrial designers for prototyping 
purposes could be recreated virtually (e.g. blue foam, plastics) or even material with 
invented properties. 
9.3.11 Capital cost 
The cost of purchasing the FreeForm system, comprising software and PHANToM® 
DesktopTM haptic device, is £13,500 (in 2004), which is likely to be prohibitively expensive 
for all but the most prosperous product development companies. A dedicated high-end 
workstation is also required to run FreeForm, which again is a high capital cost (£2500). 
Attempting to run FreeForm on an underpowered computer results in infrequent screen 
refreshing, slow command response, and the essential feature of FreeForm (real-time model 
deformation) cannot be achieved. 
9.4 Integration of FreeForm into NPD 
By comparing the strengths and weaknesses of the FreeForm system against the 
various phases of generic commercial NPD as introduced in Chapter One, recommendations 
can be made for how to best integrate FreeForm into NPD. Table 9.1 illustrates these 
recommendations. It is easily apparent from the table that the most concentrated and 
effective use of FreeForm is during the early phases of NPD, with the system becoming less 
relevant as detail design is introduced. The table does not prescribe a sequential structure 
for the use of FreeForm; instead, it identifies various tasks during NPD where FreeForm is of 
benefit. 
The case study with P&G revealed the importance of identifYing projects suitable for 
FreeForm. In the case of Project 4 (ACE bleach bottle) from Chapter Eight, the design brief 
had restrictions that required a level of precise modelling that was beyond the capability of 
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FreeForm. Therefore, in order for the FreeForm system to be used effectively in commercial 
NPD, it is recommended that companies adopt a strategy for FreeForm implementation, This 
strategy should commence with the early identification of projects suited to strengths of the 
FreeForm system, More detailed plans for working with FreeForm can then be developed on 
a project-by-project basis. 
Table 9.1. Integration of FreeForm Into NPD 
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Quick 3D Idea visualisation 
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i modifications 
Organic form creation 
Initial form assessment 
Initial ergonomics evaluation 
Real-time virtual concept modification 
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"Secondary physical appearance. 
models . . .. 
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9,5 Conclusions 
The FreeForm modelling system has powerful and flexible tools that, from the 
designer's perspective, have both beneficial and detrimental attributes, Owing to the 'free' 
modelling nature of the software (being able to model relatively free of constraints), 
FreeForm is well suited to the sketch form creation associated with early phases of NPD. In 
addition, FreeForm's combined haptic and real-time modelling functions provide designers 
with a level of interactive form creation and evaluation that up until now has not been 
possible with conventional CAD. In this respect, FreeForm modelling is closer to modelling 
with physical material than it is to conventional CAD. However, it is only partially successful 
in its claim to reproduce workshop based modelling in a digital domain. 
One major weakness of FreeForm is in the quality of the haptic feedback provided (as 
described in detail in Chapters Five and Six), which limits the scope for realistic model 
evaluation. Therefore in its present stage of development, the single pointed 'probe' haptic 
feedback provided by the PHANToM cannot satisfactorily replace form evaluation with 
physical models. Nonetheless, if the future direction for digital industrial design tools is to 
achieve a combination of virtual workshop modelling and conventional CAD, then FreeForm 
represents a significant development. In future releases of FreeForm, a balance must be 
struck between addressing the significant shortfalls in the context of NPD, and enhancing its 
established strengths. 
One other major weakness of FreeForm concerns limitations on the downstream use of 
models. Unlike solid and surface models, the polygon mesh (STL) models created in 
FreeForm are not suited to modification in conventional CAD packages, where refinements 
and engineering details are typically made in preparation for manufacture. For companies 
following such NPD processes, justification will be expected for the effort required in creating 
FreeForm models that are effectively dead-ends with regard to downstream use. In this 
regard, FreeForm may be seen as an integral, although not fully integrated, digital industrial 
design tool. FreeForm models will inevitably have to be re-modelled in conventional CAD. 
However, this must be weighed against the benefits of FreeForm for conceptual form 
creation and evaluation. In contrast, for companies creating products through rapid tooling, 
or without the requirement to create solid or surface models, the STL file format presents no 
such restrictions. 
9.6 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Nine are summarised as follows. 
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Strengths of FreeForm for Commercial NPD (see section 9.2). The strengths and 
weaknesses of the FreeForm system for commercial NPD were presented and discussed 
drawing primarily on a critical analysis of data deriving from the design and modelling 
experiments (thesis Section 11) and the case study with P&G (Chapter Eight). The following 
strengths of FreeForm were identified: quick 3D idea visualisation; quick form exploration 
and design modification; realistic imaging; physical sketch and appearance models; organic 
form creation; 3D texturisation; team communication; digital mould making; reverse 
engineering; and real-time virtual concept modification with consumers. 
Weaknesses of FreeForm for Commercial NPD (see section 9.3). The following weaknesses 
of FreeForm were identified: precision; data exchange; technical drawings; engineering 
detailing; finite element analysis; volumetric calculations; part assembly; file size; 
repeatability of texturisation; real-world clay properties; and capital cost. 
Integration of FreeForm into NPD (see section 9.4). Recommendations for how FreeForm 
can be best integrated into NPD were discussed and illustrated. The most concentrated and 
effective use of FreeForm was identified as during early phases of NPD. The importance of 
securing projects suited to the strengths of FreeForm was stressed. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Concept Design Project: Digital Industrial Design Tools 
of the Future 
10.1 Introduction 
The aim of the work reported in this chapter was to demonstrate an appropriate way 
in which the research results could be translated into innovative proposals for digital design 
tools. The work involved the author, as an industrial designer, completing a concept design 
project, which was essentially a creative response to the research results. A crucial aspect of 
the project was to show how the set of customer needs from Chapter Seven could be 
worked·up into concepts for digital industrial design tools of the future, specifically to 
support conceptual form creation. The project was structured into three stages: group 
creative sessions (leading to a range of unconnected ideas for new digital industrial design 
tools); concept generation (leading to design concepts for enhanced form creation provision 
within digital industrial design tools); and concept evaluation through a questionnaire 
(leading to a success score to be assigned to each concept, based on designers' 
impressions). 
10.2 Group Creative Sessions 
The concept design project commenced with two 'group creative sessions', so called 
because they involved both brainstorming and idea development with a group of designers. 
The aim of both sessions was to gather a range of ideas for new digital industrial design 
tools, from potential users of such tools, which would help to provide inspiration for the 
author's design activity described in section 10.3. A group of six designers (two industrial 
design postgraduate students and four industrial designers), who previously participated in 
the design and modelling experiments in Section 11, were secured for both creative sessions. 
The designers therefore had a heightened awareness of the research area and were 
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considered good candidates for idea generation. The sessions were held in two consecutive 
weeks in an airy and light seminar room (Fig.l0.l). The procedure outlined below was 
followed for both creative sessions, within a generally informal and good-humoured 
atmosphere. 
1. The participants were presented with the aim and objectives of the session, 
using overhead projector transparencies. The expected flow of the session 
was outlined and any questions were answered. 
2. The rules for the session were outlined. These were: allowing everyone in the 
group to contribute; stating that no ideas were correct or incorrect; and 
setting a time limit on the various activities within the sessions. 
3. The six participants were divided into two groups of three. 
4. A lead person was nominated by each group to take notes and sketches, 
however everyone was free to contribute. 
5. Each group was seated around a table and provided with pads of Al paper 
and coloured pens. Refreshments were also provided to help the participants 
feel relaxed and comfortable. 
6. With the purpose and topic of the session established, the creative activities 
commenced. 
7. At the end of the session, the author provided a summary of the main results 
and observations to both groups. The participants were thanked for taking 
part and all sketch sheets were retained for evaluation. 
Flg.10.1. Set-up of the seminar room for creative sessions 
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10,2,1 Creative session 1 
The aim of creative session 1 was to brainstorm ideas for how form could be created 
using future digital design tools, The intention was for ideas to be generated in direct 
response to the definitive set of thirty customer needs presented in Chapter Seven. However, 
in order not to overload the designers with information, the customer needs were separated 
under group headings previously used in Chapter Five, The majority were grouped under 
'form creation', 'modelling tools' or 'interaction', with only five customer needs falling under 
the other headings 'downstream use', 'visualisation' and 'learning curve'. To simplify the 
creative session only the three main groups (form creation, modelling tools, interaction) were 
presented for brainstorming. 
To organise the session, four activities were set: warm-up exercise (Activity A); form creation 
brainstorm (Activity B); modelling tools brainstorm (Activity C); and interaction brainstorm 
(Activity D). Table 10,1 shows the structure and duration of the session. 
Table 10.1, Structure and duration of creative session 1 
Activity Duration (minutes) 
Introduction 10 
Activity A - Warm-Up Exercise 20 . 
Break/Reporting 10 
Activity B - Form Creation Brainstorm 20 . 
Break/Reporting 10 
Activity C - Modelling Tools Brainstorm 20 
Break/Reporting 10 
Activity 0 - Interaction Brainstorm 20 
Break/Reporting/Summary 10 
OVERALL . 130 
The periods of breaks and reporting allowed ideas to be shared amongst the group and 
sketch work to be 'talked through', The author took notes of the explanations given, so as 
not to miss any important information. Details of each activity are now presented, 
Activity A - Warm-up exercise. The purpose of this activity was to provide a stimulus to 
creative thinking, with designers asked to brainstorm around the "triggering question" 
[Moore, 1987:40], 'how do you envisage future digital industrial design tools to be?', 
Participants were encouraged to express blue-sky ideas, rather than be bound by limitations 
of existing technologies, None of the customer needs were presented at this stage. 
Activity B - Form creation brainstorm. The purpose of this activity was for the designers to 
brainstorm ideas for new methods of form creation, The triggering question for the activity 
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was 'how will you create form?'. All customer needs grouped under 'form creation' were 
provided to the designers as the following alphabetical list. 
Constrained form creation (no.30) 
Easy basic form creation (no.l) 
Easy curvy form creation (no.9) 
Easy form attribute control (no.7) 
Easy form detailing (no.6) 
Easy shape/form modification (no.l0) 
Easy uniform surface finish/texture (noA) 
Reversible (no.13) 
The numbers in brackets refer to the customer need numbers from Chapter Seven, and were 
omitted from the list given to the designers. 
Activity C - Modelling tools brainstorm. The purpose of this activity was for the designers to 
brainstorm ideas for new modelling tools. The triggering questions for the activity were 'what 
variety of tools will be used to create form?' and 'how will the tools operate?'. All customer 
needs grouped under 'modelling tools' were provided to the designers as the following 
alphabetical list. 
Comfortable input devices (no.18) 
Easy model spatial arrangement (no.29) 
Form creation guidance (no.15) 
Haptic feedback (no.5) 
Model interaction with hands (no.2) 
Multiple/interchangeable input devices (no.22) 
Reasonable workload on left & right hands (no.23) 
Size/proportion feedback (no.28) 
Unlimited model viewpoints (no.8) 
User·friendly interface (no.14) 
Activity 0 - Interaction brainstorm. The purpose of this activity was for the designers to 
brainstorm ideas for new interaction methods. The triggering question for the activity was 
'how will you interact with 2D sketches/3D models?'. All customer needs grouped under 
'interaction' were provided to the designers as the following alphabetical list. 
Constrainable tools (no.21) 
Form construction aids (no.17) 
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Life-like tool/material contact (no.12) 
Precise (no.3) 
Suitable for product design (no.24) 
Tools analogous to workshop tools (no.25) 
Useful variety of modelling tools (no.16) 
10.2.2 Creative session 2 
The aim of creative session 2 was to build upon the outcomes of session 1 by taking 
individual brainstormed ideas and suggesting how they might be combined into a system. 
Accordingly. all sketch sheets from session 1 were made available in session 2. primarily to 
act as a prompt and reminder for the designers. The session opened with a summary of the 
main results and observations from session 1. and continued with two idea development 
activities using 'scenario building' [Hasdogan. 1997]. Table 10.2 shows the structure and 
duration of the session. 
Table 10.2. Structure and duration of creative session 2 
Activity Duration (minutes) 
Introduction 10 
Scenario 1: Current CAD system 30 
Break/Reporting 10 
Scenario 2: Blue-sky form creation system 30 
Break/Reporting/Summary 10 
OVERALL 90 
As with creative session 1, the periods of breaks and reporting allowed ideas to be shared 
amongst the group and sketch work to be 'talked through'. The author again took notes of 
the explanations given, so as not to miss any important information. Details of each scenario 
are presented as follows. 
Scenario 1 • Current CAD system. The designers were asked to imagine themselves in the 
following scenario. 'You arrive at work, having the same frustrations with your current 
computer·aided design (CAD) system. Describe/draw your ideal changes/enhancements for 
creating product form using your current CAD system: A request was made to use the ideas 
from the first creative session, although new ideas could also be generated. 
Scenario 2 - Blue-sky form creation system. The designers were asked to imagine 
themselves in the following scenario. 'You arrive at work, but when you enter your office you 
come across a cleared empty room. Your boss is standing next to you, saying that it is your 
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lucky day and that he is prepared to provide you with your ideal system for creating product 
form. He asks you to describe/draw your ideas. How does it work? What senses does it make 
use of? What do you hear, see, touch, etc? What is the working environment like? Is there 
hands-on or hands-off interaction?' A request was again made to use the ideas from the first 
creative session, although new ideas could also be generated. 
10.2.3 Results of the group creative sessions 
The outcomes of the first creative session were sketch sheets containing 
unconnected ideas in the form of doodling, diagrams and keywords (e.g. see Fig.l0.2a, 
10.2b) Similarly, the outcomes of the second creative session were also sketch sheets, 
except that the communicated ideas resembled systems rather than unconnected ideas (e.g. 
see Fig.l0.3). 
The sketch sheets, in conjunction with the notes taken during the creative sessions, were 
examined for common features and grouped under headings. An illustrative summary of the 
outcomes (Fig.l0.4) was prepared by the author as an aid to concept generation (section 
10.3). It can be seen from Figure 10.4 that the ideas spanned many different subjects 
including workspaces, tools for form creation, support resources, body interactions and 
sensory input. As requested, some of the ideas produced were incremental improvements on 
existing technologies, whereas others were more blue-sky. 
Flg.10.2a. Example of sketch sheets produced during creative session 1 
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Flg.10.2b. Example of sketch sheets produced during creative session 1 
Flg.10.3. Example of a sketch sheet produced during creative session 2 
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Flg.10.4. illustrative summary of outcomes of creative sessions 1 and 2 
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10.3 Concept Generation 
The second stage of the design project involved the author, as an industrial 
designer, creating concepts for enhancing conceptual form creation provision within digital 
industrial design tools. Several sources of information were taken into account during 
concept generation: (i) the definitive set of 30 customer needs contained in Chapter Seven; 
(ii) the outcomes of creative sessions 1 and 2, as summarised in Figure 10.4; (iii) and the 
prior art review of new and emerging technologies contained in Chapter Two. 
Inspiration also came from wider reading and interest in the area of communication 
technologies and contemporary product design, summarised as keywords in Figure 10.5. 
Other specific sources of inspiration included: Philips' Vision of the Future [Philips Design, 
1996]; articles by Davis [2001], O'Halloran [2001] and Smith & Karidis [2001]; and several 
Hollywood movies including Minority Report [2002], The Matrix Trilogy [1999], and The World 
Is Not Enough [1999]. 
Software "'SIt:,U::'" 
Virtual re;'JIif'v 
5e.am'le!iS 3D space 
"u~::teof emrotlio 
Flg.i0.5. Inspiration for concept generation 
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During the designing, it became apparent that two sets of concepts should be generated: 
those relating to 'workspaces' (illustrating environments that industrial designers could work 
in) and those relating to 'form creation' (illustrating tools/methods that industrial designers 
could use for conceptual form creation). The separation is acknowledged to be forced, but 
was found helpful in directing the emerging design ideas and communicating the final 
concepts. 
The designing was intended to create a range of solutions from concepts that were 
immediately realisable (and that suggested improvements/combinations of existing 
technologies), to concepts that would require technology to advance. In all cases, the 
concepts were required to be coherent in the sense that they combined individual ideas into 
a convincing system. It was an explicit objective to meet the highest number of customer 
needs as practically possible, although it will be appreciated that not all customer needs 
could be satisfied within a single concept without that concept becoming too incoherent. 
Overall, when treated as a set, the eleven concepts satisfied all customer needs. Matrices 
were used during the designing to judge which customer needs were satisfied by each 
concept. A full set of matrices can be found in Appendix 10.1. Table 10.3 explains the use of 
symbols in the matrices. 
Table 10.3. Symbols used In customer needs matrices 
Symbol: Meaning 
~ Customer need specifically met (Direct suggestion within the concept) 
o Customer need met through software (Indirect suggestion through software programming) 
[!J Customer need not met or not applicable 
10.3.1 Concept presentation 
In total, eleven concepts were developed: four 'workspace' concepts and seven 
'form creation' concepts. Each concept was prepared as a full-colour illustration in a 
purposefully 'cartoon style' that was suggestive rather than photographically precise. The 
illustration was intended to convey the essence of the concept, but an accompanying title 
(concept name) and text summary were included for a comprehensive description. A brief 
background to each concept, and its final presentation, is contained in Figures 10.6 to 
10.16. 
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• Workspace Concept 1- DESKTOP COMPUTING. 
This concept enhances the sensory information experienced by designers within a present-day 
office environment. 
• TYPtCAL O~~ICE ElJVlROIIMEIJ'I" 
• ~lrnllG A'I" IIIDIVIDUAL DE~K~ 
• ~EVERAL LARGE ~'I" ~REEIJ MOIII'l"OR~ 
• MUL 'fIPLE Alii> 11I'I"ERC1lA1IQeA&LE IIIPU'I" DEVlCE~ (e.G. KEVIIOARD, MO'~:>~:,I 
PIIAII'I"OM IIAP'f1C DEVICE, IIAP'f1C GLOVE) 
• OP'flOIlAL ~1"EREOVl~ION 
• 'l"WO-IIA11DED IN'l"ERACTlON 
Flg.10.G. Workspace concept 1: Desktop Computing 
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• Workspace Concept 2 -IMMERSIVE ROOM. 
The idea behind this concept was to set an immersive theme and mood. in a similar way to 
desktop themes and wallpaper in Microsoft Windows or Apple Mac OS . 
.. DEDICATED WORKROOM 
.. EACU WALL UA5 A PRO')ECTED IMAGE (E.G. CAD IWT'ERI'ACE, MOOOIIOARD, 
COMPETITOR PRODUCT5) 
.. PRO')ECTED CAD I~Tl!RI'ACE CORRE5PO~D5 TO OUTPUT !'ROM PORTAIILE 
I~PUT DEVICE (E.G. WIRELE55 TAIILET PC) 
.. PRO')EC110U5 CA~ liE QUICKLY 5WITCUED !'OR DII'I'ERWT PRO')ECT:S 
.. COLLAIIORA110U 15 P0551111..E FOR TEAM PRO')ECT5 
.. 5lrn~a / :STAUDllla 
.. 0P110~AI.. 5T1!REOVI:SIO~ GLA55E5 
.. 0P110~AI.. UAP11C GI..OVE5 
.. FUI..I..-:SCALE MODEl.. PRO')EC110U 
Flg.10.7. Workspace concept 2: Immerslve Room 
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• Workspace Concept 3 -INTELLIGENT SCREENS. 
The technology embodied in this concept allows designers to move away from desktop cubicles 
towards systems that facilitate collaboration and sharing of information with colleagues . 
.. !SPACIOU!S OFl'ICE WYlROIlMWT 
.. !S1l"TlIlG I !STAIlDIIlG 
.. TOUCII-!SCREW OPERATlOIl !'OR CREATlIlG I'ORM 
.. I'IIlGER 1'IIIMIII-e5 WITlI UAPTlC !SEIl!SITlYe 1l1&!S TO !SW!SE PROOUCT 
:SUR!'ACE CilUALITlE:S 
.. FIIlGER TIIIMIII-E:S PROGRAMMAIII-E TO PERFORM OIFI'ERWT I'UIlCT!OIl:S 
.. TWO-IlAlJDED IIlTERACTlOll 
.. IIlTEl-I-IGWT !scREW CAll liE U:SED: 
A) :!11l<I~~IDto (OPM\U£ MOD£) &Y IIlOIVIDUAI. oe:!IGII£R5 
1') OOU&\.£~D£O (~ARWT MODE) ALLOWING TWO oe:slGNER:5 TO IVOR~ 011 
A .sIIlG~ PROlECT (TO .see AIID COIITRI&UT£ TO T1IE oT1lER'.s WORK) 
.. I'OR TEAM COL.I-AIIORATlOIl. !SCREW COIlTWT CAll liE !SIIARED 
WIRELE!S:SI-V (VIA III-UETOOTlI+) AIlD OE:SIGIlER!S CAll COMMUIlICATE VIA 
All AUDIO LII.II( 
Fig.i0.S. Workspace concept 3: Intelligent Screens 
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• Workspace Concept 4 - ADVANCED WIRELESS VIRTUAL REALITY • 
The idea behind this concept is a fully programmable VR system based on non-invasive 
technology that is wireless, miniaturised and lightweight. 
• DEDICATED WORkROOM 
• :SITTlIJG I :STAlJDIIJG 
• ADVAlJCED WIRELE:SS VR SV:STEM. UGUTWEIGIIT. MIIJIATURI:SED 
• PROGRAMMAlILE VR SOI'TWARE CUSTOMI:sED TO DESIGIJERS' PREl'€RElJCES 
• MULTIPLE AIJD IIJTERCIWIGAIILE IIJPUT DEVICES (E.G. MOTIOII-TRACkED 
GESTURES. WIRELE:SS ilAPTIC ~IIJGERTIP SElJSORS AlJD VR ilEADSET. 
VOICE COMMAlJD. ~OOT COIJTROL) 
• TWO-UAlJDED IIJTERACTlOIJ 
• OPTIOIJAL COLI.A80RATlVE WORkIIJG CI.E. SIlARED VR IIJ~ORMATlOIJ) 
• ~ULL-SCALE MODEL EVALUATlOII 
• STEREOvtSIOIJ UEADSET 
Flg.i0.9. Workspace concept 4: Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality 
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• Form Creation Concept 1- DUAL CO-LOCATED HAPTIC DEVICES. 
Two-handed haptic feedback is the essential feature of this concept, which combines SensAble 
Technologies' FreeForm software with Reachin Technologies' hardware. 
• 1JA~El> 011 A COMI>IIIATlOII m: I'REEI'OIVl\ AIID REACUIII :5V:5TEM 
• DUAl. UAPTlC DEVICE:5 (GI.OVE + PUAIITOM) 
• 5UAPING VIRTUAl. MATERIAl. (E.G. CI.AV, I>I.UE I'OAM) 
• TWO UAIIDEl> IIITERACTlOII: 
GLOVe -) TO GIIA~ '!lie MODEl.; PIIAIITOII -) TO :lUAPI! TIle IIODEL 
• 5TEREOVI:5I0II GI.A:5:5E:5 
• MOIIITOR DI5PI.AV:5 TIlE MODEl. 5TERE05COPICAl.l.V e 'Ill MIRROR IMAGE', 
~O TUAT WUEII VIEWEl> 011 TIlE REI'LECTlVE :SCREEN, IT APPEAR~ III 'D 
AIID III CORRECT ORIEIITATlOII 
• TIlE OIl-5CREEII CUR50R (MODELLING TOOl.) COIITROI.I.El> I>V 
TIlE PUAIITOM UAPTIC DEVICE 1:5 CO-LOCATEO (UAI!D-EVE COORDIIIATEO) 
WITIl TIlE '1111>' P051T1011 01' TIlE PUAIITOM 
• VIRTUAl. TOOl. UI>RARV MIMIC5 APPEARANCE e I'UIICTlOII m: REAL.-WORU> 
TOOL5 (UI. !SIn. ACCOMPAIIVlIJQ 1I0000000IIT, !SOUND) 
• TIlE MOVEMENT m: TIlE PUAIITI>M 15 MORE I'LEXIIlLE AIIO IIOT UMlTEO TO 
6Dm: (e.G. CAll ee iIAIIlPULATa> A!S I~ A UAllDlleLD 1I000K!SiIOI> TOOL) 
• TOOL/MATERIAL. COIITACT C~El.V MIMIC5 REAL-UI'I!: TIle !SVlSTeM ALLOlIlS 
TOOL TO ee 1I0Yt1> TOIIAROlS VIRTUAl. 1lAnJ!1AL (e.G. UAIX> TooL!S), AL$O ALLOII!S 
1lAnJ!1AL TO ee MOYtI> TOIIAROlS TOOL <e.G. LARe IIAC"IIIE TODLlS) 
Flg.10.10. Form creation concept 1: Dual Co-Located Haptic Devices 
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• Form Creation Concept 2· SMART MATERIAL. 
The intention behind this concept was to make form creation with digital tools as interactive as 
the manual shaping of workshop materials. 
~ 
* ~MART MATERIAL. IMPREGUATED WI1ll IIIG11-RE~OLU11ot1 PAAT1C~ TIIAT 
CAU PE P~11101J DETECTED 11.1 "50 ~PACE 
* (J~E 01' WORK~IIOP IlAIJD TOOL~ TO ~IIAPE ~MART MATERIAL ')U~T UKE 
CLAY OR PI.UE FOAM 
* CORRE~POUDIIIG "5D DIGITAL MODEl. CREATED IU REAL-l1ME TIIIlOUGII 
COU11UUOU~ ~IIIUG 01' ~MART MATERIAL. 
Flg.10.11. Form creation concept 2: Smart Material 
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• Form Creation Concept 3 - HAPTIC HOLOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION. 
This concept represents a form of non-physical rapid prototyping, allowing visual and haptic 
evaluation of an emerging product form_ 
.. I'U~~-~E 'D 1I0~OORAPIIIC VI~UA1- REPRE~~1'ATlOIol I'ROM 
PRO')ECTlOIol POD 
.. At.IA~OOOU~ 1'0 RAPID PROT"crrYPllJG. &UT' IMMEDIAl'E. AIoID A~~W~ 
REA~-TlME I'ORM MODII'ICATlON 
.. INDEPEND~ 01' CAD ~YSl'EM 
.. ~~W~ EMERGING DE~IGII 1'0 IlE VIEWED !'ROM AIoIV AIoIG~E 
.. I'ACILl1'Al'E~ REMOl'E COLL.AeORATlVE WORK 
.. OPTIOII~ ~1'EREOVI~IOIol G1-A~~E~ 
.. OPTIOll~ I'IIJGER l'IIIMIl~ PROVIDING IlAPTIC I'EED&ACK 
Flg.10.12. Form creation concept 3: Haptic Holographic Representation 
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• Form Creation Concept 4 - SEQUENTIAL SCANNING. 
The premise behind this concept is that organic and texturised forms are easy to create in non-
digital media (e.g. blue foam. clay); the concept builds on this and includes intelligent software to 
create high quality surface models. 
• REVER:SE WGIIlEERIWQ PROCE:s~ 
• ~EQUEIl11AI- :scAllllllla ()I: A PRE-CREAnD I>\IY~ICAI- MODEL (E.a. CLAY, 
eLUE ~OAM) 
• Oe.lECT I~ :SCAIlIlW A~ 'D POIIlT CLOUD DATA 
• IllTELLlaEllT :SOI'TWARE AUTOMAnCAl-LY CREATE~ 'D :SUR~ACE MODEL 
~OM POIIlT CLOUD DATA AIlD :SIMULTAIlEOU:SLY nOIE:S TIlE ~ORM I!lTO 
WITAeLE :SPUIlE:S. ARC:S. CIRCLE~. LIIlE:s, ETC. 
Fig.10.13. Form creation concept 4: Sequential Scanning 
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• Form Creation Concept 5 - SQUIDGY-5PONGE • 
Squidgy-sponge is a highly interactive conceptual input device that can be manipulated and 
deformed in 3D, with the resulting deformations mapped onto a digital model. 
• A WIREL£55 DEI'ORMAIIl.e I~PUT DEVICE I'OR REAL-TIME I'ORM 
MODII'ICATlO~ 
• DEVICE CA~ &E TWI5TED. I~DWTED. :5QUEec:!ED. TAPERED. 5TRETCIIED. 
5QUA5!1ED. I'O~DED. ETC. 
• DEVICE CA~ A~50 !lAVE TUE I'ORM 01' ~ O&;)ECT PRE55ED AGAI~5T IT 
• A~~ DEI'ORMATlO~5 ARE APPUED ~D 0&5ERVED I~ REAL-TIME Of,) 
5E~ECTED 5URI'ACE5 01' DIGI1"AL MODEL 
Flg.10.14. Form creation concept 5: Squldgy-5ponge 
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• Form Creation Concept 6 • VERBAL/GESTURAL INPUT. 
This concept focuses on the use of personal expression, allowing designers to 'talk through' and 
'act out' their ideas for product form. 
• VERIlAL IIlPUT (OETECreO lilY MICROPUOIlE): 
~ 
~ 
~POKEIl I~TRUCTIO~ U~EO TO OE~RIBE AIIO MODEl. OE~IREO 
PRODUCT I'OIUl 
• GE~TURAI. IIlPUT (OE1'ECTEO BV M01'IOIl TRACKER~): 
IlEAD/IlAIlD/AIUI/&ODV MOVEMEIlT~ U~EO TO DE~RI"E AIID MODEl. 
DE~IRED PRODUCT I'OIUI 
Flg.10.15. Form creation concept 6: Verbal/Gesturallnput 
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• Form Creation Concept 7 • AUTOMATED 2D-T0-3D TRANSLATION. 
The familiarity of paper-based sketching is harnessed in this concept and augmented by 
intelligent software to create high quality surface models. 
• IIITEWGEIIT ~I'TWME TIlEII AUTOMATlCALt..Y, 
A) TIDIES AIID IIITEIWRETS SKETCIlE~ ~ MATIlEMETICAL EIITI'ne:~ 
(E.G. SPUIIES) 
&) CREATES A 5D ~UR~ACE MODEL ~M TIDIED ELe:VATlOIIS 
• TIDIED e:Le:VATlO~ CAll &1' ~U&SEQUe:llTLY EDITED AIID GEDMETRIC 
RELATlOIIS ADDED (E.G. TAllGEIIT. PARALLeL. Pe:RPEI!DICULAR); 
TIle: 'D ~URI'ACE MODEL I~ AUTOMATICALLY UPDATED 
Flg.10.16. Form creation concept 7: Automated 2D-to-3D Translation 
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10.4 Concept Evaluation 
The third stage of the design project involved the evaluation of the set of concepts 
by potential end users [Oppenheim, 1992], Each concept was evaluated individually, with 
the aim of identifying a rank order between the most favoured and least favoured concepts, 
The evaluation was undertaken with ten designers who had completed the design and 
modelling experiments of Section 11 of the thesis. Six of these designers had also 
participated in the creative sessions described in section 10.2. The ten designers were 
selected for the evaluation because of their availability to participate, and because their 
prior involvement with the research was expected to lead to particularly critical or praising 
evaluation. 
The evaluation should be regarded as one step in a much larger process extending beyond 
the thesis, to apply the research results to the development of new digital industrial design 
tools. The small sample size (ten) is acknowledged to be a limiting factor for this kind of 
evaluation, and so the whole exercise should be treated as a pilot to a more comprehensive 
and larger survey. Nonetheless, the evaluation remains useful in providing initial evidence in 
support, and against, possible directions for digital industrial design tools. 
10.4.1 Questionnaire design 
The concepts were presented for evaluation using a thirty-minute questionnaire to 
collect a standardised set of data [Jorgensen, 1989]. The questionnaire was presented to 
the designers in conjunction with a ring-bound folder containing Figures 10.6 to 10.16. The 
questionnaire was divided into three parts: 'workspace concepts', 'form creation concepts', 
and 'combined system'. 
In the first and second parts of the questionnaire, each concept was requested to be 
evaluated individually against four criteria: enjoyment, inspiration, assistance and 
preference. When combined, these four criteria were intended to summarise the desirability 
of the concepts in relation to long-term use (enjoyment), stimulation for design ideas 
(inspiration), utilitarian benefits (assistance), and acceptance of change (preference). 
Accordingly, four statements were presented in the questionnaire: "I would find this 
works pace/form creation concept enjoyable to work in/with"; "This workspace/form creation 
concept would be inspirational to my designing"; "This workspace/form creation concept 
would assist my designing"; and "I would prefer this workspace/form creation concept to my 
current workspace/form creation tools", A four-point Likert scale [Allison et ai" 1996; 
Robson, 1993; Oppenheim, 1992] was used to rate the statements. The designers were 
asked to indicate one of the following for each statement: 'strongly agree', 'tend to agree', 
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'tend to disagree', or 'strongly disagree'. The scale deliberately lacked a neutral response to 
encourage the designers to express an opinion [Allison et al. op.cit.]. There was no 
requirement for cross-comparisons between the concepts. The third part of the 
questionnaire, 'combined system', asked the designers to state which single pair of 
workspace and form creation concept they would personally be most happy to see realised 
and work with. The full questionnaire is contained in Appendix 10.2. 
10.4.2 Questionnaire results and analysis 
The questionnaire data were analysed by assigning numerical scores to designers' 
responses, with the objective of determining the success of each concept against the stated 
criteria. The designers' responses to each questionnaire statement were scored as follows: 
+2 (strongly agree), +1 (tend to agree), -1 (tend to disagree) and -2 (strongly disagree) 
[Brace, 2004]. The highest total score any concept could receive was therefore 80 (4 
criteria, 2 point maximum score, 10 respondents); correspondingly, the lowest possible total 
score was -80. In relation to individual criteria, the highest score any concept could receive 
was 20 (2 point maximum score, 10 respondents); correspondingly, the lowest possible 
score was -20. The full set of score data results can be found in Appendix 10.3 and is 
represented graphically in Figures 10.17 to 10.21. Tables 10.4 and 10.5 show the highest 
and lowest scores for each criteria, and were devised to show whether these scores were 
substantially different to the second highest and lowest scores. The codes correspond to the 
concept type and number, as follows: WCl (Desktop Computing); WC2 (lmmersive Room); 
WC3 (Intelligent Screens); WC4 (Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality). FCl (Dual Co-located 
Haptic Devices); FC2 (Smart Material); FC3 (Haptic Holographic Representation); FC4 
(Modelling with Sequential Scanning); FC5 (Squidgy·Sponge); FC6 (Verbal/Gestura I Input); 
FC7 (Automated 20-t0-3D Translation) . 
• • Or------------------------------------------------, 
~ Total 70+-----------------------------------------------~ 
,,+-----------------------------------------------~ 
~+-~~--------------~ur--~----------------------~ 
40 
30 
" 
10 
WC4 WC2 WC3 WC1 FC3 FC2 FCl Fei FC4 
Fig.10.17. Total scores for all concepts (rank order) 
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, 
woo WC4 WCt WC2 Fe, Fe3 FC1 FC7 Fe. FCO 
Fig.10.1S. 'Enjoyment' scores for all concepts (rank order) 
FO< 
Concepts 
j:~[================~ 
Fig.10.19. 'Inspiration' scores for all concepts (rank order) 
• 'oT-----------------------------------------------~<.;,;;~ ~ ' ...•... -.-_.----_._-_ .. _-----------_._---.. _---.------_._ .. ----.-~ ~1"" 
~~ .............. -.... - .... -.---.-... - ... - ..... -.----.. --... - .•.• - ........ --... - ... --... -.. ------.................... -....... ~ 
WC4 WC2 WC3 WC1 FC' FC' FC' FCT FO< FC. 
Flg.10.20. 'Assistance' scores for all concepts (rank order) 
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Flg.10.21. 'Preference' scores for all concepts (rank order) 
Table 10.4. Highest and lowest scores for 'workspace concepts' (WC) 
Highest score Difference to second Lowest score Difference to second highest score lowest score 
TOTAL WC4 (47) WC2 (-4) WC1(21) WC3(+1S) 
Enjoy WC3(15) WC4. WCl (-2) WC2 (11) WC4. wc:!. (+2) 
Inspire WC2(15) WC4 (-1) WC1(-4) WC3(+S) 
Assist WC4(13) WC2. WC3 (-2) WC1(7) WC2. WC3 (+4) 
Prefer WC3(9) WC4 (-2) WC1(5) WC2 (+1) 
WC1: Desktop Computing; WC2: Immerslve Room; WC3: Intelligent Screens; WC4: Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality 
Table 10.5. Highest and lowest scores for 'form creation concepts' (FC) 
Highest score Difference to second Lowest score Difference to second highest score lowest score 
TOTAL FC3 (4S) FC2 (-1) FCS (13) FC4. FC5 (+14) 
Enjoy FC2 (lS) FC3. FC:!. (-2) . FC4 (8) FCS (+1) 
Inspire FC2. FC3. FC7 (8) FC5 (-1) FC1(3) FC6 (+1) 
Assist FC2. FC3 (12) FC1. FC7 (-1) .. FCS (1) FC5 (+6) 
Prefer FC3 (12) FC2. FC7 (·3) FC S (·1) FC5 (+4) 
FCi: Dual Co-located Haptic Devices; FC2: Smart Material; FC3: Haptic Holographic Representation; FC4: Modelling with 
Sequential Scanning; FC5: Squidgy-Sponge; FC6: Verbal/Gesturallnput; FC7: Automated 20-to-30 Translation 
Figures 10.17 to 10.21 and Tables 10.4 to 10.5 were analysed to provide initial evidence for 
possible directions for digital industrial design tools. The following key results were 
identified. 
• No concepts received a zero or a negative total score, indicating that each 
concept, overall, was desirable. 
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• The workspace concept that received the highest total score was WC4 
(Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality); the lowest total score was for WC1 (Desktop 
Computing). 
• The form creation concept that received the highest total score was FC3 (Haptic 
Holographic Representation); the lowest total score was for FC6 (Verbal/Gestural 
Input). 
• The only negatively scored workspace concept was WC1 (Desktop Computing) in 
relation to 'inspiration'. Desktop Computing also received the lowest total score, 
suggesting that new digital industrial design tools making use of this kind of 
environment will be least favoured by designers. 
• 
• 
The only negatively scored form creation concept was FC6 (Verbal/Gestural 
Input) in relation to 'preference'. Verbal/Gesturallnput involves a mode of 
communication that designers have probably not personally experienced, and 
which might appear quite unnatural. This could be a reason for the negative 
score. The primitive nature of current voice recognition systems may also have 
had a negative effect on designers' impressions of this concept. 
Overall, there was little difference between the highest and second highest 
scores for any of the four criteria, however the lowest and second lowest scores 
were occasionally far apart. This indicates that concepts with the second highest 
scores, WC2 (Immersive Room) and FC2 (Smart Material), should also be 
regarded highly as a potential direction for digital industrial design tools. 
• The only noticeable polarisation (Le. lack of graduation) appeared for workspace 
concepts in relation to 'inspiration', with WC2 (Immersive Room) and WC4 
(Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality) both having scores far higher than WC3 
(Intelligent Screens) and WC1 (Desktop Computing). To explore this further, 
designers would need to provide reasons for their agreemenVdisagreement with 
the questionnaire statements. 
• Taking into account the highest and second highest total scores, the following 
workspace concepts are indicated as most desirable to industrial designers: 
WC4 (Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality) and WC2 (Immersive Room). These 
concepts have the following common features: room-filling sensory information, 
dedicated workroom, switchable projects, sitting/standing, collaboration, full-
scale model evaluation/projection, stereovision, and haptic interaction. 
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• Taking into account the highest and second highest total scores, the following 
form creation concepts are indicated as most desirable to industrial designers: 
FC3 (Haptic Holographic Representation) and FC2 (Smart Material), Common 
features of these are: interaction with form in 3D space, two-handed haptic 
interaction, and unlimited viewpoints. 
The results for the third part of the questionnaire, are shown in Table 10,6, 
Table. 10.6. Pair results for 'combined system' 
.' 
Workspace Concept 
EE EE EE EB EE 83 8j 8j EE Form Creation Concept EB 
--'--- ------'---'--- ---'-._-
The most common pairings (see Fig.l0.22) were WC2 & FC7 'Immersive Room & Automated 
2D·to·3D Translation' (3 out of 10) and WC3 & FC7 'Intelligent Screens & Automated 2D-to-
3D Translation' (2 out of 10). Individually, WC2 (Immersive Room) and FC7 (Automated 2D-
to-3D Translation) appeared in half the pairings. On this basis, FC7 (Automated 2D-to-3D 
Translation) should join FC3 (Haptic Holographic Representation) and FC2 (Smart Material) 
as the strongest form creation concepts. 
WC2 (Immersive Room) & Fe7 (Automated 20..t0-30 Translation) 
+ 
WC3 (Intelligent Screens) & Fe7 (Automated 2D-t0-3D Translation) 
+ 
Flg.l0.22. Most common pair results for 'combined system' 
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10.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has outlined a successful creative approach to translating the definitive 
set of 30 customer needs into coherent proposals for digital industrial design tools with 
enhanced conceptual form creation capabilities, The approach taken was to devise a 
concept design project, structured into three stages: 'group creative sessions', 'concept 
generation' and 'concept evaluation', The project can be viewed as a scaled-down version of 
the activities a design consultancy would typically undertake, given the same task, 
Very few of the customer needs determined in Chapter Seven suggest, within their own 
wording, how they may be directly satisfied. It is for this reason that design input of the 
manner described in this chapter can be seen as crucial for proposing tangible concepts for 
digital industrial design tools, Without such design input, visions for the future are not easily 
constructed and communicated, and directions for practical change are not readily apparent. 
The inclusion of the concept design project within the research programme was therefore as 
an explicit contribution towards the development of computer support appropriate to 
industrial designers' conceptual form creation, 
The exposure to other people's ideas and thinking through the 'creative sessions' was found 
to be rewarding and enjoyable, The 'concept generation' stage of the project, drawing upon 
the author's design skills, was personally satisfying and a welcome complement to more 
traditional academic activities of data collection and analysis, As a creative exercise, the 
concept generation drew upon many influences and experiences, but it was an explicit 
objective to design to satisfy the thirty customer needs, This was demonstrated through the 
use of matrices to guide the designing. 
With regard to 'concept evaluation', it would be sensible for a survey involving a larger group 
of evaluators and more detailed criteria to be carried out, before significant commitment of 
resources is made to realise any of the concepts. Nonetheless, the evaluation undertaken 
within this chapter provided clear initial evidence in support, and against, possible directions 
for digital industrial design tools, It was personally pleasing to note that none of the concepts 
were rated overall as undesirable, These observations can be taken as a positive 
endorsement of the thinking behind the concepts, 
'Desktop Computing' and 'Verbal/Gestura I Input' received the lowest total scores, suggesting 
that designers least desire new digital industrial design tools based on these concepts. 
'Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality' and 'Immersive Room' were evaluated as the most 
desirable workspaces for industrial designers, These concepts are driven strongly by visual 
and haptic information within a dedicated and customisable workroom, and by the ability for 
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the immersive environment to instantly change when switching from one project to another. 
Other common features of these concepts include good opportunities for collaboration, the 
facility to sit or stand whilst working, and the facility to work with full-scale product 
representations. 
'Haptic Holographic Representation' and 'Smart Material' were evaluated as the most 
desirable form creation methods for industrial designers, These concepts are driven strongly 
by the ability to handle and evaluate form in 30 space using both sight and touch, The 
facility to view a model from any angle and to effectively 'walk around' the model was also 
common to these concepts. The results from the 'pairing' evaluation revealed that designers 
also rated the 'Automated 20-t0-30 Translation' form creation concept highly. In contrast to 
the two previously mentioned form creation concepts, rather than involving manual 
interaction with form in 30 space, 'Automated 20-t0-30 Translation' exploits designers' 
existent paper-based sketching skills. This, allied with intelligent software, is expected to 
relieve designers of the relatively mundane task of geometry construction and shift 
emphasis onto the quick realisation of ideas. 
10.6 Chapter Summary 
The major outcomes and findings from Chapter Ten are summarised as follows. 
Group Creative Sessions (see section 10.2). The first stage of the concept design project 
involved two creative sessions with potential users of future digital industrial design tools. 
The common aim of the sessions was to generate a range of ideas for such tools. Session 1 
involved brainstorming around categorised customer needs; session 2 used 'scenario 
building'to develop the ideas generated in session 1. Six industrial designers were secured 
for both sessions. The resulting design ideas were communicated in sketch sheets and in 
verbal group reports, for which a logbook was kept to record information. The results were 
examined for common features and grouped under headings, and then presented as an 
illustrative summary to aid concept generation. 
Concept Generation (see section 10.3). The second stage of the project involved the author, 
as an industrial designer, generating concepts for digital industrial design tools with 
enhanced conceptual form creation capabilities. To aid the designing, concepts were 
grouped under the themes 'workspaces' and 'form creation'. Matrices were used to guide 
the designing towards satisfying as many of the thirty customer needs as possible. Eleven 
concepts were generated in total: four workspace concepts and seven form creation 
concepts, ranging from incremental improvements to existing technologies, through to blue-
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sky concepts requiring technology to advance. Individual full·colour illustrations with 
accompanying descriptions were used to communicate each concept. 
Concept Evaluation (see section 10.4). The third stage of the project involved industrial 
designers, as potential end users of digital industrial design tools, evaluating the concepts. A 
Likert scale questionnaire was administered to ten designers to identify the most desirable 
and least desirable concepts. Designers were also asked to identify which pair of workspace 
and form creation concepts they would like to see realised. Graphs and tables of the concept 
rating data were prepared. The data provided initial evidence in support, and against, 
possible directions for digital industrial design tools. The most desired concepts were: 
'Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality', 'Immersive Room', 'Haptic Holographic Representation', 
'Smart Material' and 'Automated 2D-to-3D Translation'. The least desired concepts were: 
'Desktop Computing' and 'Verbal/Gesturallnput'. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future 
Research 
11.1 Introduction 
This final chapter contains the primary conclusions of the research programme. It 
presents the underlying arguments for enhancing the form creation capabilities of digital 
industrial design tools, and discusses proposals for realising these enhancements. Direct 
answers to the main research questions posed in Chapter Three are offered, and the 
contributions to knowledge and understanding made through the research are outlined. 
Several avenues for further research are identified, spanning work considered as direct 
extensions to the present study, as well as related subject areas. 
11.2 Answers to the Main Research Questions 
11.2.1 To what extent are the form creation capabilities of current digital design tools 
unsatisfactory for contemporary industrial design? 
The key shortfall of current digital design tools, from the industrial designer's 
perspective, is that they fail to offer satisfactory sketch form creation, and that this extends 
to sketching with both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) representations of 
products. The lack of support for sketch form creation in itself is not a new finding, but 
through the work detailed in the thesis the underlying issues for the lack of support are now 
more clearly understood. 
It is worth restating at this point that 'sketching' in the context of industrial design refers to 
the creation of product form in a speedy, loose, low-fidelity, explorative, readily modified, and 
occasionally serendipitous manner. With this definition, sketching is not limited to any given 
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modelling medium, applying equally to paper-based, workshop, and digital media. Sketching 
is typically carried out intensively during early phases of design, and is associated with idea 
and concept generation. 
As a general observation, conventional computer·aided design (CAD) systems have 
constrained, dimension·driven, and inherent start/stop modelling processes that conflict 
with the basic attributes of sketching. The thesis has expanded upon these shortfalls and 
highlighted in detail the unsatisfactory provision of 2D and 3D sketching with conventional 
CAD. With reference to 2D sketching, designers continue to make extensive use of paper as 
a medium for sketching product form, prior to moving to digital media. This raises two 
fundamental missing elements in current CAD systems: (i) that the palette of available tools 
is insufficient for form creation to be led within a digital domain, and (ii) that the functional 
and qualitative aspects of paper·based sketching have yet to be satisfactorily replicated in 
digital media. In relation to the second element, during CAD modelling, paper·based 
sketching appears as annotations and note taking, highlighting, again, the need for a digital 
solution. 
Sketch form creation directly in 3D, which involves modelling with materials (e.g. clay, blue 
foam), has strengths and qualities that have yet to be satisfactorily reproduced in a digital 
domain. Conventional CAD fails to provide two key aspects of modelling with materials. The 
first aspect concerns hands-on form creation, which brings several intertwined advantages. 
Physical interaction between the designer, modelling tool, modelling medium, and emerging 
model allows form to be created and evaluated in real-time through the engagement of 
multiple senses. Thus, rich sensory information (i.e. a combination of sight, touch, and 
sound) is used to immediately evaluate ergonomics, size, proportion and shape 
considerations in relation to the form of an emerging model. Tied into this is the ease of 
creating organic bulk forms with physical media, such as blue foam, whereas a prominent 
weakness of conventional CAD is the difficulties it presents when creating such forms. The 
second aspect concerns the expending of physical effort during form creation, where the use 
of skilled hand/body interaction with tools, dramatic posture changes, and movement 
around the workspace become integral aspects of form creation. Such heightened physical 
interaction, and dependence on manual modelling technique, brings a level of intimacy, 
engagement and enjoyment to form creation that has yet to be realised in CAD systems. 
The FreeForm® system from SensAble Technologies Inc. is a recently introduced digital 
modelling medium that attempts to bridge the gap between conventional CAD and workshop 
modelling, through its provision of sketch form creation directly in 3D. Rather than the 
construction of representations of material surfaces, FreeForm involves direct manipulation 
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of virtual clay. Despite having commendable strengths for form creation, the system only 
partially recreates the experience of workshop modelling in a digital domain, owing to 
software and hardware limitations. In relation to software, the system provides an 
unsatisfactory level of control over form creation for industrial design; its modelling tools, 
contrary to expectations, do not fully replicate the functions of workshop counterparts. On 
this point, the clay modelling tools offered by FreeForm most closely resemble those used by 
applied artists rather than industrial or automotive designers. The hardware limitations of 
the system relate to the physical and functional aspects of the PHANToMTM haptic device. 
The device is restricted in its freedom of movement compared with one's hands, and with 
prolonged use has problems concerning wrist and arm discomfort. The quality of the haptic 
feedback is limited in that models cannot be grasped, two-handed control of modelling tools 
is not possible, and model surfaces cannot be rubbed with one's fingertips and palms as a 
means of form evaluation. Another major shortfall concerns the downstream use of 
FreeForm models: the polygon mesh format is not suited to modification in conventional 
CAD. Consequently, models will inevitably have to be re-created as surfaces or solids outside 
of FreeForm, limiting the system's appeal as an integral tool in NPD. 
Amongst the customer needs for digital industrial design tools of the future are four 
apparent trends: 'life-like form creation', 'ease of form creation', 'bulk/sketch form creation' 
and 'control over form creation'. The latter two of these trends are clearly in tension, and, as 
a consequence, it will be especially challenging to satisfy both within a single modelling 
medium. The FreeForm system is an example of the problems. The 'free' refers to modelling 
free of constraints, but by focusing on sketch form creation the system fails to deliver the 
precision that industrial designers cite as essential. The absence of a marriage between 
sketch form creation and constrained form creation, both in 2D and 3D and within a single 
digital medium, is the major dissatisfaction with current digital tools for industrial design. 
11.2.2 In what ways should digital design tools be enhanced or improved to better support 
industrial designers' conceptual form creation practices? 
The results of the research point to two distinct directions for enhancing the form 
creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools. Both directions set about improving 
sketch modelling. The first direction involves improved digital emulation or implementation 
of the manual activities involved in working with non-digital media. The second direction 
involves new paradigms away from 'real world' emulation. 
The first direction adopts the point of view that the multi-modal sensory feedback and 
qualitative experiences of manually shaping a material, or drawing on paper, significantly 
contribute to designers' abilities to sketch product forms. Furthermore, this point of view 
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suggests that it is advantageous to bring the workshop environment and associated sensory 
experiences of hands-on modelling into a digital domain. The direction is an explicit response 
to the 'life-like form creation' trend listed amongst the customer needs for digital design 
tools. For industrial designers, blue foam is a primary medium for creating physical sketch 
models, and so one solution for digital tools is to provide a virtual material modelling system 
that makes use of a palette of blue foam modelling tools. However, the previously mentioned 
software and hardware weaknesses of the FreeForm system must be addressed if virtual 
blue foam modelling is to be convincing. Haptic devices that are less invasive (e.g. smaller, 
less heavy, and more discrete) and that have multipoint sensors (e.g. on one's fingers, 
thumbs and palms) will be necessary to create an authentic modelling experience. 
The findings of the concept design project support the direction of bringing hands-on 
modelling into a digital domain. The two preferred concepts for form creation, 'Haptic 
Holographic Representation' and 'Smart Material', are both strongly driven by the ability to 
handle and evaluate form in 3D space using sight and touch. The facilities to view a model 
from any angle and to effectively walk around the model are also common to these 
concepts. In the case of 'Smart Material', an opposite approach to FreeForm is adopted. 
Rather than using devices that deliver sophisticated haptic feedback whilst using virtual 
material, the concept upholds interaction with physical material and draws upon scanning 
technology to allow real-time digital form creation. 
The second direction for enhancing the form creation capabilities of digital industrial design 
tools adopts the point of view that digital technologies can, and should, augment the 
interactive and sensory experiences associated with non-digital media. Proposals for form 
creation in this direction have the common feature of 'smart' or 'intelligent' software to help 
the designer in three respects: (i) releasing designers from the command-led constrained 
nature of CAD, (ii) supplementing designers' cognitive modelling through visualisation of 
form in 3D, and (iii) making good use of existent design and communication skills. In this 
way, the second direction is an explicit response to the 'ease of form creation' trend 
amongst customer needs. The suitability of the second direction is confirmed by designers' 
desires to see the 'Automated 2D-to-3D Translation' concept realised. This form creation 
concept uses intelligent software to show how a product sketched in elevation (Le. using 
existent skills) will appear as a 3D model (i.e. supplementing cognitive modelling). 
It must be stressed that, irrespective of direction, the downstream compatibility of models is 
of paramount importance on two accounts: (i) efficient retrieval and communication of ideas, 
especially between international partners; and (ii) efficient re-use of product ideas by 
engineering and manufacturing departments. 
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For both directions, opportunities exist to devise workspaces that also enhance designers' 
capabilities for form creation. In this regard, designers favour dedicated and customisable 
workrooms where an immersive environment can be set and switched from one project to 
another. The workspace concepts 'Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality' and 'Immersive Room' 
satisfy these criteria and also provide good opportunities for collaboration, the facility to sit 
or stand whilst working, and the facility to work with full-scale product representations. 
:11.2.3 How can industrial designers' needs for form creation in a digital domain be 
systematically and successfully Identified and prioritised? 
The thesis provides a fully reasoned and demonstrated process for systematically 
identifying and prioritising industrial designers' needs for form creation in a digital domain. 
The guiding principle is that designers' needs can be most easily identified and understood 
by examining, and learning from, current form creation practices. More specifically, through 
consolidating the strengths of existing modelling media, and redressing the weaknesses, a 
set of customer needs for future digital industrial design tools can be determined. Putting 
these principles into practice involves the gathering of documentary evidence of industrial 
designers' form creation processes with existing digital and non-digital media. High regard 
must necessarily be placed on gathering visual (e.g. observational) and textual (e.g. 
interview, questionnaire) data, so as not to omit either the practical or experiential aspects 
of form creation. Complementary research strands are necessary in order to construct a view 
of form creation in both practical detail (experiments) and real-world contexts (commercial 
case study). To achieve prioritisation of the needs, it is essential that a staged, systematic 
analysis procedure be followed. Experiment participants' stated likes and dislikes of 
modelling media are required to be processed as implicit statements of need, with 
prioritisation based on the number of participants (as customers) expressing the same need. 
In this regard, the thesis provides a step-by-step 'customer needs' analysis suitable for 
constructing a table of prioritised customer needs. 
:11.3 Contributions 
11.3.1 Original contributions to knowledge 
The work contained in the thesis contributes advances to knowledge and 
understanding in the general field of form creation tools appropriate to industrial design. 
Contributions are made in the following areas of the field: relevant background and theory; 
investigations of current practice; and recommendations and visions for digital industrial 
design tools ofthe future. 
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A synthesis of prior art was undertaken, forming a framework for understanding the 
pertinent issues linking industrial design and form creation. The strengths and weaknesses 
of the following three modelling media used by industrial designers were systematically 
identified and discussed: blue foam, conventional CAD and the FreeForm virtual clay 
modelling system, Furthermore, the strengths and weaknesses of the three modelling media 
were used to determine customer needs for enhanced form creation capabilities within 
digital industrial design tools. A specialist method of involving end·users (consumers) with 
concept development in NPD, through the use of FreeForm as a co-design tool, was 
developed and evaluated with Procter & Gamble (P&G). 
The thesis provides an example of a practice-based research programme in the field of 
industrial design. Two practice-based elements were integrated into the research 
programme, involving the author as an industrial designer: the first element involved an 
evaluation of new technology (FreeForm) in the context of live commercial design projects; 
the second element involved the completion of a concept design project to demonstrate how 
the research results could lead to improvements in digital industrial design tools. 
11.3.2 Deliverables 
Several deliverables were developed through the research programme and are 
presented as contributions to the field of form creation in industrial design. 
• Taxonomies of modelling tools for clay modelling, blue foam modelling, 
conventional CAD modelling and FreeForm modelling, The taxonomies comprise 
a visual and textual reference of how industrial designers use different tools to 
create form (Chapters Two, Five). 
• Charts of generalised sequences of form creation for blue foam modelling, 
conventional CAD modelling and FreeForm modelling. The charts comprise a 
visual and textual reference of how form creation in industrial design is 
undertaken (Chapter Five). 
• A definitive set of 30 prioritised customer needs (from a full set of 106) for 
achieving enhanced form creation capability in digital industrial design tools 
(Chapter Seven). 
• A set of recommendations for how FreeForm, as a haptic-based virtual material 
modelling system, can be most effectively integrated into commercial NPD 
(Chapter Nine), 
• A set of eleven workspace and form creation concepts, comprising reasoned 
examples of possible futures for digital industrial design tools, which have been 
evaluated by industrial designers (Chapter Ten), 
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:1.:1..3.3 Analysis procedures 
Several analysis procedures were developed during the research programme and 
are presented as methodological contributions. 
• A procedure for 'sequence analysis'. The procedure leads to the creation of 
individual timeline charts, forming a visual and textual chronology of individual 
designers' modelling activities (Chapter Five). 
• A staged procedure for 'strengths and weaknesses' analysis, based on a 
methodology by Ulrich & Eppinger [1995]. The procedure leads to the creation of 
sets of likes and dislikes of modelling media classified under subject headings 
and assigned a nominal importance rating (Chapter Six). 
• A staged procedure for 'customer needs' analysis, based on a methodology by 
Ulrich & Eppinger [ibid.]. The procedure leads to the creation of a definitive set of 
30 prioritised customer needs for form creation with digital industrial design 
tools (Chapter Seven). 
:1.:1..4 Implications for the Intended Audiences of Research 
The original contributions contained in the thesis are intended to be of direct use to 
four groups of people: computer hardware and software developers; managers and 
practitioners of industrial design; industrial design educators; and design researchers. 
Through consultation with the syntheses of prior art (Chapters One and Two), each of these 
groups has an opportunity to extend their understanding of the issues surrounding industrial 
design and form creation. In addition, specific aspects of the research programme are 
targeted to each group. 
For computer hardware and software developers, the set of customer needs provides a 
substantiated basis on which to build specifications for next-generation digital industrial 
design tools. In this regard, contact with SensAble Technologies Inc. has been continual 
throughout the research programme at conferences and via e-mail. The suggested 
improvements to FreeForm highlighted throughout the research have been acknowledged by 
SensAble Technologies Inc. and will be considered in future releases of the system. An 
important role of the concept design project (Chapter Ten) was to present practical proposals 
for enhanced form creation capabilities of digital industrial design tools, as a stimulus for 
new commercial ideas and innovations. In addition, hardware and software developers 
working on 'virtual material' modelling systems can make use of the taxonomies of clay and 
blue foam modelling tools. 
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For managers and practitioners of industrial design, the assessment of the strengths and 
weaknesses of different modelling media can be used as a basis for reconsidering effective 
routes for form creation in NPD. The set of recommendations for how the FreeForm system 
can be most effectively integrated into commercial NPD is of direct relevance to design 
managers and practitioners. The use of FreeForm as a co-design tool could encourage 
companies to increase consumer involvement in their NPD processes. Equally, the design 
concepts presented in Chapter Ten could inspire companies to invest in new digital 
modelling media. 
For industrial design educators, specific deliverables of the research can be used to improve 
the content, presentation and relevance of form creation teaching and learning materials. 
The taxonomies of modelling tools, and charts of generalised sequences of form creation in 
different media, can be reproduced as visual and textual instruction manuals. 
For design researchers, the deliverables and analysis procedures contributed by the 
research can be used as either a background or foundation for further research. Specific 
recommendations for further research are listed in section 11.6. 
11.5 Reflections on the Research Programme 
With the benefit of hindsight, it was possible to critically reflect upon aspects of the 
research programme and suggest routes for improvement. Many of the following suggestions 
for improvement would have extended the research programme beyond acceptable time 
limits, but are presented as important considerations for future studies . 
• Lessons learnt from design and modelling experiments 
Several lessons were learnt from carrying out the design and modelling experiments. The 
importance of achieving absolute consistency in comparative studies should not be 
underestimated. This is to make cross-comparisons straightforward and to remove the need 
to give repeated explanations of discrepancies. If the experiments were to be repeated, the 
following discrepancies would be avoided: differences in the number of participants between 
experiments; differences in the design briefs between experiments; and the lack of mood 
measurement for FFM sessions. 
It would have been satisfying to run Experiment 2 with only professional designers, rather 
than a mix with postgraduate students. A larger budget may have helped to secure 
professionals through providing a payment equivalent to a professional fee. An alternative 
non·monetary incentive, such as the sharing of expertise, facilities or research results, may 
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also have helped. However, the releasing of professional designers' time would still remain 
an obstacle. 
A longer period of familiarisation prior to the use of FreeForm would have allowed 
participants to comment upon a larger range of FreeForm modelling tools. In order to record 
participants' use of CADM and FFM tools, detailed observation notes were taken 
continuously. It would be helpful to complement the observation notes with a method of 
directly recording modelling activity, for example: background software that logs participants' 
use of CADM commands; background software that automatically takes screenshots at 
regular intervals; or video cameras that capture only on·screen activity. These additional 
data sources would be valuable for illustrating CADM and FFM form creation sequences in 
detail. 
• Examination of detail form creation during design and modelling experiments 
Within the timescale of the design and modelling experiments (2 hours per session), it was 
unreasonable to ask or expect designers to undertake detail form creation. The focus of the 
experiments was therefore on bulk form creation processes. However, given extended 
timescales, detail form creation would have become relevant. Tools and techniques for detail 
form creation would have been included in the taxonomies of modelling tools, and the 
interaction between bulk and detail form creation (whether in parallel or in sequence) would 
have been revealed. 
• Use of Alias Studio Tools4t during design and modelling experiments 
None of the experiment participants used the industry·standard CAID package Alias Studio 
Tools. It would have been satisfying for this package to be included in the experiments, 
perhaps in addition, for direct comparison, with the three selected modelling media. 
However, securing a sufficient number of designers proficient in all four media would have 
proved especially difficult. 
• Additional data sets for customer needs 
To further triangulate the definitive set of prioritised customer needs, data could have been 
sought from (i) a survey of practising designers, and (iI) a survey of CAD software and 
hardware manufacturers. This would have helped in two respects: first, as a confirmation of 
the set of customer needs by a larger group of designers; and secondly, as a way of revealing 
any mismatches between designers' stated needs and manufacturer's perceived needs of 
designers. 
• Follow-up commercial case study 
The work during the commercial case study with P&G helped to determine recommendations 
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on the use of FreeForm within commercial NPD. Unfortunately, as 'live' projects, the work 
carried out with P&G could not reach market within the timeframe of the thesis, and so the 
impact of the work with FreeForm could not be determined. A logical 'next step' would be to 
evaluate the success of the products and processes exposed to FreeForm input. 
• Pace of technological change 
The prior art on new and emerging technologies will inevitably become quickly outdated, 
requiring supplementary reviews of the state-of-the-art to be undertaken. In addition, it is 
worth noting that the FreeForm system has been subject to several updates during the 
research programme. At the time of writing, version 7 is the most recent release. Version 4 
was used during the design and modelling experiments, with versions 5 and 6 used during 
the commercial case study. However, the essential functionality of the system remained 
largely unchanged between the updates. 
• Duration of the research programme 
The research reported in the thesis originated from a personal interest in the area of 
computing in industrial design, rather than involvement in a pre-defined project. As a 
consequence, the research programme initially spanned a wide subject area. With hindsight, 
much less time and effort should have been directed during the first eighteen months on 
subject areas at the periphery (and in some cases outside) of the thesis. Additionally, had 
the research been conducted under the remit of a research group working on digital design 
tools, rather than as an individual project, it is likely that the sharing of results would have 
progressed the research more effectively and speedily. Despite these reservations, the 
research programme brought many highly rewarding experiences and satisfying outcomes. 
11.6 Recommendations for Future Research 
Several avenues for future research were identified through the thesis and are 
presented as prospective project summaries, as follows. 
• Realising digital industrial design tools of the future 
The most immediate extension of the work contained in the thesis is to take the concepts 
presented in Chapter Ten to a next level of development. As part of this work, it will be 
important to verify the wider acceptability of the concepts as appropriate directions for digital 
industrial design tools. This will be an iterative and cautious process involving prototyping, 
mock-ups, and design specifications, prior to committing to full working prototypes. As 
acknowledged in Chapter Ten, for some of the concepts the underlying technologies must be 
developed. Collaboration with hardware and software developers, as well as companies with 
substantial research and development resources, would be essential. 
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• Designing-and-modelling versus designing-then-modelling 
This project would integrate aspects of cognitive modelling into the research on form 
creation. The project would explore the distinction between the cooperative activity of 
designing-and-modelling (i.e. where ideas and developments for product form emerge 
through the modelling process) and the dual activities of designing-then-modelling (i.e. of 
modelling a pre-created form held on paper or in the 'mind's eye'). These issues are 
suggested to be a natural extension to the present study_ Investigation in this area will 
require systematic documentation of design decision-making, and direct questioning of 
designers, for example using protocol analysis, retrospective reviews, diary methods, or 
reflective practice. 
• Influence of modelling media on form creation 
The thesis revealed an influence of modelling media on form creation, although the nature of 
the influence was not investigated in detail. Further research into the influences could reveal 
not only the strengths and weaknesses of modelling media for creating specific forms, but 
could also help to establish a practical manual of modelling techniques for creating 'difficult 
to achieve forms' within a variety of media. 
• Form creation opportunities with additive rapid manufacturing 
The use of additive rapid prototyping technologies (e.g. SLA, FDM) for batch manufacture 
(e.g. 0 - 100 units) of fully functional products is a new and emerging area of applied 
research. These technologies allow form creation to transcend conventional rules of 
manufacturability, permitting the creation of, for example, forms with multiple undercuts 
unsuitable for moulding. The role and relevance of additive rapid manufacturing to industrial 
design should be investigated, and its implications for digital design tools explored. 
1.1..7 List of Publications 
Opportunities were taken throughout the research programme to publish results of 
the ongoing work. In addition, a personal interest in the field of design and emotion led to 
several publications with international research colleagues. Appendix 11.1 provides a list of 
these publications. 
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Appendix 3.1. Interview questions to help establish research direction and general objectives 
I fl Loughborough 
., University 
Dat. and pI~ 26-27 $f:pttmbfr 2000. Vehlclt Dellcn 
MA Student' *Oo-f" SIkWf, ~ry U~Ity. 
HAM(;. (-MAl.: 
QUESTIONS 
• 00 you use computer while designing? 0 Yes 0 No 
• If 'NO' > what are )'Our reDsons 'or not usJng a computer? 
• What software do you use? 
• Have you been trained to use this software poekage? 0 Yes 0 NI) 
D Fl'Wlllnd drawings 
o ComputM ~lIn& 
o Phy$icat MoOOt 
o Imngtl boartl$ 
• What ere the strengths and weaknesses of (each) software that you are usln&? 
S: 
W: 
• What would you like to be able to do with computers? 
• How would you like to Input the In1ormatlon? 
• How would you like to have the output? 
• 00 you use ony other systems Uke sketching. engineering analysis? 
• It you were to do the $Ome design wOlk again. would you change your method? 
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Appendix 4.1a. Design brief for Experiment 1 (computer mouse, BFM) 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'computer mouse' 
AcrlVlTY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• Design Brief 
: des's" and mod,llIng ~xperjment 
! d,s'gn a 'computer mou,Se' 
: 2 hours 
: blue/oam 
: paper, penclll, blue loom and other mater'als 
necessary for btu~ loam modelling 
You are asked to design a 'computer mouse' tmfll your experience Zlnd knowledge to design 
and model an object. The onglnality of the design might he based on the use of material, 
personal interpretation and appreciation of design. You wiU be given two how-s of tre~ 
exploration on the design brief during which you wiU decide how much time to spend on 
designing, developing, detailing and modelling. 
During the design proce;s you are allow<!d to us. any sketching materials such as paper, 
colour pencHs, etc. However, a three~dlmenslon8l physical model made of blue foam wilt 
be accepted as the final (orm of presentation. A4 printouts of the final model are also 
required (se. Outcome). 
• ~quir&ments 
The model should Indicate dlff.r",,! components and boundaries hetween different 
materials and/or parts. 
No painting or decoration is requfred. 
No Internal detail and !ndlcation of working technology are required (e.g. rollers, 
Circuit). 
• Outcome 
FInished 3D physltal model 
M (ma •• 3) printouts of finished physical 3D model. Pictures will be taken by digital 
camera provided at the end of the session and they should slve views that belt explain 
the product. Model, should he placed on a Ught coloured background. 
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Appendix 4.1b. Design brief for Experiment 1 (computer mouse. CADM) 
... ~ ... ,..".,."...~'""""" 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'computer mouse' 
ACTIVIlY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• Design Brief 
: design and madell1ng '''Periment 
: design a 'computer mou$" 
: 2 hours 
: 3D CAD 
: paper, colour pencils. 3D CAD modeUfng $oftwar. 
You are asked to design a 'computer mouse' usIng your experience and knowledge to design 
and model an object. The orlglnallty of the design might be based on the use of matcrlal. 
personal interpretation and appreciation of design. You wlU be Aiven two hours of free 
exploration on the design brief during which you will decide how much time to spend on 
designing, developing. detailing and modelling. 
During the des1gn process you are allowed to use any sketching materials such as paper, 
(otOLl' pendls. etc. However, a three·dimenslonal computer model saved on floppy dlsk(s) 
will be accepted as the final form of presentation. A4 printouts of the final model are also 
required (see Outcome). 
• Requirements 
The 30 model should Indicate different components and bound.rle, between different 
materials and/or parts. 
No colour and texture mappinss are required. 
No Internal det.1I and Indlc.tion of workini technology .r. required (e.g •• crew 
thread,. 
• Outcome 
Finished 3D·computer model saved on the computer. 
Rendered Views (maximum th .... ' of finished 3D-computer medel which should give 
views that best explain the product. Products should be rendered on 'white' 
background. 
All .vanable sketches. 
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Appendix 4.1c. Design brief for Experiment 1 (perfume container, BFM) 
···DrtIttI"'T"~,~~ 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'perfume container' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• Oeslgn Brief 
: design and mod,UJnJ exp.riment 
! design Q 'perfum" containe,' 
: 2 hours 
: blue!oam 
: paper, pencils, blue foam and other mater'als necessary 
for bluo loom modelling 
You are asked to design a 'perfume container' usIng your experience and knowledge to 
design .nd model an object. The oMgln.llty of the design might be based on the personal 
interpretation and appreciation of desfgn. You wlll be given two hours of tree exploration 
on the design bMel duMng which you will decld. how much time to spend on d .. lgnlng. 
developing, detailing and modelling. 
OuMng the design process you are allowed to use any sl<.tchlng matertals such .s paper, 
colour penCils, etc. However, • three-dlmen,lon.1 phj'$lcal model made of blue foam will 
be accepted as the final form of pr ... nt.tl..,. A4 pMntouts of the final model are also 
required (s •• Outcome). 
• Requirements 
The model should Indicate dffferent components and boundarfes between different 
materiats and/or parts. 
No painting or no decoration are requtred. 
No Internal detail and Indication of worldng technology are required (e. v. rollers, 
circuit). 
• Outcome 
FInished 30 ph)'$lcal model 
A4 (mo>. 3) prtntouts of finished ph)"lcal30 model. Pictures will be taken by digital 
camera prOVided at the end of the session and they should give views that best explain 
the product. Models should be pl.ced on • light coloured background. 
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Appendix 4.1d. Design brief for Experiment 1 (perfume container, CADM) 
••• 0«If>'I-~,~~ 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'perfume container' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• D •• lgn Brief 
: design and mcd.lllns experiment 
: design 0 'perllfTTllt <ontoiner' 
: 2 hour. 
: 30CAO 
: paper, p.ne;ls, 30 CA/) madeltfn! saftware 
You are asked to design a 'perfume contalne~ USing your experience and knowledge to 
design and model an object, The originalitY of the design might be based on the personal 
Interpretation and appreciation of de,lgn, You will be given two hours of free explora~on 
on the design brief during which you will dedde how much time to spend on designing, 
developing, d.talllng and modelling. 
During the design process you are allowed to uso any sketching material, such as pap.r, 
c:olour pencilS, etc, However, a thre~djmenslonal computer model saved on floppy disk(s) 
will be accepted as the final form of presentation. A4 printouts of the finat model are also 
required (see Outcome) . 
• Requirements 
The 3D model should Indicate different components and boundaries between different 
materials and/or parts. 
No colour and texture mappIngs are required. 
No Internal detan and indlcaUon of worI<lng technology are nequlred (e.g. screw 
thread) • 
• Outcomo 
Finished 3D-computer model saved on the computer, 
Rendered views (maximum three) of finished 3D·computer model which .hould give 
vfews that best explain the product. Product. should be rendered on 'white' 
background. 
All av.llable sketches. 
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Appendix 4.2a. Design brief for Experiment 2 (computer speaker, BFM) 
• •• ,...... .... f-....",l..............,~ 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'computer speaker' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• De,lgn Brief 
: d.sl¥" and made/ling experiment 
: design a 'computer speaker' 
: 2 hours 
: blu·foom 
: paper, pencils, bl~ foam and otMr materials 
necessary lar bfu. loam modelling 
You are 8sked to design a 'computer speaker' (single, not os a pair) using your experience 
and knowledge to design and model an object. The originality of the design might be based 
on the use of material, personal interpretation and appreciation of destgn. You wilt be 
iiven two hoUIl of free exploration on the design bMet during which you wtll decklt! how 
much ~m. to 'pend on designing, developing, detailing and modelling. 
Dunng the design process you are allowed to use any sketchIng materlals such as paper, 
colour pencils. etc. However, a three-dimensional physical model made of blue foam wUl 
be accepted as the finat form of presentation. 
• Requtremenn 
The model should Indlc.te different components and boundaries between different 
materials and/or parts. 
No painting or decoration is required. 
No Intern.1 detail and Indication of worklns technology .re required (e.B. rollers, 
circuit). 
• Outcome 
Anlshed 3D phy<lcal model 
• All avaUabte sketches. 
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Appendix 4,2b, Design brief for Experiment 2 (computer speaker, CADM) 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'computer 5peaker' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• Design Brief 
: des'sn and mod~tIfnJ experiment 
: design a 'computtr speak'" 
: 2 hourJ 
: 3D CAD 
: paper, pencils, 3D CAD modeUing softwart 
You are asked to design a 'computer speaker' (sfnste, not OS a pa'r) ostng your experience 
and ~nowledge to design and model.n object, The originality of the design might be besed 
on the use of material, personal interpretation and appreciation of design. You will be 
given two hours of free exploration on the design brief during which you will decide how 
much time to ,pend on designing, developing, detailing and modelling. 
During the design process you are allowed to use any sketching materials such as paper, 
colour pencils, etc. However, a three--dfmensional computer model saved on floppy disk(s) 
will be accepted as the final form of presentation Rendered views of the final model are 
also required, 
• Requirements 
The 3D model should indicate different components and boundaries between different 
materials and/or parts. 
No cotour and texture mappings are requfred. 
No internal detail and indIcation of working technotogy are required (e.g. screw 
thread), 
.Outcomlt 
Ffnished 30·computer model saved on the computer. 
Rendered views (maximum three) of finished 3D'computer model which should give 
views that best expl.in the product, Products should be rendered on 'Whit.' 
background. 
All available sketches. 
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Appendix 4.2c. Design brief for Experiment 2 (salt & pepper shaker, BFM) 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'salt & pepper shaker' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• O •• lgn 8r1ef 
: design and modelling eXJHrfment 
: desIgn D 'salt & peppor shaker' 
: 2 hours 
: blue foam 
: paper, prndls, blu~ foom and other materials 
nee ... ary for blue foom mod.llfng 
You are asked to design a 'salt & pepper shaker' (Single, not as a pair) ~Ili your 
experience Md knowledge to deSign and model an object. The orIginaUty of the design 
might be based on the use of material, personal Interpretation and appredatlon of design. 
You Will be given two hours of (ree exploration on the design brief crurtng which you Will 
decide how much time to spend on designing, developlns. detallfng and modelling. 
During the design process you are allowed to use any sketchln~ materials such as paper. 
colour pencils, etc. However, a three-dimensional physical model made of blue foam will 
be accepted as the final form of presentation. 
• Requirements 
The model should indicate different components and boundaries between different 
materlats and/or parts. 
No painting or no decoration are required. 
No Internal det.11 and indication of working technology are required (o.g. rotlers, 
circuit). 
• Outcome 
Finished 30 physical model. 
• All available sketches. 
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Appendix 4,2d, Design brief for Experiment 2 (salt & pepper shaker, CADM) 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'salt & pepper shaker' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• Design Brief 
: design and modelling experiment 
: dfslgn Cl 'salt & pepper shaker' 
: 2 hours 
: 3D CAt> 
: paper, perx:ils, 3D CAD modelling software 
You .re .sked to deslan , 'solt & pepper 'hake~ (,'ngle, net .s a pa'r) using your 
experience and knowledge to design and model an object. The originality of the design 
might be based on the use of material, per10nal interpretation and appreciation of design. 
You will be £lven two hours of free exploration on the design brief during which you wHl 
decide how much ~me to spend on designing, developing, detailing and modelUng. 
During the design process you ore allowed to use any sketching materialS such ., paper, 
eolour penCils, etc. However, a three·dimenslonal computer model saved on the computer 
will be accepted as the fin,l form of pnesentation. Rendered view> of the final model are 
also required. 
• Requirements 
The 3D model 'hould Indlc'te different components and boundaries between different 
materials and/or parts. 
No colour and texture mapplngs are required. 
No Internal detail and indication or working technology are required (e.g. screw 
thread). 
• Outcome 
Finished 3D-computer model saved on the computer. 
Rendered view, (maximum three) 0' finished 3D-computer model WhiCh should give 
vieW> that best explain the product. Product. should be rendered on 'white' 
background. 
All available- sketches. 
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Appendix 4.2e. Design brief for Experiment 2 (perfume container, FFM) 
DESIGN & MODELLING EXPERIMENT: a 'perfume container' 
ACTIVITY 
TASK 
DURATION 
MEDIUM 
MATERIALS 
• Purpose 
: design and modelllnJ #)(periment 
: design G 'prrfume contalne,' 
: 2 hours 
: haptl,·based virtual day modetl#n) 
: sketchi,,! mattrlafs, FreeForm Software with 
PHANToM hoptlc dtvlco 
The main purpose of th1s session ts to explore new touch·based 3D modelling software. 
SensAble Technologies' freeForm software provides a 'clay sculpting' approach to 30 
modelling. based .round the PHANToM haptic (force·feedb!!tk) dcv1ce. 
• Aim 
You will fim be !liven a short demonstration on uslnll the PHANToM haptic device and 
FreeForm software. Then. you w1ll be liven two hours of free exploration on haptic 
modettfng. Although there Is not a restricted desls" brief. you shoutd aim to model a 
'perfume container' dur1na the session. 
~uring the session you are also free to use MY sketching materials such as paper, colour 
pencils, etc. 
• Requirements 
The 3D model should Indicate different components and boundarie, between different 
materials and/or parts. 
• Outcome 
A series of comput~r screenshots o13D·model will be accepted as the final form of 
presentation. 
All avaltabte sketches, 
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Appendix 4.3. Ethical approval (page 1 of 4) 
ETHICAl, ADVISORY co~nllTTEE •• Loughborough 
., University 
CIIECKLIST Gl'lDE Of ETIIICAL PRl~CIPL[S TO BE APPLIED I:" 
PSYCHOLOGICAL A. "0 SOCIOLOGICAL I~VESTlGATIO:"S 
All ~C:lrr\\ishIQg co (onduct u p$~'Chologkal or $Odologtc:lllnvestig2tion in ordu to collti:t new 
d:u;a in either (heir rt.sc:lrch or te:u:bIJlg acti"lIles. 2nd 5uper\isors ot stutJelUs who nub IQ 
employ ~uc:b techniques an requlnd co compltte this ebeckllst: tor each named (Ct:bnlque before 
COfflmtm:enttIU. In conjunction l\ltb ch.: complelion of Ihis checklist. incstlgators ~hould rt:ld 
tile l.'lIi\'ersity's Code or Pncclce on In,'udg,atlons on Human P3rtidpllnb pitying p:U1leul:ar 
aUtntlon to the ethh::al gUidelines or the Brlt15b Psychologh::.1 Society and the Brltis1a 
Sociologic21 As.wt!at1oD :IS cODl:tIned ia Appendices A. B 2nd C. In c::.scs wbert tht proposed 
Icdmlque dots not comply ",Ich ;a ch"k point. Ihe invntlg;:ator should consult the l"nl\'enicy'5 
f.lhi(":ll Advisory CommlUee ~rorlt procecding fureher (see Seetion U). All ~ompll'ltd fnrms 
should be JCldgf.'d with the "cod of Depllrtnwnl and be avttl1able for consulf3tion hy (he 
CommlUte. 
11 is nol nN\")~r~' to complete a chl.'tklis,1 for rese:m:h 1t3ining of undc~r::adu3(e 3nd 
postgraduate student~ Im'oMng ~truclund. stmislruttured llnd unslruclurtd irnef\'lcw$ or s\'lr~ 
:ldminhcerf.'d que~lIcHllI:drt$. Uowe\'cr th~ cht.'cldl.'1l should be cnlnplC'tcd "'hen such 1f:linJng 
ill\'l)hclI struclun'd ob!locr\'alion, participant ob'icnalion or (on\'enation:ll :l0:1Iys15 unle~$ 
prt\'iou\ly tSlahlhhed prO\"Cduf'f:ne used. 
;'\ill me ;lnd SlOIUS of lo\'tstlg:ators: 
{Pt.:3!1C un~l.'rlin~ ~sponslbl~ inH'slisator wherc appropnalC) 
D.p'rtm.n' .... D.e ... :,'f'-.& ... ~i.h"'<:..:.c.'S'"r .. ·· .... ·· .......... · .. ·· .. ·· .. ·· ............... .. 
Title of Innstlg:uion 
.- ... ,., .............. ", . ., ..... , .......... " .......... , ............................ " ...•. , .... , ....................................... , .. 
A. Inn~stigators 
,I hl\I:':i:l~.}lItm!l b) s;;litl' • in\~~:i;,."ll00 n;l\'( prl!\10\1$ expcrlt:\!:c (l(' thl)' 
m,::hues t:mph)y<:\! 
't SI\:J\.'1'lt proJ~"I,;IS • $tud<m~ ;IT'" under 11'1< dll'(;;:or sup.=r .... smrt of an 
<:\p .. 'Tt<n .. cd mlo.'mbi.'1' Of SI3:'( 
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Appendix 4.3. Ethical approval (page 2 of 4) 
B. Consent or Deception 
.1 Within the 3bov-t ml.med invtstiiJ:ation: 
(.) 
Ib) 
Informed consent will be freely given 
4 ifrei. please.complete section B.2 Ihcn proce~ .. d to Section C 
DeceptIOn. ie the withholdin$ of inf0mt3til)n or the: misleading of 
particIpants. is part of the study 
. If yes, please complete scct!on B.3 then proceed to 5"IIOn C 
Obscrvational research will be c:micd OUt where tbose l><ing obsCJ"'led 
will not be asked 10 sivt their infonned consent 
• if y«. plc:tst complete section BA then proceed to Section H 
Ifno 10 (3). (b) and (d plc3se gh"t I'C:lsons (:and then proceed to Stclion C): 
.2 III/ormed C(l/'S~'" 
I') Pmicipants will be tntQnnC.'d of :he I)bJccuvcs ot' the Investigation and all 
c1.'laib disdoscd 
(b, \\'ilh children under thcnye or 16 years or partiCIpants who have 
Impalnnent of undersl3ndm1!' or 1:ommunic:mon. 
• teal conSl:nt WIll ~ obt:nncd wherever pOSSIble (and due regard ! 
Will tx: given to the proviSions of the Children Act 1991) I 
Y<!'S 
• con$Cnt wllIlllwllYS be obt:lined from parents or other suitable I y" person and approval from an independent ad\'i~ I 
• for mvcstig:uions conducted In Si:hools. appro\';lI ",,;11 be t.rained ! 
in adv;]."ce from (hI: Oirtctorof Educalion of the appropriate I '1'(,10 
1.IXatl: Educlllon AUlhomy 
With d\!t~un(d persons. mcmbtrs orthe armed forces. employees.. I (c) 
students o'Ind other persons judged to be' under duress.. care WIll be , y" 
t3Kcn over ¥aining freely infonne<! coost'nt. I , 
,3 DttCl!ptitJu 
(3) ~cprtOfl is :m un3\'oitkiblc part of the study b«;luse 3i1<..'t1l>ltivC' 
prQ(cdurc:s. 3.\·oIJm~ con;,:ealment or deceptlOllate not ;l\';lilable 
(b) Participants \\\11 be pro\'idcd \\l1h sutYK:ienl infomlation on the object o( 
the slUdy al tht.: e.3r1i~t stage 
(~) COOSUhalll.ln has taken place on the wny th:1t wllhtKllding of infonrnltlOn 
or Jehlx:r.ll(' decepllon will be received by the participants 
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Appendix 4.3. Ethical approval (page 3 of 4) 
.4 Obs'f'lIu#tllfal R~sl!al'Ch 
Obstrvaliono.l resemrch will only be c~1rried 01.11 in situations wbm: those being: ~ 
observtd would expect to be observed by strangers (plc:nse proceed to Section H) L.J..::J 
C. Incentives 
.1 
.2 
Hll:\'e financial IncentivC;$ (Other Ihan those ~ontnctually agreed. sal3ries 
or bnSI( (')(~ses) bc!'en offered to the investigator to conducllhe 
investigation? 
WiIllin:mciallolher than baSIl; e:o:pcnses) or other 1I'lcentives. cs :u:.1demic 
reward, be offel'td 10 potential subjects as 4n inducc:mclulO pllnlCipiltC in 
the tnVCsllg:uion'! 
D. Debriefing 
In Studies where participants are aware thin the)' have taken ~rt in an 
investigation the intormatlon rcqui~d to lInderst3nd the nature o( the 
research will be provided, 
E. Withdrawal 
(,) 
Cb) 
P:lrtlclpanfS Win be infi)(1l\cd orlhelr nih! to wilhdr.1w from Ih~ 
invesl1g.mion <'1t any time 
Followin" the c:tperieru:e oftne invcstigation. or:o.$ a result of debrieting. 
pmieipanl$ will hilve. and will be inrormed or. the riyht to withdraw 
consent retrospectively and to require tneir own rl:It3 to be dentoytd 
F. Protection of Participants 
The Inn~stlg:HOtS uccept they have a pnm:try responsIbility tOr the effects (If the 
in\'est1sallon on the phyS1C:a1. $OClill :and ps~-choloiic31 well·being of the 
participant$. as lolll,)\\,s: 
(a) \ViIl panicip.1nt$ be exposed to riskl or distress grealer th:1n OT addltiornll 
to thost encountered in their normal lifestyles? 
(bl Pan](:ipanls will be asked about fJctors which mi!;hl creilte u risk 
(c) 
(el m",dic31 condItions) and will be 3d\'ISCd of 3ny special action they 
should tlke ID ,wold risk 
P:mlcipanls will be informed ofptocedurcs forcontlctmg the invcstll.>:ltor 
tollowmy p3r1:Clpalil)n 
G. Advice 
There may be tn'>tlnc~s where, dunnlllhe study. C:"idcncc: anSt'S or 
psycholu!!ic"J. $oclO\Qyic:11 or physical problems pre""iol,lsly un~co§TI1:icd 111 'he 
partlcipan.t. In su~h C:1SCS aoo \\"here\"er possible. the in\'tslig:>lmr hlls a 
responSIbility 10 inform the partiCIpant. or those:: Il!g:llly responSible for lhe 
p3rtI":lpant. if it i$ bclJ(\"cd that by nO! doing so the partu:ip;mts well being i$ 
end:lngerc:d 
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Appendix 4,3, Ethical approval (page 4 of 4) 
lfa punicip:ml ,..k, ,dvlc. <o..,.min; cd ... ";",,,I. pcr1onolity. beh'vioutlll or Irv; .\ No· I 
ht:lI.lth problems then qul)llIied professronal odvlce will be recommended ~ 
H. Confidentiality 
All infonnation on p'l'(icip,nts will be ",ated as confid.nli.land nOI idcntofi,bl. 10 \ N .1 
unlC'S$ agreed otherwise In advance. :and subjcct to the requirtm(nls of law ~' 0 
I. Further Action 
,1 Dec/o.radolf o/CoII/ormiry 
If you h:wc been @Ie to tompl.:te 1he ch«klis( wilnout 11I:kmg II bo:t m3rkcd with itA 
asterisk. me in\'estl~lion it deemed to con(onn wilh lhe appro\'td checkpoints. Would 
you plcase sign the dt .. cl:arntlon below. and lodge the eompklcd checkhS1 WIth your Hc:u! 
o(Departmenl Of hlS.''hernominee. Jfthis proviSion does not .3pply. please proceed to 
Settion 1.1. 
I have rt:Id the t"ni\'C'l'$u>,"s Cooe otPraclIcc on (nvcstig:mOfls on Human S~bjC(fS :md I 
confinn that elw aoo\'e n3med invl:$(ig:uion eompl~$ with dw <lhl"'.! pnncipln 1:11d 
down by the Bnulth Psycholl>Sic~l Soeitty nnd tll.e British S(lclol03:ical Association 
(Appendiccs A ;md B of the Code). /.7:j I .;;/'7 
Signature of R<spon.;,bl, Inv"liSator ! 1k.~~!t..c~ .................................. .. 
Sigmnurc o(Studem (if 3pptopri.uc) 
Signature ofHe:ui of[)tportment 
or his ht:~ nomin« 
O.:ue-
~A~~w~M\H:':} .................. . 
.. ·fd"" .. i.L.tt· .... · .............. .. 
....... '1..(/"t {9../.. .................. ... .. 
.2 GuiJ(lnc~ from Ethical Adl'iso')' Commilfu 
If you have thecked a box on the list marked with:1R asterisk, it is possible thal:m :lspcct 
of the proposed invcstigatlon does not ~onform 10 IMo eth1\:.11 princ1ples adopted by the 
l'nivmity. T'h<reiorc you are- requested ~ send Ihls chl.ocklist "llh a dl.,"$crip'ion ot' the 
propo:><d in .... cstlgotion 10 Ihe ~crel3ry orlhe l'm\'crsity's Elhu:al Advisory Committee 
$0 thM the Committee C3n gi\'e £.uid;mce on the Issues m\,oh'cd, Would you p1ca~ 
compl.:te the foUowing: 
I havc re:ld the University's Code ofPraetj('~ on lnvcsti!;3ll1ms on Human Subjcels ond 
h::.vft completed the ch(cklist for the Mmed pl()('(dUf( anl.l seck guid:inl!"c from th~ 
enivcrmy's Elhicrll Advisory Committee bcfim Procl."t'\Iinll wilh Ihl! investigation. 
SI!"i!1111n of cnecklist on \\'hich ~uid.1nce 
is rc:q\lirC'd 
O;IIC' 
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Appendix 4.4. In-sesslon Interview questions for Experiments 1 & 2 
• What dfd you aim to do? 
DESIGN & MODELliNG EXPERIMENTS 
I""Session Intervtew Quest10ns 
• How dfd you work? ,e.t. tools and actfons needed) 
• What did you find e.sy?lWhatdld you like? 
• What dfd you find dfffl"'''t? I What did you dislike? 
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Appendix 4.5. Post-sesslon Interview questions for Experiments 1 & 2 
DESIGN & MODELUNG EXPERIMENTS 
Post· Session Interview Questions 
-"Djayou·~~~_~h.·~jm.tab~ana:~~b::t.::?_· ___ . ___ ._ -_.:::':::'~=--_"_-:=-=~_-_-= 
'.:~Ia~you cha'rii&youTdeslin-diCliiOnsr~Y? 
...... _-_ .. _-
-_ ... _ ........... - ... _--_.-._._---------
-_._-_ .. _---_._._-
·-ifYou"WE:r@"ilWniiioth.("chin'ce wOuld you foUOW1ht same modetllni*iiC'hnlquer--
.!.~~.,~e sa~~~!~!.~trat~_' _________ ... ___ _ 
... __ ...... -_._-_ .. _-------_ ..... __ ._-_ .. _-_. __ ._ .. _--
-_ .... --.. __ .. _ ... _--
--'--'--'-
-------_.---------
. __ ._ .. _._ .. _---
---_._---------_ .... _---
- .. __ .. _--_._---... _._-------
----_ .. __ .... __ .. _ ..__ . . __ . __ .. _. 
-_ ......... __ .... ---
--_. __ ._-_ .... _--_.- ... _---_._--
........ __ ._._----
------------
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Appendix 4.6. Mood adjective checklist (MACL) 
NAME / SURNAME: 
DATE/HOUR: 
MOOD ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST 
The words shown below describe dlff.rent feelings and moods. 
Please use this tist to describe how you are f~11nB at the moment. 
If the word definitely describes the way you feel, cirde the: ++ 
If the word more or less describes the way you feel. circle the: + 
If you do not understand the word, or you C8mot decide whether 
or not It doscrlbes the way you feel. cirde the: 1 
It the word does not describe the way you feel. circle the: 
Appendices: Chapter Four 
First reactions are most reliable, therefore do not spend too long thinkIng about each 
word. Please be as honest and accurate as possible. 
STIMULATED ++ + 1 APPREHENSIVE ++ + 1 
NERVOUS .. + 1 BOTHERED ++ + 1 
DROWSY ++ + 1 SLUGGISH .. + 1 
DISTRESSED ++ • 1 ENERG£TIC ++ + 1 
TENSE ++ + 1 CALM ++ + ? 
ALERT ++ + 1 CONTENTED ++ + ? 
UP·TlGHT ++ + 1 WORRIED ++ + ? 
SLEEPY ++ + 1 TIRED ++ + 1 
LIVELY ++ • 1 IDLE ++ + 1 
JITTERY ++ + 1 ACTIVATED ++ + ? 
COMFORTABLE ++ + 1 UNEASY ++ + 1 
VIGOROUS ++ • ? RESTFUL ++ + ? 
ACTIVE ++ + ? CHEERFUL ++ + 1 
DEJECTED ++ + ? PLEASANT ++ + 1 
PEACEFUL ++ + ? RELAXED ++ + 1 
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Appendix 4.7. Written explanation of the order of the activities 
••• 00000000 ..... f~ • .",.l~~ 
Thank you for helping us with the experiments. 
III i.o'!gh~rough 
., UnIversIty 
The purpose of this case study Is to collect Information to help PhD research 
currently being carried out In the Design and Technology Department. 
The order of the actMtles Is.s follows: 
1. You wlll be given two hours of free exploration on the design brief during which 
you will decide how much time to spend on designing, developing, detailing and 
modelling. 
2. You will be given a short questionnaire by the Investigator every half an hour. 
Before we begin you will be .sked to read and sign. consent form. You will see 
that with your permiSSion, we will be video recording most of the things that you 
wiU be doing and also taking some photographs. 
You are free to stop the triat at any time, and do not have to give a reason for 
doing so. We want this trial to be a pleasant and Interesting experience for you. If 
we are asking you to do something that you are not happy about, or that Is causing 
you any discomfort than please tell us, If you wish to have a break at any time, or 
to use the toilet, please do not hesitate to tell us, 
The sessfon will last for a maxfmum of 2 hours. We will ask for your National 
Insurance Number so that the £25 you receive for gMng up your time can be paid 
directly Into your bank account. However, do not forget that the payment will be 
paid only on completion of both sessions. 
Thank you again for your help today. If you have any questions at all, whether now, 
during the case studies or afterwards, please feel free to ask. 
Sahar Sener 01509 223045 
Department of Design and Technology 
Loughborough University 
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Appendix 4.8. Consent form 
Subject Number CJ:J 
SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 
I consent to taking part In these tasks to collect data to help PhD research 
currently being carried out in the Department. 
An explanation of the nature and purpose of the assessments has been given to me 
by the researcher and I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any 
time, and that I am not under obligation to give reasons. 
I understand that photographs and video recordings may be taken to coUect data, 
and I consent to their use for this purpose. 
I consent to allow photographs and video recordings of myself to be used during the 
case studies. This will include three design and modelling experiment sessions (one 
with computer aided deSign, one with btue foam, and one with FreeForm haptic 
clay modelling system), to be conducted by Miss Sahar Sener. 
I understand that when photographs or video footage are being used, I will not be 
referred to by name. 
I understand that I will be paid on completion of three sessions. 
I understand that these and al1 information about myself will be treated as strictly 
confidential by the researcher. 
Signed 
Date 
Signature of researcher 
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CADM· Start 
Mood 
tOl 
i deiected ~ 'D-ti.ht jitte", nervo", 
~ V> , 
, !, 
, 
~ ~ ! I:~~ated 
~ r < 
BFM· Start 
Mood 
i t 01 
'£!§' ;, 
~ Inarvo,s 
:;; ==I, 
.~ , 
'! ' 
II . 
~ I! :~~~~y ~ I activated 
~ r < lid'e Is""ish , 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P01) 
CADM ·End 
, Check List I Mood ,Check Lis! 
(++) (+ ) (? ) (-) tOl (++) (+) 
0 
1 I~ ! jitte", 1 nervo", 
I:;; ==;;r 
, 
! , 
, 
1 
1 
1 2 
I~ 
I i live'y I~ 1 1 I~  1< !" i 
BFM·End 
I?) 
, Check List I Mood Adjective Check List ResuHs 
(++) (+) (? ) ( .) tOl (++) (+ ) (? ) 
! ~::~~td I~ nervo", I~ ==;;r Iv> 
i 
, 
, 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
7 
I~ 
I ' i ~~~~ 1 I~ 1 I~  1< ! 'lie 
',ggish 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P02) 
CADM -Start CADM-End 
Mood Adjective Chek List ResuHa Mood ~LlS' 
Participant 02 (++) (+ ) (1 ) ( -) i 102 (++) ( +) (1) ( -) 
tense 0 Itense 
worried 0 i 
_a rehensive 1 i 
;!:. bothered 0 
~ unea 0 
~ de"ected 0 
en 1i5 u ti ht 0 
en "itte 0 
'" 
nervous 1 
'" 
i r 
I- eaceful 0 en relaxed 0 
::;:: cheerful 0 !3 contented 1 
.... leasant 0 
1i5 comfortable 1 
calm 0 
I~ 
I j ~:j~~~d 
jittery 
~ I :;; I~ I 
restful 0 4 I 
active 0 
£ ener~etic 0 vi~orous 0 
.... ill alert 1 
< ~ livel 0 en :::> activated 0 
0 
'" 
.,.. draw 0 
< - tired 0 ~ idle 1 sluggish 1 
en slee 0 4 
0 
I~ i 0 :: i I 0 ~ i 0 I~ 
1I 
tired 1 1< idle 1 
sluggish 
BFM - Start BFM- End 
Mood. ,Chek List 
i :02 (+±l. (+) (1 ) - ( -) 
Mood ~LlS' ~ i 102 .(..±.) 
1 
worned i 1 
1 1 
1:1"_ Ibothered 
~ uneasy deiected 1 l~ up-tight Jitte", I~ neNOUS I:;; = ~ 
::;: 
~ I I 
IJ I uneasy Idejected 1 ~ I up-tight !jittery ~ IneNOus 
:;; F= ;; 
1I I I 
I. I 
, 
~ ~ I ~ i ~ 
~ I~ i li I ~ ~ 
tired 1 < j idle 
17 1I 
ltired < 
lidle 
I i 
I 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P03) 
CADM Start . CADM· End 
Mood ,Check List Mood AdjectIve Check List Results 
i 03 C++) C + ) C . ) C - ) Participant 03 C++) C +) C? ) C-) 
tense 0 
~ worried 0 
i 0 
~ aoorehensive 0 
I~ Il i~ 
, .~ 
1I 
= 
= 
~ 
I 1 
;!:. bothered 0 j uneasy' 0 de'ected 0 U) " ti t 0 
U) 'itte 0 
'" 
neNOUS 0 
a: , , 
... eaceful 0 U) 
relaxed 1 
S cheerful 0 
fa contented 1 
~ leasant 0 comfortable 1 
calm 1 
restful 1 5 
I~ . 
~ Ij~ ,.. .~ ,.. I~ ~' ~~ 1< 16 
active 1 
~ ener etic 1 vi orous 1 
.... ::l alert 0 
<I: ~ livel 0 U) 
:::> 
U) activated 0 
0 i I 
a: S drows 1 
<I: j tired 1 idle 0 slu ish 0 
sleenv 0 5 
SFM -Start BFM - End 
MOoif iCiiiiCiiUsf Mood AdjectIve Check List Results 
i 9rif03 1++1 T+l I?l (~ t 03 i 1++\ (+ \ (? \ ( -\ 
I~ 11; 1" = 1: '~ ~, lin 
Ij I~ i I~ I~ ~ 1 
Ij I I 
I 
Ij I I 0 I 
'" 
I i 
I "0 
I~ Ij~ "0 0 I~ 1: 0 I~  1< Ij I i 
I~ Ij I " I~ I~  1< Ijl~i 0 0 
14 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P04) 
CADM -Start 
Mood AdJective Check List ResuHs 
Participant 04 
tense 
worried 
_ a rehensive 
.:!:.. bothered 
::g uneas 
U) ~ ~e'~ct~d 
en 'itte 
... 
er 
I-
C/) 
nervous 
eaceful 
relaxed 
:::r:: cheerful 
Y.2 contented 
as leasant ~ comfortable 
calm 
restful 
active 
'+ ener etie 
- vi orous 
..J m alert ~ ~ ~:i~ated 
o 
~ ~ ~~~;s 
Cl) idle 
(++) (+) (1) (-) 
1 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
l __ l£~~S~'U~";;S~h~::::i::2::t:~O~j:::::t::::j en sleepv 0 3 
BFM -Start 
Mood AdJective Check List ResuHs 
Participant 04 C++) C +) (1) C-) 
tense 0 
worried 0 
_a rehensive 1 
;!:. bothered 0 
ijl uneas 0 
~ de'ected 0 
C/) Iil u ti ht 0 
C/) 'itte 1 
w nervous 0 
er ; r 
I- eaceful 0 
C/) 
relaxed 1 
::;:: cheerful 1 
~ contented 0 leasant 0 
en comfortable 1 
calm 1 
restful 0 6 
active 0 
~ ener etie 1 vi orous 1 
.... ijl alert 0 
cC ~ livel 1 en 
-:::> en activated 0 
0 
er 
-
drows 1 
cC "- tired 0 j idle 0 slu ish 0 
slee 0 4 
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CADM-End 
Mood AdJective Check List ResuHs 
Participant 04 
tense 
worried 
_ a rehensive 
.:!:.. bothered 
m uneas 
Iil~ de'ected U) utit 
Cl) itte 
... 
er 
I-
en 
nervous 
eaceful 
relaxed 
:::r:: cheerful 
9.l contented 
QS leasant 
m comfortabl e 
calm 
(++) (+) (1) (-) 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
restful 
active 
1 1 
'+ ener etic 
- vi orous 
~ ~ alert 
en ,::; livel 
:::J en activated 
o 
er 
cC 
"i" drows 
-;; tired 
!fi idle 
,::; slu ish 
en slee 
BFM-End 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Mood AdJective Check List ResuHs 
Participant 04 (++) C+) C 1) 
tense 1 
worried 
-
~ehensive 
;!:. bothered 
ijl uneas 
~ de'ected 1 
en 
-
U tI t en 
C/) 'itte 
... nervous 1 
er ; r 
I- eaceful 0 
en 
relaxed 0 
::;:: cheerful 0 
gJ contented 
~ leasant 0 
Iil comfortabl e 
calm 
restful 
active 1 
+ ener etic 1 
-
vi orous 1 
.... j alert cC livel 1 en 
:::> activated 
0 
er 
-;- drows 
cC - tired 0 ~ idle 0 slu ish 0 
en slee 0 
o 
o 
o 
1 
C - ) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
5 
1 
6 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P05) 
CADM -Start CADM- End 
Mood Adjective Check List ResuHs Mood. , Check List 
Participant 05 1++) 1+) I? ) 1-) i [05 1++) 1+) I?) 1-) 
tense 0 
worried 1 
-' 
rehensive 1 
:to bothered 0 
~ uneas 1 de"ected 0 
'" '" 
U;:;:ti ht 1 
'" 
itte 0 
'" 
nervous 0 1 
0:: i r 
.... eaceful 1 
'" 
relaxed 1 
:;:: cheerful 1 
~ contented 1 
i'! leasant 1 
en comfortable 0 
calm 0 
restful 1 10 
active 0 
I eneraetic 0 v;;Qrous 0 
-' ~ alert 1 
« i'! livel 0 
'" -:;) '" 
activated 0 
I-'Ij i 
0 im' 
0:: :;:: draws 0 
« ~ tired 1 idle 0 SI" 5h 1 
en slee 1 5 
BFM Start 
- BFM -End 
Mood ,Check List Mood Adjective Check List ResuHs 
pa'Eant05 (++) , (+) (? ) ( -) 
i;;;;;;;;;rt 1 
Participant 05 ' (++) (+) (? ) (-) 
tense 1 
worried 0 
i 
-' 
rehensive 0 
I~ = = I~ r.;;;:;;o.;t ~ I~ = I~ r;:;;;;;;;;t 
li = 0 1 = 0 I 1 
= 1 
:to bothered 0 
~ uneas 0 
~ de"ected 1 
'" 
en " 
ti ht 0 
'" 
"itte 0 
'" 
nervous 1 
0:: 
... eaceful 0 
'" 
relaxed 0 
:;:: cheerful 0 
m contented 1 
~ leasant 0 
en comfortabl e 1 
calm 1 
= 1 restful 1 7 i active 1 
I~ I~ i = I~ Ii i I~ 
= I;:;: Ij i I r;;;;;;w 
-
ener etie 1 
:to vi arous 1 
-' ~ alert 0 
« ~ livel 0 
'" :;) activated 0 
0 
0:: 
-
draws 0 
cC ..!.. tired 1 I idle 1 slu ish 1 slee 1 8 
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CADM· Start 
Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P06) 
CADM·End 
Mood Adjective Check List Results ~Mood AdjectIve Check List Results 
Participant 06 (++) (+) (? ) ( .) Participant 06 (++1 (+ I (? I ( • I 
tense 1 
worried 0 
-' 
rehensive 1 
±. bothered 0 
; I; tense 1 worried 0 
a rehensive 1 f bothered 0 
ill uneas 0 
~ de"ected 1 
IJ) 
-
u -ti ht 0 IJ) 
IJ) "itte 1 
! j uneas 0 de'ected 1 IJ) u ti t 0 
IJ) "itte 1 
'" 
nervous 1 
0: ; '" 
.... 
nervous 1 
0: 
t- eaceful 0 IJ) 
relaxed 0 
,.. 
eaceful 0 IJ) 
relaxed 0 
::;:; cheerful 1 
gJ contented 1 
~ leasant 0 
liS comfortable 1 
: 
::;:; cheerful 0 
ill contented 1 
~ leasant 0 
. liS comfortabl e 1 
calm 1 calm 1 
restful 0 9 restful 1 
active 0 I active 1 
f ener etic 1 vi arous 1 
..J m alert 0 
« ~ livel 1 IJ) ::::> activated 0 
f ener etic 1 vi orous 1 
..J j alert 0 « livel 1 IJ) 
::::> activated 0 
0 im I 0 I 
0: ..,. draws 1 
« - tired 0 j idle 0 s~sh 0 
sleenv 0 
0: ::;:; drows 1 
« j tired 1 idle 0 slu ish 0 
slee 0 5 
BFM • Start BFM-End 
Mood AdjectIve Check List Results Mood AdjectIve Check List Results 
Participant 06 1++1 (+ I (? ) (.) Participant 06 (++1 (+ ) (? ) ( . ) 
tense 1 tense 1 
worried 0 worried 0 
-' 
rehensive 1 
±. bothered 0 
, rehensive 1 
f bothered 0 
ill uneas 0 
~ de'ected 1 
IJ) liS u ti t 0 
IJ) "itte 1 
~ uneas 0 de·ected 1 
IJ) 
-" 
t; t 0 en 
IJ) "itte 1 
'" 
nervous 1 
0: ; r '" 
nervous 1 
0: I ; r 
t- eaceful 0 
IJ) 
relaxed 1 
::;:; cheerful 0 
t- eaceful 0 IJ) 
relaxed 0 I ::;:; cheerful 0 
* 
contented 0 
leasant 0 
en comfortable 0 
I ill contented .. 1 ~ leasant 0 comfortable 1 
calm 1 calm 1 
restful 1 8 restful 1 
active 1 active 1 
f ener etic 1 vi arous 1 
..J j alert 0 « livel 1 en 
::::> activated 0 
:;:- ener etic 1 
-
vi orcus 1 
..J j alert 0 « livel 1 IJ) 
::::> activated 0 
0 0 
0: ::;:; draws 1 
« j tired 0 idle 0 slu ish 0 
slee 0 
0: ..,. drows 1 
« - tired 0 
* 
idle 0 
slu ish 0 
en slee 0 6 
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CADM -Start 
Mood. 
i t07 
I 
j ,;E}?d I; I~ nervous I~ ===, rel"ed 
I 
Ij 
calm 
I 
I 
I~ Ij I !j I I~ I~ i < I I I 
BFM - Start 
Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (iP07) 
CADM- End 
Appendices: Chapter Four 
, CheckLIst . Mood • Check LIst 
(++) (+ ) (7 ) (-) Participant 07 (++) (+ ) (7 ) ( -) 
1 I 
I 
I :1'_ 0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
I; 11 u~ti~t 0 jittery 0 !~ nervous 1 !~ 1 I~e;.;e 
0 
1 
1 11 
1 
I pleasant 
I 
Icalm 1 
I 
17 
~ Ij I I I ~ , I~ li' 1< I I 
BFM-End 
Mood Adjective Check LIst ResuHs Mood Adjective Check LIst ResuHs 
Participant 07 
tense 
worried 
_a rehensive 
.:!:.. bothered 
~ uneas 
e de"ected 
If) Iil u ti t 
If) "itte 
UI nervous 
a: 
I- eaceful 
If) 
relaxed 
X cheerful 
m contented 
~ leasant comfortable 
calm 
restful 
active 
±: ener~etic viJ1:orous 
.J 1Il alert 
<C ~ livel If) 
:::> 
If) activated 
0 I 
a: --;- drows 
<C - tired j idle slu ish 
slee 
(++) (+ ) (7 ) ( -) 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
7 
5 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (1P08) 
CADM Start 
-
CADM- End 
Mood ,Chel :k List 
i :08 (++) (+ ) (1 ) ( -) ~to8 ' CheckList (++) (+ ) (1 ) ( -) 
; 
1I 
i 
I~ ~ rijtt;;v !~ = i~ , 
I 2 = 
0 
= 
,.. 
1I ~ 0 
= 
,. 
I~ 1I ; I~ I~ 
1I 
I 
I 
~ 0 17 II~ ,.. -, ~ ~ I~ ~~ 1< 
I 
1:;-
I~ 1I 
i 
I.iert 
I~ ITiVeTV 0 riCiiVaied 0 I~ tz ~ 1 1< 
1I 
lidie 0 
~ 0 
I 0 
BFM End 
-
,Check List Mood , CheckList 
i08 (++) (+) (1) (-) Participant 08 (++) (+) (1 ) ( -) 
~ 
i 0 
1+ ~ 0 
1I 
lunea" 0 
Ideiected 1 
lE 
IUD-Mht 0 
llitte", 0 
Ine",o", 1 I~ 1= ~ lin 12 Irela,ed 0 ICheerlul 0 
1I lolea,ant I 
i 
I~ 1I I I I~ i I~ ~. 1< 0 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (2P01) 
CADM -Start CADM-End 
Mood • Check List 
i tOl 1(++) (+ ) (? ) ( -) 
~MOOd • Check List . 
tOl (++) (+ ) (? ) ( -) 
I'·.· . 
••••• 
~ j I~ I~ 
',: j ~ ~ ..• ,' I:;; I 0 
i Ichee",' Ipleasant i .' I pleasant I 
Icalm calm 
== 
I ::~~o", 0 I~ 0 1 I~ 1 0 
~ r= < 
restlul 
.' i 1 
I~ j ~~:~ 0 1 I~ 1 1 I~  1< ~ '", 
,ggish 
11 
BFM -Start BFM-End 
Mood ,CheckList . Mood • CheckList 
21 I :01 (++) (+ ) (? ) ( -) t Ol. (++) (+ ) (?) (-) 
I::" 0 ~ 0 0 I~ Inervo", 0 I~ :=1, 
I relaxed 
j ~:e~ 0 · 0 I~ 0 I~ 1 I~  Irei8xed 
. 0 
'~ 0 Ipleasant 0 
1 
lul j I 0 
· 
Icalm 0 calm 
Irestl" 
i 0 
I:~:~~'"s 0 0 ~ 0 g; llively lactivated 
~  < 
lidle 
Isl,ggiSh 
I 
'.' ~. 1 , 1 
I~ j :::~ Ig; 
I~ r 1< H, · luggish 11 
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Appendix 4,9, The results of the MACL (2P02) 
CADM -Start CADM End -
Mood Adjective Check List ResuHs Mood • Check List I 
2Participant 02 (++) (+) (? ) ( -) i :02 (++) (+ ) (? ) (-) 
tense 0 
worried 0 ~ 
-
an;;rehensive 0 , 
~ bothered 0 j unea~ 0 de'ected 0 (/J un:tiiht -C 0 
(/J 'itte""iV 0 
w nervous 0 
a: I r 
0- eaceful 0 (/J 
relaxed 0 
!~ li , , 
.~ !~ 
, 
::;: cheerful 0 
gj contented 0 
jg leasant 0 
(/J comfortable 0 
calm 0 
restful 0 o 
li 0 , 
I. 
active 1 , 
£ enar etic 1 vi orous 1 
-' gj alert 1 
« ~ livel 1 (/J 
:::J activated 1 
0 im I 
a: ::;: drows 1 
« tired 1 j idle 1 slu ish 1 
slee 1 
I~ 11" I~ I~  1< IJ:~:~"'h 12 
BFM -Start BFM- End 
Mood Adjective Check List ResuHs Mood Adjective Check List ResuHs 
2Participant 02 ir++I l+l irf\ ir:-) 2Participant 02 1 (++) (+ ) (? ) (-) 
tense 1 tense 0 
worried 0 worried 0 
aoorehensive 1 
-~ bothered 0 j uneasy 0 deiected 0 (/J ~ht 0 
(/J itterv- 0 
aoorehensive 0 
£ bothered 0 j uneas 0 de'ected 0 (/J u -ti ht 0 
(/J itte 0 
W nervous 1 w nervous 0 
a: , , a: I , 
0- eaceful 0 (/J 
relaxed 0 
0- eaceful 1 (/J 
relaxed 0 
::;: cheerful 0 ::;: cheerful 0 
gj contented 0 
i!! leasant 0 
1ii comfortable 0 j contented 0 leasant 0 comfortable 0 
calm 0 calm 0 
restful 1 4 restful 1 2 
active 1 active 1 
£ ener etic 1 vi orous 1 
-' m alert 1 
« ~ live! 1 (/J 
:::J activated 1 
£ ener etic 1 vi orous 0 
-' ~ alert 1 
« ~ Jlvel 1 (/J 
:::J activated 1 
0 im I 0 im I 
a: '7' drows 1 
« - tired 1 ~ idle 1 slu ish 1 (/J slee 1 
a: ::;: drows 1 
« j tired 1 idle 1 slu ish 1 
slee 1 11 12 
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CADM • Start 
Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (2P03) 
CADM· End 
Mood Adjective Check List Results ===i0o~ .Che, 
2Participant 03 C++) C +) (7) C· ) t03 C++) 
tense 1 Itense 
worried 0 Iworrled 
-
apprehensive 1 I 
~ bothered 0 ~ j uneasy. 0 de"ected 1 I/) U ti ht 0 
I/) "itte 0 
"" 
nervous 1 
a:: I , 
.... eaceful 0 
I/) 
relaxed 0 
~ ~~~I~~td I~ ,erYous I~ =1=, 
II/) 
::;; cheerful 0 I 
~ contented 0 feasant 0 
Iil comfortable 0 j 
I 
I 
calm 0 I 
restful 0 5 
active 1 
£ ener etic 1 vi crous 1 
...J ::! alert 1 
« ~ liver 1 I/) ::> activated 1 
0 I 
a:: -;- draws 0 
« - tired 0 
* 
idle 1 
slu ish 0 
I/) slee 0 8 
I 
I~ 
Ij 
I I~ I~ 
1I 
1< 
I I 
I 
I 
BFM· Start BFM· End 
Appendices: Chapter Four 
'k LiS' 
C +) (7) C • ) 
1 
0 
1 
0 
Mood Adjective Check List Results 
2Participant 03 C++) C+) C 7) C·) 
Mood. ~ :k List U::l (+) (7) (.) 
tense 0 
worried 0 Iworrled 
_a rehensive 0 I 
~ bothered 0 I "'- Ibothered 
::! uneas 0 
i!! de"ected 0 
I/) Iil u ti ht 0 
I/) itte 0 
"" 
nervous 0 
a:: I , 
.... eaceful 0 I/) 
relaxed 0 
~ 
If~e~SY 
0 ~ ~ :;; 
::;; cheerful 0 
~ contented 0 leasant 0 
Iil comfortable 0 ~ Ipleasaot 
calm 0 0 
restful 0 o 
active 1 I 
£ enar etic 0 vi crous 1 
...J 
* 
alert 1 
« livel 0 I/) 
::> 
I/) activated 1 
0 
a:: 
-
draws 0 
« 
..!,. tired 0 ~ idle 1 slu ish 0 slee 0 6 
~ j I ~ I ~ 
« ~ I lugglsh. I 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (2P04) 
CADM -Start CADM- End 
Mood. ,Check LIst Mood. ,Check Lls1 
Wo ~ pant U4 (++) (+ ) (1 (-) WO;; 
·ied 
2particlpant 04 (++) (+) (1) (-) 
Iworried a 
i i a 
I:!:. Ibothered a 
I~ I ~ lu~tight !jittery I~ Inervous I~  
I~ I uneasy Idejected 0 I~ lu~ti<ht IHtterv 1 I~ I nervous a !~ I "'axed a 
Ij I Ij 
0 
I 
, i 
1+ 
~ I~ I li I ~ i ~ 
I""d « I~ lidle 1 I I 
~ I} i I ~ I i ~ :r: 
« ~ i lidl. 1 'SIUggish 1 
SFM - Start BFM - End 
Mood , Check LIst I Mood Adjective Check LIst Results 
i t04 (++) (+) (1 ) ( -) t04 (++) (+) (1 ) ( -) 
i 
i 
~ Ij i ~ ~ I I"'axed 
~ j ~ ~ 
:;; I 
rela"d 
Ij Ipleasant I 
'ul 
~ I 
lcalm calm 
I 
lacti,' 
} 1 I,igomus 1 ~ lalert 1 ~ i ~ ::;: 
« j i 
12 
i 1 
I~ j a al.rt 1 I~ ",." 1 1 I~ i ~ 1< i I i lU 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (2P05) 
CADM -Start CADM- End 
Mood Ad/ectlve Check LIst ResuHs Mood I Check Lls1 
2Participant 05 (++) (+ ) (? ) (-) t05 (++) (+ ) (? ) ( -) 
tense 1 
worried 0 
_a rehensive 1 
z.. bothered 0 
III uneas 1 g dejected 0 
If) If) u -ti ht 0 
If) "itte 1 
UI nervous 0 
0: 
.... eaceful 1 
If) 
relaxed 1 
~ I~ ~ I~ I~ 
::;:: cheerlul 0 
m contented 1 
i!! leasant 0 
-
comfortable 0 If) 
calm 1 II 
I 
I 
calm 
restful 1 9 I 
active 1 
£ ener etic 1 vi arous 0 
-' ~ alert 1 < livel 1 If) 
::J 
If) activated 1 
0 
0: ... drows 1 
< - tired 1 ~ idle 1 
~ SI, ish 1 
If) slee 1 1 1 
, 1 
I~ I~ Ii 0 Ig: 
I~  1< I~ , 
1 1 
BFM -Start BFM - End 
Mood. • Check LIst Mood Ad/ectlve Check LIst ResuHs 
2Participant 05 (++) (+ ) (? ) ( -) 2Participant 05 (++) (+) (? ) (-) 
tense 0 
worr'ed worried 0 
I 1 
-
apprehensive 1 
z.. bothered 1 
~ ~~~~~td 1 I~ 1 jittery I~ nervous 0 I~  1 ieimd 
~ uneasY 0 de"ected 0 
III en up-ti.E!ht 1 
III "itterv 0 
UI nervous 0 
0: 
.... eaceful 1 III relaxed 0 
I ::;:: cheerful 0 
~ I I m contented 0 i!! leasant 0 en comfortable 0 
I calm 0 
• 
restful 0 4 
active 1 
I 
I~ ~ I I Ig: 
I~ 1 1< , I , 
£ ener etic 0 vi arous 0 
-' III alert 1 
< ~ livel 0 If) 
::J activated 1 
0 
0: ::;:: draws 1 
< ~ tired 1 idle 1 slu ish 1 slee 1 9 
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CADM • Start 
Mood. 
~, i 106 
ww'ed 
, 
I ~ ::~.:t I~ jittery I~ oe"'o", I~ I It:;7 
I 
I~ I 
, 
, 
I~ I~ , I~ I~ 
1I 
1< , , 
, 
BFM· Start 
Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (2P06) 
CADM· End 
Appendices: Chapter Four 
,CheckList Mood ,Check List 
(++) (+ ) (7) C·) 
0 
~ 106 (++) (+ ) (7 ) ( . ) 
wo,,'ed 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~ j~~}~~td I~ I~ oe",ous I~ r==, relaxed 
I 
I~ I I 
, 
1 
I~ I~ Ii I~ I~ 
1I 
1< 
, I 
, 
sleepy 0 
BFM·End 
Mood Adjective Check List Results Mood ,Check List 
2Participant 06 (++) (+) (7 ) ( .) L 106 (++) (+) (7 ) ( ) 
tense 0 
worried 0 
_a rehensive 0 
!. bothered 0 
~ uneas 0 de"ected 0 
'" 
tii u ti t 0 
'" 
itte 0 
UJ nervous 0 
c: 
... eaceful 0 
'" 
relaxed 0 
I~ I~ ~' I~ I~ relaxed 
::;; cheerful 0 
~ contented 0 
i!! leasant 0 
tii comfortable 0 
calm 0 I~ pleaseot , 1 calm 
restful 1 1 I 
active 1 
£ ener~etjc 1 vj~orous 0 
.... :z alert 1 
..: ~ lively 1 
'" ::> '" 
activated 1 
0 , 
c: ..,.. drows 1 
..: - tired 1 ~ idle 0 slu ish 1 (/) slee 1 1 o 
, 
I~ I~ Ii I~ I~ 
1I 
1< 
, I 
, 
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Appendix 4.9_ The results of the MACL (2P07) 
CADM -Start CADM -End 
Mood Adjective Check List Results Mood Adjective Check List Results 
2Participanl07 IH) 1+) I? ) 1 - ) 2Participanl07 1++) 1 +) I? ) 1 - ) 
tense 0 tense 0 
worried 0 worried 0 
-' 
rehensive 0 
-' 
rehensive 0 
~ bothered 0 ~ bothered 0 
:z uneas 0 g de"ected 0 
IJ) IJ) u ti t 0 
IJ) Hte 0 
~ uneas 0 de"ected 0 
IJ) 
-
u ti ht 0 IJ) 
IJ) itte 0 
'" 
nervous 0 
'" 
nervous 1 
a: a:
t- eaceful 0 IJ) 
relaxed 0 
t- eaceful 0 
IJ) 
relaxed 0 
::;:: cheerful 0 ::;:: cheerful 0 
:z contented 0 g leasant 0 
IJ) comfortable 0 
~ contented 0 I pleasant 0 
Iil comfortable 0 
calm 0 calm 0 
restful 1 1 restful 0 1 
active 1 active 1 
~ ener etic 1 vi orous 1 
... ~ alert 1 <t livel 1 IJ) 
-
=> IJ) activated 1 
~ ener etic 1 vi orous 1 
... :z alert 1 <t ~ liver 1 IJ) 
=> activated 1 
0 0 
a: ... draws 0 
<t - tired 0 ~ idle 1 slulU1:ish 1 
a: ::;:: drows 0 
<t ~ tired 1 idle 1 slu ish 1 
IJ) sleeov 1 1 o IJ) sleeDv 1 11 
BFM -Start BFM- End 
Mood Adjective Check List Results Mood Adjective Check List Results 
2Participanl07 1++) 1+) I?) 1 - ) 2Participanl 07 1++) 1+) I? ) 1-) 
tense 0 tense 0 
worried 0 Worried 0 
-' 
rehensive 0 
-
apprehensive 0 
~ bothered 0 ~ bothered 0 
~ uneas 0 de'ected 0 
IJ) 
-
u ti ht 0 IJ) 
IJ) "itte 0 ~ 
uneas 0 
de"ected 0 
IJ) u ti ht 0 
IJ) "itte 0 
'" 
nervous 0 
'" 
nervous 0 
a: ; a:
t- acetul 1 IJ) 
relaxed 0 
t- eaceful 0 IJ) 
relaxed 0 
::;:: cheerful 0 ::;:: cheerful 0 
:z contented 1 
~ leasant 0 ~ contented 0 leasant 0 
Iil comfortable 0 
-
comfortable 0 IJ) 
calm 1 calm 0 
restful 1 3 restful 1 1 
active 1 active 1 
~ energetic 1 vi orous 1 
... 
* 
alert 1 
<t livel 1 IJ) 
=> 
(J) activated 1 
~ energetic 1 y.igorous 1 
... ~ alert 1 <t live I 1 IJ) 
=> IJ) activated 1 
0 I 0 
a: ... draws 1 a: ... drows 1 
<t - tired 1 
'" 
* 
idle 1 
slu ish 1 
IJ) slee 1 
<t - tired 1 ~ idle 1 slu ish 1 sleepy _ 1 12 12 
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Appendix 4.9. The results of the MACL (2POS) 
CADM - Start 
~OOd 
t08 
~ t, ~ 10.Nous 
:n ~ 
. j 
I 
~ j :~~~ ~ ~  ~. « j I 
BFM -Start 
Mood, 
.Che· :k List 
(++) (+) (1 ) ( -) 
1 
1 
1 
0 
,CheckList 
2Pal i :08 (++) (+) (1) () 
1 
1 
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CADM-End 
MOOd ~L1st 
:08 (++) (+) (1 ) (-) 
I 
I 
I~ It I I I~ F= ~ I~ 
Ij I 
10 
I 
I1 
I 
~ I !lively ~ lactlvat.d ? ~ ~ ~ j 
1 o 
BFM - End 
Mood Adjective Check List Results 
2Participant 08 (++) (+ ) (1 ) ( -) 
tense 0 
worried 0 
_a rehensive 0 
;!:. bothered 0 j uneasy 0 dejected 0 III up-tight 0 
III 'itte 0 
... nervous 0 
a: 
I- eaceful 0 III relaxed 0 
::;;: cheerful 0 
m contented 0 
! laasant 0 
Iil comfortable 0 
calm 0 
restful 0 o 
active 1 
£ energetic 1 vigorous 1 
...J :z alert 1 
« ~ livel 1 III ::I activated 1 
0 
a: ::;;: drows 1 
« :z 
tired 1 
idle 1 ~ stu 'sh 1 slee 1 12 
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Appendix 4.10. Full MACL data set, Experiments 1&2; Sessions 1&2 
f 'MOOD ,CHECK LIST ;1& 2 j 
5l I 52 Sl I 52 51 I 52 51 I 52 
t No Start Stress I Start Arousal End Arousal 
1ii01 6 5 2 12 10 
" iP ,)2 .·.·4 8 .. 5 9 4 7 • ;.' 2 5 
iP03 ·[·;·6 10 ~ 10 I ":!;'6 •• 4i~ 4 ."n p, •. ; i· "6 7~ 4 6 
9 10 7 5 5 8 5' 
8 9 9 9 6 5 6 7 
iP07 7 8, 8 -i~ 5 7 6 > 
1:; 1P08 "6 ~ "9 ~ 5 3." 6 > • 
l:, 53 58 55 58 46 42 48 
X, 6.6 7.3 69 7.3 5 .• 5.3 6 6.3 
2POi 1 0 3 0 3 5 11 11 
2P02 4 0 2 4 12 12 11 11 
... 2P03 0 5., 2 3, 6 B 9 9 '. 1!! 
0' B ~ 2P04 0 1 3'" 12 10 10 
'C 2P05 9 6 0 4 • 11 11 1"11 9 !l 
2P06 10 3 9 
.:l 1 1 0 1 9 
I. 2P07 1 3 1 1 10 12 1.11 12 
2P08 6 1 ho 0 ""0 9 <10 12 
l:, 22 16 9 16 73 77 76 79 
x 2.8 2 1.1 2 9.1 9.6 9.5 9.9 
J IF(l:, + 1:,) 75 74 64 74 119 119 124 129 X-(I:{16) 4,7 4.6 4 4.6 7.4 7,4 7.8 8.1 
x: total, 1:: mean OBFM DCADM S1: Session 1. 52: Session 2 
Appendix 4,11. Additional Mean calculations 
Experiment 1, Sessions 1&2, Stress Start Arithmetic Mean (Xi, 51 + Xl. 52) = (6,6+ 7 ,3) = 7,0 
Experiment 2, Sessions 1&2, Stress Start Arithmetic Mean (;;,51 +;;,52) = (2.8+2.0) = 2,4 
Experiment 1, Sessions 1&2, Stress End Arithmetic Mean (Xi, 51+ Xl. 52) = (6.9+7.3) = 7.1 
Experiment 2, Sessions 1&2, Stress End Arithmetic Mean (;;,51+;;,52) = (1,1+2.0) = 1.6 
Experiment 1, Sessions 1&2, Arousal Start Arithmetic Mean (Xi, Si + Xi, S2) = (5.8+5.3) = 5.6 
Experiment 2, Sessions 1&2, Arousal Start Arithmetic Mean (;;, Si +;;,52) = (9.1+9.6) = 9.4 
Experiment 1, Sessions 1&2, Arousal End Arithmetic Mean (Xi, 51 + Xi, 52) = (6.0+6.3) = 6.2 
Experiment 2, Sessions 1&2, Arousal End Arithmetic Mean (;;,51+;;,52) = (9.5+9.9) = 9,7 
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Appendix 4.12. MACL Results, Experiments 1&2, Order BFM-CADM 
:. MOOD ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST RESULTS: ORDER BFM·CADM ~ 
51 I 52 51 52 51 52 51 I 52 
PartIcIpant No Start Str, .. EndSt, ... Start Arousal End Arou.al 
1P01 
lP02 
~ lP03 1! 
• lP04 E 
~ lP05 9 10 7 7 5 5 8 5 ! lP06 8 9 9 9 6 5 6 7 
lP07 7 8 8 7 5 7 6 6 
lP08 6 7 9 7 5 3 6 6 
E, 30 34 33 30 21 20 26 24 
x 7.5 8.5 8.3 7.5 5.3 5 6.5 6 
2POl 1 0 3 0 3 5 11 11 
2P02 4 0 2 4 12 12 11 11 
" 2P03 0 5 2 3 6 8 9 9 1!
• 2P04 0 0 1 3 12 10 10 6 E 
~ 2P05 ! 2P06 
2P07 
2P08 
l:, 5 5 8 10 33 35 41 37 
x 1.3 1.3 2 8.8 10.3 9.3 
I Do(I:,+l:,) I 35 1 39 11 41 1 40 I 54 1 55 11 67 1 61 1 
I X-(l:/16) I 4.4 1 4.9 11 5.1 1 5.0 I 6.8 1 6.9 11 8.4 1 7.6 1 
-x: total, r: mean OBFM DCADM 51: Session 1,52: Session 2 
Appendix 4.13. MACL Results, Experiments 1&2, Order CADM·BFM 
: MOOD ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST RESULTS' ORDER CADM·BFM I 
51 52 51 I 52 51 I 52 51 52 
j Participant No StartStr ... EndStr ... Start Arousa' End Arousal 
1P01 6 0 5 2 12 7 10 11 
1P02 4 8 5 9 4 7 2· 5 
~ IP03 6 10 5 . 10 6 4 5 4 i 1P04 7 6 7 7 3 4 5 6 
~ 1P05 ••.. :< ! IP06 .... I .. · .. • 
I IP01 ". I· ... · 1P08 . ' . '.:::: 
E, 23 24 22 28 25 22 22 26 
x 5.8 6 5.5 7 6.3 5.5 5.5 6.5 
I. 2POl 
. 
.' 
I::::::,: 
2P02 ... ,,: .. : 
" 2P03 " I· .. ···: i 2P04 '. l~ ~ 
! 2P05 9 6 0 4 11 11 11 9 2P06 .1 1 0 1 9 10 )3 9 
2P07 1 3 1 1 10 12 11 .. 12 
1 2P08 6 1 0 0 10 9 10 12 
l:, 17 11 1 6 40 42 35 42 
x 4.3 2.8 0.3 1.5 10 10.5 8.8 10.5 
I Do(I:,+l:,) I 40 1 35 11 23 1 34 I 65 1 64 11 57 1 68 1 
I X -(l:/16) I 5.0 1 4.4 11 2.9 1 4.3 I 8.1 1 8.0 11 7.1 1 8.5 1 
-x: total, I:: mean OBFM C1CAOM Sl:Sesslon 1,52: Session 2 
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Appendix 4.14. MACL Results, Experiments 1&2, BFM (Start-End) 
,;>;MOOD, l LIST ,; 
51 I 52 51 I 52 51 52 51 52 
,N. 5""5",,, E •• 5 ..... E ......... ' 
1P01 .> 0 2 k H~ 11 1P02 .i>F 8 9 I.b· 5 .1P03. . 10 10 I;· 4 1PO' 6 7 · 6 
1P05 9 7 .. 5 8 
1P06 8 9 . 6 6 
1P07 7 .> .. 8 ,,;;;> 5 .. ' 6 
1P08 6 .F;o>; 9 . .;.;>';;0;0 5 ».;.;; 6 I> 
L, 
x, 6.8 7.6 5.' 6.5 
2POl 1 3 3 11 
2P02 • 2 12 11 N 2P03 0 2 ">; 6 9 ! 
• 2P 04 0 1;;;<> 1 ;;.F·; 12 ". 10 E 
! 2P05 .. ; 6 • 11 ';;';". 9 2P06 1 1 10 . 9 
2P07 3 1 12 . ' 12 
2P08 1 0 9 12 
Eo 16 ,. 75 83 
x, 2 18 9.' 10.4 I D-(l:,+E,) I 70 
11 
75 118 135 
X-(~16) 4.4 4.7 7.4 8 .• 
x: total, 1:; mean OBFM C]CADM 51: Session 1,52: Session 2 
Appendix 4.15. MACL Results, Experiments 1&2, CADM (Start-End) 
i MOOD ADJECTIVE CHECK LIST RESULTS: CADM (START-END) I 
51 52 51 52 51 I 52 51 I 52 
r) Participant No St.rt Stress End Stress Start Arousal End Arousal 
1POl 6 5 12 10 
lP02 4 5 • 2 .. lP03 S 5 • 5 ! 
• 1P04 7 7 3 .; 5 E 
! lP05 ;;;"io oE1,;;; 5/, 5 lP06 '" 9' ":'9'd" 5"} '7 
1P07 8 7,', 7 • lP08 7 7 3 • 
l:, 57 52 .5 .6 
x 7.1 6.5 5 .• 5.8 
I ,pH IA;;;.o:rj;; .5< :r· ll 2P inn' .. ;0;,,,,; 12n 11 
2P 5 .3;'; 8 9 
2P04 0 3 10 6 
2P05 9 11 11 
2P06 1. 0 9 ~ 2P07 1.;> 1 10 2P08 ; S> .. O· ·10 
'" x, 28 ,. 9.' 9 
I 79 11 63 I 120 11 118 I 
X-(l;'16) I •• 9 11 3.9 I 7.5 11 7.' 
X: total, 1:: mean OBFM []CADM 51: Session 1, 82: Session 2 
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Appendix 4.16. Full T-Test results for MACL 
T-Test Type & Details Result , Decision on Null Hypothesis (NH) 
PAIRED T-TEST 
p-value • 0.46 Cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p.value > .05 
To check for experimental effect on stress :. Experiment had no statistically significant 
during BFM effect on stress levels. 
Dual Data Set 
Compare stress start/end data from Appendix 
4.14 (n-16) 
PAIRED T-TEST 
p-value - 0.14 Cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p-value > .05 
To check for experimental effect on arousal .'. Experiment had no statistically significant 
during BFM effect on arousal levels. 
Dual Data Set 
Compare stress start/end data from Appendix 
4.14 (n-16) 
PAIRED T·TEST 
p-value • 0.22 Cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p-value > .05 
To check for experimental effect on stress :. Experiment had no statistically significant 
duringCADM effect on stress levels. 
Dual Data Set 
Compare stress start/end data from Appendix 
4.15 (n-16) 
PAIRED T-TEST 
p.value .. 0.86 Cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p-valu6> .05 
To check for experimental effect on arousal :, Experiment had no statistically significant 
durlngCADM effect on arousal levels. 
Dual Data Set 
Compare arousal start/end data from 
Appendix 4.15 (n-16) 
PAIRED T-TEST 
p.value (dual data setA) - 0.38 For both data sets cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p-value > .05 
To check for an order effect on stress :. No statistically significant order effect on 
between session 1 and session 2, regardless p.value (dual data set 8) .. 1.0 stress levels between session 1 and session 
of modelling technique. :. p-value> .05 2. regardless of modelling technique. 
Dual Data Set A 
Compare stress start/end data from sesslonl, 
Appendix 4.10 (n-16) 
Dual Data Set B 
Compare stress start/end data from session 
2, Appendix 4.10 (n-16) 
PAIREDT-TEST··:· . : 
p-value (dual data set A)" 0.69 For both data sets cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p-value > .05 
To check for an order effect on arousal :. No statistically significant order effect on 
between session 1 and session 2, regardless p-value (dual data set B) .. 0.35 arousal levels between session 1 and 
of modelling technique. :. p-value > .05 session 2, regardless of modelling 
Dual Data Set A 
technique. 
Compare arousal start/end data from 
sesslonl, Appendix 4.10 (n-16) 
Dual Data Set 8 
Compare arousal start/end data from session 
2, Appendix 4.10 (n-16) . 
TWO SAMPLE T-TEST 
p.value (dual data setA)" 0.71 For both data sets cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p-value> .05 
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Appendix 4.16. Full T-Test results for MACL 
TMTest Type & Details Result Decision on Null Hypothesis (NH) 
"" 
To check for an order effect on stress :. No statistically significant order effect on 
between participants who (a) had BFM p-value (dual data set Bl - 0.18 stress levels between participants who (a) 
session 1 and CADM sessIon 2, and (b) had :. p-value > .05 had BFM session 1 and CAOM session 2, 
CADM session 1 and BFM session 2. and (b) had CADM session 1 and BFM 
p-value (dual data set C) • 0.81 session 2. 
Dual Data Set A :. p-value> .05 
Compare stress start data for group (a) BFM 
and group (b) CADM, Appendices 4.12 and p.value (dual data set DJ· 0.67 
4.13 (n-8) :. p-varue > .05 
Dual Data Set B 
Compare stress end data for group (a) BFM 
and group (b) CADM, Appendices 4.12 and 
4.13 ("-8) 
Dual Data Set C 
Compare stress start data for group (a) CADM 
and group (b) BFM, Appendices 4.12 and 4.13 
(n-8) 
Dual Data Set 0 
Compare stress end data for group (a) CADM 
and group (b) BFM. Appendices 4.12 and 4.13 
(n-8) 
TWO SAMPLE T~TEST 
p-value (dual data set A) .. 0.43 For both data sets cannot reject NH. 
Aim :. p.value > .05 
To check for an order effect on arousal :. No statistically significant order effect on 
between participants who (a) had BFM p.value (dual data set B) .. 0.43 arousal levels between participants whO (a) 
session 1 and CADM session 2, and (b) had :. p-value> .05 had BFM session 1 and CADM session 2. 
CADM session 1 and BFM session 2. and (b) had CADM session 1 and BFM 
p.value (dual data set e) .. 0.47 session 2. 
Dual Data Set A :. p-value > .05 
Compare arousal start data for group (a) BFM 
and group (b) CADM, Appendices 4.12 and p.value (dual data set D) .. 0.54 
4.13 (n-B) :. p.vatue > .05 
Dual Data Set B 
Compare arousal end data for group (a) BFM 
and group (b) CADM, Appendices 4.12 and 
4.13 ("-8) 
11 
Dual Data Set C 
Compare arousal start data for group (a) 
CADM and group (b) BFM, Appendices 4.12 
and 4.13 (n-8) 
Dual Data Set D 
Compare arousal end data for group (a) CAOM 
and group (b) BFM, Appendices 4.12 and 4.13 
(n-8) 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1- BFM: PARTICIPANT 1P01) 
e .tYf&M.tt 6fd~l{l.tr 
Aim: "to develop the Idea and get the basic form 
done 
[completed model] 
375 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Paper 
Pens 
'b,H";~-l Sketching 
(on paper) 
8andsaw 
~.~~ .• Ruler, pens 
Sand papers 
Plasticine 
Band saw 
Sander (vertical 
band) 
Sand papers 
Plasticine 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· BFM: PARTICIPANT lP02) 
tdMf&f.(X Md~S.t 
[completed model] 
376 
Shape templates, 
tape 
Band saw 
Sticky tapes 
Sander (bobbin), 
Sander (rotary) 
Sand paper 
wrapped around 
tube and block 
Band saw 
Sander (bobbin) 
Sander (rotary) 
Sand papers 
Craft knife 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· BFM: PARTICIPANT lP03) 
e.tY f~M.t t. ~ /If AI/I.tY 
Aim: "to develop the pervious model; to produce the 
best presentation of" 
[completed model) 
377 
Tools used 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
Sand saw 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
Band saw 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
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Appendix, 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1- BFM: PARTICIPANT 1P04) 
t~Mf&f.fX M~&5,e. 
Aim: "development and detailing 
fof .. ~.El.c~r~model and small 
[completed model] 
378 
Tools used 
--~ 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Pens 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Sander (horizontal 
band) 
Sander (bobbin) 
Sand paper 
.•••••.. " wrapped around 
tube 
Band saw 
Sand papers 
Craft knife 
Sander (bobbin) 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
PVA adhesive 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· BFM: PARTICIPANT lP05) 
C~Mf~UX M~~5.t 
Aim: "to develop the form" 
........ ! .•.................................................... "\' .. IIIi 7/; ;::.. ... ~: 
" : \ ',»~ .,---' '\ 
~:), 
[completed model] 
379 
[First 30 minutes] Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Compass 
Sander (horizontal 
band) 
Sand papers 
Sand papers 
Craft knife 
Pens 
Sand papers 
Sander (horizontal 
band) 
PVA adhesive, ruler, 
pens 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· BFM: PARTICIPANT 1P06) 
r l-Yf~Ml- t ~ /lfAi/ll-'( 
{completed model} 
380 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Pens,shape 
templates 
Band saw 
Sander (bobbin) 
Band saw 
Sand papers 
Sand papers 
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Appendix, 5,1, Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· BFM: PARTICIPANT 1P07) 
(IMe~f.tr MI~5.t 
[completed models] 
381 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
'~~.cC.~~.", Sander (rotary) 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
Band saw 
Sander (rotary) 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· BFM: PARTICIPANT lP08) 
e -iX f~M,t c.. 6 {If Ai/l-iX 
[completed modell 
382 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Paper 
Pens 
Band saw 
Sander (bobbin) 
Craft knife 
Flies (semi-round, 
round, flat) 
Files (semi-round. 
round, flat) 
Craft knife 
Sand papers 
Fillets 
Multi power tools 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT 1P01) 
t6/Vle~f,fX M6~5.t-
Tools used Aim: "to plan ahead; to have a design Idea" ............ ;~III!!~~;;,;~~~ 
f"-· "/l~fii~~~~ Sketching /-- ...... "".'" "" (on paper) 
Aim: "to come up with CAD strategy; 
to with the Idea" 
: 
Aim: "to have the basic form done" 
Aim: "to finish the model and detailing" 
[completed model] 
383 
Ruler (physical) 
Plasticine (for 
finger grips) 
Guideline drawing 
Dimensioning 
Une drawing 
Curve modifications 
S!ll _______ *'J Extrude 
Fillet 
line drawing 
Extrude 
Boolean operations 
Rotate 
Move 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT lP02) 
P .tr{& M.t t 6 t1f at/l.tY 
[completed mOdel] 
384 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Mood-boards 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Guideline drawing 
Dimensioning 
Line drawing 
Line modifications 
Offset 
Trim 
800lean operations 
Plan views 
Extrude 
Line modifications 
Extrude 
Revolve 
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Appendix, 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT 1P03) 
tIMf&f.ex MI&5.t 
Aim: "to come up with Ideas· __ T::O::O"'ls-"u"'se::d'-----, 
r" !lr~"~· .. ':?~""~::·::'2I~~~~~~ 
~1\ 
"- --
[completed model] 
385 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Guideline drawing 
BODlean operations 
Copy & paste 
Trim 
Copy & paste 
Offset 
Boalean operations 
Mirror 
Move 
Cut 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT lP04) 
P.tr f~ M.t C, 6 !If AI{I.tr 
[completed mOdel} 
386 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Revolve 
Slice with spline-
curves 
Boolean operations 
(to cut the 
unwanted bits) 
Pull & push 
surfaces 
Revolve 
Slicing using slicing 
splines 
Slice with spline-
curves 
Indentation 
Cleaning up 
unnecessary 
meshes 
Shell 
Cut 
----_. __ .' 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT lP05) 
f .tY f& M.t t 6/1f u..t'/I.tY 
Aim: "to come up with Ideas' (First 30 minutes) 
.. "."-'-'-.' ... " 
"."!.-
Aim: "to finish the first form and start another one' 
Aim: "to finish the models and detailing" 
(completed models} 
387 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Guidelines drawing 
Dimensioning 
Line drawing 
Extrude 
Fillet 
Cut 
Revolve 
Boolean operations 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Line drawing 
Extrude 
Fillet 
Cut 
Copy & paste 
Array 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT 1P06) 
t 6 Me~f .tr M 6~5.t 
{completed model) 
388 
Tools used ...:;;;;;;..:;;;.;;;;;;;;;:,.~ -----_ .. _. __ .. __ . __ . 
Brainstorming 
Guideline drawing 
Dimensioning 
Offset 
Trim 
Line drawing 
Scale 
Curve modifications 
Surface from 
curves 
Mirror 
Boolean operations 
Revolve 
Move and rotate 
Mirror 
Export 
Part orientation: 
move, rotate 
Align 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT :l.P07) 
f.tY f~M.t ~ 6/1f Ai/l.tY 
[completed models] 
389 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching: 
orthographic views 
Une drawing 
Curve modifications 
~~~Trim 
Extrude 
Slice with curves 
Fillet 
Line drawing 
Loft 
Slice with curves 
Line drawing 
Curve mOdifications! 
I 
Align 
Loft 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 1· CADM: PARTICIPANT 1P08) 
tdMe&f-lX Md&5.t 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Ruler (physical) 
Aim: "to develop the Idea and come up with a 
strategy to model It on computer" 
Guideline drawing 
Dimensioning 
Line drawing 
Line modifications 
Extrude 
~i~:!~~~i~~~I;i Surface from  c rves 
Surface 
modifications by 
altering/deleting 
profiles on mesh 
Sweep 
Surface from 
curves 
'11~Js7i~~,I~~!'iJ1i.~:~i!!).!fIIIJ!IIIIIIIII~""IIIIIIIIIIIIiI~ Overall curve === ====~.~ modifications 
[completed mOdel] 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P01) 
56.1fq, P .tee.tr 5 h~ k.tr 
Aim: "to design and develop the Idea" 
Aim: ·vlsual & ergonomic assessment; 
to finish the model and dellalllng" 
Icompleted mOdel] 
391 
(First 30 minutes) Tools used 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
... -~~e:~:;;;:::~~~ Sketching 
Schematic layouts 
Ruler 
Sandpaper 
. ,.,:,,' •. ~, wrapped around 
:,~~.Lt.~:lc;';;"';;;,:...C:.l tube 
Band saw 
Sander (horizontal 
band) 
Sander (rotary) 
Drill (pillar) 
Craft knife 
Sandpapers 
Ruler 
Sander (bobbin) 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 • BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P02) 
5Mfq,P .tee~X 5hAK.tY 
[completed model) 
392 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Sander (bobbin) 
Shape template 
Scissors 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sander (bobbin) 
Shape template 
Sketching 
Sander (vertical 
band) 
Shape template 
Sander (vertical 
band) 
Sandpapers 
PVA adhesive 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P03) 
t~Me&f.tr 5puk.tr 
(First 30 minutes) 
[completed mOdel] 
393 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Sander (rotary) 
Sander (bobbin) 
Multi power tool 
Sandpapers 
Sandpapers (finer) 
Pens 
Multi power tool 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P04) 
t~Mf~f.(X 5p.tAK.tr 
(completed mode'] 
394 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sander 
(vertical band) 
J,,;:,2.~'~·< I Sandpapers 
Sander 
(bobbin) 
Band saw 
Sander 
(vertical band) 
Sander 
(vertical band) 
Sandpapers 
Clamp 
PVA adhesive 
Brush 
Adjustable square 
set 
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Appendix. 5.:1.. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P05) 
C~Me~f.tr 5pu.k.tr 
[completed model] 
395 
Tools used 
-L-.. Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Sander (rotary) 
Sander (bobbin) 
Surform 
Surform 
Pen knife 
Sandpaper 
(mid·grit) 
Sandpaper (finer) 
Marker pens 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 - BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P06) 
5 M h, P .tpp.tr 5 ha k.tr 
Aim: "to start with shapes to develop· (First 30 minutes1 
(completed model) 
396 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Lathe 
Sander (rotary) 
Band saw 
Sander (rotary) 
lathe 
Sandpapers 
PVA adhesive 
Brush 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 • BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P07) 
5Mf4-f t-eet-r 5h~kt-r 
[completed model) 
397 
Tools used 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Square/ruler 
Radius guides 
Lathe 
Chisels 
Sand paper 
laminated on block 
Sandpapers 
I 
Sand paper I 
laminated on block 
lathe 
Chisels 
Right angle square 
Sticky tapes 
Sand paper 
wrapped around 
tube 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 - BFM: PARTICIPANT 2P08) 
teMf~f.(X 5pl-6,ktr 
Aim: "to come up with different Ideas, generate the form" 
[completed modelJ 
398 
Tools used 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Band saw 
Surform 
Sander (rotary) 
Sand paper 
·wrapped around 
block 
Surform 
Craft knife 
Ruler 
Pins 
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Appendix, 5,1, Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 • CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P01) 
t~Mf~f.tr 5puk.tr 
Aim: "to have a design Idea" 
" 
'/' 
(completed mOdel) 
399 
[First 30 minutes) __ T'-o.::o:-Is:u:::se::d,_---, 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Pen and ruler 
Protrusion (revolve) 
Cut 
Protrusion 
Assembly 
(Same as above) 
Datum plane 
creation 
Fillet 
Offset 
Pattern command 
Circle 
Assembly tools 
(mate, align, offset. 
etc.) 
Protrusion (revolve) 
Chamfer 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P02) 
t~Me~f.tr 5p.uktr 
"" ~. "." ~ e"'? ............... .. . "JP" "",>, •• ,,, ".,. (, ••••.....•..•........................................................... , .............................. .. 
[completed model1 
400 
[First 30 mi~utesl .. , __ ~~~.~.~~~.:.~._, 
I, /! 
,1:,'.:1' Brainstorming 
Time plan 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Protrusion 
Cuts 
Fillet 
Assembly 
Assembly 
Redefine feature 
(parametric 
modification) 
Cuts 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timellne charts (EXPERIMENT 2 • CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P03) 
5A1fq,e.tee.tr 5hAk.tr 
Aim: "to the Idea form 
. ~::s;-~ 
.,. c::: •• 
Aim: "to get the basic form done; 
to an Idea of dimensions" 
[completed mOdel] 
401 
Tools used 
Brainstorming 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Protrusion 
Protrusion 
Sweeps 
Cuts 
Protrusion (revolve) 
Cuts 
Fillets 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P04) 
5A1fo/f-tee-tr 5h4k-tr 
Aim: "to come up with different design ideas" 
H~I7'································ 
, .. " ........... , .. c ........... ~~.i_~_~_,~~",'!'I~,utesl_, __ T~o~o~ls~u:::se~d~-, 
• 
·;fr.?~ i 
, ''''''''''"" 1< ... I .<.Q'C'jtrj<h~! Sketching 
_"'" \..I~ (on paper) 
I 
Aim: "to get started on the computer and define the basic 
form" 
i;'-:~·.-·· 
, ."-. 
I g~§" 
.. 
, :/ 
(~ 
v 
.. . 
. 
" 11 
" I' ;' ,~. ,~~ / 
[completed model) 
Sketching 
Protrusion (revolve) 
Dimensioning 
Revolve 
Protrusion (cut) 
Copy & paste 
Scale 
Cuts 
Assembly 
Dimensioning 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 • CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P05) 
5 AIr 0/ e .tpp.tr 5 ~A k.tr 
Aim: "to take the basic shape and split onto different 
components to be manufactured' 
~ ...... -~~-
[completed model] 
403 
Tools used 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Solid protrusion 
(revolve) 
Section definition 
(using splines and 
make tangent 
commands) 
Solid extrusion 
Solid cuts 
Offset 
Revolve 
Extrude 
Cuts 
Copy & paste 
Scale 
Extrude 
Cuts 
Fillet 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P06) 
t I IVIf&f ,IX 5p,u.ktY 
[completed model] 
404 
Tools used 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
Protrusion (revolve) 
Revolve cut 
Section import 
Assembly 
Chamfer 
Extrude 
~~=::~~~~~;fl Text (emboss i; /surface rise) 
Copy & paste 
Mirror 
Cut 
Surface from 
curves 
Scale 
Sweep 
Assembly 
Fillet 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P07) 
t6Mf~fl;.r 5p-tAktr 
Aim: "to come rF~;g;~~~ Tools used 
=: Sketching 
(on paper) 
Curve: create 
surface, project 
curve onto surface, 
trim 
Add curves 
Create/derete new 
1.:::::::====:Js=£ ____ IIlI.:=====:i= ___ -' surface with centre 
Aim: "to finish the form and det:ailing" 
r-"o 
[completed model] 
405 
-~'-= 
guide curve 
Offset surface 
Ellipse 
Line: trim and 
adjust tangency 
==::::=--=:"'::i::~ __ .-J Project results onto front face trim 
Sweep curve and 
surface using 
projected curves 
Fillet 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· CADM: PARTICIPANT 2P08) 
5 Alh, f -l-ff.tr 5 hA k.tr 
Aim: "to set up the CAD environment (2D profiles); 
to build 3D model" 
Aim: "to refine the form and start 
. 
~;: >-_-i \'\' .•'~~ ~\;\ 
< ; 
. .:,,_,,~, . i.,. ,,~ .. -
[completed modelJ 
406 
Sketching 
(on paper) 
:".'ll:'iii':ii£;===~~~ Guideline drawing 
/ planes 
Plane creation 
Align/ Make 
tangent 
Cut 
Circle drawing 
Copy & paste 
Scale 
Array 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2· FFM: PARTICIPANTS 2P01, 2P02, 2P03, 2P04) 
P ,tYf~M,t t 6 /If ai/l,tY 
Participant: 2P01 
Participant: 2P02 
Tools used 
[First 30 minutes) 
New plane 
Edit plane: move, rotate, resize 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Spin) 
Tools used 
[First 30 minutes) 
Primitive shape (Cone) 
Add clay (with Ball) 
carve (with Ball tool) 
[Second 30 minutes] 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Spin) 
Add clay (with Ball) 
Carve (with Ball tool) 
Smooth (All) 
[Second 30 minutes] 
Carve (with Ball tool) 
Mirror 
Smooth (Area) 
Smooth (All) 
i"artlclpant: 2P03 Tools us"e"d,........................................... . ........................................... . 
(First 30 minutes) 
New plane 
Edit plane: move, rotate. resize 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Spin) 
i"artlclpant:2.PO ,4 c......... ............. .. . .. •••. Tools used 
IFlrst 30 minutes! 
Primitive shape (Cylinder) 
New plane 
Edit plane: move, rotate, resize 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Select clay (by profile) 
407 
[Second 30 mlnutes1 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Spin) 
Carve (with Ball tool) 
Smooth (all) 
(Second 30 minutes] 
Cut & Paste (as a new piece) 
Wire cut (Cut inside) 
Add clay (with Ball) 
Carve (with Ball tool) 
Mirror 
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Appendix. 5.1. Timeline charts (EXPERIMENT 2 • FFM: PARTICIPANTS 2P05, 2P06, 2P07, 2P08) 
e lX f~M-t t 6/1f6.L/llX 
Participant: 2P05 
Participant: 2P06 
A /~'" , .,. 
L.: 
P"rtlcipant: 2P07 
Participant: 2~q~ 
Tools used 
[First 30 minutes) 
Sketching (on paper) 
Primitive shape (Cylinder) 
Deform 
Mirror 
New plane 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Cut inside) 
Tools used 
[First 30 minutes) 
Sketching (on paper) 
New plane 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Spin) 
(Second 30 minutes] 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Cut inside) 
Draw curves 
Wire cut (Groove) 
Tug 
Smudge / Carve (with Ball tool) 
Smooth (Area). Smooth (All) 
[Second 30 minutes) 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Spin) 
Add clay (with Ball) 
carve (with ball tool) 
Carve (with Scraper tool) 
Smooth (All) 
Tools u,.cs.ecdc ..................................................................................................... . 
(First 30 minutes] 
Sketching (on paper) 
New plane 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Edit plane: move, rotate, resize 
Wire cut (Loft) 
Deform 
Tools used ................................................. . 
(First 30 mlnutes1 
Sketching (on paper) 
New plane 
Edit plane: move, rotate, resize 
Sketch on plane 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Loft) 
408 
[Second 30 minutes] 
Deform 
Mirror 
Select clay (by profile) 
Wire cut (cut inside) 
carve (with Ball tool) 
Mask 
Smooth (Area) 
[Second 30 minutes] 
Sketch modifiers 
Wire cut (Loft) 
Select clay (by profile) 
Cut & Paste (as a new piece) 
Smooth (All) 
Carve (with Corndog tool) 
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Appendix 5.2. Paper·based sketches and final models for BFM 
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Appendix 5.2. Paper-based sketches and final models for BFM 
'!> l,rl ~ • .II., 
v"" J,d-., ".J 
<,.Jj.I...I\'J"'~':'" 
' ..... " .. t--"; 
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Appendix 5.2. Paper·based sketches and final models for BFM 
_' H, 
/ 
• ~ "::>, 
I:· 
I 
.: 
~ .. ' ." :.~. C .. :.'.· ..f ,< ",'" , .,,~,\j",'""','," .' ,;.' , " 
L~~~ ______________ ~':' ____ ~ [2P031 
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Appendix 5,2. Paper-based sketches and final models for BFM 
:==:::::=:;:;=:::::::::==::::::::::;12'051 
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Appendix 5.2. Paper-based sketches and final models for BFM 
.•... /\ ~d(\ !r;;:·\,(J8~! 
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Appendix 5.3. Paper-based sketches and final models for CADM 
, 
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Appendix 5.3. Paper-based sketches and final models for CADM 
'~~;'~~(':'~~,:,' 
,.'.-"./~: 
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\ 
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Appendix 5.3. Paper-based sketches and final models for CADM 
415 
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Appendix 5.3. Paper-based sketches and final models for CADM 
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Appendix 5.3. Paper-based sketches and final models for CADM 
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Appendix 5.4. Paper·based sketches and final models for FFM 
N/A 
[2P01) 
N/A 
.~ 
k ) 
;-... i 
" 
[2P02) 
";...,, ... / 
'... • f ,~ 
-..._-, N'·"'" 
N/A 
[2P03) 
N/A 
~~ , 
[2P04) 
1 l~ 
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Appendix 5.4. Paper·based sketches and final models for FFM 
:;;:;;:::::::::;;:::::;;;;:;:;::::;::;;::::::;::::::;:;::::;;;;;::;;:::;::::~ [2P05) 
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Appendix 6,1a, Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+] sentences from raw data (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement 
Good for modelling roughly (IPOl) 
[+[ Likes Easier to create organic shapes (compared to CAD) (lPOl) . , 
Good medium for testing curves (IPOl) 
Easy to create rough shape (lP02) .." ... "". 
You can hold your model in blue foam. It Is very nice and you cannot do it with CAD (IP03) 
Nice to looking at different sides (lP03) .. ' .. ; ......... 
Enjoyable to model with (lP04) 
Easy to detail with sand paper (lP04) ....... 
Great medium to work with (lP05) 
You don't have to invest a lot of time (lP05) 
Quick for mOdelling(lP05) 
Quick in shaping and giving the desired rough form (lP05) 
Good at quick idea visualisation (lP05) 
Visualisation in 3D is difficult on paper, blue foam helps a lot (IP06) 
Easy for quick 3D models (1P06) 
Easy to cut (1P06) 
Good to have something you can hold (IP07) 
You can also use the model to test with other users (IP07) 
Very quiCk. You can get real objects in front of you. You can't really do so easily with computer (yeti) (IP07) 
Easy to get general, organic shapes (IP07) 
Good for initial shape (IP07) 
Cheap (IP07) 
Easy to manipulate (IP07) 
Quick sketch of the idea (IP08) 
••• Quick and easy to get the basic form done (2P01) 
Being able to hold it in hand and experience it interactively (2POI) 
Good for quick visualisation (2POI) 
Organic forms are very easy to create (2P02) 
Easy and quick material (2P02) 
Easy to sculpt (2P02) 
It is very easy and quick to work with (2P03) 
Working with separate pieces (sections) is easier. It always get better and quicker when you make it second time 
(2P04) 
Being able to hold the model is very good. You need the ergonomics. Comfortable to see how you hold it (2P04) 
It is very quick to cut, sand and machine (2P04) 
You can literally get something done in half -an-hour (2P04) 
You can easily create the simplified components of a product (2P04) 
Easy to create bulky objects (2P04) 
It gives you a chance to explore the forms in 3D (2P05) . 
Great fun (2POS) 
Anything could be used to help mOdelling (e.g. a pen to create indentation) (2POS) 
QuiCk to create the rough form (2P05) 
Creating the form in 3D forces you to consider orthographic view (2POS)'<,,/ " 
Handling is important to see how the object could be picked up. You can start doing your own assessment and it 
changes the design form (2P05) 
Easier to work on than working on CAD. Not isolated like in CAD (2P05) 
You can imagine it in final environment (2POS) 
You can interact with the model (2POS) 
Relaxing and pleasurable activity as it is easy to work. Fun aspect for industrial design (2POS) 
As long as the brief allows you it is up to you what you want to create. You can experiment and play with the 
material (2POS) 
Sense of fun (2P05) 
You can physically hold it (2P06) 
Quick to get across the idea (2P06) 
You can use hand tools (e.g. curves, blocks) - they are more accurate than working freehand, they guide you 
(2P07) 
Difficult to get the same feeling with what you draw, they look different when you model them (IP02) 
Difficult to get the same shape you have on the paper (2P01) 
Airy and light environment which is very enjoyable to work with (2P06) (about the workshop) 
Rapid concept ~eneration and mockin~ it up in blue foam is verv easv (2P08) " 
Manual sanding with sanding paper wrapped around a wood block takes less material, slowly, and control over 
form creation is in much better (2P08) 
Overall shape is very quiCk and easy. Although It is roughly modelled and ~im,enSiOnally may not be correct, you 
could still get the Idea (2P08) 
Easy to shape very quickly (2POB) 
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Appendix 6.1a. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+) sentences from raw data (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement 
Symmetry is very difficult to achieve on 20 paper drawings. It is less difficult to get in blue foam because you can 
hold the material and judge it with your hands by touching not with your eyes (2POB) 
Its lightly textured finish surface {natural look) is easy to hide mistakes in model (2P08) 
Appendix 6.1b. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [-J sentences from raw data (BFM) 
U" 
1-] Dislikes 
slice up the material you cannot stick them back 85 in the CAD model, you have to start another model 
i i I 
i i I I 
i i 
i i 
i I I 
i I I get 
I. 
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Appendix 6.1b. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [-[ sentences from raw data (BFM) 
up can i mOdel). you have to start 
I; ; I ; I 
, I 
block. I should have is specially 
. :",CC:C:' .also give the wrong impression (to customers) they 
Appendix 6.1c. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+] sentences from raw data (CADM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement 
Joints could be created easily (lPOl) 
Fitting parts and moving them to each other are easy (lPOl) 
1+1 Likes QuiCk to sketch simple geometric shapes (IPOl) 
Easy to prepare assembly drawings (IPOl) 
lOOking at the different anrues is an advantage (IPOl) 
Easy to create similar shapes (mirror, copy-paste) (lP02) 
If I find something wrong I can easily change it on the CAD model (lP03) 
Shapes fit together quickly (lP03) 
Easier to chop up primitives into separate pieces (than freehand techniques) (lP03) 
Easy to move the bits around (lP03) 
Organic shapes are easy to produce (lP04) 
Quick for detailing (lP05) 
Easier to evaluate the form when starting on CAD (lP06) 
I can go back few steps if I don't like what I get, it is time saving (lP06) 
Easy to scale parts (lP06) , " "J' ", 
You could be accurate with CAD (lP06) 
Helps you see the design in 3D very quickly (lP07) 
Good for presentation (lP07) 
Nice that YOU could work in layers (lP08)·i:," 
'" 
' " 
Easy to put the shape together (lPOB) 
Easy to create lofted shapes (lPOB)· . " 
You could be very accurate (lPOB) 
Nice to create your own buttons (customise) (lPOB) 
Easy to rotate In 3D. As you wanted to see the things in 3D, it is very helpful (2P01) 
I like the way It updates the entire model when you change something (2P02) 
Having narrow down menus makes it easier to follow; everything is in front of you (2P02) 
You can easily go back several steps (2P03) 
Quick to model (2P03) 
More user friendly than Mechanical Desktop (2P03) 
ProlE's interface is lot better than Mechanical Desktop (2P04) 
Parametric modelling is great J like the way it changes the dimensions, in many other software you have to draw 
(resize) every single piece again (2P04) 
Dimensioning is very easy. Go back and modify (2P04) 
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Appendix 6.1c. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+[ sentences from raw data (CADM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement 
The puU-<lown menus narrows the options that you can do with the option you chose. You know what to expect 
then. In Mechanical Desktop you are very likely to end up with something that you did not want (2P04) 
Even sketching with CAD you could be dead right, very satisfying (2P04) 
Easier and Quicker to do more accurate modifications than on a paper (2P05) 
I know that if I need to take it further (detailing for manufacture), I could do it very quickly in here (e.g. shelling) 
(2POS) 
When you change something the whole model is updated accordingly (parametric modelling). That is a big 
advantage (2P05) 
Good for manufacturing and finite element analysis (2P05) 
Very easy to create edge curves and profiles (2P05) 
Easy to create symmetrical forms (2P05) 
Being able to type text in the software rather than drawing the letters is very useful (2P06) 
Copy features are saving you lot of time (2P06) 
Reordering pieces is very useful, it refreshers all models (parametric) (2P06) 
You can have nice surface finishes (2P06) 
Easy to create a complicated curve (2P07) 
Good that you could hide the surfaces (that you do not want to see) very quickly (2P07) 
Easy to work with the surfaces (cutting the bits out, creating several ones merged to each other); quick to change 
the surfaces (2P07) 
Sketching curves is really easy (Pro/E-CDRS) (2P07) 
Going between different views is brilliant (2P07) 
Parametric modelling is very useful. When you make change it updates all other parts (2P07) 
Window resizing is very 'easy (2P07) 
In CDRS keyboard's spacebar is used for a secondary function to zoom in/out when used in conjunction with the 
mouse. This is very good (2P07) 
Workshop environment was very noisy and messy. I am sitting on mv own desk today and more relaxed (2P08) 
In CAD, you have chance to see what the final product might look like (2P08) 
Changes are very easy. In blue foam you cannot put the piece back (2P08) 
Easy to apply colours and textures. You only need to change some parameters. In physical model you need to 
paint the object again and again instead (2P08) 
When you do it second time you know how to do (2POB) 
Appendix 6.1d, Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [-] sentences from raw data (CADM) 
1·1 Dislikes 
i I 
wanted (lack - no 
you 
ill 
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Appendix 6.1d. Stage 1· Extracting and classifying H sentences from raw data (CAD M) 
i i I 
i, 
piece that you created copies the 
I i I I 
Appendix 6.1e. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+] sentences from raw data (FFM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement 
That is really good/brilliant to feel the texture on shapes in 3D space (2POl) 
Creating your own tools is very useful (2P01) 
1+1 Likes It is a bit funny. I am looking at the tool tip and I change its size comparing with the clay as I would look for the 
right tool size from my tool box (when I model with blue foam) (2POl) 
Nice to be able to create the model In different parts (2P01) 
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Appendix 6.1e. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+] sentences from raw data (FFM) 
Ii , 
lIi 
425 
il i 
11 
I j 
a very curvy shape 
StylUS you 
on paper 
j I, 
It is nice to not to have any other 
B. ~ener. Ph.D. 2004 Appendices: Chapter Six 
Appendix 6.1e. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [+] sentences from raw data (FFM) 
never 
Appendix 6.1f. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [-] sentences from raw data (FFM) 
H Dislikes 
. It needs to be 
are your 
same 
forvlrtuaJ prototype presentation 
us. 
same menu. 
exa.mp.'e.in P/·o/E:nWnee.r. when you select from the menu other options appear so that you can see them all 
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Appendix 6.1f. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [-I sentences from raw data (FFM) 
I j you use a 
way we 
I j 
ili I as a I. not, not very easy to 
meshes Into surfaces (nurbs). It takes to much time and computer power. However, industrial designers 
surface models. When you have too much fine detail in a model, it would be very useful to be able to have it as 
are some 
I I 
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Appendix 6.11. Stage 1- Extracting and classifying [-] sentences Irom raw data (FFM) 
ones you 
a 
i your I 
thought... This would give you an advantage over blue foam. 
a 
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Appendix 6.1f. Stage 1· Extracting and classifying [-] sentences from raw data (FFM) 
Appendix 6.2a. Stage 2 - Translating [+] customer statements (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement Translated statement 
Good for modelling roughly (1POl) [+1 BFM is good for creating basic shapes (IPO!) 
[+) Likes Easier to create Orga~.i,CShapes (compared to CAD) [+1 BFM Is easy for creating curvy forms (IPOl) (IPOI) 
Good medium for testing curves (IPOl) [+1 BFM is good fat testing curvy forms (IP01) 
Easy to create rough shape (lP02) [+1 BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (lP02) 
You can hold your model in blue foam. It is very nice [+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (lP03) and you cannot do it with CAD (lP03) 
Nice to looking at different sides (lP03) (+] 8FM allows unlimited model viewpoints (1P03) 
Enjoyable to model with (IP04) 1+] BFM is enjoyable mOdelling(IP04) 
Easy to detail with sand paper (lP04) 1+] BFM detailing is easy with sand paper (lP04) 
Great medium to work with (lP05) 1+] BFM is enjoyable mOdelling (IPOS) 
You don't have to invest a lot ofUme (lP05) , (+] BFM is quick modelling (IP05) "'" , 
Quick for modelling(IPOS) 1+] BFM is quick modelling(IPOS) 
Quick in shaping and giving the desired rough form (+] BFM is quick mOdelling(IPOS) " 
(IP05) (+] BFM Is quick for creating basic shapes (IP05) 
Good at quick idea visualisation (lP05) (+] BFM is quick for form visualisation (IPOS) 
Visualisation in 3D is difficult on paper. blue foam (+] BFM is easy for form visualisation (IP06) helps a lot (1P06) 
Easy for quick 3D models (lP06) (+] BFM is quick modelling(IP06) 
Easy to cut (1P06) (+] BFM is easy for cutting shapes (IP06) 
GOOd to have something you can hold (IP07) [+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (IP07) 
You can also use the mOdel to test with other users [+J BFM results can be used for consumer testing'(IPO'h (1P07) ',' 
Very quick. You can get real objects In front of you. [+) BFM is quick modelling (IP07) You can't really do so easily with computer (yet!) 
(1P07) [+) BFM results in physical objects (IP07) 
Easy to get general, organic shapes (IP07) [+) BFM is easy far creating curvy forms (IP07) [+) BFM is easy far creating basic shapes (IP07) 
Good for initial shape (IP07) [+] 8FM is good far creating basic shapes (IP07) 
Cheap (IP07) [+) BFM is affordable (IP07) 
Easy to manipulate (IP07) [+] BFM allows easy manipulation of mOdels (IP07) 
Quick sketch of the idea (IP08) 
" 
+] BFM is quick for form visualisation (IP08) 
Quick and easy to get the basic form done (2POI) [+] BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (2POI) [+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2POI) 
Being able to hold it in hand and experience it (+1 BFM involves hand interaction with models (2POI) interactively (2POI) 
Good for quick visualisation (2POl) [+] BFM is quick for form visualisation (2POI) 
Organic forms are very easy to create (2P02) [+) BFM is easy for creating curvy forms (2P02) 
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Question/Prompt Customer statement Translated statement 
Easy and quick material (2P02) [+J BFM is easy modelling(2P02) [+] BFM is quick modelling (2PD2) 
Easy to sculpt (2P02) [+] BFM provides sculptingcapabillty (2P02) , 
It Is very easy and quick to work with (2P03) [+] BFM is easy modelling (2P03) [+1 BFM is quick modelling (2P03) 
Working with separate' pieces (sections) Is easier. If [+} BFM can be used to model pieces separately (2P04) always get better and quicker when you make it (+] BFM proficiency improves with practice (2P04) second time (2P04) 
Being able to hold the model is very goOd. You need [+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P04) the ergonomics. Comfortable to see how you hold it [+] BFM allows anthropometrical evaluation (2P04) (2P04) 
It is very quick to cut, sand and machine (2P04) (+] BFM is quiCk modelling (2P04) [+] 8FM is quick for surface finishing (2P04) 
You can literally get something done in half -an-hour [+] BFM is quick modelling (2P04) (2P04) 
You can easily create the simplified components of a [+] BFM Is easy for creating basic shapes (2P04) , product (2P04) -
Easy to create bulky objects (2P04) [+] BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (2P04) 
It gives you a chance to explore the forms in 3D (+] BFM is good for shape experimentation (2P05) (2P05) 
Great fun (2P05) {+] BFM is enjoyable modelling (2P05) 
Anythingcould be used to help modelling (e.g. a pen (+1 BFM Involves using a variety of modelling tools (2P05) to create indentation) (2P05) 
Quick to create the rough form (2P05) {+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2P05) 
Creating the form in 3D forces you to consider (+1 BFM is good for sti~pe experimentation (2P05) ,--- -: 
orthographic view (2P05) 
Handling is Important to see how the object could be 1+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P05) picked up. You can start doing your own assessment 
and it changes the design form (2P05) 1+] BFM is easy for evaluating form (2P05) 
Easier to work on than working on CAD. Not isolated [+1 BFM is easy mOdelling (2P05) 
like in CAO (2P05) 1+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P05) 
You can imagine it in final environment (2P05) [+] BFM helps in imagining a product within its intended 
environment (2P05) 
You can interact with the model (2P05) [+) BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P05) 
Relaxing and pleasurable activity as It Is easy to work. [+] BFM is easy modelling (2P05) 
Fun aspect for industrial design (2P05) [+1 BFM is enjoyable modelling (2P05) [+] BFM is relaxing modelling (2P05) 
As long as the brief allows you it is up to you what you 
want to create. You can experiment and play with the [+] BFM is good for shape experimentation (2P05) 
material (2P05) 
Sense of fun (2P05) {+] BFM is enjoyable modelling (2P05) 
You can physically hold it (2P06) {+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P06) 
Quick to get across the idea (2P06) (+] BFM is quick for form visualisation (2P06) 
You can use hand tools (e.g. curves, blocks)· they are 1+] BFM precision comes from the use of hand tools 
more accurate than working freehand, they guide you 
(2P07) (2P07) 
Difficult to get the same feeling with what you draw, [+1 BFM helps designers appreciate difficulties in the 
they look different when you model them (lP02) transformation of a 20 representation into a 3D physical form (lP02) 
Difficult to get the same shape you have on the paper [+] BFM helps designers appreciate difficulties in the 
(2POl) 
.' , ' 
transformation of a 20 representation Into a 3D physical 
form (2P01) 
Airy and light environment which Is very enjoyable to [+] BFM is carried out in an airy and light workshop 
work with (2P06) (about the workshop) environment (2P06) [+] BFM workshop environment Is enjoyable (2P06) 
Rapid concept generation and mocking it -up in blue [+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2P08) foam is very easy (2P08) 
Manual sanding with sanding paper wrapped around a [+1 BFM precision comes from the use of hand tools 
wood block takes less material, slowly, and control (2P08) 
over form creation is in much better (2P08) 
Overall shape is very quick and easy. Although it is [+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2P08) 
roughly modelled and dimensionally may not be [+] BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (2POB) 
correct, you could still get the Idea (2P08) i+i BFM Is quick for form visualisation (2POB) -
Easy to shape very quickly (2POB) [+] BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (2POB) [+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2P08) 
Symmetry is very difficult to achieve on 2D paper 
drawings. It is less difficult to get in blue foam [+J BFM Involves hand interaction with models (2P08) 
because you can hold the material and judge it with [+J BFM is good for testing curvy forms (2P08) 
your hands by touching not with your eyes (2P08) 
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Question/Prompt Customer statement Translated statement 
Its lightly textured finish surface (natural look) is easy [+] BFM textured fmish hides any mistakes in the model 
to hide mistakes in model (2POB) (2POB) 
Appendix 6.2b. Stage 2 - Translating [-] customer statements (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Customer statement Translated statement 
Difficult to have perfect surface finishing (tPOl) [-J BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (lP01) 
[-I Dislikes Difficult to make it uniform (Sand machine is too fast (-J 8FM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 
to give blue foam uniform texture qualities) (1POl) (lP01) 
Difficult to produce geometric shapes (IP01) H BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (IP01) 
Once you slice up the material you cannot stick them 
[-) BFM'~cimnot be undon~)IP03) .... back as in the CAD model, you have to start another 
model (IP03) 
Concave curves are very difficult to build with foam [-) BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (IP03) (lP03) 
You cannot change what you did. However it's very H BFM cannot be undone (IP03) easy to change the things with CAD (IP03) 
You have to maintain the tools while working with blue H BFM requires tool maintenance (IP03) foam. For example, knives get blunt (IP03) 
It is very time consuming to change when you make a [0] 8FM is time-consuming when mistakes are 
mistake (IP03) made(IP03) 
Difficult to create sharp edges (lP04) H BFM is difficult for creating sharp edges (IP04) 
Orientation is difficult (IP04) H BFM is difficult for part orientation (IP04) 
There are constrains while modelling with blue foam. I [-] BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilities 
need to think about before start modelling. Umiting (lPOS) 
your creativity (you are thinking if you could produce it H BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilities 
or not) (IPOS) (lPOS) 
Restriction on material and equipment to work with H BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilitles(lP05) 
(lPOS) ....• [0] BFM has restricted tools (IPOS) 
lack of elasticity (IPOS) H BFM material is inelastic (IPOS) 
Delicate pieces are difficult to create (IPOS) [-) 8FM is difficult for creating delicate parts (IPOS) 
large machinery is difficult (IPOS) H 8FM is difficult with large machine tools (IPOS) 
It is important to work accurately (no turning back) [-] BFM cannot be undone (IPOS) (lPOS) ,. . 
Some people only form it by knife as they're scared of H BFM is difficult with large machine tools (IP05) using hea'vY machinery (IPOS) 
It needs to be used combination with Plasticine (to [0] BFM material is inelastic (IP05) 
squeeze and give finger shapes) (lP05) H BFM is difficult to shape byfingers (IPOS) 
Difficult to get the form symmetrical (IP06) [-J BFM is difficult for achieving symmetry (1P06) 
Not very easy material to work with (IPOS) H BFM material is difficult to shape (IP06) 
Difficult to give surface finishing (IPOS) [-J8FM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (lPOS) 
Good for on&<>ff models (IPOS) H BFM is difficult for creating duplicate shapes (1P06) 
You cannot show different material on blue foam H BFM is unable to show different material use 
(lP07) throughout a product (IP07) 
You cannot do undercuts (tP07) o BFM is difficult for creatiM undercuts (IP07) 
Difficult to control the curves (IPOS) H BFM is difficult for controlling curvature(IPOS) 
Getting the inner curves is very difficult (IPOS) H BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (IPOS) 
Precision is very difficult. I have doggy surface [-] 8FM is imprecise (IPOS) 
finishing (IPOS) [-) BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (lPOB) 
When you do mistake you can't stick it back (IPOS) (-] BFM cannot be undone (1POS) . 
You need to find right glue, otherwise it melts (IPOB) H BFM materials are incompatible with some adhesives (lPOB) 
Not fantastic for good looking models (2POI) (-] BFM has limited use for presentation s (2POI) 
You cannot get perfect surface finishing (2POI) [0] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P01) 
You cannot paint easily (2POl) H BFM material Is difficult to paint (2POI) 
Difficult to get ellipses (2P02) H BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilities (2P02) 
Difficult to model geometric shapes (2P02) H BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P02) 
Getting into the small gaps is very difficult (2P03) [-J BFM is difficult for creating form details 2P03) 
Detailing is difficult (2P03) [-] 8FM is difficult for creating form details (2P03) 
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Question/Prompt CUstomer statement Translated statement 
Difficult to control long curves (2P04) {-] 8FM is difficult for controlting curvature (2P04) 
Difficult to control the thickness (2P04) (-J BFM is difficult for controlllngthickness (2P04) 
Difficult to give curves with sanding machines, if I use (-] BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (2P04J 
manual sanding then it will not be uniform. Difficult to (-J BFM is difficult with large machine tools (2P04) 
get very even surfaces (2P04) (-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P04) 
When the mater'lal (blue foam) gets too hot, the [-] 8FM material degrades and becomes unusable when 
sanding machine takes a chunk off (2P04) vigorously formed (2P04) 
When it burns, blue foam gets a different colour and 1-] BFM material degrades and becomes unusable when 
surface which is really annoying(2P04) vigorously formed (2P04) 
I still find it very difficult to work with vertfcal 'sanding' 1-] BFM is difficult with large machine tools (2P04) 
machine. I am concern with my ,fingers (2,P!}4!- ::'," -:'> I-I BFM safety is of concern when using large machine tools (2P04) 
It is not good for creating delicate parts (2P04) 1-] BFM is difficult for creating delicate parts (2P04) 
Difficult to get details (e.g. buttons), (2P04/J' [-I BFM is difficult for creating form details (2P04) 
If you want to see the colour you cannot directly and [-I BFM material Is difficult to paint (2P04) quickly apply it (2P04) 
Chopping out recesses manually is difficu It (2P05) I-I BFM is difficult for creating recesses (2P05) 
Creating radii is quite difficult (2P05) 1-] BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P05) 
Little bits are fiddly (2POS) 1-] BFM is difficult for creating delicate parts (2P05) 
Removing parts are not easy (2P05) 1-) BFM is difficult for removing parts (2P05) 
Surface could be a bit of pain to get smooth and nice I-J BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 
(2P05) (2P05) 
It is not reversible. You cannot go few steps back [-1 BFM cannot be undone (2P05) (2P05) 
Very difficult to give a spherical form (Tried several [-] BFM cannot be undone (2P06) ways: turning. sanding). I have wasted lot of time by 
trying several ways and being unsuccessful (2P06) [-J BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P06) 
Slower than working on a CAD (2P06) (-] BFM is slow for modelling (2P06) 
Surface finiShing is difficult, depends on the tools and I-I BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 
time (2P06) (2P06) 
If there is something wrong with the tools you use (e.g. [-J BFM requires careful use of tools to create desired form 
little catch up can ruin the model), you have to start (2P07) 
modelling again (2P07) [-J BFM cannot be undone (2P07) 
Difficult to get an even surface (2P07) 1-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P07) 
Difficult to use turning on blue foam - the material is {-I BFM is difficult with large machine tools (2P07) 
fragile (2P07) 1-] BFM material is inelastic (2P07) 
Really difficult to get the edges smooth (2P07) I-I BFM is difficult for creating smooth edges (2P07) 
Difficult to mark the things on curvy shapes. You (-] BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilities 
cannot project as you wanted (2P07) (2P07) 
. < (-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 
Sanding internal curves are really diffiC~,lt (~~,7J ':: (2P07) . 
(-] BFM is difficult for controllln2 curvature (2P07) , 
Very bad that you cannot put the material back (2P07) [-I BFM cannot be undone (2P07) 
It is not very suitable for working with lathe (material [-I BFM material degrades and becomes unusable when 
gets degraded very quickly) (2P08) ''';.< •••••.. < vigorously formed (2POB) 
Sanding machine is difficult to control (the amount of 
material to be sanded). I prefer manual sanding [-I BFM is difficult with large machine tools (2POB) 
(2POB) 
Perfect symmetrical form is very difficult to achieve I-J BFM is difficult for aChieving symmetry (2P08) (2POB) . . 
Circular forms are difficult (2POB) I-J BFM is difficult for creating geometriC shapes (2POB) 
Control over form creation is important (2POB) (-J BFM provides insufficient control over form creation (2POB) 
I had hand cramp when I was sanding the foam with 
wood block. I should have brought my own which is (-] BFM hand tools are tiring (2POB) specially designed (ergonomically) for this purpose 
(2POB) 
You cannot cut accurately by hand (2P08) [-I BFM is imprecise (2POB) 
Difficult to get perfectly smooth surface finishing. This 1-] BFM is difficult for creating smooth surface fi nishes 
might also give the wrong impression (to customers) (2POB) 
they might think that the final product will look rough [-I BFM rough finish is not representative of a final product 
(2POB) (2P08) 
You cannot do shelling in blue foam (2P08) (-) BFM is difficult for creating hollow forms (2POB) 
Undercuts or subsurface details are difficult to (-] BFM is difficult for creating undercuts (2P08) 
achieve (2P08) (-J BFM is difficult for creating recesses (2P08) 
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[+1 CADM is easy for assembling parts (1P01) to each are easy [+) Likes 
Easy to prepare assembly drawings (lPOl) 
j i 
; I 
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H Dislikes 
Appendix 6.2c. Stage 2 - Translating [+] customer statements (CADM) 
all models 
{that you do not 
I+] CADM allows typed text as geometry (2P06) 
provides benefits of 
is good for creating smooth surface finishes 
for surface division and merging 
[+J CADM is easy to re-apply colour and textures 
(2P08) 
Appendix 6.2d. Stage 2 - Translating [-I customer statements (CADM) 
d'ifficult to test, you don't know how it feel's. You n~ed 
.. ~ __ .... _ the material. Plasticine help to- feel finger grips 
You cannot hold the object, feel and touch, It, see how it 
fits in hand (lPOS) " 
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, , 
[-] CADM error reporting Is unclear or absent (lP03) 
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You cannot use your both hands (lP05) 
It constrains me (not able to get the right curves) (lP06) 
I ; 
Not all CAD packages are good for manufacturing (you 
don't see if the parts fit, ete) (lP07) 
Difficult to find out (without holding and touching) if it Is 
the correct shape (anthropocentrically) (IPOS) 
i I I 
Difficult to create organic forms in a short time (2P01) 
Difficult to get funky (front) pattern (2P01) 
a, 
on assembly 
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i i 
two-handed interaction with 
[-] CADM is difficult for part orientation (lP06) 
[.] CADM command locations are non-obvious (1P07) 
[-J CADM is difficult for assembling parts (2P02) 
[-] CADM is not flexible for assembling parts (2P02) 
[-) CADM is difficult for creating curvy forms (2P02) 
H CADM ideal strateltf is not always obvious (2P03) 
I ,keltch., (2P04) 
is restricted in its form creation capabilities 
not provide user i 
H CADM error reporting is unclear or absent (2P05) 
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Appendix 6.2d. Stage 2 - Translating [-) customer statements (CAD M) 
let you to do something. visual 
; I 
"oo,",moo' see the (cannot resize it) 
CAD changes the dimensions, very annoying (2P08) 
Appendix 6.2e. Stage 2 - Translating [+) customer statements (FFM) 
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[+] FFM provides realistic modelling tools similar to 
physical modelling (2P01) 
[+] FFM can be used to model separately (2P01) 
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, 
CAD package, bring it here (Free Form) and then 
explore. You can modify, feel the surface and cut it in 
FreeForm. For that reason, I would use it at the testing 
Easy to use, straightforward (2P04) 
More flexible (than mouse) (2P04) 
FF is easier I would say (comparing with CAD). but 
simpler as it does not need to be that accurate (2P04) 
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j I 
[+] FFM is good for modifying forms (2P03) 
[+] FFM provides haptic feedback (2P03) 
[+] FFM is good for evaluating form (2P03) 
(2P04) 
hold 
FFM allows working without dimensional constraints 
I 
I 
[+] FFM is easy for creating curvy forms (2P04) 
{+] FFM can be undone (2P04) 
(+) FFM can be undone (2P04) 
(+) FFM is good for modifying forms (2P04) 
I j 
[+} FFM provides quick idea visualisations (2P04) 
[+] FFM provides volumetric modelling (2P04) 
[+] FFM complements paper-based Sketching (2P04) 
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i illi i 
show people what t think very quickly, 
'n ,,"nw "PN loose shape of something then, detail it 
438 
[+J FFM Is good for stlape experimentation (2P04) 
(+) FFM is quick for basic form creation (2P04) 
[+) FFM allows working without dimensional constraints 
(2P04) 
i for basic form creation 
, , 
(+) FFM provides real-time 3D deformation (2P05) 
[+) FFM 'groove' tool provides a level of control over form 
creation (2POS) 
[+] FFM allows working without dimensional constraints 
(2P05) 
{+] FFM is good for creating basic shapes (2P05) 
[+] FFM Is easy for 3D texturisation (2P06) 
[+] FFM is quiCk for 3D texturisation (2P06) 
[+] FFM can be used to model pieces separately (2P07) 
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Question/Prompt 
I-I Dislikes 
,,' Customer statement 
.. >,"" ; . Translated statement .. ) 
New experience of moving in 3D. New concept for me 
to move In 3D, never experienced in computer [+] FFM provides real·time 3D deformation (2P08) 
environment before (2P08) 
I quite like using the combination (keyboard + stylus) [+] FFM uses a combination of stylus and keyboard (2POB) (2POB) 
I have got what I expected in a short time. Good startl [+] FfM is quick modelling (2P08) (2POB) 
Gettingyour hands-on rather than feeling that you are (+J FFM involves hand interaction with models (2POB) 
working with CAD programme (2POB) 
Appendix 6.21. Stage 2 - Translating [-1 customer statements (FFM) 
stays inside the clay 
(all,h",.h wc>rkil,gon the surface). I cannot really tell 
The software could be Integrated into anotl'ler (more 
accurate) CAD package as a new module. (2P01) 
i reasons, I use 
very early stages where you do not need to- worry that 
much about manufacturing issues, like when you want 
like for virtual prototype 
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[-I FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool 
application point (2P01) 
H FFM tools are i I set to 
H FFM tools do not meet the needs of industrial designers 
(2POl) 
[-J FfM is imprecIse (2P01) 
[-I FfM tools are insufficiently refined (2P01) 
same mouse 
[-I FfM does not provide working in layer functionality 
(2POl) 
H fFM does not allow the creation of textures detached 
from a surface (2P01) 
[-I FFM is imprecise (2P01) 
[-I FFM does not provide rendering (2P01) 
[-I FFM is insufficiently precise to allow exportation of 
separate pieces for assembly (2P01) 
[-I FFM is limited to the form creation characteristics of 
blue foam modelling (2P01) 
(-) FFM does not allow automated edge modification such 
as chamfer (2P01) 
[-] FFM results are insufficiently precise for manufacturing 
purposes (2P01) 
(-] FFM is unsuitable for later stages in design (2P01) 
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I am not sure what benefit I could get it from as an 
industrial designer. Not even provide rendering (2P01) 
[-) FFM multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual 
use of left and right hands (2P01) 
[-] FFM stylus does not provide wrist support (2P01) 
[-] FFM places uneven workload on left and right hands 
(2P01) 
H FFM stylus movement is difficult to control (2P01) 
H FFM with the stylus is tiring(2P01) 
you 
cor'fiden'· if l'ousp,md a bit more time on it [-1 FFM proficiency requires practice (2P01) 
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[-] FFM command locations are non-obviou$ (2P01) 
[-) [-] FFM provides insufficient control over form creation 
(2P02) 
[-] FFM tool/material contact is not life-like (2P02) 
[-j FFM tools do not precisely replicate the functions of 
their physical counterparts (2P02) 
[-J FFM tools do not provide the sensation or visual 
feedback of workshop machine tools (2P02) 
(-] FFM does not provide the same mouse functions used 
in CAD packages (2P02) 
modelling 
H FFM does not Involve hand interaction with models 
(2P03) 
(-1 FFM is Imprecise (2P03) 
(-] FFM does not allow dimensionally constrained form 
creation (2P03) 
H FFM stylus feels fragile (2P03) 
[0) FFM stylus does not provide wrist support (2P03) 
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Ii export i need 
surface model. If not, it is not very easy to convert 
polygon meshes into surfaces (nurbs). It takes to 
much time and computer power, However, industrial 
designers need surface models. When you have too 
much fine detail in a It would to 
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[-I FFM tools do not precisely replicate the functions of 
their physical counterparts (2P04) 
B FFM does not provide renderlng(2P04) 
1-] FFM Is Imprecise (2P04) 
[-I FFM is gimmicky (2P04) 
[-J FFM does not provide satisfactory model viewpoints 
(2P04) 
(-] FFM provides insufficient feedback on unforeseen 
deformations arising during form creation (2P04) 
H FFM does not provide rendering (2P04) 
H FFM is not affordable (2P04) 
1-] FFM is imprecise (2P04) 
1-] FFM does not involve hand Interaction with models 
(2P04) 
I-J FFM is unsuitable for product design (2P04) 
[-J FFM is limited to only basic form creation (2P04) 
[-I FFM is not affordable (2P04) 
[-I FFM tools do not meet the needs of industrial designers 
(2P04) 
H FFM does not contribute positively to design abilities 
(2P04) 
demands inaccurate left-handed use of the mouse 
[-] FFM with the stylus Is uncomfortable (2P04) 
[-J FFM with the stylus is tiring (2P04) 
[-] FFM stylus does not provide wrist support (2P04) 
use mouse 
[-J FFM does not allow automatic surface (NURBS) export 
(2POS) 
[-] FFM results are very difficult and time consuming to 
convert into surfaces (2POS) 
[-] FFM does not allow surface exportation of complex 
textures (2P05) 
[-J FFM is unsuitable for later stages in design (2P05) 
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Appendix 6.21. Stage 2 • Translating [-] customer statements (FFM) 
Question/Prompt 
", 
Customer statement - ,', Translated statement 
You can see what you are doing in 'tug' unlike [-J FFM provides insufficient real-time visual feedback smudge, spike. You are not in control with the others during shaping (2POS) (I.e. spike, smudge) (2P05) 
If you can manipulate the materials in an industrial (-J FFM tools do not meet the needs of industrial designers 
design setting rather than caNingsettingl (2P05) (2POS) 
You can investigate things (In FreeForm), but lot of the [-J FFM tools do not meet the needs of industrial designers 
tools/functions here are not specifically things for (2POSO) 
industrial designers (2P05) [-J FFM functions do not fully meet the needs of industrial designers (2P05) 
If the tools were transparent (at the point that they [-] FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool 
touch to clay) then you could see where you are application point (2P05) 
exactly touching. It is very tricky to get where I want. [-I FFM is imprecise (2P05} 
Some transparency is needed for all tools (2P05) [-I FFM tools would benefit from transparency (2POS) 
Application point (of the stylus) should be tangent to (-) FFM tools are not provided with tangential/normal 
surface. Indicator Is necessary (2P05) surface indicators (2P05) 
Previews - sketching environment (2P05) [-I FFM does not provide previews in its 2D environment (2POS) 
Construction, lot of time you are sketching (2P05) [-I FFM demands lots of sketching (2POS) 
The logic of the commands Is not very good (2POS) [-I FFM commands lack logic (2P05) 
You cannot undo 'masking' - annoying. that is not the [-I FFM does not provide an incremental undo for masking 
natural way of doing things (2POS) (2POS) 
Havingyour sketch on the screen (in 3D module) as a [-I FFM does not allow sketches to be viewed in 3D (2P05) guide might help! (2P05) 
Groove? level of control is important We want to do [-I FFM is difficult for creating duplicate shapes (2P05) thing in particular place and repeated pattern (2POS) 
3D masking is necessary; it would be very powerful too [-J FFM does not provide 3D masking of a complete 
(2POS) discrete surface (2P05) 
Zoom-pan-twist the object. you need centre of object [-J FFM does not provide visual feedback on the volumetric 
to see (2P05) centre of a model (2P05) 
Would be great if it was nurbs based (in which you 
choose area & manipulate without disturbing other [-1 FFM does not provide 3D masking (2P05) 
surfaces - masking) (2P05) 
The more It is controlled (the model) the more [-I FFM provides insufficient control over form creation 
manufacturable it becomes (which is important for (2POS) 
industrial designers) (2P05) [-I FFM results are insuffiCiently precise for manufacturing purposes (2P05) 
Difficult to draw on screen (2P05) [-I FFM stylus is difficult for sketching (2P05) 
Again you could sketch like you are sketching on paper 
with rough lines than you can highlight the ones you [-I FFM sketching does not allow the creation of rough 
wanted. I would like to see that on this system: construction geometry as a visual guide (2P05) 
sensible use of current technology (2P05) 
Tools and sub-tools for an industrial designer starts [-1 FFM system is unable to restrict form creation to only 
with looking at manufacturing processing. Then, the manufacturable forms (2P05) 
software should know what tools do what in what sort [-I FFM tools do not precisely replicate the functions of 
of industrial manufacturing perspective (2P05) their physical counterparts (2P05) 
The system is not accurate enough to create it as a [-I FFM is imprecise (2P05) 
manufacturable object That is why it is for exploration, [-I FFM results are insufficiently precise for manufacturing 
I just use it for playing around. I am not convinced that purposes (2P05) 
I could give it to a deSign engineer. Control of form is {-I FFM is unsuitable for later stages in design (2P05) 
not quite there (2P05) [-I FFM provides insufficient control over form creation (2POS) 
I need to lean somewhere though. You need to be H FFM stylus does not provide wrist support (2P05) resting somewhere. I cannot work like my hand (-] FFM with the Stylus is tiring (2P05) floating in the air (Tiring) (2P05) 
Combining materials, deforming should be grouped [-I FFM toolbars are not grouped in useful ways (2P05) together for example. Sub-toolbars needed to be [-] FFM does not offer sub-toolbars 2P05) added (and sub-structure) (2POS) 
Instead of mouse? track ball. Feels like you are [-I FFM mouse input device is not suited to model 
handling the model with a mouse but it $hol,J!d not be manipulation (2P05) 
a mousel Two items (2P05) [-1 FFM input device would be better as a track-ball rather than mouse (2P05) 
What you want to do is getting away from paper. 
Sketching pad is needed. Sketching module needs to [-I FFM sketching environment does not replicate 
have a graphical tablet attached to it, why not? characteristics of paper-based sketching (2P05) 
Otherwise, you are like stepping back to CAD [-1 FFM does not support use of a graphical tablet (2P05) 
environment (2P05) 
You need more viewpoints to be in more control [-] FFM does not provide satisfactory model viewpoints 
(2POS) (2POS) 
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working on. When you move the stylus you should get 
a cross for example which guides you to see where you 
own menu 
you click for example, 
we 
443 
H FFM does not provide predictive previews of the shaping 
effect of tools (2P05) 
H FFM is a slow method for of previewing form creation 
possibilities (2P05) 
[-I FFM lack of dimensional constraints restricts ability to 
create models that fit other parts (2P05) 
[-I FFM is imprecise (2P06) 
[-I FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool 
application point (2P06) 
[-I FFM stylus does not activate dedicated menus when 
buttons are pressed (2P06) 
[-] FFM tools cannot be constrained (2P06) 
[.J FFM tools cannot be constrained (2P06) 
I-] FFM plane movement cannot be locked to x,y,z 
directions (2P06) 
a clear indication of tool 
i I 
does not provide scaled force feedback for 
when using stylus 
[-1 FFM command locations are non-obvious (2P07) 
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Appendix 6.21. Stage 2 - Translating [-I customer statements (FFM) 
Frustrating to rotate with stylus (not much in control), 
end-up with arrows on the keyboard (2P08) 
Being able to read where the lines are parallel is 
necessary. It does not have to be messy (2P08) 
""'" • .;. ... "" fantastic Ifeallu"" .. Better to 
ahc,the,rs"""var,,.",he,ra you could 
control things I have link to the other 
programmes., Combine it with Maya for rendering 
would be great! (2POB) 
444 
3D rotation is preferred 
[-] FFM demands new modelling skills to work in 3D in rea\.. 
time (2POB) 
(-] FFM provides insufficient control over form creation 
(2P08) 
H FFM is imprecise (2POB) 
(-] FFM does not provide tools for very fine cut creation 
(2P08) 
application point (2P08) 
[-) FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool 
application point (2POB) 
H FFM tools would benefit from transparency (2P08) 
[-J FFM does not provide visual Indication offorce exerted 
i 
.i',:nmant of 3D curves 
H FFM tools do not precisely replicate the functions of 
their physical counterparts (2POB) 
[-] FFM virtual clay can lead to undesirable results (2POB) 
Ii 
modelling system 
on-screen 
H FFM would be better if combined with a precision CAD 
package (2P08) 
[-J FFM provides Insufficient control over form creation 
(2P08) [-1 FFM does not have direct export functions to high-end 
i 
[-J FFM system is non-advanced (2P08) 
[-J FFM is unsuitable for later stages in design (2POB) 
IIi 
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Appendix 6.3a. Stage 3 - Grouping together identical [+J translated statements (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Translated statement 
[+J BFM is good for shape experimentation (2P05) 
I.~ 8F~! is gaea fer SRaJ'le 9l1perimeRtatieR ~FlG9-) 
[+1 Likes (tl 8F~41s geea fur shall's 9l(J'l9riR'19Rtati9A (2PG&) 
[+J BFM allows anthropometrieal evaluation (2P04) 
(I) BFP4 alle~' s aAU'IFeIl9~etfi9al e all:lstiaR f2P94} 
[+] BFM allows easy manipulation of models (IP07) 
[+) BFM allows unlimited model viewpoints (lP03) 
[+] BFM can be used to model pieces separately (2P04) 
[+1 BFM proficiency improves with practice (2P04) .. ::. 
[+) BFM detailing is easy with sand paper (lP04) 
[+) BFM is' easy for evaluatinJl: form (2P05) ... : 
[+) BFM helps designers appreciate difficulties in the transformation of a 2D representation into a 3D physical form 
(2P01) 
[+) BFM helps designers appreciate difficulties In the transformation of a 2D representation into a 3D physical form 
(1P02) 
(+) BFM helpS in imagining a product within its intended environment (2P05) 
[+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (lP03) 
[+] BFM involves hand interaction with models (lP07) 
[+) BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P01) 
(+) BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P04) 
(+) BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P05) (Il BF~! iA al as RaAe! iRteFaatieR y itl:l A'leelels ~pg6;l 
III Bn! lA al 55 RaAE! iRtsFaatisR \' itl:l A'l5e1els ~og6;l 
(+) BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P06) 
[+1 BFM involves hand interaction with models (2POB) 
+]BFM involves using a variety of modelling tools (2P05) 
[+] BFM is carried out in an airy and light workshop environment (2P06) 
(+] 8FM is easy for form visualisation (lP06) 
[+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2POB) 
(+) 8FM is easy for creating basic shapes (lP02) 
[+) BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (lP07) 
[+) BFM is easy for creating basic shapes (2P01) 
(+) BFM is easy fer creating basic shapes (2P04) 
If J Bn4 Is sBsyfer aFsaijAg ~asie SRafj8S (2094-) 
(+) BFM is eesyfor creating basic shapes (2P08) 
( ... , BF~4 Is easy feF 9FeaijAg basie SI:lBj3S5 (-2Pf)8-) 
[+) BFM is easy for creating curvy forms (lP01) 
[+) BFM is easy for creating curvy forms (lP07) 
[+] BFM is easy for creating curvy forms (2P02) 
[+] BFM is easy for cutting shapes (lP06) 
•• 
. .... 
(+] BFM is easy mOdelling (2P02) 
(+] BFM is easy modelling (2P03) 
(+] BFM is easy modelling (2P05) 
(11 BF~4 Is easy meelelliRg ~g96;1 
[+] BFM provides sculpting capability (2P02) 
(+] 8FM is enjoyable modelling (lP04) 
(+] BFM is enjoyable modelling (lP05) 
(I] BF~' Is eFl:ie~Bele meelelliRg ~pg6;l 
(I] Bnt is eA:ie~aele FFleelelliRg (2PGe) 
f.] BF~4Is eAjeyaele FFleelelliRg~PGe.) 
{+] BFM is good for creating basic shapes (lP01) 
[+]BFM is good for creating basic shapes (lP07) .. 
(+] BFM is quick for form visualisation (lP05) 
[+) 8FM is quick for form visualisation (lP08) 
[+) 8FM is quick for form visualisation (2P01) 
[+) BFM is quiCk for form visualisation (2P06) 
(+) BFM is quick for form visualisation (2POB) 
(+) BFM is good for testing curvy forms (lP01) .. 
[+1 BFM is good for testing curvy forms (2POB) 
(+] BFM is affordable (lP07) 
[+) BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2POB) 
(IJ BF~4 is Ell:liell fer eF9a~iAg lIasie sl:la136S ~PG8-} 
[+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (lP05) 
[+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2P01) 
[+] BFM is quick for creating basic shapes (2P05) 
[+] BFM is quick for cutting shapes (2P04) 
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BFM is 
BFM is quick 
BFM is quick 
BFM is quick 
BFMis 
i j 
j j 
Appendix 6,3b, Stage 3 - Grouping together Identical [-I translated statements (BFM) 
1-1 Dislikes 
[1 BFrl eaRRel 1;18 URelSR8 f.1 PG'3-) 
l} Brt4 GaRRet BEluRdeRS fl.oG'a) 
[-]BFM cannot be undone (lP05) 
[-I BFM cannot be undone (lPOB) 
H BFM cannot be undone (2P05) 
I-J BFM cannot be undone (2P06) 
[-J BFM cannot be undone (2P07) 
, 
{l 'eft' 's .. fffislJltfer sreat"plf;\:Ip'ferm suFfase tel \:tues (lPGl1 
(-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (lP06) 
(-) BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (lP08) 
(-) BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P01) 
BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface t~:::;::~ ::~~~~ 
BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface tE 
BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 
BFM is difficult for textures 
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, , 
BFM is restricted In its form creation 
BFM Is restricted in its form creation 
I 
i i 
Appendix 6.3c. Stage 3 - Grouping together identical [+] translated statements (CADM) 
1+] Likes 
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[+] CAOM provides benefits of parametric 
[+] CAOM provides benefits of parametric 
CADM benefits of 
(2P05) 
(2P06) 
Appendix 6.3d. Stage 3 - Grouping together Identical [-I translated statements (CAD M) 
I-I Dislikes 
CADM does not allow anthropometrical 
CADM does not allow anthropometrical 
" I 
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, I 
I 
, I 
, I 
, I 
i i I I 
CADM is difficult for i 
CADM is difficult for creating curvy forms 
CADM is difficult for creating curvy forms 
(-] CADM Is difficult for creating curvy forms (2P01) 
[-) CADM is difficult for creating curvy forms (2P02) 
; I 
i i 
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1+1 Likes 
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Appendix 6.31. Stage 3 - Grouping together Identical [-] translated statements (FFM) 
1-1 Dislikes 
i I 
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i i i i 
FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool application point 
FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool application point 
I i 
FFM does not provide a clear indication 
FFM does not provide a clear indication 
I 
; 
FFM does not involve two-handed interaction with 
fFM does not Involve two-handed interaction with 
; I 
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i i 
i i 
i , 
i i 
FFM slide-bars have i 
FFM slide-bars have i 
i i 
demand unreasonable dual use of left and 
demand unreasonable dual use of left and 
I 
• i 
(-) FFM stylus does not provide wrist support (2P03) 
(I Fn4 6tylllS aees Rat J3re lae ,"Fist SI:lJ3J3eFt {2POa} 
FFM not provide wrist support 
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lIi 
Appendix 6.4a. Stage 4 - Classifying [+] translated statements under subject headings (BFM) 
'U"'"' 
~ost I BFM is 
1+1 LIkes 
I i ""et)4) DE I i' ~ .... ,.,,., ~·t 
Design Evaluation I BFM is easy fo~form (2POS) I DE : ~i~ :: ~:: ror testing cu~., : \~~~~ DE 
I BFM results can be used for, . ~~W=PO:.t.-7) ______ +'!O DDE=-j 
, I ~C'" :~ ~~~~ ro~ ~~~~~ i . ~ \~::;:~ Fe Form Creation 
I BFM can be useo to model pieces. Fe 
I BFM provides I i i ,(2P02) 
I BFM is easy I i l shapes. 'POO. 
1(+) BFM is· (2PO 
I BFM is· ,finishing (2P04) 
Fe 
i i 
!'!J'ltjr i Fe 
I BFM is ~u~c~ ~or i i 
BFM Is quick for creatinll basic 
BFM Is quick for ::Itjr i 
BFM Is quick for c:reatinl' basic Fe 
i I i i 
i I i i 
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Interaction 
Modelling Tools 
Visualisation 
£' J BFt1 is E1ijlsl' R'la8elliFlg(4pt)~ 
{f] BFt4 is Elbliel( mss911iflg (lPG~ 
[+] 8FM is quick modelling (lP06) 
[+1 BFM is quick modelling (IP07) 
BFM is Quick modelling (2P02) 
BFM is QuiCk modelling (2P03) 
BFM i modelling (2P04) 
11 
"pi".c,;ate o,ti""'I';;,, '0 the transformation of a 20 
i 
BFM is Quick for form visualisation 
BFM is QuiCk for form visualisation 
BFM is visualisation 
I i i i i j 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FC 
IH 
lE 
lE 
MT 
v 
Appendix 6.4b. Stage 4 - Classifying [-J translated statements under subject headings (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Categol)' Translated statement 
H BFM cannot be undone (lP03) 
Form Creation 11 BFf1 saFlflst B9 I::IFlr:laRG (4PQ3) 
1-] Dislikes (1 eFf1 saRRst B91::1F188R9 f1P()3J 
H BFM cannot be undone (lPOS) 
H BFM cannot be undone (IPOS) FC 
(-] BFM cannot be undone (2P05) 
(-] BFM cannot be undone (2P06) 
(-] BFM cannot be undone (2P07) 
! 1 81=~4 SaF<F<8~ 98 tlF<eiSF<9 ~fJg~ 
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Question/Prompt category Translated statement 
[-J BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (tPOl) 
(I SFr4 is Eliffisl:Ilt feF 9FeatfRg\,lRifaFfFI sl:lRaee tS)Rl:lreS flPG~ 
1-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (IPOS) 
1-) BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (IPOS) 
1-) BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P01) Fe (-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P04) 
[-] BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P05) 
I-J BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P06) 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating uniform surface textures (2P07) 
[J 9Ft 1 is eflfisl:llt f.EJr ereatiflg l:IRiferm S\,IFfass te)\tl:lrss fQPG7-) 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating duplicated shapes (lP06) Fe 
H BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (IPOI) 
[-1 BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P02) 
[-I 8FM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P05) Fe 
[-)8FM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P06) 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating geometric shapes (2P08) 
(-) BFM is difficult for achie .... ing symmetry (IP06) Fe [-I BFM is difficult for achie .... ing symmetry (2POB) 
(-) BFM pro .... ides insufficient control o .... er form creation (2POB) Fe 
[-I BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (IP03) 
[-I BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (IPOB) 
[I BFtl is IfUiel:.lltfeF eSF!trslliF!g SI;IF\atl:rs (4PGS} Fe [-) BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (2P04) 
[I BFtl is Elimel:.lltfer eeF!trslliF!g sl;lF'atl;lre (-20Q4) 
[-I BFM is difficult for controlling curvature (2P07) 
[-I BFM is difficult for controllin.ll thickness (2P04) Fe 
[-] BFM is difficult for creating delicate parts (IP05) 
[-] BFM is difficult for creating delicate parts (2P04) Fe 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating delicate parts (2P05) 
I-I BFM is difficult for creating form details (2P03) .. 
{I 8F~4 is Elimel;llt fer ereatiAg f.erFl'l Eletaile (2PQ~ Fe 
[-)8FM is difficult for creating form details (2P04) 
I-I BFM is difficult for creating recesses (2P05) Fe 1-] BFM is difficult for creating recesses (2POB) 
(-]8FM is difficult for creating undercuts (lP07) Fe [-) BFM is difficult for creating undercuts (2POB) 
[-I BFM is difficult for remo .... ing parts (2P05) Fe 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating hollow forms (2P08) Fe 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating sharp adges (lP04) FC 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating smooth edges (2P07) Fe 
[-I BFM is difficult for creating smooth surface finishes (2POB) FC 
[-I 8FM is imprecise (lPOB) Fe [-I BFM is imprecise (2POB) 
(-] BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilities (lP05) 
(18F~4 is FestfistsEl iA i~ fSfFl'l sFsatisA j3sssieilities (4PQ6} 
[181""" is FsstfistsEl lA i~ fSfFl'l sfeatieA j3sssieilities (4PQ6} Fe 
[-I BFM is restricted In its form creation possibilities (2P02) 
(-] BFM is restricted in its form creation possibilities (2P07) 
(-] BFM is slow (2P06) Fe 
I-I BFM is difficult for part orientation (lP04) Fe 
(-J BFM material is inelastic (lP05) 
[J BF~1 FI'IateFial is iAslas~s (4PQe} M 
[-I BFM material is inelastic (2P07) 
Material [-I BFM materials are incompatible with some adhesives (lPOB) M [-I BFM material degrades and becomes unusable when .... igorously formed (2P04) 
[1 Bnl FI'Iatsfial elegraEles aAell3eGSFI'ISS l:IAl:.lsaels RSF! > igersl:lsl) feFFI'IeEl fQPg4} M 
[-I BFM material degrades and becomes unusable when vigorously formed (2POB) 
[-) BFM material is difficult to shape (lP06) M 
(-) BFM is difficult with large machine tools (lP05) 
{J BF~4 is Eliffiel;lltwjtp large FI'IasRiAS tssls 11~6-) 
(-JBFM is difficult with large machine tools (2P04) MT lJ 8F~4 is Elifiisl:Ilt l,itR laFge FI'IaSRiAG tesls (-2P{;14) 
[-I BFM is difficult with large machine tools (2P07) 
[-jBFM is difficult with large machine tools (2POB) 
Modelling Tools (-] BFM safety is of concern when using large machine tools (2P04) MT 
(-) BFM hand tools are tiring (2POB) MT 
[-I BFM requires careful use of tools to create desired form (2P07) MT 
[-J BFM has restricted tools (lP05) MT 
[-J BFM is difficult to shape byfingers (lP05) MT 
[-J BFM requires tool maintenance (lP03) . MT 
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Question/Prompt Category Translated statement 
H BFM material is difficult to paint (2P01) V [-] BFM material Is difficult to paint (2P04) 
Visuaiisation [-J BFM has limited use for presentations (2P01) 
' .. ,"'" V 
H BFM is unable to show different material use throughout a product (lP07) V 
H BFM rough finish is not representative of a final product (2P08) V 
Appendix 6.4c. Stage 4 - Classifying [+1 translated statements under subject headings (CADM) 
I+J Likes Design Evaluation 
Form Creation 
Interaction 
CADM can be undone (lP06) 
CADM can be undone (2P03) 
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lE 
lE 
Prototypes PR 
Appendix 6.4d. Stage 4 - Classifying [-] translated statements under subject headings (CADM) 
Cost 
1-1 Dislikes 
; 
H CADM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms 
[1 GAg,. is sla'''/GliUlelllt fer ereBtiAg 61:lprJ fen'FIs (-lpefl) 
[-] CADM is Slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (lP03) 
[-] CADM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (lP07) 
[-] CADM Is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (2P01) 
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Learning Curve 
Prototypes 
Visualisation 
does not involve hand interaction with models 
I i i i 
1-] CADM provides insufficient guidance for form 
(-] CADM provides insufficient guidance for form 
i 
predictive sketch function does not always produce desirable results 
predictive sketch function does not always produce desirable results 
'11 
users 
IH 
IH 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
PR 
v 
v 
Appendix 6.4e. Stage 4 - Classifying [+] translated statements under subject headings (FFM) 
Question/Prompt . ,Category .... '.L: " .. ' Translated statement .'. L.· 
Design [+J FFM is good for evaluating form (2P03) DE Evaluation I +1 FFM is good for evaluating form (2P06) 
[+1 Likes Downstream [+J FFM has export functions for model re-use in CAD packages (2P02) DU Use 
[+] FFM can be undorle (2P02) 
Form Creation 1'1 FrH saR be fJReleRe (2PQ2) Fe (+] FFM can be undone (2P04) 
(I) F:,"~! aaA IlSl::IfleaAe (2j:1Q4~ 
[+] FFM is good for modifying forms (2P03) 
[+] FFM is good for modifying forms (2P04) <, ..... 
"-
Fe (Il'"'"' 4 ie gase f9F FR9E1if:, Iflg fSFFAS (2 QQ 4~ , 
[+) FFM is quick for modifying forms (2P05) Fe 
{+J FFM allows working without dimensional constraints (2P04) 
fl)~I=Malle's sfl(flg~' itt:l9l:lt EliFASASisAal sSAstFaiAts (2J:1Q ~ Fe (fjFFr1alJs 6 Sflliflg Y,itR9l:lt EliFASASisAal 9SRstFaifl\;s f2PG q~ 
(+] FFM allows working without dimensional constraints (2P05) 
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Appendix 6.4e, Stage 4 - Classifying [+] translated statements under subject headings (FFM) 
i 
FFM is 
FFM is i 
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Appendix 6.4e. Stage 4 - Classifying [+1 translated statements under subject headings (FFM) 
Learning 
Curve 
Mode!lIng 
Tools 
Overall 
Impression 
Visualisation 
i I 
MT 
01 
v 
Appendix 6.4f. Stage 4 - Classifying I-I translated statements under subject headings (FFM) 
HDlsllkes 
Cost 
Downstream 
Use 
Form Creation 
C 
" I 
DU 
(-J FFM cannot be used to create engineering drawings (2P01) DE 
FC 
Fe 
Fe 
I i 
Fe 
461 
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, 
1-) FFM provides insufficient control over form creation (2P05) 
[I FFH "Fe i~es iRSI;l#iaieAt seAtrsl e~er ferR'l areatisR ~pg9-) 
H FFM provides insufficient control over form creation (2P07) 
[J FFtll3Fe j896 iRSl:lffieisAt seAtrsl 9"sr wrm sFeatieR (aPQ7) 
H FFM provides Insufficient control over form creation (2P08) 
[1 FFtlllre jel96 iASI:I#ieisFlt eaRtrsl e 'er farm sreatieR (2PGS) 
r j ~~~C';Jij 
; I 
and right hands 
[-I FFM multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual use of left and right hands 
[-) FFM multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual use of left and right hands 
[-1 FFM multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual use of left and right hands 
1-] FFM multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual use of left 
FFM demand unreasonable dual use of left 
i i 
; I 
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Fe 
Fe 
Fe 
IH 
IH 
IH 
IH 
IH 
IH 
IH 
IH 
IH 
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FFM does not provide satisfactory model viewpoints 
FFM does not provide satisfactory model viewpoints 
I 
ill 
i i 
Appendices: Chapter Six 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
I 
IS 
IS 
Learning Curve J i 
Modelling 
Tools 
Overall 
Impression 
i I 
FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool 
FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool 
i 1 
FFM does not provide a clear indication of tool application point (2P07) 
FFM does not provide a clear Indication of tool application point (2P08) 
MT 
MT 
MT 
'~~~~----~~ 
MT 
MT 
MT 
01 
01 
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01 
01 
Prototypes PR 
VIsualisation 
v 
Appendix 6.5a. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [+1 translated statements (BFM) 
[+1 Likes 
." .' 
Cost Is I 
is- i Design Evaluation i ~;~; I I Y forms 
Form Creation 
Interaction : H 
is-
can 
is i 
is 
Is· 
is-
1 be used for consumer testing 
~I 
Hor 
Hor: j i 
I ,hides an~n the model 
'forc~ 
is relaxing I 
isenjoyable~ 
iSI ~gC?Odmo IIj 
helps deSigne~~to'a '3D PhY~I;alfor~'n the 
I 1 with modelS 
1 of models 
E I is carried outln an airy andllght· 
I workshop ; en,oyaol. 
l Curve i i 1 practice 
I detailing Is easy with sand paper 
ModelllngTools I Involves using a variety oil III I 
I preclsio", 'the use of handtools 
I results on physiCal etiects 
Visualisation .•. I helps i~a I I 1 Its IntendeO , 
n-16 
# 
2 
2 
3 
I 10fa2D 2 
7 
1 
1 
2 
Appendix 6.5b. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-1 translated statements (BFM) 
Question/Prompt Category Translated statement # 
cannot be undone 6 
Form Creation is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 8 [-I Dislikes is difficult for creating duplicate shapes 1 
is difficult for creating geometric shapes 5 
is difficult for aChieving symmetry 2 
provides insufficient control over form creation 1 
is difficult for controlling curvature 4 
464 
% 
6 
b 
13 
6 
13 
6 
19 
44 
13 
44 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
13 
6 
6 
% 
38 
50 
6 
31 
13 
6 
25 
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Appendix 6.5b. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-I translated statements (BFM) 
n-16 
Question/Prompt Cotegory Translated statement • % 
is difficult for controlling thickness 1 6 
is difficult for creating delicate parts 3 19 
is difficult for creating form details ' ... 
•••••••• 
2 13 
is difficult for creating recesses 2 13 
Is difficult for creating undercutS'--- .. ' 2 13 
is difficult for removing parts 1 6 
is difficult for creating hollow forms 1 6 
is difficult for creating sharp edges 1 6 
Is difficult for creating smooth edges ... > 1 6 
Is difficult for creating smooth surface finishes 1 6 
is imprecise 2 13 
is restricted in its form creation possibilities 3 19 
is slew 1 6 
is difficult for part orientation 1 6 
• ••• • 
material is inelastic 
•••• 
2 13 
Material materials are incompatible with some adhesives 1 6 
material degrades and becomes unusable when vigorously formed 2 13 
material is difficult to shape 1 6 
is difficult with large machine tools 4 25 
safety is of concern when using large machine tools 1 6 
hand tools are tiring . 1 6 
Modelling Tools requires careful use of tools to create desired form 1 6 
has restricted tools 1 6 
is difficult to shape by fingers 1 6 
requires tool maintenance 1 6 
material is difficult to paint 2 13 
Visualisation has limited use for presentations 1 6 
Is unable to show different material use throughout a product 1 6 
rough finish is not representative of a final product 1 6 
Appendix 6.5c. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [+] translated statements (CADM) 
n-16 
•••• 
I . # 1% 
I lfor I 1 
Design Evaluation I I I 1 [+) Likes I df~ -, 
rCai1 9iiSed 1 
4 125 
Form Creation I 
'. 
p'ovldes p,ecslon In sketehin< 
I d forcreatln.2l 
I I 
I d for "eatiog profiles 1 6 
I d fo' "eatioe CUNY fo,ms 
I d for "eatioe basic cshapes 
: ~I I" ',;. . . lis dfu,' . 1 6 
I 'or oreatioe lottedshaDes 1 
, ~
I I I 1 
I "scallog parts 
I Is dfo, I 
lis dfo, ~ [is CffOrSec . i 
~II
I dfor mo""ylo. 'o'ms 3 19 
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Appendix 6.5c, Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [+] translated statements (CADM) 
; 
I 
, ; 
Appendix 6.5d, Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-] translated statements (CADM) 
I-J Dislikes 
; I 
lIi 
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Appendix 6.5d. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-] translated statements (CADM) 
provides insufficient visual feedback for the size of a round edge 1 6 
provides insufficient visual guidance for symmetrical form creation 1 6 
provides insufficient visual feedback for model proportions 2 13 
provides insufficient visual feedback for form creation 3 19 
error reporting is unclear or absent 2 13 
screen refreshing is too infrequent 1 6 
screen refreshing is not automatic 1 6 
is susceptible to data loss 1 6 
Learning CurVe <' proficiency depends on familiarity and practice 1 6 
'.' " 
is slow to learn 1 6 
Prototypes results are insufficiently precise'for:manufacturing purposes 1 6 
Visualisation:; 
does not clearly i-dentify different parts unless users assign dIfferent 1 6 textures 
is prone to mismatches between displayed geometry and actual geometry 1 6 
.' 
does not provide high quality rendering 1 6 
is difficult for rendering 1 6 
Appendix 6.5e. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [+] translated statements (FFM) 
n-8 
I I . # % 
. D~Slg~ is quick/easy/good for evaluating form 2 25 
1+) Likes 
has export functions for model re-use in CAD packages 1 13 Use 
can be undon, 2 25 
Form Creation ~for'" 3 38 
i i i 2 25 
allows som, , ! of model features 13 
allow., I I , of i ~ planes 
I I , planes Is well suited to the needs 
;~ lIi .. 
, I 13 
provides I ': modelling 
provides realistic , 
Is I 
I for creabOg basic shapes 
proVides 3D primitives t of I 
provides" I method 
~for creating complex forms 
provides som, I I form creation .. ' 
Is • I provides rea'-tlma 
I can be used , 
I forms 13 
I Is. Ifor 3D I 3 38 
I allows, I 13 
I provides sculptlngcapabl;;ty 1 13 
lIi , surtaces 2 25 
I provides a • , creation 
I , add,tion 2 2~ 
I uses I material 
; and monsters .. 
lIS Intimate mOdallln~ 3 36 
I ~ ...... . 
H Ili , 
Interaction I 
lusesa. I , mouse 
I Involves; I I , peMlke I 2 25 
t dOvlca Is ) hold 13 
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Appendix 6.5e. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [+] translated statements (FFM) 
n-8 
ModellingTools 
i I 
i I 
Appendix 6.51. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-I translated statements (FFM) 
n-8 
I • % 
Cost I is not 1 13 
I does not allow 1 13 [.J Dislikes Downstream 
"""'" 
,convert into s,,'aces 13 
Use 11 i I • textures 13 I does not have i i , hi"-end i 13 
I is i , orecise toaiiOW s for assemblv 13 
Design 
cannot be used to create engineering drawings 1 13 
13 
Form Creation ~~~t~ .. :~: 1 13 
~iS n.ot all:w the cr:a:::
s
::7h i n geomet<y asa 1 13 
3 I 38 
I does i e functions for ensurin< wallel f 3D curves 13 
I is tlones 
I sketch pl"os do niiiall~ 
~Ii I 
I • 
I is imorecise I 88 
I o"vides i ,lover form creaUon ' .. 4 I ,C 
I is difficult ,uniform 1 13 
IdOeSnOt I i 11 i , form creation 2 I 25 
I ~~;;'Of i I sresti1CtS ability to create models , 1 13 
I would , i I s of CAD sYStems 1 13 
i creation to only I 13 
I p"vides i , I g opuons •• ,' . ' ....... 1 113 
I does not provide i ~ 1 I 13 
does not provide an i " undo for maskin< 
I is li i I i n creation 
I~ i i 
~esi ii'to- ~ i i I 13 
I is difficult when creatin< I i .. 13 
I does not allow the creation d from a surface 13 
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Appendix 6.51. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-] translated statements (FFM) 
Interaction 
Interaction 
• 11 . . "uch as chamfer 
•..• virtual clay can lead to I "esults 
.. :..cutfunction does not resultin asmooth , i •.•• 
''''',1 ~~~i~:n~U".II"'. '""",U'" can be ignored in favour 
H stylu 
StylUS Ooes not, 
multiple i ,Oual use , right hands 
"aces uneven workload on left and right hands 
;!: oes i ~\fl~;~~~~~t::ith modelS 
oes , two-handed' i 1 with models '. 
s~lus is 
,Ius feels fragile 
I ; toe rigid 
,Ius' t is difficult to control 
I stylus is I I "usl i'~' 
. 
i , controlS' ) rotation is preferred to tile "tyIUS 
I 3D rotation' i . 
I mouse i i ,is not suited to model I i i 
mouse selection is prone i 
i~1 lbebetteras; JI 
i lobe used j 
tylus is i jjn ,r ofl 
oes not support use of a graphical tablet 
: ~~~~dnot prOjVide scale~ 1 ~ i 11 
I provides' I I ~ 
I S I provides' I 
I does not I 
I does not p,ovide , 
I does not I 
I does not ~ 
,mooel' 
!cepability 
IDes not allow i i , 3C 
j 1 layer' i 
~ves limited on modelling depth 
loes not on CPU progress 
r~~~~::ation ' 
is a slow method for i i ~ form creation I i Ii 
, mouse 
j ~ material 
,of. model 
i"o 
"ovides i ~ i j i 
luali ,rs, , is 
. , dedicated menus when buttons are pressed 
,"ot. " ways 
I does not offer I 
I command 
, same mouse functions used in CAC I does not 
I does not 
, I slide-bars I 
I provides 
; used in CAD packages 
ileve~ 
I ~
I does not; ,.rotation of 
"lis ) on rea~time 
"0 
Learning Curve I stylus is unusual and demands new modelling skills 
I ,en' I I practice 
Modelling Tools tools i i i I 
I cut creation 
I r refined : .. 
I,.re I for form creation 
, "cklo~c 
doe" lelear indication oftool 1 point 
I " benetittrom 
tools are not provided with! i 
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• % 
13 
13 
. 13 
1 13 
4 j 50 
5 ,63 
3: 
2 25 
13 
13 
13 
2, 25 
3 3" 
1 l3 
1 13 
1 13 
1 13 
1 13 
1 13 
1 13 
1 l3 
1 13 
2 20 
2 25 
1 13 
1 13 
2 
1 
1 
5 63 
2 25 
1 13 
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Appendix 6.51. Stage 5 - Assigning an occurrence value to [-] translated statements (FFM) 
Overall ' 
'lmpresshir{ 
Visualisation 
, , 
1 13 
il i 
i i 
Appendix 6.6. Reduction 01 the data set lor the strengths and weaknesses analysis 
Stage 1 . Stage 5 Total number of C Modelling (Total number of sentences (Total number of individual prominent statements asa%of 
medium classified from raw data) translated statements) 
A B C A 
BFM[+[ 61 29 6 10% 
BFMI-) 71 36 7 10% 
CAOM 1+) 57 43 7 12% 
CAOMI-] 69 51 8 12% 
FFMI+I 71 56 22 31% 
FFM 1-1 134 113 26 19% 
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Appendix 7.1a. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-] statements as [+] statements (BFM) 
Form 
Creation 
Material 
BFM cannot be undone 
BFM cannot be undone 
BFM cannot be undone 
BFM cannot be undone 
BFM cannot be undone 
is difficUIt'for cr~kilng"~~lforiri'~u~~~'~ texi~r'~s 
is difficul{fo'r creating 'u'hiforr;; 'surfade text~res 
is difflculUor creating uniform surface textures 
is d,i,fficu!t,for creating I:Ini10(":l, surface textures 
is difficult for creating uniform surface textures 
, I 
BFM is difficult 'for creating geometric fOlms (lP01) 
BFM Is difficult for creating geometric forms (2P02) 
BFM is difficult for creating geometric forms (2P05) 
BFM Is difficult for creating geometric forms (2P06) 
BFM Is difficult for creating geometric forms (2POB) 
lover 
BFM is difficult for controlling curvature 
BFM Is difficult for controlling curvature 
BFM 
some 
degrade,; .,od becomes unusable when 
471 
li~iiF:M-ii~~:O~;;/E,..y/qIUiC'k for creating uniform surface 
li~iiFMi,;€:o~';/E,.'Y/"UiC'k for creating uniform surface 
li~iiFMI{i:o~';/E,.,y/qIUIC'k for creating uniform surface 
li~BF:Mi,;€:o~;;/E"'Y/QIUIC'k for creating uniform surface 
~~c)o/e.,sy/qul"k for creating uniform surface 
~;,(~~~~~J~:r,E,.Sy/qIUIc'k for creating uniform surface 
go()d/ea:,y/qui:" for creating uniform surface 
creating repeated, 
Is good/easy/quick for creating geometric forms 
is good/easy/quick for creating geometric forms 
j~ good/easy/quick,for creating geometric forms 
i i 
i i 
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Appendix 7.1a. Stage 1· Rephrasing translated [-J statements as [+J statements (BFM) 
Modelling 
Tools 
i I 
j j j i 
BFM is difficult with large 
8FM is difficult with large 
i j i I 
is good/easy/quick,with large mac,hlne tools (2F704) 
Is good/easy/quick ';"'ith large machine tools (2P07) 
I I j I 
Visualisation i I use 
~§f.~~~~~""~P<i""""'~~~""~;;~~~B;FM~fi~n:is~h~is~r:e~pr:e:se:n~ta~t~iv:e~O;fa~fin:a~,~p~rod~uc~t~~;PO~8~)~1 
Appendix 7.1b. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-J statements as [+J statements (CAD M) 
Cost 
Design 
Evaluation 
CAOM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (lP01) 
CADM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (lP02) 
CADM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (lP03) 
CADM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (lP07) 
CAOM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (2P01) 
CADM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (2P02) 
CAOM is slow/difficult for creating curvy forms (2P06) 
CAOM is difficult for creating tofted shapes (2POB) 
472 
cur;y 
Is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 
Is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 
is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 
is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 
Is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 
Is quick/easy/good for creating curvy forms 
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Appendix 7.1b. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-] statements as [+] statements (CADM) 
i i 
III 
Interaction 
insufficient guidance for form 
insufficient guidance for form 
473 
CADM Involves hand interaction with models (lP01) 
CADM involves hand interaction with models (lP05) 
CADM involves hand interaction with models (lPOB) 
CADM involves hand interaction with models (2P06) 
a memory aid 111'051 
i i 
provides sufficient guidance for form creation 
provides sufficient guidance for form creation 
provides sufficient guidance for form creation 
CADM proficiency improves with practice (2P07) 
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Appendix 7.1b. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-] statements as [+] statements (CADM) 
Category , [-J Translated statement ,"'" Rephrasing of [-I as [+} 
Prototypes [-) CADM results are insufficiently precise for manufacturing 1-] CADM results are suitable for manufacturing (2P07) purposes (2P07) 
1-) CADM does not clearly identify different parts unless I-l CADM is able to show different material use throughout 
users assign different textures (2P05) a product (2P05) 
Visualisation [-1 CAOM is prone to mismatches between displayed H CADM displayed geometry accurately represent actual lieometry and actual geometry (2P04) , - geometry (2P04) , , , 
1-) CADM does not provide high quality rendering (2P04) H CADM provides high Quality rendering (2P04) 
H CADM is difficult for rendering (2P04) H CADM is' Quick/easy/good for rendering (2P04) 
Appendix 7.1c. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-] statements as [+] statements (FFM) 
Form 
Creation 
pro,~de dr •• ;ng;a;,!s to constrain 
constrain 
I I 
FFM is difficult when creating straight lines {2P02) 
i i i 
FFM is Imprecise 
FFM Is imprecise 
FFM is imprecise 
FFM Is imprecise (2P06) 
FFM is imprecise (2P07) 
FFM is i 
I I I over 
FFM provides insufficient control over form creation (2P05) 
FFM provides insufficient control over form creation (2P07) 
474 
provides drawing-aids to constrain sketching 
provides drawing-aids to constrain sketching 
, 
FFM is 
FFM is 
FFM is 
FFM Is precise (2P06) 
FFM is precise (2P07) 
FFM is 
i lover 
FFM provides suffiCient control over form creation 
FFM provides sufficient control over form creation 
I 
mi ,'''o''~dllm''nslon.llyconstralned form creation 
some constrains on form creation (2P07) 
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Appendix 7.1c. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-I statements as [+] statements (FFM) 
Interaction 
1 i i 
and right hands (2P01) 
multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual 
'''''.' .•.• and right hands (2P02) 
multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual 
and right hands (2P03) 
multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual 
'''''.' .•.• and right hands (2P04) 
multiple input devices demand unreasonable dual 
and i 
use mouse 
FFM stylus has too rigid construction (2P03) 
FFM stylus movement is difficult to control (2P01) 
FFM stylus movement is difficult to control (2P02) 
FFM stylus has limited spatial movement (2P02) 
475 
use 
mouse 
FFM Involves two-handed Interaction with models (2P02)" 
FFM Involves two-handed interaction with models (2P06) 
FFM Involves two-handed interaction with models (2P08) 
li j 
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Appendix 7.1c. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated I-I statements as 1+1 statements (FFM) 
Interaction 
learning 
Curve 
is difficult for sketching (2P03) 
Is dlfficulHor sketching (2~05) 
new 
476 
i i 
menus 
ill 
ili 
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Appendix 7.1c. Stage 1- Rephrasing translated [-1 statements as [+1 statements (FFM) 
Modelling 
Tools 
Overall 
Impression 
Prototypes 
a clear indication of tool 
a Clear'indication or tool:'" 
477 
FFM toots meet the needs of Industrial designers (2P01) 
fFM tools meet thE;! needs of industrial designers (2P05) 
'FfM tools meet,the needs of Industrial designers (2P06) 
I 
I 
the functions of their 
the functions of their 
needs of Industrial 
needs of Industrial 
as a 
FFM is integrated within a precision CAD package (2P01) 
FFM Is integrated within a precision CAD package (2P08) 
FFM positively contributes to design abilities (2P04) 
results are suitable for manufacturing purposes 
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Appendix 7.2a. Stage 2· Grouping together translated statements (BFM) 
Design Evaluation 
Form Creation 
Ili 
helps,de'igners appreciate difficulties In the transformation of a 20 representation into a 3D 
for creating uniform surface textures 
for creating uniform surface textures (lPOB) 
for creating uniform surface textures (2P01) 
for creating uniform surface textures (2P04) 
for creating uniform surface textures (2P05) 
for creating uniform surface textures 
for creating geometric forms 
for creating geometric forms (2P05) 
, 
forms (2P06) 
forms 
8FM is q ck/easy/good for controlling curvature (lP08) 
8FM is quick/easy/good for controlling curvature (2P04) 
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Appendix 7.2a. Stage 2 - Grouping together translated statements (BFM) 
Interaction 
Material 
Modelling Tools 
VIsualisation 
i 
BFM is unrestricted in Its form 
BFM Is unrestricted in its form 
i i 
BFM Involves hand Interaction with models 
BFM involves hand Interaction with models 
BFM Involves hand Interaction with models 
ili . 
ili· 
IIi . 
BFM Involves hand Interaction with models (2P05) 
BFM Involves hand interaction with models (2P06) 
i 
i 
BFMI 
BFM is 
BFM is 
I 
BFM is 
BFM is 
BFM is 
BFM is 
BFM 
I I 
i 
with large machine 
with large machine 
with r machine 
I 
visualisation 
visualisation (lPOB) 
visualisation (2P01) 
visualisation 
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Appendix 7.2b. Stage 2 • Grouping together translated statements (CADM) 
Cost 
Design Evaluatlor{ 
Form Creation 
11 j I I 
CADM aUows anthropometrieal evaluation (lP05) 
CADM allows anthropometrieal evaluation (lPOB) 
11 I 
~~~~ .~~ be undone (lP06) Cl be undone (2P03) 
, i 
, , 
for creating curvy 
for creating curvy forms 
for creating curvy forms (1P03) 
for creating curvy forms (IP07) 
for creating curvy forms 
curvy forms 
forms 
480 
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Interaction 
Learning Curve 
Prototypes 
VIsualisation 
; 
CADM provides sufficient guidance for form creation 
CADM provides sufficient guidance for form creation 
lIi 
481 
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Appendix 7.2c. Stage 2· Grouping together translated statements (FFM) 
Design Evaluation 
Downstream Use 
Form Creation 
Ifi 
i III 
I II' 
FFM is quick/easy/good 11 
FFM is quick/easy/good III 
FFM 
FFM 
III 
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Appendix 7.2c. Stage 2 - Grouping together translated statements (FFM) 
Interaction 
li i i 
FFM pen-like input device· I 
{-] FFM pen-like Input device Is comfortable (2P05) 
[-] FFM pen-like input device is comfortable (2P06) 
FFM li I 
i i 
i ~~~~~~~~~~~r---c-------"-~ FFM I Input devices require reasonable dual use of left and j 
[-J FFM multiple Input devices require reasonable dual use of left and right hands 
I-l FFM multiple Input devices require reasonable dual use of left and right hands 
[ i I I I I 
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Appendix 7.2c. Stage 2· Grouping together translated statements (FFM) 
Learning 
Curve 
Modelling Tools 
FFM 
FFM 
Ii i 
I ; 
484 
to control 
to control 
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Appendix 7.2c. Stage 2 - Grouping together translated statements (FFM) 
Modelling Tools 
Overall Impression 
Prototypes 
VisualIsation 
I i I 
i i Ii 
FFM provides a clear indication of tool application 
FFM provides a clear indication of tool application 
FFM provides a clear indication of tool li 
II 
Appendix 7.3a. Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (BFM) 
n-16 
[ [ 1 I 1 I 
Design form evaluation 3 19 Evaluation 
Form 3 19 
Creation 
2 13 
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Appendix 7.3a, Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (BFM) 
11 
IIi 
IIi 
lIi 
IIi 
IIi 
Is quick/easy/good for cre~'tlng geometrl~ f~r~s 
is quick/easy/good for creating geometric forms 
is quick/easy/good for creating geometric forms 
is Quick/easy/good for creatinggeometric,forms 
486 
Iqulck/ea,.y/s.ood curvy form creation 
Iquick/ea,.y/s.ood form attribute control 
form detailing 
i form 
Ii 
3 19 
5 31 
8 50 
2 13 
5 31 
1 6 
4 25 
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Appendix 7.3a. Stage 3· Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (BFM) 
~ 
o 
J 
[+] BFM is ,I III (2P05) Irelaxlng 6 
I~~~~:~:'undone.a,~s) 
BFM can be undone. (1'~8) 
BFM can be :' ~: 6 38 
i:i ~~~~: ~;~ 
[+JBFM ~I '~~'~;In~the~~:::::=:=======~~ 
i of a- 20 representation into a 3D physical form 
!f~~~~ helps designers appreciate difficulties in the 
'<52) - i of a 20 representation into a 3D physical form 
~~~ :~~~:~:: ~:~~ :nteractiOn 
BFM involves hand interaction with models (2POi) 
BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P04) 
BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P05) 
BFM involves hand interaction with models (2P06) 
BFM Invol,es hand I I 
~~~ allows I I l Of models 
1(+] BFM profiCiency improves with practice,(2P04) 
::j~~~~:::~::: : : : : ~~;;:;~ 
I-J BFM materials are, I 5 (1POB) 
Itransf')fmatic," 01 shape into form 
II"mtOOddee,11 Illnterection with hands 
: . . ... 
,,,"U model manipulation 
;unlimited model I I ' .. 
I ."', environment 
;high profiCiency with minimal Practice 
material 
I, material 
2 13 
7 44 
.. 
1 6 
.'. L. 6 
1 6 
1 6 
2 13 
. 6 
Material ;~:~ material Is stable and usable whe' . ,formed 
'" t~:6~ material is stable and usable when vigorously formed :sturdy material 2 13 
Tools 
I BFM material Is I I to shape (1POO) 6 
I BFM in"I'~S USing; a ""ety of mod~l1lng tools ~5) 
I BFM . ~ varie~ IJ I ":I modelling tools 3 19 
I:: ~;~~ :~; hand tool;=~--'II;'I'~:;;'-;","~~;1 c~on;;;ta~ct--" ...--·;-f·-;2:-:-'·· t;13~ 
i:l ~~~ :: ~ :::; ::~~: ~::;::: :~~:: ~~~~! !-! 8FM is with large machine tools (2P07) tools 
BFMis with large machine tools (2P08) 
I BFM Is safe when uSing I.,ge • (2P04) ... 
I BFM hand tools are ,(2P08) I , tools 
iJ:~ I '. I use oltoo,'sto create 00< 00 '" ,. icasual use 
487 
4 25 
6 
6 
Horm 1 6 
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Appendix 7.3a. Stage 3· Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (BFM) 
BFM is 
BFM is 
BFMis 
BFM is I 
i I 
i 
for form visualisation 
for form visualisation 
for form visualisation 
for form visualisation 
I i 
i I 
!quicll/e"'Y/B:ood form visualisation 6 38 
1 6 
model appearance 4 25 
Appendix 7.3b. Stage 3· Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (CADM) 
Design I 
Evaluation I 
i I evaluation 4 25 
model export 1 6 
Form 
Creation creation free of constraints 2 13 
5 31 
4 25 
~i~~~~~~.~lqUi'CII/.eaSy/gOOd shape creation 4 25 
~~~~~~~i[~~~~~::~=~~IUiCllI/easY'lgOOd basic form creation 6 38 
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Appendix 7.3b. Stage 3 • Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (CADM) 
CADM is 
CADM is H CADM is 
[-1 CADM is 
i-i CAOM IS 
.';"';:!); .. ' . 
, -'o,-c~ .. ~~_gCU"" -'orms ,\":::;4) 
Ifor 2D I 
, 
~~;,;'gM IS' 
attribute control I CAOM is 
CADM produces Only I (lP04) . . ... 
form detailing CADM I I Hor detailing (lP05) CADM I I Hor, 
.... ~~OM I I '0' Hor crealmgdupllcate shapes ..';':!.', 
l!i;:~~~f'~IS~q;UI;'Ck/~e;,e;'SY;'/g~O~Od~fo;,r~cr;ea~tI;,ng~d~Ui.PI~ica~te~s;'h;,ep;es~~~:~~1 "~:'~~~;;~~:~~f~o';r~m'" FI:L~~M I I Horcreatlng, I Horms 
iiP(5) . 
~~~~~1':,;,1) I Horcreating basiC 
!+! CADM ,I Hor [+j CADM i for assembling 
[~l,CADM i for assembling pans (11'08) 
[-l-CADM is quick/easy/good for assembling parts (~~~-~ 
t~ ~g~ is quick/easy/good for assembling pa~ ~~:g~: :i'~~~::- :: IfO;~~~ I : i~~rts~ 
~ I I 
CAOMic: j 
I CAOM' 
In Its !orm creation 
, , 
I In Its f~rm creati~n 
I I ofform creation 
CADM involves Simple I , ,"P04) 
CAOM Involves,' . I models (lPOl 
. 
~ra 
.... 
creation 
n-16 
8 50 
3 19 
2 13 
3 19 
1 6 
7 44 
4 25 
5 31 
2 13 
4 25 
6 
1 6 
CADM involves hand interaction with models t~~~ 
~:~~~:~:~ ~:~~ :nteraCtion~$~~~Odd~ee~I:SS~ ;:;~:;g;~~c+m_Ode_'ln_te_ra_cti_'o_n W_I_th_h_an_d_s ___ +_4...j_2_5~ 
~ ~;:~:~::: ~,< . haptic feedback . '. 2 13 
CADM has built-in aata ; 
~g~ ~;:~:~:: :"". 
<.!y~~~r~ (~~;;) 
;MO"" >,' 
"unct;onst01l1e 
489 
il i 
cle" error reporting",!:.. . i, .•••.. ' 2 13 
I Interface 2 13 
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Appendix 7.3b. Stage 3 • Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (CAD M) 
creation guidance 7 44 
provides sufficient visual feedback for form creation 
refresh 1 6 
Ii 
sketch function always produces desirable 
sketching 3 19 
sketch function always produces desirable 
• 
'I' 2 13 
feedback for model 
model viewpoints 3 19 
Interface 4 25 
in layers 2 13 
I physical environment 1 6 
proficiency with minimal practice 3 19 
Prototypes 2 13 
1 6 
model appearance 4 25 
colourisation 1 6 
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Appendix 7.3c. Stage 3 - Converting translated statements into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (FFM) 
Design 
Evaluation 
Downstream 
Use 
Form 
Creation 
I 
FFM is intimate 
FFM is Intimate 
form creation 
lIi 
characteristics 
491 
50 
paper-based sketching 2 25 
modelling 3 38 
form creation 3 38 
2 25 
cO,nstructlon aids 6 75 
~o"n ,,·eatlon'ree of constraints 2 25 
1 13 
1 13 
I I 
I and Innovative functions 2 25 
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Appendix 7.3c. Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (FFM) 
n-8 
7 
1 13 
basic form creation 7 88 
2 25 
IquICkJ'ea"y;goe,d ,orm attribute control 4 50 
~~hrovi;o;;~OdE~;g;;:er<~theifoi,""cr;:au;;n--ruie~leaSy/gOC)dfOrm detailing 3 38 
IT~~"""iCiiiOa:syjiO<idt~;;e.itin~"PiiiCai:esiiiii;e.-jqUie~leaSy/gOC)d form duplication/symmetry 2 25 
shape/form experimentation 1 13 
sha,pel'for.m mod ification 5 63 
4 50 
real-time 3D form creation 3 38 
real-time 30 
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Appendix 7.3c. Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (FFM) 
Interaction 
i i 
involves hand interactlon with 
involves hand interaction with 
is 
Icomf"rt"bl. 100lut devices 
feedback 
;;";'"",,,,,-1''''':0' interaction with hands 
I, input devices 
Im""1 tii, lle/'interclhar,ge"ble input devices 
~~~~~~:.--,';';e;SSiille"";mOdE"----~uiick,'eaSy/gOC'dmOdel manipulation 
Iquic~le,sY/'gO<ld "kettchiingwith input devices 
us. 
Ire,,,on"ll. 'wo<'kloadon left & right hands 
493 
n-8 
1 13 
1 13 
6 
7 88 
6 
1 13 
5 63 
2 25 
2 25 
5 63 
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Appendix 7.3c. Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (FFM) 
n-8 
spatial movement of input devices 2 25 
1 13 
2 25 
interface 1 13 
appropriate 1 
creation guidance 3 38 
1 13 
feedback < 3 38 
IstE"e()ty~ .. mouse functions 2 25 
keyboard shortcut commands 1 13 
i i model viewpoints 6 75 
Interface 5 63 
I physical environment 2 25 
Curve proficiency with minimal practice 4 50 
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Appendix 7.3c. Stage 3· Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (FFM) 
Modelling 
Tools 
Overall 
ImpressIon 
provides a clear Indication of tool application point 
provides a clear indication of tool application point 
provides a clear Indication of tool application point 
provides a clear indication of tool application point 
precisely replicate the functions of their 
co."rlt.r~,arts (2P04) 
precisely replicate the functions of their 
functions of their 
i il 
is integrated within a precision CAD package 
is qulck,leasy/good'for early stages In design 
is quick/easy/good for later stages in design 
is quick/easy/good for later stages in design 
495 
devices using familiar skills 2 25 
3 38 
tool/material contact 6 75 
analogous to workshop tools 5 63 
variety of modelling tools 5 63 
la" .. n !Cl e,.tat,'is'le' CAD package 2 25 
IqUiCk,leasy/gOCI' for early-stage design 25 
Iquick,leasy/goc,' for late-stage design 3 38 
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Appendix 7.3c. Stage 3 - Converting translated statements Into customer needs and assigning 
occurrence values (FFM) 
n-8 
Category 
'" 
:> Translated statement . 
.' '" 
Customer needs " H % 
H FFM functions fully meet the needs of industrial 
designers (2POt) 
[-I FFM functions fully meet the needs of industrial 
designers (2P04) 
[-I FFM functions fully meet the needs of Industrial 
designers (2P05) 
uitable for product design 5 63 [-J FFM meets expectations as a unique mOdelling system 
(2P07) (-I FFM meets expectations as a unique mOdelling system 
(2P08) 
( l FF~4 !:lae elefiRite f3FSfeSsisRal <lse fQPG4~ 
11 FF~4 is sl;Iitasla far f3FSEll:lst elesigR ~ng1) 
(+] FFM results are suitable for rapid prototyping (2P02) 
Prototypes (-I FFM results,are sultablefor man~facturlng purpos~>i": manufacturable output 3 38 (2P01)........... "0', 
H FFM results are suitable for manufacturing purposes 
2P05) 
(+] FFM is quick/easy/good for form visualisation (2P04) quick/easy/good form visualisation 2 25 1+1 FFM is quick/easy/good for form visualisation (2P05) 
H FFM provides predictive previews of the shaping effect predictive previews of tool effects 1 13 
Visualisation !of tools (2P05) 
1·< H FFM provides previews in its 2D environment (2P05) previews in 2D environment 1 13 H FFM provides high-quality rendering (2P01) 
life-like'-"'odel appearance < • {-] FFM provides high-quality rendering (2P04) 3 38 
1-] FFM provides high-quality rendering (2POB) 
Appendix 7.4. Stage 4 - Tabulating together occurrence values for customer needs across BFM, 
CADM and FFM 
n-8 
Design Evaluation 
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Appendix 7.4. Stage 4 - Tabulating together occurrence values for customer needs across BFM, 
CADM and FFM 
n-8 
I ,"eed BFM% CADM% FFM% 
= 
i 
38 
I 
I 38 25 25 
I i 6 
· 
13 
· 
6 · 
i 
· 
6 
. 
stylistic I i 
· 
~i 
j , handS, ... 44 mooel 
i , model I i 6 
· 
25 
li j , model' I i '. . 6 · · 
hapbc feedback 
· 
13 
! H ~m;(i~~utde"ces · 
· · 
i I, input devices 
· · 
63 
~ · · 25 I I 63 
sturdy input devices .' 
· · 
13 
li i , spaball i I 
· 
- 25 
i rr~ i 13 ;1 i · I 
· 
13 · 
i , interface - 13 13 
Interaction i I 
· 
13 
Iform creation guidance 38 
Imodel I - 13 
i 
· 
19 
-
IS i i ,of ideas as a 6 · · 13 
li i i i 
· 
19 75 
i 1/ interface 
· 
25 63 
~ i 13 13 iI tmodelling · · 25 
CPU progress feedback -
· 
13 
~ 'discrete indicators for, · · 
mouse fUncuons 
· · 
, keyboard shortcut, 
· · 
lE i i 6 6 25 
Learning Curve high i i i minimal practice 6 19 5e ~USingl ili i · · 25 
I I i 
Material i 6 
sturdy material 13 - · 
i , material shaping 6 
· · ~, lIi . I contact 13 
· 
"'-
. I I, tools 25 
· 
38 
~ ools 6 - · Modelling Tools I · -
I 6 
i 6 · · 
· · 
13 
I ~to. ~ · · 
i i 1 abilities 
· · 
Overall Impression i Hor, , design 
· · 
i 'for late-stage design 
· · 
38 
Isuitable for hands-on modelling 
· · 
13 
Isultable for I 
· · 
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Appendix 7.4. Stage 4· Tabulating together occurrence values for customer needs across BFM, 
CADMand FFM 
30th 
I rneed 
Prototypes ~ 
I I' i 
I i 1 its 
I 
n-8 
BFM% CADM% FFM% 
-"" 6 
25 25 
6, 
· 
· 
Visualisation laiSp,ayea , actual geomet", 
· 
· 
· 
o 
· 
I ,previews of tool effects 
Iprevlews In 2D 
Ii 
" ',J'" . , 
-
. 
13 
13 
38 
Appendix 7,5. Customer needs ranked by 'I' data (from highest to lowest) 
Value: Rank: 
~~i~~~'~ crr~ n"etie'od ~nS~;'~'±B&~~%j'~ CAI 3D8Mj%1 F~F8~M8% ,2;, 6~ :::,;;::; ~v ~odel I , hands 44 25 75 1'44 48 75':", 8 4 
~p<e~clse~~~~~~~~=~~'3+=~25+~881'26 42 88 ,3' 12 2 I uniform surlace' 56 13 50 1119 40 56 .4 • 16 16 hapticf,eaback . 13 --"-8_ 101 88. 5 7 3 
, detailing 
, attribute control 
I I model' 
, creation 
life-like moael 
life-like' 1I contact 
I I 
I, Interlace 
'orm creation guidance 
useful variety, I I 
'orm, , aids 
I, Input devices 
high , minimal practice 
i j 
I I 
I' I I 
I 'onl,~& I 
I I r proeuct aeSign 
tools ,to workshop tools 
I , feedback 
I , form creation 
'orm creation free 0' 
Intimate I 
50 1338 
31 19 50 
6 1975 
19 50 25 94 31 50 25 19 
" 
· 31 63 94 47 63 9 9 
25 25 38 88 29 38 27 24 
13 • 75 88 44 75 :;" 10 6 
38 25 25 88 293S. 13 ,. 28 25 
· 25 63 88 4463 14 11 10 
• 44 38 82 41 44 15. 13 22 
19 • 63 82 4' 63 '16i 14 11 
· 6 75 81 41 75 15 .!... 
· • 75 75 75 75 1 8 
6 19 50 75 25 50,', 32 20 
38 6 25 69 23 38 il' 43 26 
25·38 633238 ii2427 
• • 63 63 63,63 3 l2 
25 25 13 63 21: 2523ii 45 36 
· • 63 63 63,63 ,24 4 13 
• ·63 636363514 
',,' , 0063 636363 1615 
13 19 25 57 19 25 46 37 
o , 6 ',50" 56 28 50 29 21 
·1338 512638 3028 
" " " · 13 ,,38 51 26 38 29 
196255017125315138 
6 44 0 5025,44 32 33 23 
19 0 25 4422,25 334439 
00383838,38341730 
· 13 .2S, 38 19 25 35 47 40 
" • 0 38 38 38 :38 36 1831 
· • 38 3838138 371932 
· 25 ".13'''' 38 19 25 .,38,. 48 4: 
<eal-tim, form c<eation . 0 38 38 38 I 38 39 20 33 ~~~,"~hYSIIC ~all~ , ~===:::tJ6d~6Cb2;tj5 37 12 I 25 40 83 42 
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Appendix 7.5. Customer needs ranked by ':E' data (from highest to lowest) 
Value" Rank" 
r needs I BFM% I CADM% FFM% L X HV L x HV 
i 1Creation 31 6 
· 
37 19 31 41 50 34 
I 
""","" " 
, 6 I" 13,',:' 13 32 11 13 42 84 :57" 
" 
· 
19 13 32 16 19 43 52 54 
model I 
· 
19 13 32 16 19 44 53 55 
i I 6 25 
· 
31 16 25 45 54 43 
i 
· 
31 
· 
31 31 31 46 26 35 
I model I i 6 
· 
25 31 16 25 47 55 44 
"ntertace, 
· 
13 13 26 13 13 48 56 58 
, I layers 
· 
13 13 26 13 13 49 57 59 
3D rotation whilst 
" 
" 
" " · 
· " 25 25 25 25 50 34 45 
Ii j CAD package 
· · 
25 25 25 25 51 35 46 
I 
· · 
25 25 25 25 52 36 47 
input devices i r skills _ 
· · 
25 25 25 25 53 37 48 
novel and i , functions 
· · 
25 25 25 25 54 38 49 
, design 
· · 
25 25 25 25 55 39 50 
i "nputdevlCes '" 
· · 
25 25 25 25 56 40 51 
, mouse functions 
· · 
25 25 25 25 57 41 52 
i i I spatial I t of Input devices 
· · 
25 25 25 25 58 42 53 
I "ketchlng 
· 
19 
· 
19 19 19 59 49 56 
· 
6 13 19 10 13 60 85 60 
sculpting 6 
· 
13 19 10 13 61 86 61 
· 6 13 19 10 13 62 87 62 
i 
· · 
13 13 13 13 63 58 63 
'virtual magnet· 
" · 
., 13 13 13 13 64 59 64 
· · 
13 13 13 13 65 60 65 
I "eporting · 13 · 13 13 13 66 61 66 
CPU progress feedback 
· · 
13 13 13 13 67 62 67 
I 
· · 
,:; 13 13 13 68 63 68 
life-lik.e: 
· · 
13 13 13 13 69 64 69 
logical 
· · 
13 13 13 13 70 65 70 
~ i I .: : 13 13 13 71 66 71 i , 
· 
· ,," 13 13 13 13 72 67 72 
, material 
· · 
13 13 13 13 73 68 73 
i ;t~ 13 13 13 74 69 74 
, previews 01 tool, 
· · 
,:; 13 13 13 75 70 75 
oreviews in 2D , 
· · 
13 13 13 13 76 71 76 
i t devices 
· · 
13 13 13 13 77 72 77 
realisti 13 13 13 78 73 78 
· · 
,:; 13 13 13 79 74 79 
, KeyOoa'd ,'" " · 
.' " 
13 13 13 13 80 75 80, 
Istu'dy input devices 
· · 
13 13 13 13 81 76 81 
Istu,dy material 13 13 13 82 77 82 
· · 
1:; 13 13 13 83 78 83 
sUitaOle fo, 'ands-on 
" 
· · 
13 13 13 13 84 79 84 
, of shape into fOlm 13 
· · 
13 13 13 85 80 85 
I 
· · 
1:; 13 13 13 86 81 86 
I 
· 
· 13 13 13 13 87 82 87 
i , material 
" 
6 
· " 
· 
6 6 6 88 88 88 
Ibuilt·in b : 6 6 6 89 89 89 
casUal use 01 toOls fform 6 
· · 
6 6 6 90 90 90 
IHools 6 
· · 
6 6 6 91 91 91 
design I 6 
· · 
6 6 6 92 92 92 
i I ~ I 6 6 6 93 93 93 · 6 · 6 6 6 94 94 94 i 6 · 
· 
6 6 6 95 95 95 
obviOus ideal strategy " , · ' 6", · 6 6 6 96 96 96 
i I , its intended I 6 
· · 6 6 6 97 97 97 
, 
· b · 6 6 6 98 98 98 
i i 
· 
6 
· 
6 6 6 99 99 99 
I material shaping 6 
· · 
6 6 6 100 100 100 
, memo" alO , · b · 6 6 6 101 101 101 
'''"ing 6 · · 6 6 6 102 102 102 
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Appendix 7.5. Customer needs ranked by .~' data (from highest to lowest) 
Value' Rank' 
r needs IBFM% ICADM% I FFM% ~ x HV ~ X HV 
results In pnysical ODJects 0 . 
· 
6 6 6 lU3 lUj l 'Uj 
safe tools 6 . 
· 
6 6 6 104 104 1104 
0 
· 
6 6 6 1105 
i I rFEA ...... ... ';';,'6 
· 
·6.'; 6 6 106 lUO l 'UO 
Appendix 7,6. Customer needs ranked by 'x' data with ~ ranking highlighted (from highest to 
lowest) 
30th 
Value' Rank' 
.... .;.. ". BFM% CADM% FFM% 
'input devices •• 75 75 75 75 
i , creation 75 38 88 201 67 ,88 
I I'i ··63 6363163 
I jonleft&.; •• 63 63 63! 63 
I •• 63163 63163 
tools ; to workshop tools . • •• 63 I 63 63. 63 
haptic feedback • 13 88 5' • 88 
ImIOdel'II' ~' W~iith ~' h~andS~~~ "~~~Ii 441 "~2~5t7~5 1'44 . 48 75 I • 31 63 I .4 47 I 63 Ufe-Uke I ,I contaet 13· 75 88 44 75 1/ Interface • 25 63 88 44 I 63 preciSe 13 25 88 L26 42 I 88 
form creation g,idance • 44 38 I 82 41 I 44 
useM variety of lIi I 1.· 63 I 82 41 I 63 
form, I aids • 6 _25 181 41 2~ 
i Iform creation 
Intimate 
Hor 
I . n creation 
j form detailing 
I 'orm attribute control 
i i i i 
i I. 
, creation 
Ufe-Uke model 
j model export 
lO,tp,t . 
i i 1 feedback 
high i i , minimal practice 
j model spatial 
il t modelling 
j CAO package 
I 
Inp,t devices using' i I 
novel . ,f"'etions . 
Hor I , design 
j sketching with inPut devices 
, moose '",ctions 
i i I spatial I i i 
Horm I I 
56 .. 13 50 111940 ,56 
· . 38 138 38138 
· . 38 138 38,38 
· . 38 138 38 138 
· - 38 3838138 
50 13 38 101 34 I 50 
31 19 50 loa 33 I 5e 
6 19 75 100 33 75_ 
25 •• · 38 63·32 ,38 
19 50 25 I 94 31 I 50 
· . 31 . 31 31 I 31 
25 25 38 88 2.138 
38 25 25 88 29138 
· 6 50 5628150 
·13385126138 
· 13 38 151 26138 
·6··· .. 19 50 75· 25 I_Se>. 
644.15025144 
· . 25 2525125 
· ·252525125 
· - 25252525 
· . 25 125 25125 
· .252525125 
· .252525125 
•• ,.... 25 25 25 I 25 
· . 25 125 25125 
· ·25 2525125 
38 6 25 6923138 
_,. . 25 44 22 12.5. 
25 25 13 63 21 I 25 
500 
~ X H 
18,. 1 8 
.1 2 1 
22 3 12 
24 4 13 
.25 5 14 
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Appendix 7.6. Customer needs ranked by 'x' data with ~ ranking highlighted (from highest to 
lowest) 
Value' Rank' 
Customer needs BFM% CADM% FFM% 2: X HV 2: X H 
quick/easy/good form duplication/symmetry 13 19 25 57 19 25 27. 46 37 
form creation free of constraints 13 25 38 19 25 35 47 40 
quick/easy/good shape 'creation;::;;::" ........... . ' 25 13 .• 38·, 19 25 38 48 41 
predictive sketching 19 · 19 19 19 59 49 56 
quiCk/easy/good geometric form' creation ' 31 6 
· 
37 19 31 41 50 34 
quick/easy/good form evaluation 19 6 25 50 17 25 31 51 38 
directs to appropriate modelling Commands 19 13 32 16 19 43 52 54 
model illumination 19 13 32 16 19 44 53 55 
anthropometrieal evaluation 6 25 
· 
31 16 25 45 54 43 
quick/easy/good model manipulation 6 
· 
25 31 16 25 47 55 44 
ustomisable interface 
-
13 13 26 13 13 48 56 58 
working in layers 13 13 26 13 13 49 57 59 
'hand·finished' appearance 
· 
13 13 13 13 63 58 63 
'virtual magnet' haptic feature 
-
13 13 13 13 64 59 64 
advanced 
-
13 13 13 13 65 60 65 
clear error reporting 13 
-
13 13 13 66 61 66 
CPU progress feedback 
-
13 13 13 13 67 62 67 
form creation restricted to manufacturable forms 
-
13 13 13 13 68 63 68 
life-like sketching ..... .' ..... 
· 
13 .. 13 13 13 69 64 69 
logical commands 
-
13 13 13 13 70 65 70 
malleable material . .. 13 
· -
13 13 13 71 66 71 
multifunctionallnput devices 
-
13 13 13 13 72 67 72 
no consumable material 
-
13 13 13 13 73 68 73 
positively contributes to design abilities 
-
13 13 13 13 74 69 74 
predictive previews of tool effects 
- -
13 13 13 13 75 70 75 
previews in 20 environment - - 13 13 13 13 76 71 76 
quick/easy/good discrete indicators for input devices 
- -
13 13 13 13 77 72 77 
realistic 
- · 
13 13 13 13 78 73 78 
sketches in 3D space 
- -
13 13 13 13 79 74 79 
stereotype keyboard shortcut commands 
- -
13 13 13 13 80 75 80 
sturdy input devices 
· -
13 13 13 13 81 76 81 
sturdy material 13 
· 
13 13 13 82 77 82 
stylistic form creation 
· 
13 13 13 13 83 78 83 
suitable for hands-on modelling 
- -
13 13 13 13 84 79 84 
ransformation of shape into form) 13 13 13 13 85 80 85 
visually attractive Input devices 
-
13 13 13 13 86 81 86 
olumetrlc ',., i . . 
-
·13,. 13 13' 13 87 82 87 
customisable physical environment (workplace?) 6 6 25 37 12 25 40 83 42 
affordable .' . 6 13 13 32 11 13 42 84 57 
quick/easy/good engineering drawing creation 
- 6 13 19 10 13 60 85 60 
SCUlpting .. 6 13 19 10 13 61 86 61 
straightforward 
- 6 13 19 10 13 62 87 62 
adhesive-compatible material 6 - - 6 6 6 88 88 88 
built-in data protection 
- 6 - 6 6 6 89 89 89 
asual use of tools to create desired form 6 - - 6 6 6 90 90 90 
comfortable tools 6 
- -
6 6 6 91 91 91 
esign evaluation with consumers 6 
-
6 6 6 92 92 92 
displayed' geometry matches actual geometry 
· 
6 
-
6 6 6 93 93 93 
requent screen refresh 6 6 6 6 94 94 94 
maintenance-free tools 6 6 6 6 95 95 95 
obvious ideal strategy .. 
· 
6 6 6 6 96 96 96 
product visualisable within its intended environment 6 - 6 6 6 97 97 97 
quick/easy/good colourisation .. . 
-
6 · ' . 6 6 6 98 98 98 
quick/easy/good dimensioning 6 
-
6 6 6 99 99 99 
quick/easy/good material shaping .. 6 - - 6 6 6 100 100 100 
recording of Ideas as a memory aid 6 - 6 6 6 101 101 101 
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Appendix 7.6, Customer needs ranked by 'x' data with:E ranking highlighted (from highest to 
lowest) 
Value' Rank' 
Customer needs BFM% CADM% FFM% L x HV L x H 
relaxing 6 . -
-
6 6 6 102 102 102 
results in physical objects 6 
- -
6 6 6 103 103 103 
safe tools 6 
- -
6 6 6 104 104 104 
spontaneous 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 105 105 105 
suitable for FEA 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 106 106 106 
Appendix 7.7. Customer needs ranked by 'HV' data wlth:E ranking highlighted (from highest 
to lowest) 
Value: Rank: 
r needs I BFM% ,CADM% FFM% L X HV L i HV 
, basic form creation 75 38 88 1201 67 88 ·1. 2 1 
Iprecise 13 25 88 1'26 42 88 3 12 2 
-
13 88 1'0' 51 88 5 7 3 
Imodeli . ,with hands 44 25 75 1'44 48 75 2 8 4 
i i 6 19 75 1100 33 75 .8.· 1 23 5 
I I contact 13 
-
75 88 44 75. 12 •. 10 6 
1 aids - 6 75 81 41 75 B~ 7 i . - . . - 75 75 75 75 .• 8 I - 31 63 94 47 63 0 / interface - .. 25 63 88 44 63 10 / of modelling tools 19 - 63 82 41 63 11 
I I 'input devices 
- - 63 63 63 63 ··22·; 3 12 
'workload on left & I 
- -
63 63 63 63 '24· 4 13 
i I i 
- -
63 63 63 63 25 5 
" ~OOls ; ) workShop toOls 
- -
63 63 63 63 ;26 . 6 15 
, uniform surface. 56 13 50 119 40 56 .4 16 16 
Horm detailing 50 13 38 101 34 
_50. ;6 121 11 
, form attribute control 31 19 50 1'00 33 50. · •. ;7.;; •. 122 18 
, curvy form creation 19 50 25 94 31 50 a~ 10 Ihigh I i i 1 minimal practICe 6.; '.19 50 75 25 50 20 , model export - 6 50 56 28 50 21 ~orm creation I i '.' . '·1 '1 44 38 82 41 44 22 , model spatial 6 44 . 50 25 44 23 
llife-like model; . 25 . 25 38 88 29 38 ·~U;I 27 2' 
i 38 25 25 88 29 38 1.13 128 25 
Horm' Ii 38 6 25 69 23 38 20 1 43 26 
, tools 25 
-
38 63 32 38 21 124 21 
, outPut - 13 38 51 26 38 29 130 28 
-
13 38 26 38 .30 131 20 
30th , form creation 
- - 38 38 38 38 34 17 30 
lintimat" 11 - - 38 38 38 38 36 18 31 
'for late-stage design . . 38 38 1 38 38 37 19 32 
lreal.time form creation 
- -
38 38 38 38 39 1 20 33 
31'·; ...... 6 .'. 
-
37 19 31· 41 150 3' 
-
31 
- .31 3' 3' 46 26 35 
I 25 • 25 13 63 21 25 '''~3111 1 45 36 
Horm, Ii 13 19 25 57 19 25 .27.' . 1 46 31 
HOlm, 19 6 25 50 17 25 31 151 38 
I 19 
-
25 44 22 25 33 1 4• 30 
I free, i 
-
13 25 38 19 25 35 147 .0 
, Shape creation 
-
25 13 38 19 25 38 1 48 ., 
I, phySiCal 6 25 37 12 25 40 183 '2 
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Appendix 7.7. Customer needs ranked by 'HV' data with L ranking highlighted (from highest 
to lowest) 
Value' Rank' 
Customer needs BFM% CADM% FFM% L X HV L x HV 
anthropometrieal evaluation 6 25 
-
31 16 25 45 54 43 
!quick/easy/good model manipulation 6 25 31 16 25 47 55 44 
3D rotation whilst modelling 
- -
25 25 25 25 50 34 45 
add-on to established CAD package 
- - 25 25 25 25 51 35 46 
complem ents paper-based sketching 
- -
25 25 25 25 52 36 47 
input devices using familiar skills i. - - 25 25 25 25 53 37 48 
novel and innovative functions 
-
-
25 25 25 25 54 38 49 
Iquick/easy/good for early-stage design,' . , 25 . 25 25 25 55 39 50 
lCIuick/easy/good sketching with input devices 
- -
25 25 25 25 56 40 51 
tereotype mouse functions .. , ..... 
- 25 25 25 25 57 41 62 
unlimited spatial movement of input devices 
-
25 25 25 25 58 42 53 
irects to appropriate modelling Commands ,,' . 19 13 32 16 19 43 52 54 
model illumination 19 13 32 16 19 44 53 55 
predictive sketching 
- 19 - 19 19 19 59 49 56 
affordable 6 13 13 32 11 13 42 84 57 
ustomisable interface 13 13 26 13 13 48 56 58 
iWorking in layers 13 13 26 13 13 49 57 59 
jquick/easyjgood engineering drawing creation 6 13 19 10 13 60 85 60 
sculpting 6 13 19 10 13 61 86 61 
traightforward 
-
6 13 19 10 13 62 87 62 
'hand-finished' appearance 13 13 13 13 63 58 63 
'virtual magnet' haptic feature 
- -
13 13 13 13 64 59 64 
advanced 
- -
13 13 13 13 65 60 65 
clear error reporting 
-
13 
- 13 13 13 66 61 66 
CPU progress feedback 
- -
13 13 13 13 67 62 67 
orm creation restricted to manufacturable forms 
-
13 13 13 13 68 63 GB 
life-like sketching 
- -
13 13 13 13 69 64 69 
logical commands . . 
- -
13 13 13 13 70 65 70 
malleable material 13 
- -
13 13 13 71 66 71 
multifunctional input devices .. 
- -
13 13 13 13 72 67 72 
no consumable material 
- -
13 13 13 13 73 68 73 
positively contributes to design abilities 
...... ~ • 13 13 13 13 74 69 74 
predictive previews of tool effects 
- - 13 13 13 13 75 70 75 
previews in 2D environment 
• 
. .... .. ,. 13 • 13 13 13 76 71 76 
uick/easy/good discrete indicators for input devices - 13 13 13 13 77 72 77 
realistic .. 
-
·13 13 13 13 78 73 78 
sketches in 3D space 13 13 13 13 79 74 79 
stereotype keyboard shortcut commands 
-
13 13 13 13 80 75 80 
sturdy input devices 13 13 13 13 81 76 81 
sturdy material 13 13 13 13 82 77 82 
stylistic form creation 13 13 13 13 83 78 83 
suitable for hands-on modelling 
- -
13 13 13 13 84 79 84 
ansformation of shape into form 13 13 13 13 85 80 85 
isuatly attractive input devices 
- 13 13 13 13 86 81 86 
olumetric 13 13 13 13 87 82 87 
adhesive-compatible material 6 
-
6 6 6 88 88 88 
built-in data protection 6 
- 6 6 6 89 89 89 
asual use of tools to create desired form 6 -
-
6 6 6 90 90 90 
comfortable tools 6 - - 6 6 6 91 91 91 
design evaluation with consumers 6 -
-
6 6 6 92 92 92 
displayed geometry matches actual geometry 
- 6 
-
6 6 6 93 93 93 
requent screen refresh 
." - 6 - 6 6 6 94 94 94 
maintena nce-free tools 6 
- - 6 6 6 95 95 95 
obvious ideal strategy 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 96 96 96 
product visualisable within its Intended environment 6 -
-
6 6 6 97 97 97 
uick/easy/good colourisation . 
- 6 
-
6 6 6 98 98 98 
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Appendix 7.7. Customer needs ranked by 'HV' data with L ranking highlighted (from highest 
to lowest) 
Value' Rank' 
Customer needs BFM% CAOM% FFM% E x HV E x HV 
quick/easy/good dimensioning 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 99 99 99 
quick/easy/good material shaping 6 
-
6 6 6 100 100 100 
recording of ideas as a memory aid 
- 6 - 6 6 6 101 101 101 
relaxing 6 
- -
6 6 6 102 102 102 
results in physical objects 6 
- -
6 6 6 103 103 103 
safe tools 6 
-
6 6 6 104 104 104 
spontaneous 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 105 105 105 
suitable for FEA .' <. - 6 - 6 6 6 106 106 106 
Appendix 7.8. Customer needs ranked by 'HV' data with x ranking highlighted (from highest to 
lowest) 
Value: Rank: 
Customer needs BFM% CADM% FFM% E X HV E X HV 
quick/easy/good basic form creation 75 38 88 201 67 88 1 .. '~ 1 
precise 13 25 88 126 42 88 3 '12 2 
haptic feedback 
- 13 88 101 51 88 5 7-) 3 
model Interaction with hands 44 25 75 144 48 75 2 8. 4 
unlimited model viewpoints 6 19 75 100 33 75 8 23 ! 5 
life-like tool/material contact 13 
-
75 88 44 75 12 10 6 
arm construction aids 
-
6 75 81 41 75 17 151 7 
comfortable input devices 
-
75 75 75 75 18 1 8 
quick/easy/good Shape/form modification 
-
31 63 94 47 63 10 9 9 
user-friendly interface 
-
25 63 88 44 63 14 11 10 
useful variety of modelling tools 19 
-
63 82 41 63 16 14 11 
multiple/interchangeable input devices 
- -
63 63 63 63 22 3 12 
reasonable workload on left & right hands 
- -
63 63 63 63 24 4 13 
suitable for product design 
- -
63 63 63 63 25 5 14 
ools analogous to workshop tools 
- -
63 63 63 63 26 6 15 
quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture 56 13 50 119 40 56 4 16 16 
quick/easy/good form detailing 50 13 38 101 34 50 6 211 17 
quiCk/easy/good form attribute control 31 19 50 100 33 50 7 22· 18 
quick/easy/good curvy form creation 19 50 25 94 31 50 9 25,i 19 
high proficiency with minimal practice .... 1 •• 6 19 50 75 25 50 19 32 20 
quiCk/easy/good model export 
-
6 50 56 28 50 28 :'29::; 21 
orm creation guidance . .... 
-
44 38 82 41 44 15 .13.! 22 
quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement 6 44 50 25 44 32 33 23 
life-like model appearance 1.25 .• 25 38 88 29 38 11 211! 24 
reversible 38 25 25 88 29 38 13 .281 25 
quick/easy/good form visualisation "'< '," :<>, :;<:0: '38 6 .. 25 69 23 38 20 43 26 
constrainable tools 25 38 63 32 38 21 :24, 27 
manufacturable output . ' ......•... 
- 13 38 51 26 38 29 . 30! 28 
size/proportion feedback 
-
13 38 51 26 38 30 31 29 
30th constrained form creation '.' 
• 
I' - • 
-
38 38 38 38 34 17,1 30 
intimate modelling -
-
38 38 38 38 36 181 31 
quick/easy/good for late-stage design . ' . - . 
- 38 38 38 38 37 19· 32 
real-time form creation 
- -
38 38 38 38 39 20 33 
uick/easy/good geometric form creation 31 6 37 19 31 41 50 34 
parametric 
-
31 31 31 31 46 26 35 
uick/easy/good shape/form experimentation 25 25 13 63 21 25 23 45 36 
quick/easy/good form duplication/symmetry 13 19 25 57 19 25 27 4. 37 
uick/easy/good form evaluation 19 6 25 50 17 25 31 51 38 
enjoyable 19 25 44 22 25 33 44 39 
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Appendix 7.8. Customer needs ranked by 'HV' data with X ranking highlighted (from highest to 
lowest) 
Value: Rank: 
Customer needs BFM% CADM% FFM% L x HV L x HV 
orm creation free of constraints '. '.13 25 38 19 25 35 47 40 quick/easy/good shape creation 
· 
25 13 38 19 25 38 48 41 
ustomisable physical environment (workplace?) 6 6 25 37 12 25 40 83 42 
anthropometrieal evaluation 6 25 
· 
31 16 25 45 54 43 
Quick/easy/good model manipulation 6 
· 
25 31 16 25 47 55 44 
3D rotation whilst modelling 
· · 
25 25 25 25 50 34 45 
add-on to established CAD package 
· · 
25 25 25 25 51 35 46 
omplements paper-based sketching 
· · 25 25 25 25 52 36 47 
input devices using familiar skills 
· 
25 25 25 25 53 37 48 
novel and innovative functions 
· · 
25 25 25 25 54 38 49 
quick/easy/good for early-stage design ;> 
· .' · 25 25 25 25 55 39 50 
quick/easy/good sketching with input devices 
· · 
25 25 25 25 56 40 51 
tereotype mouse functions 
· · 
25 25 25 25 57 41 52 
unlimited spatial movement of input devices 25 25 25 25 58 42 53 
directs to appropriate modelling commands .. 
· 
19 13 32 16 19 43 52 54 
model illumination 19 13 32 16 19 44 53 55 
predictive sketching 
· 
19 19 19 19 59 49 56 
affordable 6 13 13 32 11 13 42 84 57 
ustomisable interface 
· 
13 13 . 26 13 13 48 56 58 
:working In layers 13 13 26 13 13 49 57 59 
uick/easy/good engineering drawing creation" 6 .' 13 19 10 13 60 85 60 
culpting 6 13 19 10 13 61 86 61 
traightfOlward 
· 6 13 19 10 13 62 87 62 
'hand-finished' appearance 13 13 13 13 63 58 63 
'virtual magnet' haptiC feature " · 13 13 13 13 64. 59 64 
advanced 13 13 13 13 65 60 65 
lear error reporting 13 
· 
13 13 13 66 61 66 
iCpU progress feedback 
· 
13 13 13 13 67 62 67 
orm creation restricted to manufacturable forms 
· 
13 13 13 13 68 63 68 
life-like sketching 
· 
13 13 13 13 69 64 69 
logical commands . 
· 13 13 13 13 70 55 70 
malleable material 13 
· · 
13 13 13 71 66 71 
multifunctional input devices 13 13 13 13 72 67 72 
no consumable material 
· 
13 13 13 13 73 68 73 
positively contributes to design abilities ....... 
· 
· 13.' . 13 13 13 74 69 74 
predictive previews of tool effects 
· · 
13 13 13 13 75 70 75 
previews in 20 environment 
· · 
13 13 13 13 76 71 76 
uiCk/easy/good discrete indicators for input devices 
· · 
13 13 13 13 77 72 77 
realistic '. ..... 
· 
13 13 13 13 78 73 78 
sketches in 3D space 
· · 
13 13 13 13 79 74 79 
tereotype keyboard shortcut commands 
· · 
13 13 13 13 80 75 80 
turdy input devices 
· · 
13 13 13 13 81 76 81 
turdy material . 13 
· · 
13 13 13 82 77 82 
stylistiC form creation 
· · 13 13 13 13 83 78 83 
suitable for handS-()n modelling', . . 
· . 13 13 13 13 84 79 84 
ansformation of shape into form 13 
· 
13 13 13 85 80 85 
isually attractive input devices 
· · 
13 13 13 13 86 81 86 
olumetric 13 13 13 13 87 82 87 
adheslve-compatible material 6 ' .. 6 6 6 88 88 88 
built-in data protection 6 6 6 6 89 89 89 
asual use of tools to create desired form 5 6 6 6 90 90 90 
comfortable tools 6 6 6 6 91 91 91 
design evaluation with consumers 6 6 6 6 92 92 92 
displayed geometry matches actual geometry 6 6 6 6 93 93 93 
requent screen refresh 6 6 6 6 94 94 94 
maintenance-free tools 6 
· · 
6 6 6 95 95 95 
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Appendix 7.8. Customer needs ranked by 'HV' data with x ranking highlighted (from highest to 
lowest) 
Value: Rank: 
Customer needs BFM% CADM% FFM% L x HV L x HV 
obvious ideal strategy '. '. 6 
· 
6 6 6 96 96 96 
product visualisable within its intended environment 6 . 
· 
6 6 6 97 97 97 
Quick/easy/good colourisation . 6 .... 
· 
6 6 6 98 98 98 
quick/easy/good dimensloning 6 
· 
6 6 6 99 99 99 
quick/easy/good material shaping 6 - . 
· 
6 6 6 100 100 100 
recording of Ideas as a memory aid 
-
6 
-
6 6 6 101 101 101 
relaxing 6 
-
· . 6 6 6 102 102 102 
results in physical objects 6 
- · 
6 6 6 103 103 103 
afe tools 6 
- 6 6 6 10' 10' lOO 
spontaneous . 6 
· 
6 6 6 105 105 105 
uitable for FEA . 6 6 6 6 106 106 106 
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Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Workspace l' Desktop Computing) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs 
.. Met? . . . Explanation • 
... .. ... .... 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation 0 
2 model interaction with hands .... .... IiI Haptic devices .... . '" ... ·x x , . ..... 
3 precise 0 
• quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture 0 . ...;;".,., . ,. ' ... " ..... .... . .... ... 
5 haptic feedback IiI Haptic devices 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing 
" 
0 .. , 
.' .. ' , 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control 0 
8 unlimited model viewpoints IiI Use of multiple large screens 
9 quick/easy/good curvy form creatlon 0 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification 0 
11 life-like model appearance IiI Use of multiple large screens 
12 life-like tool/material contact 0 
13 reversible 0 
i. user-friendly interface 0 
15 form creation guidance 0 
16 useful variety of modelling tools 0 
17 form construction aids 0 
18 comfortable input devices IiI Expected of well-designed input devices ' 
19 high proficiency with minimal practice 0 
20 Quick/easy/good form visualisation &:I. Use of multiple large screens; Optional stereovislon . . .. 
21 constrainable tools 0 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices .. IiI Designer can choose favoured devices ..... ' . 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands IiI Designer can set the workload 
2. suitable for product design IiI Combination of features makes it suitable" .... 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools 0 
26 Quick/easy/good model export 0 
27 manufacturable output 0 
28 size/proportion feedback IiI Use of multiple large screens 
29 Quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement IiI Use of multiple large screens 
30 constrained form creation 0 
Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Workspace 2' Immerslve Room) 
# Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? .'. Explanation 
1 Quick/easy/good basic form creation 0 
2 model interaction with hands &:I Haptic gloves . 
3 precise 0 
4 Quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture a 
5 haptic feedback &:I Haptic gloves 
6 Quick/easy/good form detailing 0 
7 Quick/easy/good form attribute control 0 
8 unlimited model viewpoints &:I Immersed in projected images 
9 Quick/easy/good curvy form creation 0 
10 Quick/easy/good shape/form modification a 
11 life-like model appearance &:I Immersed in projected images; optional stereovision; full-scale model evaluation 
12 life-like tool/material contact a '. 
13 reversible 0 
i' user-friendly interface . ..... a ... .' 
.' . 
15 form creation guidance 0 
16 useful variety of modelling tools ;." ";" a ',. .,. .., d. ;; ... .. .... ... 
17 form construction aids 0 
18 comfortable input devices "':,, ...... ' . &:I Tablet PC for portability, allows sitting and intuitive input . 
19 high proficiency with minimal practice 0 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation, &:I Immersed in projected images; optional stereovision; full-scale model evaluation 
21 constrainable tools 0 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices &:I Designer can choose favoured devices 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands &:I Tablet PC is expected to provide these functions 
2. suitable for product design &:I Dedicated workroom seWng the project theme 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools 0 
26 quick/easy/good model export 0 
27 manufacturable output 0 
28 size/proportion feedback &:I Full-scale model evaluation 
2. quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement &:I Dedicated immersive walls 
30 constrained form creation a .. 
6!]- Customer need specifically met; C -Customer need met through software; 00- Customer need not met or not applicable. 
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Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Workspace 3' Intelligent Screens) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? Explanation 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation 0 
2 model interaction with hands Iil Touch screen input 
3 precIse 0 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture 0 
" 
. ". ""' •• ;0.'< . ,,·Wo;;. ......... 
5 haptic feedback Iil Fingertip haptic feedback 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing 0 . ' . 
..... 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control 0 
8 unlimited model viewpoints Iil Use of multiple large screens . 
• quick/easy/good curvy form creation 0 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification, 0 < ••• Eo .... • • ..... ·;Eo· .'. ..... ,,, . '<'" 
11 life-like model appearance Iil Use of multiple high-resolution large screens 
12 life-like tool/material contact 0 
13 reversible 0 
14 user-friendly interface Iil Customisable to designer's preferences 
15 form creation guidance 0 
16 useful variety of mOdelling tools .... 0 .. ... .. 
17 form construction aids 0 
18 comfortable input devices ..... Iil Natural use of fingertips end fingertip haptic sensors 
,. high proficiency with minimal practice 0 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation Iil Use of multiple high-resolution large screens 
21 constrainable tools 0 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices ...... Iil Natural use of fingertips and fingertip haptic sensors . '. 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands Iil Designer can set the workload 
2. suitable for product design . Iil Combination of features makes it suitable ...... .' 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools 0 
26 quick/easy/good model export 0 . 
27 manufacturable output 0 
28 size/proportion feedback Iil Use of multiple large screens . .' 
2. quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement Iil Use of multiple large screens 
30 constrained form creation 0 .. " . 
Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Workspace 4' Advanced Wireless Virtual Reality) 
* 
Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? Explanation 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation 0 
2 model interaction with hands Iil Haptic gloves for both hands, :' .. 
3 precise 0 
• quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture 0 . 
5 haptic feedback Iil Haptic groves for both hands 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing 0 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control 0 
8 unlimited model viewpoints Iil 3D stereovision and use of VR system 
• quick/easy/good curvy form creation 0 
10 Quick/easy/good shape/form modification 0 •.... ... . 
11 life-like model appearance Iil 3D stereovision and use of VR system 
12 life-like tOOl/material contact 0 
13 reversible 0 
14 user-friendly interface 0 
15 form creation guidance 0 
16 useful variety of mOdelling tools '.";:',. 0 '. ;: ........... . , ......... ......... ..... 
17 form construction aids 0 
18 comfortable input devices Iil Advanced VR: wireless, miniaturised, lightweight . 
,. high proficiency with minimal practice 0 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation Iil 3D stereovision and use of VR system 
21 constrainable tools 0 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices ,,': ' .... Iil OptionaL use of gestures. voice command and foot control ' . 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands Iil Designer can set the workload 
24 suitable for product design Iil Combination of features makes it suitable 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools 0 
26 quick/easy/good model export 0 
27 manufacturable output 0 
28 size/proportion feedback Iil 3D stereovislon and use of VR system . 
2. quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement Iil 3D stereovision and use of VR system 
30 constrained form creation 0 .' 
~ • Customer need specifically met; C· Customer need met through software; 1iiI· Customer need not met or not applicable. 
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Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Form Creation l' Dual Co-located Haptic Devices) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs .. Met? .. •••• '0 Explanatlon'<' i •• .' 
1 Quick/easy/good basic form creation Iil Replicates clay modelling 
2 model interaction with hands . Iil One hand grasps, the other hand shapes the model ' , 
3 precise [J 
4 quiCk/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture [J 
5 haptic feedback il Use of haptic glove and PHANToM 
6 quick/easy/good form detailfhg ..... a .';0.. . .. . ·.ii'· ··U ooO;i' ·U· •••• • 'iU 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control [J 
8 unlimited model viewpoints . [J iu 
9 QuiCk/easy/good curvy form creation Iil Replicates clay modelling 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification Iil Replicates clay modelling 
11 life-like model appearance Iil 3D stereovision and virtual clay 
12 life-like tool/material contact Iil Co-location and haptic feedback<;- . ... . < • 
13 reversible [J 
14 user-friendly interface Iil Direct working of virtual clay 
15 form creation guidance [J 
16 useful variety of modelling tools Iil Analogous to workshop tools and additional CAD features 
17 form construction aids [J 
18 comfortable Input devices . Iil Expected of well-designed input devices . .... 
19 high proficiency with minimal practice Iil Intuitive, based on workshop mOdelling 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation Iil 3D stereovision 
21 constrainable tools [J 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices Iil Use of haptic glove and PHANToM 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands Iil One hand grasps, the other hand shapes the model 
24 suitable for product design" : i 
• 
Iil Combination of features 'makes it suitable "",' 
" 
... 
.••• > 
25 tOOlS analogous to workshop tools Iil Basis of the concept 
26 quick/easy/good model export [J 
27 manufacturable output [J 
28 size/proportion feedback [J 
29 quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement Iil Model can be grasped and moved 
30 constrained form creation -< [J ... ... .... 
• 
... 
Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Form Creation 2' Smart Material) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? ..•.. .... Explanation ' . " .. 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation Iil Physical modelling material 
2 model interaction with hands Iil Physical modelling with both hands 
3 precise Iil Determined by skill of designer and quality of tools 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture Iil Determined by skill of designer and quality of tools 
5 haptic feedback Iil Physical mOdelling with both hands 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing '.' Iil Impregnated material has very high resolution . .... ... 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control Iil Determined by skill of designer and quality of tools 
8 unlimited model viewpoints Iil Physical modelling 
9 quiCk/easy/good curvy form creation Iil Determined by skill of designer and quality of tools 
10 quick/easy/good Shape/form modification Iil Determined by skill of designer and quality of tools 
11 life-like model appearance Iil Physical mOdelling 
12 life-like tool/material contact Iil Physical modelling .... ... . . .... > 
13 reversible Iil Material could be added to re-model mistakes 
14 user-friendly interface Iil Uses familiar workshop tools 
15 form creation guidance Il!I 
16 useful variety of modelllng tools Iil Determined by the tool selection . 
17 form construction aids Iil Determined by the tool selection 
18 comfortable Input devices, :: " 
.' Iil Determined by the tool selection.: :,.' . ' . ' .. 
•• 
•• 
19 high profiCiency with minimal practice Iil Intuitive workshop modelling 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation Iil Physical modelling 
21 constrainable tools Iil Determined by the tool selection 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices Iil Determined by the tool selection 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands Iil Determined by the deSigner's working method 
24 suitable for product design, . ' Iil Combination of features makes it suitable . . 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools Iil Any workshop hand tool could be used 
26 quic\Veasy/good model export [J 
27 manufacturable output [J 
28 size/proportion feedback Iil Physical modelling . .. 
29 quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement Iil Physical modelling 
30 constrained form creation: .. Iil Determined by the tool selection ... 
Fa· Customer need specifically met; 0 - Customer need met through software; 1l!I- Customer need not met or not applicable, 
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Appendix 10 1 Customer needs matrices (Form Creation 3' Haptic Holographic Representation) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? y Explanation: i> 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation D 
2 model interaction with hands Iil Haptic gloves 
3 precise D 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture D .' . '. .' . 
5 haptic feedback Iil Haptic gloves 
6 quick/easy/good forrl1-detailing 
''''.' D' 
•• yy .;y.y • yyy y .... 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control D 
8 unlimited model viewpoints Iil 3D stereovision and holographic representation 
" 
quick/easy/good curvy form creation D 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification Iil Allows collaborative model evaluation and modification, In real~time 
11 life-like model appearance Iil Full scale 3D sterecvision and hOlographic representation 
12 life-like tool/material contact Il!l . 
13 reversible D 
14 user-friendly interface Iil Highly realistic input, easily comprehended 
15 form creation guidance D 
16 useful variety of mod'ellingtools '.';. D . 
17 form construction aids D 
18 comfortable input devices Iil Concept is essentially visual/haptic form evaluation 
1" high proficiency with minimal practice Iil Highly realistic input, easily comprehended 
20 Quick/easy/good form visualisation" ' .. Iil 3D stereovision and holographic representation ' 
" 21 constrainable tools D 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices Il!l 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands Iil Designer can set the workload 
24 suitable for product design . Iil Provides enhanced model evaluation 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools Il!l 
26 Quick/easy/good model export D .... 
27 manufacturable output D 
28 size/proportiOn feedback Iil Full scale 3D stereovision and holographic representation 
2" Quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement Iil Full scale 3D stereovision and holographic representation 
30 constrained form creation 
" 
D ",. ".W· "." 
.,. 
Appendix 10.1. Customer needs matrices (Form Creation 4: Modelling with Sequential Scanning) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? Explanation 
1 Quick/easy/good basic form creation Iil Physical mOdelling 
2 model interaction with hands .' Iil Physical modelling, :. . 
3 precise Iil Determined by skill of designer and Quality of tools 
4 Quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture Iil Determined by skill of designer and Quality of tools 
5 haptic feedback Iil Physical modelling 
6 Quick/easy/good form detailing Iil Intelligent software allows subsequent detailing 
7 Quick/easy/good form attribute control Iil Combination of Dh%ical modelling and intelligent software aliO'NS subsequent detailing 
8 unlimited model viewpoints Iil Physical modelling 
" 
Quick/easy/good curvy form creation Iil Determined by skill of designer and Quality of tools 
10 Quick/easy/good shape/form modification Iil Determined by skill of designer and Quality of tools 
11 life-like model appearance Iil Physical modelling 
12 life-like tool/material contact Iil Physical modelling . : . 
13 reversible Il!l 
14 user-friendly interface Iil Physical modelling and software 
15 form creation guidance Il!l 
16 useful variety of modelling tools . Iil Determined by the designer's choice of tools ,>" 
." . 
17 form construction aids Iil Determined by the designer's choice of tools 
18 comfortable input devices Iil Determined by the designer's choice of tools 
i. high proficiency with minimal practice Iil Determined by skill of designer and Quality of tools 
20 Quick/easy/good form visualisation . Iil Physical modelling ..... 
21 constrainable tools Iil Determined by the deSigner's choice of tools 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices Iil Determined by the deSigner's choice of tools : .. 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands Iil Determined by the deSigner's choice of tools 
24 suitable for product design Iil Combination of features makes it suitable 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools Iil Physical modelling 
26 Quick/easy/good model export 
". D •••• '.;".". , .... .". 
27 manufacturable output D 
28 size/proportion feedback Iil Physical modelling 
2" Quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement Iil Physical modelling 
30 constrained form creation '. Iil Determined by the deSigner's choice of tools 
Ii:J - Customer need specifically met; [J - Customer need met through software; IBI - Customer need not met or not applicable. 
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Appendix 10 1. Customer needs matrices (Form Creation 5' Squidgy-Sponge) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? Explanation 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation 611 Squidgy.sponge most suited to bulk features of form 
2 model interaction with hands ••• L; .' 611 $Quidgy-sponge dire,ctly deforms model;« • L;: .... L •• ; 
3 precise D 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture D .' . '.' 
S haptic feedback 611 Two handed interaction 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing Ii!I 
7 Quick/easy/good form attribute control 611 Squidgy.sponge could be used to alter attributes values 
8 unlimited model viewpoints ·.·.··.L " D L·;; ·;·L![l;;.· ;;. "i'iiL;. ··iL";·· .·i.; 
9 quick/easy/good curvy form creation 611 Squidgy-sponge creates inherently organic deformations 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification 611 Squidgy-sponge creates inherently organic deformations 
11 life-like model appearance D 
12 life-like tool/material contact Ii!I 
13 reversible D , 
14 user-friendly interface' ",iiiL;. i· 611 intuitive deformations' reflected on mocfel .. 
15 form creation guidance D 
16 useful variety of modelling tools 611 Squidgy-sponge deforms in many different ways 
17 form construction aids D 
18 comfortable input devices . 611 Interaction with squidgy-sponge assumed to be comfortable 
19 high profiCiency with minimal practice 611 Intuitive deformations reflected on model 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation " D . 
21 constrainable tools D 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices 611 Combination of squidgy-sponge, mouse and keyboard 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands 611 Designer can set the workload 
2. suitable for product design . 611 Combination of features makes it suitable .. 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools Ii!I 
26 quick/easy/good model export D ' .. ." . 
.' 
27 manufacturable output D 
28 size/proportion feedback D 
29 quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement D 
30 constrained form creation D .. .' 
Appendix 10.1. Customer needs matrices (Form Creation 6: VerbaljGesturallnput) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? Explanation 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation D 
2 model interaction with hands Ii!I 
3 precise D 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture D I···· '.' 
5 haptic feedback Ii!I 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing D 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control 611 Verbal and gestural input 
8 unlimited model viewpoints D 
9 quick/easy/good curvy form creation D 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification 611 Verbal and gestural input . . 
11 life-like model appearance D 
12 life-like tool/material contact Ii!I 
13 reversible D 
,. user-friendly interface 611 Verbal and gestural input 
15 form creation guidance D 
16 useful variety of modelling tools D 
17 form construction aids D 
18 comfortable input devices 611 Verbal and gestural input 
19 high proficiency with minimal practice 611 Highly intelligent software understands verbal and gestural input 
20 quick/easy/goad form visualisation, D I ... .. .. 
21 constrainable tools D 
22 multiple/Interchangeable Input devices 611 Verbal or gestural input 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands 611 Designer can set the workload 
24 suitable for product design 611 Combination of features makes it suitable 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools Ii!I 
26 quick/easy/good model export ',>"',>,,: D . .. L·. .. ' . 
•• 
27 manufacturable output D 
28 size/proportion feedback D I . 
29 quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement 611 Via verbal and gestural input 
30 constrained form creation D 
~ - Customer need specifically met; 0 -Customer need met through software; IBI- Customer need not met or not applicable. 
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Appendix 10.1. Customer needs matrices (Form Creation 7: Automated 2D-t0-3D Translation) 
• Definitive set of 30 customer needs Met? Explanation 
1 quick/easy/good basic form creation [;'! Uses simple 20 sketch elevations 
2 model interaction with hands li!I .... ... ' . . 
3 precise [;'! Software allows tidying of geometry 
4 quick/easy/good uniform surface finish/texture .0 I>;;:>:'" . >;> .'; . 
5 haptic feedback li!I 
6 quick/easy/good form detailing ; ...... [;'! SoftWare a'lIows tidying of geometry' ',,,, 
7 quick/easy/good form attribute control [;'! Software allows tidying of geometry 
• unlimited model viewpoints 0 . 
9 quick/easy/good curvy form creation [;'! Uses simple 2D sketch elevations 
10 quick/easy/good shape/form modification [;'! Software allows tidying and editing of geometry 
11 life-like model appearance 0 
12 life-like tool/material contact IS 
13 reversible [;'! Software allows editing 
14 user-friendly interface [;'! Analogous to paper-based sketching 
15 form creation guidance 0 
16 useful variety of modelling tools 0 
17 form construction aids 0 
,. comfortable input devices [;'! Tablet PC with portability allows sitting and Intuitive input 
19 high proficiency with minimal practice [;'! Analogous to paper-based sketching 
20 quick/easy/good form visualisation [;'! Automatic 2D to 3D translation '; 
21 constrainable tools 0 
22 multiple/interchangeable input devices li!I 
23 reasonable workload on left & right hands [;'! Analogous to paper-based sketching 
24 suitable for product design [;'! Combination of features makes it suitable 
25 tools analogous to workshop tools li!I 
26 quick/easy/good model export 0 
27 manufacturable output 0 
28 size/proportion feedback 0 
29 quick/easy/good model spatial arrangement 0 
30 constrained form creation [;'! Software allows tidying Of geometry . 
Iil- Customer need specifically met; [J - Customer need met through software: I!I - Customer need not met or not applicable. 
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Appendix 10.2. Full questionnaire for concept evaluation (page 1 of 4) 
A QUESnONNAIRE ON 
Concepts for digital Industrial design tools 
You ore being presented with a questionnaire on COrICCpts for future modelling systems 
used by Industrial deslgnc.rs. The concepts are a variety of 'reot-worfd' 
(improvements/combinations of existing technology) and 'bluo-skt (technology to be-
developed). There IIIr& eleven concepts presented In the questionnaire. Four are 
WORKSPACE concepts. illustratIng environments that IndU$trial designers will work In. The 
remsining seven are FORM CREATION concepts. iIIustrallng tools/methods tha.t Industritd 
designers will use to define product form ru_a!1x....t.9nt:®.wA'-$t_@~~ 
Please enrclully examine tho iIIustrotlon and text description for each concept. Then. 
indicate your agreemenVdlsDgreemcnl of the questionnaire statement$ by ticking onc of 
the 'STRONGLY AGREE', 'TEND TO AGREE', 'TENO TO DISAGREE' or 'STRONGLY DISAGREE' 
boxes -proylded. Please nlsD summarise your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing In the 
boxes provided. 
* Please note that the concepts should bo assessed lndivldually. there Is no (equl,ement 
for cross comparisons. 
Thank you for your1ime. your participation Is opprcclated. 
Bahar$ener 
Date: 
Name: 
E-mell: 
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Appendix 10.2. Full questionnaire for concept evaluation (page 2 of 4) 
Part 1-WORKSPACE CONCEPTS 
WOKSPACI CONCEPT 1: DESKTOP COMPUTING 
'" would find this WORKSPACE enjoyable to work In,-
Strone!YAtree 0 I TcndtoAgree 0 I TendtoDlsag,ee 0 Strongly DiSagree 0 
"ThiS WORKSPACE would be Inspirational to my designing: 
StrQr1gt}< i\itee 0 I Tend 10 AIJoo 0 I Tend to DiSavae 0 
"This WORKsPACE WOUld assist my desl",lng." 
StronglyAgrN: C I Tend to AWN 0 I TlH\dtoD~#OO 0 
"I would prefer this WORKSPACE to my current work.pece" 
Strongly Agree Cl I Tend 10 Agree 0 I Tend to Disaqoe 0 Strongly Disagree 0 
WOKSPACI! CONCEPT 2: lMMERSIVE ROOM 
·1 would find this WORKSPACE enjoyable to work In." 
StrongtyAgrco 0 I TendtOAgret 0 ! TOfldtGDlSegree 0 
"This WORKSPACE would b. Insplretlonal to my designing.' 
S\lon&1YAgree- 0 I Tend to Agree 0 I lcndtoOisairoe C 
"'ThIs WORKSPACE would assist my designing.· 
SttoneIY Agr&o a I Tend to Agree 0 I Tend to Olse.re" C Strongly OiSlliteG 0 
"I WOuld prefer this WOR~PACE to my eurrent workspec." 
Stfl)O£IYAgree 0 I TcndtoAl/etl 0 I TendtoOIsa&ree Cl Strong"" DisaIYe. 0 
WOkSPACE CONCEPT 3 : INTEWO£HT SCREENS 
"I would nnd this WOR~PACE _nloyobl. to work In .. 
Stron&IY ~ C I Tend to Agree 0 I Tend le 0180&1" 0 Strongly OiSagroe 0 
"thIs WORKSPACE would be Insplratlonal to my designing." 
StronglyAgreo 0 I TendtOA£ree 0 I TendtoDisagr~ 0 Strongly OiSJ.Isree 0 
"This WORKSPACe WOUld assist my designing." 
Strongly AifeG 0 I Tend 10 Agree C I Tond to Di$a.greO Cl $trongfy OiSagtee 0 
"'I would prefer this WORKSPACE to my current works pace: 
StronglyAgroe 0 I TondtoAgi'U [J I TendtoDlsagree Cl Slron£iy DISagree Cl 
WOKSPACE CONCEPT 4 = ADVANCED WIRELESS VIRTUAL RUUfY 
"I would find this WOR~PACE enloyobl. to work In." 
SltonilYAwee 0 ! Tend to Agree 0 I Tend to Olsalrelt 0 Strongly Olsagree Cl 
·ThiS WORKSPACE would be Insplratlonal to my deslgnlng.-
StronglyAgtee 0 ! Tel'ldl0Agree 0 I Tend to OIsegree [J Strongly OiSegreet Cl 
"Thl$ WOR~PACE would assist my designing." 
Strongly A#H 0 I Tend to Alree 0 I Tend to Otsagree 0 Stroni/y DISagree Cl 
"I would prefer this WORKS PACE to my current workspece." 
Strongly N1ree 0 I fond to Aarte 0 I Tend to Dis&grce [J Strongly OlS.agree 0 
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Appendix 10.2. Full questionnaire for concept evaluation (page 3 of 4) 
Part 11 - FORM CREATION CONCEPTS 
FORM CREATION CONCEPT 1: DUAL Co.LOCATED HAPTIC DEVICES 
"I would find Ihls FORM CREATION CONCEPT enjoyable to work With." 
StronglyAgret' 0 I TendtoAgr~ 0 I TendloOlS8gree Cl I StronglyOQgrce Cl 
"ThIs fORM CREATION CONCEPT would belnsplrallon.1 to my d .. lgnlng.· 
$lronglyAgree 0 I londtoAiroo C I TendtoOi6egree 0 I StronglyOlsair(:O C 
"This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would ... Ist my d •• lgnlng.· 
StrotlgJyAtrce 0 I Tendtoftgtee [J I TcmdtoDlSagreo 0 SlronmOlsa~ D 
., would prefer this FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my current form creation tools,-
Strong1yAgree Cl I T411dtoAereo 0 I Tend to Oisagree Cl I StrongryOlsagree 0 
FORM CREATION CONCEPT 2 = SMART MATERIAL 
"I would find thl. FORM CREATION CONCEPT enJoyable to wOrk With.' 
SltOngty J\&I'oo 0 I Tend to Agree 0 I Tend to DiSagree 0 I StIOl'litIY Disagree 0 
"ThIS FORM CREATION CONCEPT would be Inspirational to my designing." 
"ThIs fORM CREATION CONCEPT would assist my designing." 
StronglyAtree 0 I Tondlo~o C I Tend to Disagroe [] StrengtyO~ Cl 
"I would prefer this FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my eurrent form cre.Uon tools." 
Slronglyl\greo 0 I TondtoAgrco Cl ! Tend to Oisagretr C I StronglyDlsagrce 0 
FORM CREATION CONCEPT a I HAPTIC HOLOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION 
"I would find this FORM CREATION CONCEPT enjoyable to work With." 
SIf(lngly.4,£rect D I TendtoAgtH C I TendtoDiUlgreo 0 I StrontlyDl$(lgree 0 
"This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would be Inspirational to my designing." 
"This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would assist my designing.' 
Strongly AgtCif 0 I lend to Agree [J I Tend to OiSaueo C StrongJy DIsagree 0 
"I would prefer this FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my current form creation tool$." 
Str(lngJy Avoo 0 I Tend 10 Agree 0 I fond to OisBgreo 0 I Strongly Ois3gree 0 
FORM CRUnON CONCEPT 4: SEQUENTlAlSCANNINQ 
'I would find this FORM CREATION CONCEPT enJoyable to work with." 
SlrengtfAgrae 0 I TendtoA&tae a I Tend 100isagrH 0 I $tlongtyOlsaqe& a 
"This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would be'nsplratlon.' to my designing." 
Strongly,l(tOO 0 I TendtoAQ,ree 0 I TendloDISag!'OEt 0 I StrongJy~ 0 
'This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would ... lsl my designing." 
SttonatyNVce 0 I TendtoAcroe 0 I Tl9ndtoDl$tI~ 0 SttondYDlSagree C 
-I would prefer this FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my current form creation tools: 
Strongty Agreo 0 I Tend 10 A&1eo 0 I Tend to DiIPlgre. C I Strongly DiSagree 0 
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Appendix 10.2. Full questionnaire for concept evaluation (page 4 of 4) 
FORM CRunOH CONCEPT., CqUlDGV..sPONG£ 
"I would find this FORM CREATION CONCEPT enjoyable to work with." 
SlrOllgJy~ Cl I TendtoA.gree Cl I Ten<f10 Disa&fflO D I S1rongJyDisagrtlo Cl 
"This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would be Inspirational to my designing." 
SltOI'lglyAgree Cl I Tendt(lAJ:ree D I TtlndtoOisagrco Cl I Slrong\)'Oisagro(l Cl 
"Thl, FORM CREATION CONCEPT would assist my designing." 
S1fQng!y~" D I Tondlo~ Cl ! TOnd!oDiatlgrtlt 0 StronglyOls4gree 0 
"I would prefer thIs FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my current form creation tools: 
Suongty Agree C I lend loA&ree Cl I Tend to Oi68gree Cl I Strongly OiSll~ 0 
el1loyable to work with: 
SlrongtYOAitoe Cl Tendl0Airoe C I Ten<ltoOisagroo Cl I StronglyDssa$ee Cl 
"this FORM CREATION CONCEPT would bo In,plratlonal to my designing." 
Strongly A&tee 0 ! Tend to AW'et Cl I Tend to Ots.agree 0 I Stron&IY ~ D 
"ThIs FORM CREATION CONCEPT would assist my designing." 
Stron&f)t Atree Cl I Tend to Agree 0 I Tend to Di5a&ref Cl Str041gly Disegtco 0 
"I would prefer thl, FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my current form creation tOOlS." 
Stton&1Y "&100 0 ! Tand to Aaree 0 I Tent! to DISagree Cl I StronCif OIS8&fe& Cl 
FORM CRunON CONCur 7: AUTOMATED 2J).T0.3D TRANSLAnON 
"I would flnd this FORM CREATION CONCEPT enjoyable to work with." 
Strongly Agree 0 ! Tend to fo&reO C I Tend to Oisaglw 0 I Stron~ Disagree 0 
'"This FORM CREATION CONCEPT would be InspiratIonal to my designing." 
StronglyAgr04 0 ! TqndtoAgreo C I T~toDlsaeree 0 I StfonBIYOlsagree C 
"this FORM CREAnON CONCEPT would assist my designing." 
Stron&JyAQoe 0 I lendtoAgrCit C I lllndtoOis.atrflt 0 StronglyDlslIgrce 0 
"I would prefer this FORM CREATION CONCEPT to my current form creation tools." 
StrODiIY Aarno 0 I le-M to AQeo 0 I Tend 10 0istI1U~ 0 I Strongly Disagree 0 
Part III - COMBINED SYSTEM 
/>Jease state which $Ingl. comblna1ton of WORKSPACE and FORM CREAnON CONCEPT you would 
personally be most happy to tee realised and work with. 
WOrkspac. [NO: _l and Form Creation Concept [No:_1 
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Appendix 10.3. Full set of score data for concepts (Works pace concepts) 
1 ,; :;;E',,·ASSJ!lIllII'!!lSCORESTOTHf:,COIIICEPJS ' .. ,;! 
Participant # 1 2 3 4 . 5 1:51" 7 ::8 9 10. 
I ~ Enjoy':. 2 1 2 2 1 1;1 1 1 1 1 
Inspire 1 , -1 1 -1 -1 '-1 -1 -1 -1 1 
Assist" 1 1 2 1 1 A 1 -1 1 1 
pr.r.r 1 ,·1 2 1 1 1;:1:. 1 .'1 -1 1 
I ~ . Itl';t 2 2· -1 1 1 Li;:2:iI:\ 1 1"1 2 12 
~ 2 :;:2;;·' 1 1'1; 
212 
.ill:': 2 2 ... 
• ~~ H2'; 1 -1 2 1 1;;1: 2 1.1" ;2· -2 1 1 1 ;,:1. 1 -1 
I~ 
"" 2 1 1 2 1 1 :'11" 
, 2 1 2 2 
Inspire 
-1 1 1 -1 1 1-1 -1 1 1 1 
Assist 1 1 -1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 
prerer 1 1 -1 2 1 2 2 .1 1 -1 
EnJoy. ". 
-1 2 2 -1 2 2 2 1 2 2 
Inspire 1 2 2 -1 2 1 :2;; 2 1 2 1 
-1 2 2 1 2 1;:2:1 1 1::1 2 1 
Prefer 
-1 ;2; 2 '1 1 1:;!;211 1 1"'1 1 1 
Appendix 10.3. Full set of score data for ; (Form creation concepts) 
FOlm~ 
Partlclpanl# 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 I 8 9 10 
~ onJoy.,< 21 2 2 1 : 1 11 2 1 
Inspire ·11 21 _1.1-1: -11·1 11 
2'1 2 1 2 ::'11 1 li,'l 1 .1. 
Prefer 211< 2 1 1 ,,:ILl -1 1"-1 1 1 
~ 22 2 1 1 1;'2 1 12 1 2 
Inspire -12 2 -1 2 1 -1 1 1 2 
Assist. 2 2 2 -1 2 -1 1 2 1 2 
Prerer 2 2 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 2 
" Enjoy. 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 
Inspire ·12 1 1 1 '.:1: -11 2 1 
AsSist':;.; -1.2 2 2 1 ::1:1 1 1,1 2 . 1 
Prerer 1 12 21 1: :1'111:1 -1 1;2 2 .1, 
I" ~ 1 '1 2 2 -1 :1;'1:11:: 1 1,:11 1 1·1 
iiiSiike"1'22 22 1 11,,1: -1'2 -1 1 
·2 2 2 2 11 1 1 1 1 
prerer 1 2 1 2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
I!" Enjoy 2 2 -1 -1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Inspire 2 1 ·1 -1 1 [2 -1 2 1 1 
1 .1 -1 -1 1 ,;2, 1 1,1 1 1 
prerer 1 ,1, -1 '1 1::211 -1 1,'1 1 ·1 
I ~ ·1 .;2: -11'1 1 ;.i2 2 11:2 2 .·1 
Inspire ·1 1'2: -1 11 1 III -1 1 .. '2· 1 1-1 
: 1 '2 -1 -1 -l';j 1 11 1 -1 
"rerer ·1 2 -1 -1 -1 i ',1: 1 1 1 -1 
I ~ Enjoy 2 -1 -1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
Inspire 2 ,1-1 2 1 2 -1 2 l 1 
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